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The Big Picture
Chapter 1

In the past decade Generative theory has undergone a profound shift from the
Principles 8z Parameters (PBiP) model to that of the Minimalist Program (MP). This
shift has completely changed the locus of inter-language variation from differences in
the syntactic rules governing a language (in the PBzP model) to differences within the
lexical representation of words, affixes and, possibly, categories (in the MP). Such a
marked shift should be reflected in acquisition theory; specifically in what is known as
learnability theory - how the Language Acquisition Device (LAD) relates the
language of input to the innate linguistic machinery of the mind so that the learner
acquires the appropriate usage of that language. Unfortunately, acquisition theory has
lagged behind this paradigm shift with MP-based proposals only appearing in the last
few years. This lag is, perhaps, not surprising given that the MP was initially
presented as a`bare-bones' proposal which did not address the issue of learnability.
Indeed, it is still unclear exactly what forms of lexical variation are responsible for
both inter-language (between speakers of different languages) and intra-language
(between child and adult) variation. However, the past few years have seen
developments in this area, many of which I will be presenting in this work.

Speciiically, the purpose of this thesis is to trace the development of leaznability
theory as the overall linguistic theory has changed from the PBzP model to the MP. I
will start by presenting the standard problems of language acquisition and show how
the PBzP model attempted to address such problems. Then I will chronicle the changes
in approach taken as the theory shifted from one based on languages having different
rule-based grammars to one in which the grammaz (i.e. syntax) is seen as constant
across all languages. As I do so I will comment on the various approaches and present
my own proposals when I can. It is my intention to show that the MP approach, with
its invariant syntax, does not in fact restrict the possibilities for inter- and intra-
language vaziation, but rather provides a number of interesting and useful techniques
which can elegantly account for such differences.

1.1 On the Innateness of Language

The study of generative linguistics has always considered questions of language
acquisition to be of central importance to the formulation and evaluation of linguistic
theory. It is not enough to postulate a grammar for a language if that grammar cannot
plausibly be learned. Given the fact that adult grammars appear to be highly complex,
and that the basis for learning a language is simply observation of adult speech (with
all of the complexities present, as well as a number of ungrammatical and incomplete
utterances which fall outside the scope of the grammaz), this is not a trivial task. Yet
all learners of a given language converge on more or less the same grammar and, even
more amazingly, aze able to make fine-grained and consistent distinctions as to what is
not permissible in the grammaz even though they have never been explicitly provided
with this information. In addition, language learners seem to go through the same
general patterns of learning, including making roughly the same mistakes at the same
times. This may not be surprising in children leazning the same language (they aze,
after all, all learning the same way while being exposed to similar input) but it is very
surprising when you see the same mistakes appearing in children learning different
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languages, especially when the mistake does not correspond to anything the child
encounters in their input.

These two striking observations, that very complex systems are learned very
quickly at a young age and that the learning process appears to be very similar across
widely differing languages, has led to the proposal that the basics of language are
innately determined; in other words, that the fundamental mechanisms (rather than
language-specific particulars) of language are present in our cognitive machinery at
birth. Postulating an innate basis of a cognitive process is not new: it is widely
accepted that most, if not all, of the human visual processing system is innate (cf., e.g.,
Marr 1982, Pinker 1997). We do not learn to see, we simply learn to relate what we
see to more abstract conceptions of the world. But the innateness of language is a
much more controversial proposal for a number of reasons. Language, unlike vision,
is based upon an artiiicial construct; we simply see what is present in the world but
the language we hear is being produced by the same complicated procedures we are
attempting to learn. All visual phenomena look the same to all non-visually impaired
people (or so it is widely assumed), but languages can vary significantly from one
another. Language, unlike vision, has a significant production component; we must
not only process linguistic input but also produce it in often novel forms - vision has
no equivalent system.' Language, unlike vision, must deal with abstract concepts not
directly perceivable in the real world. We can conceptualise and talk about abstract
concepts such as love or n-dimensional spaces, but although we may be able to see the
overt effects of such concepts (displays of affection, the shadow of a 4-dimensional
object) we cannot see the underlying causes of these effects. Finally, we are limited in
the way in which we can study language as compared to vision. Many animals have a
well developed visual system, but only humans have a complex system of language.
So while we may conduct in-depth study into the physiology of the visual system
through animal experimentation, no such option is available for the study of language.

Comparing the cognitive systems of vision and language does not necessarily
mean that the processes are in any way similar. One can observe that the relatively
simplistic system of vision is innate and it therefore follows that a more complex
system such as language is even more likely to be innate - based on a biological view
of Occam's Razor: a cognitive system theory which does not need innate
predisposition is to be preferred over one that does; therefore if a relatively simple
cognitive system such as vision needs (biologically) to be innate, a more complex
system such as language is even more likely to require innateness - but such an
argument is intuitive. Occam's Razor is a tool for theory evaluation and often fails
when applied to real world situations (often because our understanding of real world
situations is incomplete). And one could easily turn the argument around and state that
a system which is innate is preferred to a system which must be learned, as an innate
system would require less work on the part of the learner. Therefore the biological
argument may be persuasive, depending upon one's intuitive viewpoint, but it cannot
be compelling (at least at this point in our (non-) understanding of cognitive biology).
For more convincing argumentation we must examine the problems of language
learning in more depth.

Before delving into the linguistic arguments as to why basic language
mechanisms must be innate, it should be pointed out that almost no one states that
there is no innate component at all in language (with the possible exception of radical

~ Unless one considers artistic creation to be a productive component of vision.
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behaviourists - cf. Skinner 1957). Quine (1960) presented this position in a straight-
forward example: show a language learner a picture of a rabbit in a field and say
"rabbit". How is the learner to know that you are referring to the small animal rather
than the entire scene being presented? The human cognitive system has some innate
predisposition to dividing the world up into particular concepts, and these concepts are
universal. Thus we have no language in the world which discusses concepts totally
alien and inexplicable to the speaker of another language. Certain languages choose to
express some concepts in everyday language while other languages stress others, but
all such concepts are ultimately expressible in every language. Many people would
argue that this conceptualisation process is not a part of language per se, but rather a
component of the `language of mind' or `language of thought'; the meta-language in
which information is shared between various cognitive processes (cf. Fodor 1975).
Nevertheless, it is clear that language (and all cognitive processes) are based
somewhat on innate distinctions.

Looking at the language component itself, there is again little debate that there is
some innately specified component. Even those advancing connectionist (a.k.a.
artificial neural net) proposals for the acquisition and processing of language admit
that a general learning architecture is not plausible (cf. Judd 1990) and that there must
be architectures specifically configured for language. Even if one postulates that this
language acquisition~processing architecture is only a variation of a general
connectionist architecture, it does not contradict the general principle that there is
some innate specification of the linguistic cognitive process.

Having argued that there is little disagreement as to the innate basis of language,
one is left asking why this question seems to dominate disagreements between
researchers working in different paradigms. The answer is, of course, that there is
strong disagreement with respect to the extent of the innate knowledge of language.
While the connectionist feels that only the most basic knowledge is needed (i.e., the
specific configuration of a more general learning device) the Chomskian linguist
argues that a complex knowledge of language specifics is required. This latter
argument is based upon the complexity of language and it is to this argument that we
now turn.

1.2 On the Complexity of Language Phenomena

1.2.1 The Poverty of the Stimulus

The question of how the language learner can come to know so much given so
little evidence (a.k.a. Plato's problem) has driven the development of linguistic theory
since Chomsky (1959b). In this seminal criticism of Skinner's (1957) proposals for a
behaviourist model of language learning, Chomsky argues convincingly that language
is far too complex to be learned by a simple model of reinforcement. At this level, the
poverty of the stimulus argument applies to specific input sentences: given the infinite
generation abilities of language (i.e. its ability to generate an infinite number of novel
sentences), it is highly unlikely that a hearer will have encountered (and therefore
acquired reinforcement for) any one sentence. At a higher level, the argument that
language is highly complex (i.e. too complex to be learned by simple stimulus-
response) is based upon both the subtle distinctions that are made by the grammar and
the ability of a language speaker to make consistent complex gra~-nmatical distinctions
about phenomena they have (very likely) never encountered before.
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Coupled with the problem of the complexity of the language which must be
learned, there is the additional problem of the unreliability of input. Speech is `noisy';
full of incomplete, idiomatic and ungrammatical utterances. This noisy input to the
learner is not identified in any way as such, yet as a mature speaker the learner will be
able to correctly differentiate it from grammatical input they received. It has been
claimed by e.g. Snow (1986) that speech directed towards children is generally
grammatical, but this assumes that children listen only to parental speech directed
towards them. Given that there are cultures in which children are never directly talked
to by adults (e.g., the Kaluli), this seems to be unlikely (cf. e.g. Schieffelin 1990). It
has also been claimed that children receive some form of correctional feedback when
they utter an ungrammatical sentence (i.e. direct negative evidence), but studies such
as Brown 8z Hanlen (1970) have shown that children do not reliably receive or make
use of such feedback. It has also been proposed that children may interpret the lack of
evidence for a particular phenomenon in the input language to mean that that
phenomenon is not present in the language being learned. This proposal has generally
been dismissed for two reasons: it would require the learner to distinguish between
input that is absent because it is ungrammatical and input which is absent because it is
rare, and it would require the learner to keep some kind of count of the number of
times a phenomenon has been encountered in order to distinguish it from the rarer
instances of ungrammatical input which they must discard (cf. Marcus et al. 1990 for a
detailed discussion). This proposal, known as indirect negative evidence, is discussed
in further detail in Chapter 4.

These issues form the core of the "poverty of the stimulus" argument (Chomsky
1965) and it is as valid an argument today as it was 35 years ago. The question of how
young children learn such a complex system as language in such a short time given
incomplete and confusing input is crucial to any system purporting to explain either
adult grammar or the acquisition process itself. Theories which fail to address such
problems leave themselves open to fundamental criticism.

1.2.2 The Critical Period Hypothesis

Also at issue is the "critical period" of language development. It has been widely
argued (cf. e.g. Lieberman 1984) that children up to the point of puberty learn
language in a fundamentally different way than people who have undergone puberty.
This argument is based on two factors: one, adults do not learn languages to the same
level of proficiency as children do, and two, adults make different errors (of both type
and frequency) than children when learning a language. Such a difference would be
very difficult to explain if there were not some innate biological process for puberty to
affect. Although the critical period hypothesis periodically comes under attack (cf. e.g.
Krashen 1973), it is still a widely held belief and continues to heavily influence
acquisition theory.

1.2.3 Gold's Paradox

Another argument that has shaped the development of modern linguistic theory is
Gold's Paradox. In this seminal work, Gold (1967) applies mathematical rigor to the
question of language learnability. Working on the basis of the Chomsky Hierarchy, a
mathematical division of language types based upon the generative power necessary to
generate them (Chomsky 1959a), Gold determines that a general learning device using
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only positive (i.e., grammatical) input is capable of learning only the finite cardinality
languages (i.e. a language which can only reduplicate sentences it has already
encountered and stored). In this context, `learned' is deiined as the stage at which no
possible valid input string will force the learner to alter the grammar they have
constructed (this is called Identification in the Limit). Given that there are some
languages which are at least context sensitive (e.g. Swiss German, Huijbregts 1983
and Shieber 1985; and Bambara, Culy 1985), degrees of complexity greater than the
finite cardinality languages, it is apparent that the proposed restrictions on Gold's
model are inadequate for explaining human language. Gold proposed several
approaches to avoid this paradox. The most important of these are: 1) ordering the
data presentation, 2) relaxing the identifiability criterion, 3) introducing a stochastic
element into the learning procedure, 4) allowing direct negative evidence in the form
of ungrammatical input marked as such, and 5) constraining the learner's hypothesis
space. Although the relevance of this argument has dimmed over time,2 the
hypothesised solutions have been influential in shaping acquisition and grammar
proposals ever since.

The proposal that language learners receive input that is somehow ordered
initially seems untenable, as children receive a wide range of input of varying
(unordered) complexity. But, it is possible that although the input may not be ordered
in its presentation, the learners themselves may be able to impose an ordering upon
the input. This is possible if the child filters out (ignores) input which is overly
complex (given their present stage of linguistic development) and only focuses on
input which they can almost process. In doing so the child would initially consider
only the simplest input, and then gradually incorporate more and more complex input
as their (acquired) knowledge of the language of input develops. In doing so the child
is imposing an implicit ordering upon the data and therefore avoids the problem of
trying to do too much at once.

The second proposal made for avoiding Gold's Paradox, relaxing the
identifiability criterion, is a much more controversial proposal. To relax the
identification criteria means altering the point at which we say a grammar is fully
learned. If we accept a grammar that handles most or all of the strings being
encountered by the learner (rather than a grammar that will not be changed by any
possible sentence in the language), we then avoid the paradox. Although this may not
seem to be a radical proposal, the implications for linguistic theory would be
profound. We would have to abandon the very idea of a set and discernible grammar
shared by all native speakers of a language and allow for the possibility of gross intra-
language variation between speakers. We would also have to accept that input plays a
much greater role in language development than has been traditionally postulated:
learners who encounter linguistically restricted environments would pass the critical
learning period with less well developed grammars than others (if, indeed, the critical
period hypothesis could still be maintained at all under this proposal, which seems
doubtful). Another approach we could adopt is to say that learning never ceases and
therefore the mature speaker can constantly update their grammar. This would also
nullify the Identification in the Limit constraint, as it hypothesises that the speaker
never actually achieves this end criterion. Although this proposal seems to run counter

Z Chomsky himself proposes that human languages do not necessarily fall neatly into the Chomsky
Hierarchy; i.e. the "scattered grammars" approach of Chomsky (1981). Gazdar (1982) argues that the
paradox can be overcome by restricting human languages to a single class within the hierarchy.
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to the critical period hypothesis (as well as not solving the rare linguistic phenomena
problem), see Chapter 4 for a more thorough discussion.

The third proposal, to introduce a stochastic (i.e. probability-based) element into
the learning device, has been a somewhat popular approach outside of the generativist
framework. Labov 8z Labov (1978), for example, proposed such a`learning by
probability' model and more recent (predominately computational) models have
embraced probability as the fundamental paradigm for language learning (cf. e.g. any
recent proceedings of the International Colloquium on Grammar Induction such as
Honavar 8L Slutzki 1998), although with limited success. Probability based models
have traditionally been attacked for their reliance upon the learner keeping a count of
the number of times a particular phenomenon (or word order pattern) has been
encountered, but if a plausible method of maintaining such a count could be proposed,
such criticism becomes moot (see Chapter 4 for discussion). A more compelling
criticism is the existence of rarely encountered linguistic phenomena. As previously
mentioned, people possess the ability to make grammaticality judgements on
complicated linguistic phenomena they almost certainly have never encountered
before. How could this knowledge have been acquired? And, importantly for a
stochastic model where frequency does matter, how could this knowledge emerge
when less rare ungrammatical (noisy) input is filtered out?

The fourth proposal, that learners receive direct negative evidence (i.e.,
ungrammatical input marked as such) has been largely discounted. As previously
discussed, there is much evidence that learners do not receive consistent evidence of
this form, and when they do it is ignored (cf. Brown 8i Hanlon 1970).

The final proposal, constraining the learner's hypothesis space, has had a
profound influence on the development of modern linguistic theory. As discussed by
Gold, each level of the Chomsky hierarchy contains an infinite number of grammars
for the learner to choose from when attempting to match a grammar to the input. If the
number of grammars that the learner had to choose from was restricted to a finite
number, the mathematical problems pointed out would disappear. In Chomsky (1965,
1981) it was proposed that all humans are born with an innate knowledge of language
which allows them to learn their particular language of exposure easily and uniformly.
This knowledge of language defines what can and cannot be considered part of
language and thus has the effect of limiting what grammars are possible. In other
words, our innate knowledge of language limits what form language can have and, in
effect, constrains the learner's hypothesis space. Determining what constitutes this
universal knowledge of language (referred to as Universal Grammar or UG) has been
the principle endeavour of generativist theory, while the question of how the
knowledge is related to the language of input has been the goal of acquisition theory.

1.2.4 Psychological Plausibility

Finally, we have the issue of psychological plausibility: does the acquisition
theory predict the correct behaviour of a child learning a language and is the theory
itself plausible given our understanding of a child's cognitive abilities? The latter
point is somewhat nebulous, as our understanding of cognitive abilities in general is
somewhat clouded and therefore open to differing proposals. Typically, theories are
judged to be psychologically plausible if one could reasonably accept a proposed
cognitive ability as possible, even if specific proof is lacking. For instance, a theory
which proposed that a child had access to a memory of every sentence they had ever
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heard would normally be considered outside the bounds of plausibility, but a theory
that proposed that a particular phenomenon might be recognised through repetitive
hearings might be accepted. The issue of matching the child's behaviour, on the other
hand, is not a matter of argumentation but of evidence. As we shall see in this work,
the detailed study of a child's language behaviour can be used to determine the
possible validity of a theory. We shall also see that the child's speech production can
be a treasure trove of information, producing a wealth of clues (normally in the guise
of problems) that can guide theory formulation and spur further development. I will
not go into detail here (that being left to later Chapters) but I will discuss a few of the
general problems that have been widely recognised.

1.2.5 Dual Behaviours and Gradual Change

The first problem is that of the seemingly simultaneous use of two differing
possibilities for a particular language phenomenon. Languages differ from one another
in a number of phenomena, one language instantiating a particular phenomenon one
way, another language instantiating it another way. This corresponds to the traditional
notion of a parameter in PBiP theory, each behaviour constituting a different setting3
of a single parameter - the learning mechanism having to choose between the two
(this is discussed in more detail in Section 1.4). However, for a number of these
phenomena a given child can (and often does) does use both settings of the
phenomenon interchangeably, switching back and forth from one usage that is
grammatical in the language being learned to another that is (seemingly)
ungrammatical. Beyond the fact that such behaviour contradicts the precepts of many
particular theories (which postulate access by the child's grammar to only one
possibility), there is a more fundamental problem in this dual usage. As previously
mentioned, children do not respond to direct negative evidence (i.e. being told that
one usage is incorrect) and from all outward appearances the child seems quite content
using multiple settings - so why would the child ever give up using the incorrect
form? Since one of the settings that they have use of is the correct one for their
language, they will always be able to understand the language of their environment
(with respect to that particular phenomenon). So, given that at this stage in their
development they are comprehending usage of the phenomenon and are receiving no
reliable feedback that their own usage is sometimes incorrect, why would they ever
give up the incorrect setting? Yet children consistently zero-in on the correct grammar
for the language, abandoning the incorrect usage while maintaining the correct one.

A related and more perplexing problem is that of overgeneralization and retreat.
This problem arises when one language is a superset of another language for a
particular phenomenon. Suppose that one usage (i.e. setting) of a particular
phenomenon generates sentences of types A and B while another usage generates
sentences of only type B. If a child learning a language which has only type B
sentences were to initially rely on the setting which generates both A and B type
sentences, then they would never receive information indicating to them that they have

3 In the below I will be using the term setting to describe a process which produces a particular
linguistic behaviour (versus another pazticular behaviour, as defined by UG). In the PBzP model, this
would correspond to a parameter setting. In the MP, this may refer to a particular feature value or the
possible mapping of a feature within the lexicon (see Chapters 6 and 7). Here the use of the term setting
should not be taken to refer only to the PBzP model.
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the incorrect setting. Even if somehow forced to choose only one setting (which is a
possible solution to a non-supersetlsubset relationship), the child would have no
reason to abandon the setting which generates the superset in favour of one which
generates only the subset. This is a classic problem in the PBzP framework and will be
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.

Finally, there is the problem of the gradualness of language change. Many models
of acquisition (including most models based on parameter setting or the delayed use of
a principle) posit a discrete transition from one language behaviour to another.
However, many linguistic phenomena (including the two this thesis is mainly
concerned with, null subjects and Root Iniinitives) exhibit evidence of a gradual
transition from one behaviour to another. As evidenced by the child production data
(reviewed in Chapter 3), this gradual transition is lengthy and consistently observed,
indicating a general property of the learning mechanism.

1.3 The General Goal

The above are the general problems that I will be addressing in this thesis. How is
it that children are able to learn language in general, how is it that they are able to
correct themselves from using an incorrect or overly general grammar, and why is it
that this correction is often a gradual process? I will attempt to explain these
phenomena by proposing explicit learning models which seek to provide
psychologically plausible explanations for these troubling phenomena; explanations
that, hopefully, the reader will find to be within the realm of cognitive possibility.
Equally importantly, I will endeavour to present explanations that address the actual
child production data rather than trying to skirt the issue by arguing that a particular
usage is unimportant or the result of an unexplained separate phenomenon. In doing so
I will attempt to trace the development of acquisition theory from the early years of
the PBzP approach, with its reliance upon gross data facts, through the shift to
lexically-based approaches (within the MP) which could accommodate the ever
increasing complexity of facts discovered through diligent analysis and reanalysis of
the child production data. However, before I can discuss the development of
acquisition theory within the two approaches, I must iirst present a quick overview of
the linguistic theories themselves.

1.4 The Principles and Parameters Model

The PBzP model (beginning with Chomsky 1981) postulates that UG is divided
into two components: principles and parameters. Under traditional approaches,
principles are rules (in the form of constraints on element movement) which are
universally applicable to all languages - as such they may be thought of as innately
part of the language faculty and need not be learned. Parameters are sets of rules (two
or, possibly, more) which determine the behaviour of a particular phenomenon or
group of related phenomena. Each rule within a parameter applies only to some
languages and not others. It is the function of the LAD to determine which rule within
a given parameter is applicable to the language of input the child is exposed to and to
then include that rule in the child's grammar to the exclusion of other rules within the
same parameter (which would be applicable to other languages). Whether the rules of
a parameter are initially available to the child (i.e. before the learning procedure has
addressed that parameter) and, if so, which particular rule or rules these may be is a
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matter of debate and will be addressed in Chapter 4. For explanatory purposes let us
imagine that the UG and the child's active grammar (the rules actually used to
construct a syntactic derivation) are separate entities (they are not) and that rules from
the UG transfer to the active grammar when appropriate. In Figure 1 we have a
representation of this hypothetical model.

UG Active Grammar

Parameter 1

Parameter 2

Parameter 3

Principle 1
Principle 2
Principle 3

rule 1
rule 2
rule 1
rule 2
rule 1
rule 2

rule
rule
rule

t

Figure 1: Transfer of Rules (explanatory only)

Under this view, all principles are `transferred' to the active grammar at birth (or
at some time later according to a biological schedule - see Chapter 5). As the
principles are universal, they need not be learned. Parameters, on the other hand,
consist of two or more rules of which only one will be transferred to the active
grammar. It is the function of the LAD to determine which rule of the possible rules
within a single parameter is appropriate for the language of input and to transfer this
rule to the active grammar. Let me stress again that this is an abstract (and incorrect)
conception of the grammar, presented for explanatory purposes only. There is no
evidence that a UG and active grammar exist as separate entities or that rules are
transferred from one to another. In reality, it is likely that (in this model) UG is
actually an overly general grammar (but with access to some rules restricted) and that
the function of the LAD is to eliminate inappropriate rules.

So, what do these rules represent? In Government 8z Binding (GB) Theory4 (cf.
Chomsky 1981) the rules are constraints on structural configurations that sentences
may assume after a general movement procedure `shuffles' the sentence's constituent
elements about. GB theory has a single movement operation, move-alpha, which
allows any element to move anywhere from its initial position at insertion into the
syntax (called Deep Structure). The rules of the grammar act to constrain this
movement by defining permissible structural configurations the sentence may take.5

4 GB and PBzP are often used interchangeably, although technically PBzP is a theory of how rules are
made available to the learning device while GB is a proposed set of rules governing syntactic
behaviour. As the theories were developed in tandem, and no other proposals gained nearly their
prominence, they are linked in many people's minds.
5 This is in contrast to the precursor of GB theory, Transformational Grammar (Chomsky 1957), where
the rules defined specific permissible movements of elements.
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For example, in GB theory there is the notion of Binding, the process that connects (or
binds) an anaphoric or pronominal element with its antecedent.

(1) Binding

a binds (3 iff
a. a c-commands (3, and
b. a and (3 are coindexed.

(2) C-command

a c-commands (3 iff
every maximal projection dominating a dominates (3.

(from Sells 1985)

GB theory is, of course, much more complex than this one example indicates as it
needs to account for the very complex facts of human language. The reader is referred
to van Riemsdijk and Williams (1986) or Haegeman (1991) for good introductions to
the theory. In this work, however, it will be the PBzP model rather than GB theory
which is to be examined in detail. In Chapters 6 and 7 I will be making speciiic
syntactic proposals to support my acquisition models, but by that time I will have
discarded both the PBzP and GB theories in favour of the MP. Therefore I will not go
into detail about GB theory - again, interested readers are referred to the previous
references.

1.5 The Minimalist Program

The MP (cf. Chomsky 1996)6 takes quite a different approach to grammar and
learning than PBzP theory. In the MP, the syntactic component of the language faculty
is posited to be universal - i.e. the same in all non-impaired adults. In PBzP terms, the
MP posits that all rules are principles; there are no parameters. This initially appears
problematic as parameters were what allow for inter-language variability (in the PBzP
model). If the syntax is the same in all languages, then how is it that languages can
differ? In the MP inter-language variability is a result of lexical properties - the oft-
repeated message is that all variation is within the lexicon. Unfortunately, just how
this is accomplished has yet to be fully specified. The MP was advanced as a program
(an interesting idea) rather than a full-fledged theory, and many of the details were
(and still are) lacking. Variation is traditionally discussed in terms of verb movement
within a universal process of feature checking. Under this view, the inflectional
morphemes which attach to lexical stem elements (e.g. verbs, nouns,
complementizers, etc.) contain features which must be `checked' with matching
features in the Functional Projections (FPs). This requirement to check features draws
elements from their point of insertion into the derivation up into the FPs. Just what
these features are is not entirely clear (although Tense, Case and some conception of
agreement are traditionally referred to), but the features that actually check are viewed
as being identiiied with the agreement morphology of the related inflectional
morpheme rather than with the (overt) morphology itself (i.e. an abstract but related

6 I will be restricting myself to the 96 version of the MP throughout this thesis.
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feature actually checks). Language variation (at least for verb movement) is the result
of when these features must check: pre- or post-Spell-Out - the point at which a copy
of the derivational structure constructed to date is passed to the phonological process
for articulation. Features which must (move to) check before Spell-Out are termed
Strong, those which check post-Spell-Out (at a derivational level termed Logical Form
or LF) are termed Weak.' Note that all features must eventually check in the same
FPs, maintaining the concept of a universal derivational procedure. However, if a
feature need not check before Spell-Out, it will not - all movement occurs only when
it must, a principle called Procrastination.

In Figure 2 we see the difference in structures at the time of Spell-Out between
two simple sentences, one in English and one in German. In English, the feature
which causes the verb to move to TP (a.k.a. AGRP or IP in other versions of the
theory) is thought to be Weak and therefore the verb stays in its initial position. In
German, the same feature on the verb is thought to be Strong and therefore the verb
moves to the TP. Copies of these structures are then passed to the phonological
component of the language faculty which articulates the elements in their given order,
producing the differing overt forms. Meanwhile, the syntax continues to process the
sentences post-Spell-Out, moving the verb in English to the TP so that the feature may
check. If at any point in the syntactic procedure (pre- or post-Spell-Out) the features
on the two elements in an FP are found to conflict (or a feature fails to check), the
derivation `crashes' and the entire procedure (syntactic and phonological) ceases.g

TP TP
~ ~

subj T subj T
~ ~

VP verb VP
~ ~
V V
~ ~

verb
English German

Figure 2: Movement for Checking Purposes
The Weak versus Strong quality of a feature is a lexical property - features are

stored in the lexicon as Weak or Strong.9 In this way we can account for syntactic
variation while maintaining a universal syntax. The syntax itself consists of
ruleslprocedures which depend upon the properties of lexical elements. These lexical

' The WealdStrong distinction is based upon whether a feature may or may not be visible as an
illegitimate object at Phonological Form (PF). Checked features are eliminated and therefore not visible
in the copy of the derivation handed to PF.
g Chomskian linguistics is a representational rather than a derivational theory - i.e. it is a theory of what
conditions a syntactic representation must meet to be acceptable rather than of how the representation
was derived. Therefore one does not really think of various incorrect derivations crashing until the
correct one is found but rather that the system simply generates the correct representation every time.
How this is actually done awaits the proposal of a derivational theory.
9 To be more exact, the features of the FP, which draw up the features embodied within the overt
elements (verb, subject) are stored within the lexicon as Weak or Strong.
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properties can differ from language to language, but the rules (i.e. the syntax) are
always the same.

Such a proposal has many theoretical advantages over the P8tP model. By
keeping the syntax itself universal it can be postulated to be innate. Innate, universal
constructs do not need to be learned, just like principles in PBzP theory. Given that
syntactic rules tend to be complicated and (eventually, as the theory ages)
numerous,~o this should simplify the learning procedure. Perhaps more importantly,
moving the locus of learning to the lexicon is inherently appealing as we know that
learning takes place at the lexical level. The idea of syntactic rule learning (or
selection) has always been theory dependent, but it is unarguable that children must
acquire lexical elements.

Given these advantages, it is unfortunate that there are very few concrete
proposals as to how lexicaUsyntactic variation works. The Weak~Strong distinction is
an abstraction that was (originally) not tied to any specific property of language - it
was merely a tool for explaining how variation could occur in the MP, not why.
Although this has been clarified in recent years (cf., e.g., Chomsky 1998), the MP
remains an underspecified program rather than a theory and many syntactic
phenomena are unresolved. This, in turn, has led to a dearth of proposals as to how
variation can be acquired. The traditional problem of proposing a learning device is
compounded by a need to also define an explanation of the (cross linguistic) variation
in the first place. This has tended to result in MP-based learning proposals
concentrating on variation between adult and child speakers of the same language (and
thus avoiding the problem) rather than explaining the variation between children
learning different languages. ~ t

In this thesis I will be seeking to re-establish the study of inter-language variation
within the MP (as well as studying intra-language variation), arguing that the lexical
nature of the MP presents more, rather than less, tools for explaining variation than
the PBzP approach. However, that is the climax of my presentation. First I will have to
introduce the syntactic phenomena to be discussed and detail how children use these
phenomena contrary to the adult use. Then I will discuss the PBzP model and how
acquisition theory of the time sought to deal with the problems presented by the data. I
will then discuss how acquisition theory changed to deal with the introduction of the
MP, ending with my own proposals. A more detailed road map is provided below.

1.6 A Road Map

Chapter 2 will discuss the null subject phenomenon, including a number of
arguably separate phenomena that have been occasionally grouped with the

lo This is a simplification. Theories tend to fluctuate in size as they progress, with new (initially narrow)
rules being introduced to explain phenomena not entailed by the current rule-base (therefore increasing
the size of the rule-base) and then new general (usually single) rules being introduced to replace a
number of nanower rules (causing a reduction in the size of the rule-base). However, it has been my
experience that in all but the most advanced (i.e. generally accepted as `correct') theories the narrow
rules tend to be faz more populous than the general and that theories do tend to grow in size over time.
~~ This perhaps explains the shift in theoretical acquisition work from a concentration on the null
subject parameter and (to a lesser extent) a Binding parameter (both of which had well-developed
theories of inter-language vaziation) to the study of why children initially use Root Infinitives, which are
generally considered to be ungrammatical in all of the languages studied and therefore not part of the
adult's grammaz (thereby relieving researchers of the need to specify a syntactic explanation of the adult
phenomenon).
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prototypical Romance language behaviour. These include the synthetic~analytic
distinction in the Celtic languages, non-overt subjects in some Germanic dialects with
seemingly tensed complementizers, non-overt subjects in languages lacking overt
agreement features in general (such as Chinese and Japanese) and null pleonastics. I
will conclude that only the iirst two of these are related to the prototypical Romance
language null subject behaviour. This chapter will also present a brief description of
the Root Infinitive (RI) phenomenon, but as this phenomenon is generally considered
to be ungrammatical in adult speech (arguably, incorrectly), there is a lack of
theoretical proposals describing their adult properties. Therefore the discussion will be
confined mainly to a description of the phenomenon.

Chapter 3 will present the child acquisition data for both the (prototypical
Romance language) null subject and RI phenomena. Beyond a simple collecting of
various facts from the literature, I will address the questions of whether null subjects
exist in a child's iinite utterances and of how the inappropriate use of these
phenomena gradually disappears over time.

Chapter 4 will discuss the parameter setting approach to language acquisition. I
will discuss the `classical' discrete parameter setting model and the problems with it. I
will then concentrate on proposals that have sought to deal with the gradual shift of
the child from a null-subject to non-null-subject grammar. At the conclusion of the
chapter I will present my own proposal for how gradual parameter change can be
accounted for in a psychologically plausible manner.

Chapter 5 will deal with what I refer to as "principle-based models". These
models posit that a principle which forms part of the adult's grammar is initially
missing from the child's and that this principle only appears later (through
maturation), bringing the child's grammar into accord with the adult's. These models
are generally based upon the child having some deiiciency in the syntactic structure
available to their language faculty, a deiiciency later corrected by the inclusion of the
missing principle. I will argue that such approaches are fundamentally flawed and will
not, therefore, offer a principle-based proposal of my own.

Chapter 6 will deal with what I refer to as "lexical models". These are MP-based
proposals that have at their core variation within the lexicon rather than the syntax of
the child. Most of these proposals posit a deiiciency in the child's comprehension of a
feature that interacts with the syntax, with this deficiency being corrected over time as
the child's lexicon is constructed. Such proposals deal with the child's use of RIs in
violation of the adult grammar (as well as null subjects). I will then present my own
proposal which posits that the child has all of the feature and syntactic knowledge of
the adult and that the variation is in fact caused by a simple lack of lexical knowledge
(i.e. words and agreement affixation) rather than a variation in knowledge of the
features themselves. This proposal will present an integrated explanation of both the
null subject and RI phenomena, explaining both variation within a language (between
child and adult) and variation between languages.

Chapter 7 will present `exploratory' work into the phenomenon at the core of the
MP - verb movement. The acquisition of verb movement differs from null subjects
and RIs in that children seem to acquire verb movement (as evidenced by their proper
generation of word order) quickly and correctly, exhibiting a discrete learning process
rather than a gradual one. This would seem to correspond more closely to the (by this
point in the thesis, discarded) PBLP model than the MP-based proposal I present in
Chapter 6. In an attempt to demonstrate the flexibility of the MP as an acquisition
model I will propose an MP-based learning procedure (called parameter mapping) that
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can account for such a discrete process. I will argue (based on the phenomenon known
as complementizer agreement) that multiple agreement affixes can exist within a
single clause and that any of these affixes may bear the abstract features that drive
movement for checking purposes. Presenting a new syntactic proposal, I will seek to
explain differing word-order patterns in Germanic V~2 languages and English by
differences in what elements (i.e. lexical stems related to the feature-bearing affixes)
move to meet checking requirements (rather than when the verb moves - pre- or post-
Spell-Out). I will then argue that how the abstract features are mapped within the
lexicon (i.e. to which affixes that attach to which stems) determines word order and
present a proposal as to how the LAD could accomplish this act.

Chapter 8 will be a brief summation of my thoughts concerning the central issues
of the thesis and my opinions as to the future direction of the field.
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The Adult Phenomena
Chapter 2

In this chapter we will be examining the two syntactic phenomena addressed by
this thesis, null subjects and RIs. Here we will be examining the behaviour of the
phenomena in adult language; in the next chapter we examine children's usage.
Because of the focus on adult usage, this chapter will concentrate on null subjects, as
RIs are generally considered to be peripheral or even ungrammatical in adult language.
As we shall see, this latter generalisation is not entirely correct as there are general
contexts in which RIs are grammatical - however, such usage is not frequent. Null
subjects, on the other hand, are a widely available option in many languages and have
been studied extensively. I will present in detail those phenomena which I feel to be
characteristic of what I will term prototypical null subject behaviour (where null
subjects in the Romance languages are taken to be prototypical) and attempt to
develop a theory which accounts for all. This will include null subjects in (certain)
Romance languages, null subjects in certain Germanic dialects (e.g. Bavarian) and
null subjects in certain Celtic languages (e.g. Irish, Welsh and Breton). This is to be a
largely empirical chapter in which I will be analysing and attempting to categorise
data. For those familiar with the data facts, or those more interested in the theoretical
issues to be presented in later chapters, I present a summary of the findings below.

2.1 A Quick Summary

Upon examining the facts of the Romance languages I will conclude that null
subjects are permitted in those languages which unambiguously (i.e. uniquely) mark
(by agreement afiixation) the features Person and Number. In other words, if a
language has a unique agreement afiix for each Person~Number combination, then it
allows null subjects. Actually, this will turn out the be too blunt of a proposal, as the
null subjectlnon-null subject distinction is determined upon individual agreement
conjugations within a language. Using this distinction the proposal can account for
differences in conjugation paradigms in (e.g.) Hebrew. I will also be proposing that
certain other problematic facts in Hebrew can be accounted for given the unusual
basis (reconstruction) for the modern Hebrew language andlor the fact that Hebrew is
currently undergoing language change specifically dealing with null subjects. The later
point will also be raised to account for problematic facts in European and Brazilian
Portuguese and (possibly) Finnish.

A proposal based upon individual conjugations within a language is made
possible by one of the basic precepts of the MP, that variation is contained within the
lexicon. This idea will also allow me to classify null subjects in certain Celtic
languages as related to the prototypical null subject phenomenon. I will argue that just
as there can be variation between conjugations, there can be a different kind of
variation within a conjugation itself, with two forms (analytic and synthetic) co-
existing within a single conjugation. In Chapter 6 I will formulate a theory of initially
co-existing (and competing) affixal forms within the lexicon which correlate quite
straight-forwardly to the varying forms found within these languages. I will argue that
the Celtic languages exhibit evidence of both, probably the result of an incomplete
transition from a null subject to a non-null subject language.

Then, I will examine null subjects in certain Germanic dialects and conclude that
in highly constrained cases (almost always restricted to 2"d Person forms) there is a
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null subject phenomenon, but that it is related not to the verbal affixation but rather to
complementizer affixation. A full explanation of how this is possible is delayed until
Chapter 7, as the explanation relies upon an original syntactic analysis.

As for RIs, I will have little to say other than to relate facts presented by Lasser
(1997) showing that RIs are, in fact, a grammatical option for adult speakers, although
their use is highly restricted to certain contexts. Again, a syntactic explanation for this
behaviour is delayed until Chapter 6, where a proposal is put forward to explain child
RIs (and, by extension, possibly adult RIs as a pragmatically restricted remnant of
child behaviour).

There are a few phenomena sometimes raised in the context of null subjects
which I will not be considering. The first is that of null subjects in Asian languages
(e.g. Chinese and Japanese), which I do not consider to be examples of the
prototypical null subject behaviour. This is partly due to the analysis of the null
element as PRO (e.g. Ross 1984 - although this is disputed by others, e.g. Huang
1989) but mainly due to the differences in null subject identification. Under my
proposal of the prototypical null subject behaviour (to be only fully developed in
Chapter 6), the identity of the null subject is determined by the agreement marking on
the verb (or, in some cases, the complementizer). In the Asian languages the identity
of the null subject is determined by some form of discourse linking procedure that is
not fully understood (although cf. Huang 1984, 1989). To me this indicates that the
Asian phenomenon is distinct from that of the prototypical behaviour.

I will also not be considering the Mainland Scandinavian (MSc) languages (e.g.
Swedish) which have also been linked, problematically, to the prototypical null
subject behaviour (e.g. Platzack 8z Holmberg 1989, Speas 1994). Like the Asian
languages, the MSc languages lack overt agreement affixation on the verb. However,
unlike the Asian languages, the MSC languages do not allow null subjects. This has
been presented as a problem of consistency: if null subjects are related to agreement
affixation, and the Asian and MSC languages have a similar lack of such afiixation,
then why do they behave differently with respect to null subjects? While there is a
possible explanation in the differences between the appearance of agreement
affixation anywhere in the language (Swedish has overt Number agreement in the past
participle, as discussed by Speas), the argument is irrelevant to the main point of this
thesis if one accepts that the Asian languages are not examples of the prototypical null
subject phenomenon.l

A third phenomenon I will not address in detail is that of null pleonastics
(expletives). Certain languages may leave a pleonastic2 null - null subject languages
do not have pleonastics at all. However, just when this pleonastic element may be null
in a non-null subject language varies from language to language and appears to be
governed by structural constraints beyond that of the prototypical null subject
behaviour (cf. Brandner 1993 for an excellent cross-linguistic description of the

~ I could enlarge my definition of null subject languages to include the Asian languages and exclude the
MSc languages by distinguishing between languages which have Person and Number agreement
anywhere in their verbal paradigms (and must have unique affixation for each PIN combination in order
to license a null subject) and those languages without such agreement (which license a null subject) -
following the residual agreement argument of Speas (1994). However, the identification mechanism for
the Asian languages would still be unknown and seemingly unrelated to the PNS languages. For this
reason I have declined to do so.
Z Intuitively, a pleonastic is a contentless subject, as in "There" in the sentence "There was dancing on
the ship".



behaviour). Because of this, and the exceptional (to nominals in general) behaviour of
pleonastics, I do not consider this to be an example of the null subject behaviour
addressed in this thesis.

The work to be presented in this chapter is not, I feel, highly controversial. The
idea that null subjects are related to agreement features has been around for a long
time - famously Jaeggli 8z Safir (1989). Indeed, much of my argumentation will be to
show that traditional counter-arguments to this position are not, in fact, problematic.
This argumentation is based partially upon reinterpretations of the data and partly
upon a reanalysis given the shift away from the PBzP approach, and its reliance upon
all-encompassing rules, to the MP, with its concentration on particular checking
configurations and lexical items (allowing one to partition the data within a language).
That said, I fully admit that the proposal very likely falls short of capturing the full
spectrum of the null subject phenomenon with all of its subtle nuances. The null
subject phenomenon has been the focus of many years of syntax-based debate and yet
a comprehensive solution has yet to be discovered. However, even if the arguments in
this chapter turn out to be wrong (or, perhaps I should say, turn out to be wrong sooner
rather than later - as most ideas in this field turn out to be wrong at some point) it
would not greatly adversely affect the proposals to be made in later chapters. Because
of the complexity of the data, many proposals dealing with the acquisition of null
subjects ignore the issue altogether, simply stating that some undeiined process
differentiates null subject from non-null subject languages and then moving on to the
acquisition proposal itself. Although, inevitably, parts of my proposal will be wrapped
up in the speciiic analysis of null subject languages to be presented here, I feel that the
proposal could just as easily be presented on the basis of the `undeiined process'
approach. For those who may disagree with the analysis presented in this chapter I ask
that you perform this mental substitution in Chapters 4, 6 and 7 when you come to
them.

2.2 On the Existence of Null Subjects

The phenomenon of null subjects (referred to variously as pro-drop, PRO-drop
and zero-subject) has been widely studied in the syntactic literature and was
overwhelmingly the most studied phenomenon in the language acquisition literature
during the 1980s. This is perhaps because, on the surface, the phenomenon appears to
be quite simple; yet it has proven to be extremely hard to propose a satisfactory
solution which fully encompasses its cross-linguistic behaviour. Its popularity may
also be because of its acquisition properties, displaying the overgeneralization and
gradualness problems discussed in the previous chapter (and discussed in detail in
Chapter 4). Whatever the reason, it has spawned a great volume of work as to what the
phenomenon is, why children learning various languages appear to initially select the
same behaviour for the phenomenon (that of null subjects), and how they then retreat
from this selection if it is inappropriate for their language of input.

Informally, the null subject phenomenon is the ability of certain languages to
leave the subject of a iinite clause (at least phonologically) empty while still
conveying information as to the identity of the subject. For example:
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(1) a. Io Parlo.
I speak-lsg

b. Parlo.
Speak-lsg

c. I speak.
d. ~` Speak.

The identity of the subject in (lb) is identified by the verb's agreement affix. Italian
has different verbal affixes for each Person~Number (PIN) combination which allows
the speaker to identify who is being referred to (or, to put it another way, what
pronominal form has been left out). As we shall see, this link between the identity of
the subject and `rich' morphological agreement (rich as in many different affixes
within the affixal paradigm) has played an important role in many proposals to
classify the null subject phenomenon. The ability to `leave' a subject non-overt if it
can be otherwise identified is a specific example of the Avoid Pronoun Principle:

(2) Avoid Pronoun Principle

Whenever there is an option between having an overt pronoun and a non-
overt one, the non-overt one is chosen `where possible'.

Chomsky (1981)

In minimalist terms this can, in turn, be thought of as a specific example of a general
constraint on phonological form or information content: Avoid Redundant
Information. As there is no reason to present the identity of the subject twice, the
pronominal element identifying the subject may be `dropped'. As we shall see,
languages which do not allow non-overt subjects (of this type) do not have verbal
affixation which uniquely identifies the subject.

In (e.g.) Italian, the subject of the sentence (la-b) (lo) may be expressed or left
null (although if expressed the sentence will seem slightly strange, i.e. marked, as
redundant information has been presented). Even if left null, another Italian speaker
will know that the subject is lo. In English, the subject I must be expressed overtly - to
leave it null would be ungrammatical. What causes this distinction between languages,
what languages have this phenomenon, what are the properties of the null element,
and how a learner determines the identity of the null element are all hotly debated
issues which we will be examining below.

2.3 On the Classification of a Null Subject Element

As has been previously mentioned, the exact nature of the null subject
phenomenon has been the subject of intense debate for a number of years. To conduct
an in-depth survey and discussion of all the various points and proposals raised would
be a thesis in itself and would contribute little to the topic of this work, namely
learnability. Instead, at this point I will provide a brief overview of the phenomenon,
allowing us insight into the data to be presented, and then a specific proposal after we
have examined the data which constitute the phenomenon. For readers interested in a
more through treatment of this subject I suggest Jaeggli 8i Safir (1989), from which
this summary is taken, and Rizzi (1982).
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A null subject is a phonetically null nominal element appearing in subject
position. The prototypical (in the literature) case is the Italian example given in ( lb) -
repeated here.

(3) Parlo.
I speak

We say that the element is phonetically null rather than missing because it
appears that there is a null element in the subject position which interacts with the
grammar in that same way an overt subject does. For example, in GB theory the null
subject can be an antecedent for Binding.3

(4) Giacomo; ha detto che e; ha telefonato.
Giacomo has said that (he) has telephoned.

There is also the fact that in a non-null subject language such as English there are
subjects which have no independent content (pleonastic elements) which seem to
appear simply to provide a phonetic subject, i.e. they appear simply to fulfil a general
requirement that a sentence must have a subject. In the null subject languages, these
elements are always null.

(5) a. It seems that Gianni is ill.

b. Sembra che Gianni sia ammalato.
seems that Gianni is ill

If English requires a subject for some structural reason, then it stands to reason
that Italian also requires one, but in Italian it is phonetically null. Null subjects and the
pleonastic arguments provide much of the stimulus for the Extended Projection
Principle of Chomsky (1982):

(6) The Extended Projection Principle (EPP)

a. Lexical (i.e. subcategorization) requirements must be satisfied at each
level of the grammar.

b. All clauses must have a subject at each relevant level.

In addition, there exist a number of theory-internal arguments based on more
complicated Binding arguments and theories of theta-role saturation. I will not be
going into these here - the reader is again referred to Jaeggli 8z Safir (1989) for
discussion.

Given that null subjects exist, what type of an empty category are they? There are
a number of empty category types: Wh-traces, NP-traces, variables, PRO and pro. As
almost all work within the field characterises the null subject as either PRO or pro, I
will limit my discussion to these two category types.

3 Binding theory determines the co-indexing relationships between nominal elements. The Binding
argument is in fact more complicated, dealing with issues of Bounding and location of the governing
category. Cf.Jaeggli 8t Safir (1989) for more detail.
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PRO has been independently proposed as the phonetically null subject of
infinitival clauses such as:

(7) It is impossible PRO to sleep.

PRO is considered to have both anaphoric and prononunal properties, therefore by
Binding Theory:

(8) Binding Conditions:

a. An anaphor is bound in its governing category.
b. A pronominal is free in its governing category.
c. An R-expression (name) is free.

PRO must be ungoverned, as an element cannot be both bound and free in the
governing category. Anaphoric elements must be bound (co-indexed) within a local
domain known as the governing category, pronominal elements must be free or
unbound (not co-indexed) within the governing category. The definition of a
governing category is quite complicated and is disputed. For explanatory purposes I
present a simplified version which captures the underlying concept (from Sells 1985).

(9) Governing Category

The governing category of (3 is the smallest NP or S containing (3 and a
governor of (3 where government is deiined as:

(10) Government

a governs (3 iff:
a. c-commands (3
b. is an Xo
c. every maximal projection dominating (3 dominates a

(11) C-command

a c-commands (3 iff every maximal projection dominating a dominates (3.

Therefore PRO may be co-indexed, but not within a governing category.

(12) John; tried PRO; to leave.

On the other hand, pro is considered to be a pronominal element and therefore, by
Principle B of the Binding Theory, must be free in its governing category.

The above definition of pro is somewhat arbitrary, owing to the fact that the very
existence of pro is unclear.4 Pro is informally considered to be the null subject element
that isn't PRO and is justified based on the differences between the two null elements.
Jaeggli 8z Safir present a number of distinctions, which I summarise below.

4 Various authors have contested the existence of pro as the value of the null subject of tensed clauses.
cf., e.g., Borer (1989).
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(13) a. The existence of pro varies cross-linguistically, PRO does not.
b. Pro can be interpreted as free and speciiic, PRO almost never can be.
c. Pro can be a resumptive pronoun if there is another bindee, PRO cannot.
d. Pro patterns with overt pronouns in Weak Crossover effects, PRO does

not.
e. Pro may represent a null expletive, PRO cannot.

The arguments for or against the existence of pro are, of course, much more
complicated than this but are beyond the scope of this work. Interested readers should
refer to the references in Jaeggli 8z Safir, or to the references to introductory texts on
GB Theory given in this chapter. I will be assuming throughout the remainder of this
work that the null subject of a tensed clause is pro (as is standard in the field).

Having decided that the null subject element is pro, there still remains the
problem of how this empty category is identified; i.e. how one determines the
appropriate features of the null element. Although in this chapter I will be assuming
that the identity of the null subject is determined by the agreement affix of the verb, I
will not be presenting a formal proposal of how this occurs until Chapter 6.

2.4 The Null Subject Phenomenon

We now turn to the question of what defines prototypical null subject (henceforth,
PNS) behaviour and what languages exhibit such behaviour. A number of phenomena
have been related to the PNS phenomenon; it is the purpose of this section to examine
these phenomena and to determine if they can reasonably be considered to be related.
As discussed above, I will be addressing in depth only those phenomena which I feel
are related to the PNS behaviour; other seemingly related behaviour (i.e. null subjects
in Asian languages and null pleonastics) being judged to be separate phenomena.

2.4.1 The Prototypical Null Subject Languages

The PNS phenomenon is the ability of some Romance languages (e.g. Italian,
Spanish) to optionally `drop' an overt nominal subject in favour of a non-overt
element of type pro. It should be noted that the PNS phenomenon does not necessarily
occur only in the Romance languages. For example, Hebrew seems to exhibit a
restricted form of this phenomenon and this use seems to be linked to a`rich'
agreement morphology (an extensive use of verbal agreement morphology), just as in
the Romance languages. In this section I will present a typology of the languages I
propose to be of the type `null subject' and discuss the relationship between the
phenomenon and rich agreement. I will conclude that the null subject phenomenon is
linked to the appearance of distinct morphological marking of the features Person and
Number within a given conjugation of the language.

I will start by providing an informal definition of the null subject phenomenon in
languages with overt Person and Number agreement: a language with Person andlor
Number agreement allows null subjects only if the agreement affix on the verb
uniquely identifies the null subject. In other words, null subjects are allowed only if
the content of the null subject can be uniquely identified by the Person and Number
inflection on the verb. Given such a definition, one can see that certain languages meet
the criteria while others do not.
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(14)
Italian - present indicative

1 s corr-o 1 1 corr-iamo
2s corr-i 2 1 corr-ete
3s corr-e 3 1 corr-ono

Schwarze (1988)

(15)
Spanish - nresent

1 s com-o 1 1 com-emos
2s com-es 2 1 com-éis
3s com-e 3 1 com-en

Fales (1974)

(16)
Modern Greek - present

1 s lín-o 1 1M lín-ume
1 1F lín-ome

2s lín-is 2 1 lín-ete
3s lín-i 3 1 lín-un(e)

Joseph 8i Philippaki-Warburton (1987)

(17)
Euronean Portuguese

1 s com r-o 1 1 com r-amos
2s com r-as 2 1 com r-ais
3s com r-a 3 1 com r-am

Hundertmark 8z Martins (1982)

(18)
Hebrew - past

1 s kat-avti 1 1 kat-avnu
2s M kat-avta 2 1M kat-avtem
2s F kat-avt 2 1F kat-avten
3s M kat-av 3 1 kat-vu
3s F kat-va

Ritter (1995)

(19)
Finnish - present indicative (affirmative)

1 s laula-n 1 1 laula-mme
2s laula-t 2 1 laula-tte
3s laula-a 3 1 laula-vat

Rohrbacher (1993)
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(20)
German - present indicative

1 s lieb-e 1 1 lieb-en
2s lieb-st 2 1 lieb-t
3s lieb-t 3 1 lieb-en

Rohrbacher (1993)

(21)
Dutch - present

ls kus 1 1 kuss-en
2s kus-t, kus 2 1 kuss-en
3s kus-t 3 1 kuss-en

Zwart (1997)

(22)
En~lish - nresent indicative

ls love 1 1 love
2s love 2 1 love
3s love-s 3 1 love

Rohrbacher (1993)

(23)
Yiddish - vresent indicative

1 s lib 1 1 lib-n
2s lib-st 2s lib-t
3s lib-t 3 1 lib-n

Rohrbacher (1993)

(24)
Icelandic - nresent indicative

1 s se -i 1 1 se '-um
2s se -ir 2 1 se -ic~
3s se -ir 3 1 se '-a

Rohrbacher (1993)

(25)
Swedish - nresent indicative

1 s bit-er 1 1 bit-er
2s bit-er 2 1 bit-er
3s bit-er 3 1 bit-er

Rohrbacher (1993)
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(26)
Danish - present indicative

1 s kaste-r 1 1 kaste-r
2s kaste-r 2 1 kaste-r
3s kaste-r 3 1 kaste-r

Rohrbacher (1993)

(2~)
Norwe~ian - nresent indicative

ls elsk-er 1 1 elsk-er
2s elsk-er 2 1 elsk-er
3s elsk-er 3 1 elsk-er

Rohrbacher (1993)

(2g)
Faroese (strong) - present indicative

1 s struk-i 1 1 struk-a
2s struk-ur 2 1 struk-a
3s struk-ur 3 1 struk-a

Rohrbacher (1993)

(29)
French - nresent indicative

1 s arl-e 1 1 arl-e~ons
2s arl-es 2 1 arl-ez
3 s arl-e 3 1 arl-ent

Rohrbacher (1993)

(30)
Brazilian Portuguese

1 s fal-o 1 1 fal-a
2s fal-a 2 1 fal-am
3s fal-a 3 1 fal-am

Rohrbacher (1993)

In the presented agreement paradigms we see that a number of the languages have
unique (i.e. distinct) inflection for each Person~Number combination (Italian, Spanish,
Modern Greek, European Portuguese, Hebrew and Finnish) and a number do not
(German, Dutch, English, Yiddish, Icelandic, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Faroese,
French and Brazilian Portuguese). It also happens that those languages with unique
inflection are the languages which allow a subject to be null, while those without
unique inflection do not. Unfortunately however, the distinction is not quite so
straight-forward.

Defining the phenomenon on an entire language is overly broad. Languages can
have a mixture of conjugation paradigm types; some with all unique forms and others
with homophonous forms. Take for example the conjunctive conjugation paradigms in
Italian:
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(31)
Italian - present coniunctive

1 s corr-a 1 1 corr-iamo
2s corr-a 2 1 corr-iate
3sa corr-a 3 1 corr-ano

Schwarze (1988)

For this conjugation, null subjects may only appear in embedded contexts with 2"d and
3~d Person verbal forms and cannot be co-referent with the matrix subject. This
restriction seems to be related to the Montalbetti effect (Montalbetti 1984) rather than
the null subject phenomenon, as we would expect given our working deiinition. Given
this variability it appears that the definition of the null subject phenomenon should be
related to verbal conjugation paradigms rather than to entire languages. This is further
evidenced by Hebrew, where clauses in the present tense may not have null subjects
while clauses in the future and past paradigms, which exhibit rich morphology, allow
null subjects.

(32)
Hebrew - present

sgM (112~3) kot-ev pIM
(1~2~3)

kot-vim

s F (1~213) kot-evet IF (1~213) kot-vot
Ritter (1995)

(33)
Hebrew - future

ls ektov 1 1 niktov
2sgM tiktov 2p1 tiktavu
2sgF tiktavi
3sgM yiktov 3pl yiktavu
3s~F tila~~~

Ritter (1995)

(34)
Hebrew - nast

1 s kat-avti 1 1 kat-avnu
2s M kat-avta 2 1M kat-avtem
2s F kat-avt 2 1F kat-avten
3s M kat-av 3 1 kat-vu
3s F kat-va

Ritter (1995)

In the present tense conjugation there is distinct marking for Number (and Gender)
only, but not Person. As expected, given our working definition, null subjects are not
allowed in this conjugation, although they are allowed in future and past conjugation
(see Section 2.5.2).
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2.4.2 The Definition of a Null Subject Language

Given the preceding facts, we are now ready to provide a formal definition of
what languageslphenomena should be considered to be of the type null subject. I will
start by repeating the relevant facts:

(35) a. null subjects are optional
b. null subjects are of type pro
c. null subjects appear only in finite clauses
d. null subjects may appear in a language with overt Person andlor Number

agreement if they co-occur with a verbal form from a conjugation
paradigm that has distinct Person and Number inflection for each form

These facts lead to the following definition of when null subjects may appear:

(36) The Null Subject Definition

A verbal conjugation paradigm of a language allows null subjects iff the
agreement morphology of that conjugation is marked uniquely for each
Person~Number combination.

It should be noted that the feature Gender plays no part in this distinction.
Conjugation paradigms which lack Gender marking all together (e.g. Italian) or which
mark Gender sporadically ( and, possibly, non-uniquely - e.g. Modern Greek, Hebrew)
still allow null subjects if the Persot~Number combinations are uniquely differentiated
from one another.

Striking evidence in support of this `distinctive forms' analysis is provided by
two dialects of Italian: Trentino and Fiorentino. Standard Italian is often considered to
be one of the prototypical null subject languages. And indeed, standard Italian
generally allows null subjects. It is therefore very surprising that two dialects of Italian
would not allow null subjects, yet Trentino and Fiorentino do not.s However, this
difference is not surprising given the above definition of a null subject language. Both
Trentino and Fiorentino have homophonous forms in their verbal conjugation
paradigms:

(37)
Trentino

1 s arl-o 1 1 arl-em
2s arl-i 2 1 arl-é
3s M arl-a 3 1M arl-a
3s F arl-a 3 1F arl-a

Brandi 8z Cordin (1989)

5 Actually, these languages allow null subjects in restricted contexts - lsg, lpl and 2p1 in Trentino, lsg
in Fiorentino (note that these P~N forms are distinct from all others) - Brandi 8c Cordin (1989). I will
address mixed conjugations in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. However, the distinction between languages
which generally allow null subjects (and have unambiguous PIN agreement affixation) and those that do
not (which have ambiguous affixation) holds.
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(38)
Fiorentino

1 s arl-o 1 1 arl-a
2s arl-i 2 1 arl-ate
3s M arl-a 3 1M arl-ano
3s F arl-a 3 1F arl-ano

Brandi 8z Cordin (1989)

It is also signiiicant to note that in Trentino, it is the 3sg and 3p1 forms that are
homophonous. This indicates that the appearance of null subjects is not dependent on
only the `speciiic' forms of ls` and 2"d Person (contrary to Rohrbacher 1993).

2.5 Potential Problems

The above description of the null subject phenomenon may, in fact, be an overly
optimistic view of the phenomenon. As we shall see, there are a number of troubling
exceptions to the phenomenon as described. These generally have to do with
restrictions on a null subject language (as to what may `drop') or non-distinct
conjugation paradigms which still allow null subjects. I will not seek to trivialise these
counter-examples. However, I feel it is signiiicant to note that those languages with
`exceptional' (to the description above) behaviour for which a concrete solution is not
provided are languages which appear to be in a state of transition. We shall see that
European and Brazilian Portuguese present troubling behaviour, but both have
undergone relatively recent changes in their patterns of Person and Number inflection.
Hebrew has unexplained behaviour, but it is a language which has had an unnatural
development. Finnish has many of the same properties of Hebrew, but with multiple
forms (one formal, one colloquial) the contrast between which seems to mirror the
trends evidenced in the Portuguese facts. Bavarian and Lower Bavarian (as well as a
number of other Germanic dialects) each have a highly restricted form of the null
subject phenomenon, and both have been analysed as having a`residue' of the
phenomenon from an earlier time when Person and Number inflection was more
robust. As we shall see, the exceptional phenomena are just that, yet each seems to be
associated with a change away from a system of `rich' agreement inflection, with
corresponding decreases in the availability of the null subject phenomenon.

2.5.1 Portuguese

The conjugation paradigms and facts about European and Brazilian Portuguese
presented above are somewhat idealised. Language change has dictated that the
`direct' 2p1 vos comprais has been replaced by the `indirect' form você compram in
both European and Brazilian Portuguese. Brazilian Portuguese has extended this
change to the singular, replacing the `direct' tu falal by the `indirect' você fala around
the beginning of the century (cf. Duarte 1993). In addition, the personal 1St person
plural nos falamos has been replaced by the impersonal a gente fala. These changes
are represented in the given conjugation paradigm for Brazilian Portuguese, but not in
the given paradigm for European Portuguese. Therefore, although modern grammars
(e.g. Hundertmark 8z Martins 1982) still list the conjugation paradigm of European
Portuguese as above (i.e. with distinct agreement inflection for each Person~Number
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combination), the 2pl form is listed as the marked case. Given modern usage, the
conjugation should be as below:

(39)
European Portu~uese

1 s com r-o 1 1 com r-amos
2s com r-as 2 1 com r-am
3s com r-a 3 1 com r-am

Rohrbacher (1993)

In addition, it is not entirely correct to say that Brazilian Portuguese is not a null
subject language. Brazilian Portuguese still allows (a restricted form of) null subjects,
although it is generally agreed that Brazilian Portuguese uses fewer null subjects than
European Portuguese (Lira 1982, Wheeler 1992, Teixeira 1986, Galves 1987) or the
prototypical null subject languages (Galves 1987).

The problem faced by the proposed deiinition of the null subject phenomenon is
the same for both European and Brazilian Portuguese; null subjects occur in both
while neither has distinct agreement inflection. The explanation (or at least cause) of
this exceptional behaviour lies, I believe, in the fact that both languages are
undergoing change. There are two signiiicant facts that seem to indicate that such an
explanation is on the right track. First, there is the degree of null subject usage in the
languages. European Portuguese, with only one homophonous form, still allows a
wide degree of null subject usage while Brazilian Portuguese, with many
homophonous forms, allows less. Secondly, there is the fact that although Brazilian
Portuguese has two forms of the lpl, a gente (which has an associated verbal form
which is homophonous with 2sg and 3sg) and nos (which has a distinct verbal form),
only nos is used with null subjects. The fact that only the non-homophonous form is
used with null subjects is even more telling since a gente is generally used more often
than nos (Valian 8i Eisenberg 1996).

Duarte (1993) has proposed that as Brazilian Portuguese evolved from a language
in which agreement inflection encoded more distinctions to the present language with
few distinctions, speakers increased their use of overt subjects. Given the facts
discussed above, I am inclined to believe that an analysis along these lines is correct.

2.5.2 Hebrew

Although Hebrew6 is generally considered to be a null subject language, it has a
number of peculiar properties which set it apart from the other null subject languages.
Foremost among these is the previously mentioned difference between the conjugation
paradigm of the present tense (which has no distinctions for Person) and the past and
future paradigms (which do). As this lack of distinct Person inflection is associated
with a lack of null subjects in the present tense, this property is predicted by the
presented theory (which treats each conjugation separately) and therefore does not

6 I should note that Modern Standard Arabic has many of the same problems as Hebrew (Riny
Huijbregts, p.c.). As Modern Standard Arabic is also a language based upon written text rather than
naturalistic development, I feel that an explanation similar to that presented for Hebrew may well
suffice to explain its peculiar facts.
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bear further discussion. There are, however, three properties of Hebrew that do bear
attention:

(40) a. Only 1 st and 2nd person subjects may be null in matrix and embedded
clauses; 3rd person subjects may be null in embedded clauses, but only if
the null subject is co-referent with a matrix subject which governs it.

b. The future tense conjugation of Hebrew contains homophonous forms.
c. Overt expletives are allowed in substandard Hebrew.

The first of these points is the most troubling for the proposed analysis. It appears
that the null subject phenomenon is limited to only 1S~ and 2"d person forms. Even in
embedded contexts, 3`d person forms must be co-referent (bound) with the matrix
subject, suggesting behaviour more similar to PRO than pro.~ Borer (1984) points out
that the 3`d person is the unmarked person of agreement in Hebrew and thus it would
be "plausible to assume that the Person marker in these forms is not sufficiently
specific to `trigger' pro-drop" (p. 208). Personally I find this explanation to be
arbitrary and non-explanatory - furthermore, it precludes without supporting
argumentation the possibility of another null subject language with 3~d person as the
unmarked form allowing null subjects with this form. Unfortunately, under the theory
of null subjects I am putting forward there is no accounting for this fact. Unlike the
differences between conjugation paradigms (which are a natural boundary within the
lexicon and can therefore be posited to have individual behaviour), positing a
language-specific difference within a single paradigm seems to be begging the
question. All I can suggest as a possible explanation for this phenomenon is the fact
that Hebrew (unlike the other null subject languages) is a reconstructed language and
therefore would be more likely to have non-standard behaviour. It is significant to
note that colloquial Hebrew (which is not subject to set rules of a constructed
grammar) seems to be losing its ability to delete subjects (see below).

The second of these points, that the future tense conjugation paradigm contains
homophonous forms, is much like the point made for the Portuguese languages.
Hebrew is a language undergoing change, and thus it is not surprising (given the
arguments made for Portuguese) that it does not entirely conform to the proposed
definition of a null subject language. Before discussing this change, let us examine the
future tense paradigm for standard Hebrew.

(41)
Hebrew - future

1 s ektov 1 1 niktov
2sgM tiktov 2p1 tiktavu
2sgF tiktavi
3sgM yiktov 3p1 iktavu
3ti~~F tiktt~~

Ritter (1995)

~ 3`d person null subjects are allowed in matrix clauses (in past and future tense) in a literary style
known as "free indirect style" (Borer 1984, fn.11:246). However, as this is a marked behaviour which
seems to be separate from the more general restriction, this will not save the proposed analysis.
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As we can see, the 2sgM form is the same as the 3sgF form. A result of this is
that a null subject may only appear with the 2sgM form but not the 3sgF form. This
would seem to indicate that an argument as to the specificity of the forms has some
bearing on their ability to license null subjects (i.e. when ambiguous, only the more
specific form will license a null subject). However, a development in Colloquial
Hebrew would seem to indicate otherwise. Colloquial Hebrew has recently lost the
distinction between 1 sg forms and 3sg forms (as first noted by Bolozky 1982). If
specificity arguments were correct, one would expect that null subjects could only
appear with the lsg form but not the 3sg form. However, as the sentences below
indicate, null subjects cannot appear with either form.

(42) a. Pani~hu yoxal et ha-banana
Uhe will-eat-ll3sg ACC the-banana

b. ~`pro yoxal et ha-banana
Borer (1989)

As Ritter (1995:432) points out, "These facts may be interpreted as evidence that
the language internal variation currently attested in Modern Hebrew is a marked
phenomenon representing an unstable stage in the development of the language". I
agree with this analysis and would only add that Hebrew seems to mirror the
Portuguese trends in this respect - as homophonous forms are introduced, the ability of
the language to `drop' subjects is reduced.

The third and final point, the existence of expletives in substandard Hebrew,
serves as an indicator that the above analyses may be on the right track. The lack of
expletives is seen as a crucial characteristic of a null subject language. The fact that an
expletive form has appeared in a dialect of Hebrew

(43) Ze margiz 'oti se-Itamar tamid me'axer
expl. annoys me that Itamar is always late

Borer (1984)

strengthens the general tone of the above arguments: that a process of language
change seems to be leading Hebrew in the direction of a non-null subject language.

The facts of Hebrew null subject behaviour remain somewhat puzzling, especially
the general lack of null subjects with 3~d person verbal forms. I can offer no definitive
explanation of this but only repeat the observation that Modern Hebrew started off as
a reconstructed language (which would allow behaviours not naturally arrived at by a
process of acquisition) and appears to have been undergoing change ever since.
Therefore, although the problematic behaviour is interesting, it is not necessarily
relevant to the general argument.

2.5.3 Finnish

The Finnish conjugation presented in (19), repeated here as (44), was also a
simplification.
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(44)
Finnish - present indicative (affirmative

ls laula-n 1 1 laula-mme
2s laula-t 2 1 laula-tte
3s laula-a 3 1 laula-vat

Rohrbacher (1993)

This is actually the conjugation for Standard Finnish, a formal form of Finnish
that is the standard for written work and is the form referred to in traditional grammars
(Vainikka 8~ Levy 1999). There is also a spoken form of Colloquial Finnish, for which
Vainikka 8i Levy provide the following conjugation description:g

(45)
Colloauial Finnish

1 s -n 1 1 -tAAn
2s -t 2 1 -tte
3s -V 3 1 -V

Vainikka 8i Levy (1999)

Standard Finnish is a null subject language, but it is restricted in much the same
way as Hebrew past and future paradigms - it allows null subjects in lst and 2nd
person forms but not 3rd person forms, except in special cases. These special cases are
null expletives (where the null expletive is the preferred option), generic impersonals
and certain embedded contexts (where the deleted pronoun is co-referent with the
matrix subject or some other argument). Vainikka 8z Levy point out that each of these
special cases has a equivalent special case in Hebrew (past and future). And like the
equivalent Hebrew conjugations, the affixation of Standard Finnish marks Person and
Number unambiguously.

Colloquial Finnish patterns with the present tense of Hebrew in that it marks
Person and Number ambiguously (although much more richly than Hebrew) and it
does not allow null subjects with any form.

I will not present a detailed analysis of Finnish, as the problems raised are
basically the same as Hebrew. I will, however, point out that like Hebrew, it is a
formal form (formalised by it being the written form) that has a restricted null subject.
Finnish may not be a reconstructed language, but it does appear to be a language in
transition; the spoken colloquial form has ambiguity and does not allow null subjects.
In this respect it patterns more closely to the Portuguese facts - as ambiguity is
introduced, the ability to delete subjects is restricted (or, in this case, eliminated). As
such Finnish provides another troublesome case, but a case which seems to adhere to
the general principle that languages lose the ability to delete subjects as they lose
unambiguous P~N agreement marking.

g Vainikka actually provide a slightly different description of the agreement affixes of Standard Finnish
than does Rohrbacher (-V for 3sg), but the distinctness of each affixal form from the others is
maintained.
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2.5.4 The Celtic Languages

The Celtic languages to be examined - Irish, Breton and Welsh - all have what
has been termed a`mixed' system of agreement morphology. Some, but not all, verbal
conjugations in these languages contain a mixture of verbal stems and affixes which
appear to lack Person and Number agreement and verbal stems and afiixes which bear
P~N agreement. Forms without P~IV agreement are traditionally termed analytic while
those with P~N agreement are referred to as synthetic. On the surface this does not
seem to be very unusual; many languages have a mixture of overt and non-overt (i.e.
which appear to lack overt P~N agreement) affixes (see, e.g., the Dutch paradigm
given in 21). Celtic languages differ from these languages in that:

(46) a. The appearance of synthetic affixation is not regular (i.e. which affix
bears P~N features varies from verb to verb).

b. Synthetic and analytic forms co-exist for the same P~IV combinations for a
given verb.

c. The presence of a synthetic afiix has effects on the representation of the
sentence. Synthetic forms may not appear with full-NP subjects,9 analytic
forms may not appear with non-overt subjects. The appearance of
pronominal subjects varies between the languages, although a reasonably
correct generalisation would be that pronominal subjects only appear with
synthetic agreement in marked cases.

We will examine this unusual mixed morphological system and the non-overt
subject behaviour it appears to engender. We will be considering the question: is this
phenomenon a particular subcase of the PNS behaviour or is it more indicative of
some other phenomenon? After examining the behaviour of these three languages I
will come to the conclusion that it is probably a subcase of the null subject
phenomenon but, because of the unusual properties of the verbal agreement system, it
is governed by slightly different rules than the PNS behaviour.

2.5.4.1 Irish

On the surface, Irish appears to be the most constrained (with respect to this
phenomenon) of the three languages to be considered. It has a strict synthetic~analytic
distinction; overt full-NP and pronominal subjects may only appear with the analytic
form, non-overt subjects only with the synthetic form. Not all conjugation paradigms
in all dialects have synthetic forms, but those that do adhere to these constraints.to No
conjugation paradigms have all synthetic forms. The synthetic~analytic distinction
represents more than merely a difference in overt form: the synthetic form encodes
features for Person, Number, Tense and Mood; the analytic form only Tense and
Mood.

9 I use the term "full-NP subject" to refer to an overt, non-pronominal subject.
~o This is not entirely correct. As McCloskey 8i Hale (1984) point out, there are certain Connacht
dialects which allow an analytic form with an overt pronominal to appear even when a synthetic form is
available (as originally described by de Bhaldraithe 1953).
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(47) Irish: conjugation: conditional verb: chuir (put)
analytic: chuirfeadh
synthetic: lsg chuirf'inn

2sg chuirfeá
lpl chuirfimis

McCloskey 8z Hale (1984)

The synthetic form may only appear with non-overt subjects.

(48) Chuirfinn (~mé) isteach ar an phost sin.
put-lsg (~`I) in on that job
`I would apply for that job.'

McCloskey 8~ Hale (1984)

While the analytic form may only appear with an overt full-NP or pronominal subject.

(49) Chuirfeadh ~`(Eoghanlsé) isteach ar an phost sin.
put Owen~he in on that job
`Owen~IIe would apply for that job.'

McCloskey 8z Hale (1984)

As argued extensively in McCloskey 8z Hale (1984) - henceforth MBLH - the
properties of the null element in the synthetic constructions are most likely those of
pro. Although this has been disputed (cf., e.g., Anderson 1982), I will be assuming a
pro analysis in this work. Interested readers are referred to the given references for
further discussion.

2.5.4.2 Breton and Welsh

Breton (Anderson 1982, Stump 1984, Hendrick 1988) and Welsh (Hendrick
1988) each bear a synthetic~analytic distinction similar to that of Irish.

(50) Breton: conjugation: present verb: lennan
analytic: lenn
synthetic: lsg lennan lpl lennomp

2sg lennez 2p1 lennit
3sg lenn 3p1 lennont

Stump (1984)

(51) Welsh: conjugation: present verb: canu
analytic: canodd (past tense)
synthetic: lsg canaf lpl canwn

2sg ceni 2p1 cenwch
3sg can 3p1 canant

Jones 8z Thomas (1977)

Breton and Welsh also exhibit the same pattern of prohibiting synthetic verbal
forms from appearing with a full-NP subject and analytic forms from appearing with
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non-overt subjects. Because of these facts, I will assume that they also have a non-
overt element which is pro.

Where Breton and Welsh differ from Irish is in the co-occurrence of synthetic
forms with pronominal subjects. Like Irish, Breton and Welsh allow the analytic form
to co-occur with an overt pronominal; but, unlike Irish, they also allow the synthetic
form to co-occur with an overt pronominal, although only in marked cases. In Breton,
an overt pronominal element may co-occur with synthetic agreement in emphatic
constructions (Stump 1984) while in Welsh it may occur more freely, often to resolve
morphological ambiguity (MBzH). This is a perplexing problem if we wish to maintain
a unified account of the Celtic languages discussed here.

A possible solution to this seeming discontinuity between the languages is
proposed by Stump (1984) for Breton and by Hendrick (1988) for both languages.
Hendrick adopts Williams' (1980) distinction between independent and enclitic
pronouns. ~~ Independent pronouns may occur freely whereas enclitic pronouns may
only appear attached to a major category.

(52)
Independent Pronouns Enclitic Pronouns

1 sg mi, fi 1 pl ni 1 sg i, ii 1 pl ni
2sg ti, di 2p1 chwi 2sg di, ti 2p1 chwi
3sgM ef 3p1 nwy, hwynt 3sgM ef, fe, fo 3p1 hwy, hwyt
3sgF hi 3sgF hi

Welsh - Hendrick (1988)

The proposal is that enclitic pronouns occur only to support a particular pragmatic
interpretation of a sentence and do not bear independent semantic content (at least not
in their surface position). In other words, although it looks as though we have a
pronominal element co-occurring with synthetic agreement, what we actually have is a
(possibly residual) marker of pragmatic function. If this hypothesis is correct, then it
should be impossible for an enclitic pronoun to appear with an analytic form or for an
independent pronoun to co-occur with a synthetic form. As Hendrick shows, this is
correct. In Welshi2 the independent pronoun mi and the enclitic pronoun i are in
complementary distribution.

(53) Breton: Levriou a lennan-me
books PCL read-1 sg-I
`I read books'

Stump (1984)

(54) Welsh: Gwelias i nhw
see-1 sg I them
`I saw them' Hendrick (1988)

~~ Williams and Hendrick actually use the term "auxiliary pronoun". Because of the possible confusion
with the more widely used term "auxiliary" to refer to a verbal auxiliary, I will adopt Stump's (1984)
term "enclitic pronoun".
12 Hendrick has had to meld two dialects to obtain the relevant facts (cf. Hendrick 1988, fn. 16:70) -
however, the analysis appears to be correct.
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(55) analytic preposition: efo Sión with Sión~pro
~`pro

efo mi with me

(56) synthetic preposition: ganddo ~Sión by~with-3sgM Siónlpro
pro

gannyf ~`mi by~with-1 sg me
i

Hendrick (1988)

This is true also of conjunctive structures.

(57) a. chwi neu mi
you or me

b. ~`chwi neu i
you or me

Hendrick (1988)

To further argue that the enclitic pronouns do not have the characteristics of
independent pronouns, we should note that they bear a striking resemblance in
function to the Irish suffixal and enclitic elements. These elements attach to overt
pronouns and are also present in the case of a non-overt subject. For example, the
element féin attaches to an overt pronoun to form a new element with reflexive or
emphatic interpretation. Féin also appears with a non-overt subject (in addition to the
synthetic afiix).

(58) mé Ume mé féin myself
tu you tu féin yourself
sé he sé féin himself
sinn we sinn féin ourselves
iad them iad féin themselves

(59) An gcuirfeá féin isteach ar an phost sin?
Q put-2sg REFLEX in on that job
`Would you yourself apply for that job?'

McCloskey 8z Hale (1984)

Why these elements appear to be related to clitic forms in Breton and Welsh but
not in Irish is probably related to the fact that Breton and Welsh allow clitic-doubling
while Irish does not, as has been pointed out by MBrH, Rouveret (1990) and
Alexiadou 8z Anagnostopoulou (1996). Therefore I iind it likely that both the enclitic
pronouns of Breton and Welsh and the `enclitic' elements of Irish are some form of
impoverished pronominal inserted into the syntax instead of a full pronoun simply to
bear a pragmatic marker (such as emphasis). The full pronoun need not be inserted as
its identity can be ascertained from the synthetic verbal form, but it cannot be
completely null as something must bear the marker. This would seem to support the
general thrust of the MP, in that information should only be present (i.e. take up
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phonological resources) if it need be. In this case, the minimum information is
inserted which can still bear the pragmatic marker (i.e. the impoverished form).

There exists one additional (and problematic) phenomenon which should be
pointed out. In Breton, negated sentences with a preverbal subject allow an overt
subject to co-occur with a synthetic form, but not if the subject is postverbal.

(60) a. Ar vugale ne lennot ket levrion.
the children PCL read-3sg not books
`The children do not read books.'

b. Ne lenn ket ar vugale levrion.
PCL read not the children books

Hendrick (1988)

This is troubling as it appears to violate the idea of the synthetic agreement form being
used straight-forwardly to license and identify a null element (pro). Although in this
case the negation takes the subject and verb out of the traditional Spec-head structural
configuration (and thus possibly imposing some barrier to the licensing of a null
element), why the synthetic rather than the analytic form is used is unclear. Hendrick
points out that in addition to this form being emphatic, it is rare, highly marked, and
not allowed in some dialects - however, it remains problematic for the analysis
presented here.

2.5.4.3 Null Subject, Cliticization or Incorporation?

So, are the synthetic forms in the Celtic languages examples of the PNS
languages? Traditionally there are three possible analyses: null subject, cliticization
and incorporation.

The null subject analyses generally proceed along the same lines as the general
position I have taken - that the null subject is possible because of the ability to
identify the subject through the synthetic agreement affix (which is unique from other
synthetic forms for any given verb). There are differences in how some of the
exceptional behaviour is accounted for, but these are rather minor. For instance, MBiH
posit an independent morphological filter to differentiate between overt pronominals
which bear emphasis and their related synthetic agreement in Welsh versus Irish. As
discussed above, I posit that the process is similar in both languages but that the
`pronominal' element is actually a deficient pronominal inserted to bear a pragmatic
marker. Why this element is like the full pronominal in Welsh and Breton but is of an
unrelated form in Irish may simply be due to a quirk of language or may be related to
the fact that Welsh and Breton allow clitic doubling (i.e. the deficient pronominal may
already exist for independent reasons). However, I do not find these differences to be
significant and one could say that I am adopting a traditional analysis of the facts.

Cliticization and incorporation explanations differ not so much in their analyses
of the facts but rather on the theory-internal processes that drive each theory. Roughly
speaking, cliticization is the process of pronominal attachment to a major category,
incorporation is the process of NP merger into a major category. The actual processes
of each phenomenon are complicated and beyond the scope of this thesis (see, e.g.,
MBzH, Stump 1984 and references within). Essentially, both approaches are stating
that the pronominal is somehow `absorbed' into the verbal element, which creates an
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attachment which looks like (but isn't) an agreement affix. MBzH discuss these
approaches and present a reasonable criticism of them based on some simple
observations.

For starters, there is the exceptional behaviour of full-NP subject co-occurrence
with a synthetic form in Breton negation (and object co-occurrence with synthetic
prepositions in Welsh preposition stranding). Here there is no pronominal element to
generate an agreement-like element, so the synthetic form should be impossible.
Under the null subject analysis there should be a(probably) structural constraint based
explanation of this fact (subject and synthetic form in a Spec-head relation?) but the
co-occurrence is not impossible. Then there is the total non-relationship between the
`affixal' form and the (null) pronominal in the synthetic prepositions of Irish. MBzH
argue strongly that "such inflected forms cannot be derived by means of a general
cliticization rule that would simply cliticize an independent pronoun to a preposition
base" (p. 506). This point is even more convincing if one accepts that the Irish suffixal
and enclitic elements are similar in function to the enclitic pronouns in Breton and
Welsh. Finally, there is the language Chamorro (Chung 1982) which has a similar
phenomenon of synthetic and analytic forms. Like the Celtic languages, Chamorro
does not generally allow the synthetic form to co-occur with an overt pronominal.
However, unlike the Celtic languages, in Chamorro a full-NP must appear with a
synthetic form. As with the first point made above, this should be impossible if the
affixal element of the verb is supposedly generated from a(in this case non-existent)
pronoun.

2.5.4.4 A Lexical Approach

It is my position that the Celtic phenomena discussed above adhere rather
straight-forwardly to the null subject phenomenon. When a pronominal subject can be
uniquely identified by the P~N feature-bearing affix of the verb, it is left null. Where
Celtic and the PNS languages do differ is in the relationship between the analytic and
synthetic forms themselves, rather than their effects upon the subject. We have two
basic differences between the language types:

1) In Celtic, the synthetic affixation (which contains P and N features) is not
regular within conjunctions - it varies from verb to verb. In the PNS
languages conjugations are regular (except, of course, for irregular verbs) with
only one form for each verb (as opposed to two for those verbs with synthetic
affixation in Celtic). However, the synthetic forms for any given verb are
unique from one another, conforming to the general behaviour of verbal
affixation in the PNS languages.

2) In Celtic, a full-NP and full pronominal element may not co-occur with the
synthetic form.13 In the PNS languages all forms (full-NP, pronominal and
null) of the subject may co-occur with the P~N feature-bearing affix.
However, to voice a pronominal in the PNS languages when unnecessary (for
pragmatic purposes) is marked (as redundant). Of course, there is no non-PlN-
feature-bearing choice in the PNS languages.

13 Excepting the Breton negation example previously discussed.
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I note that both of these differences are related to the appearance of the P~N
feature-bearing affix rather than its effect. In both cases the result of the appearance of
the affix is the same - the subject is null when possible. In other words, Celtic and the
PNS languages do not vary with respect to the effect of a unique PIN feature-bearing
affix (a null subject) but only as to when such an affix appears. Why the synthetic
affixes are only sometimes available (i.e. exist for a given verb) is a separate question,
beyond the scope of this thesis. It appears to be a highly lexical phenomenon, given
the lack of regularity within a conjunction. Whether it is the result of some historical
process (of movement from a null subject to a non-null subject language) which was
frozen at some point I do not know.14 It does appear that the presence of two forms
(analytic and synthetic) has hardened the grammatical distinction - when the synthetic
form is used a full pronominal (as opposed to an enclitic) is ungrammatical, whereas it
is merely redundant in the PNS languages. This is likely due to the increased options
available in the Celtic languages - the PNS languages don't have the option of using a
non-P~N-bearing affix or enclitic pronoun, therefore the have no other option than
express both the agreement affix and the pronominal in cases in which they wish to
emphasise the pronominal.

I also note that even the exceptional behaviour, the co-occurrence of full-NP
subjects and synthetic verb forms in negation in a dialect of Breton, is not a counter-
example of the general null subject phenomenon, but rather a problem specifically tied
to the syntheticlanalytic distinction (i.e. Why can the synthetic form be used here?).
The general null subject phenomenon (non-overt pronominal subjects when the
subject can be uniquely identified by the affixal information) is not affected.

A point that is particularly impressive to me is how much easier it is to discuss
the Celtic phenomena within the precepts of the MP rather than the PBzP approach. In
the MP, with its emphasis on lexical variation, it is relatively easy to conceive of
differing affixal forms, even to the point of having two forms co-existing. In the PBzP
approach, variation is based within the syntax (i.e. rule-based), so complicated (and
problematic - such as a morphological filter) syntactic explanations must be found to
account for phenomena. The MP has allowed us to treat lexical variation as just that
and freed us from the necessity of concocting tortured explanations that attempt to
explain fine-grained phenomena using the blunt instrument of parametric rules.

2.5.5 Germanic V~2

We now turn to the phenomenon of null subjects in certain Germanic dialects.
Like the Celtic languages, the phenomenon is restricted to a subset of the
Person~Number combinations within the agreement paradigm, although in this case
the subset is regular across lexical entries (whereas in the Celtic languages there is
variation between lexical entries - i.e. verbs), almost always restricted to 2"d person
forms. Where the Germanic phenomenon really differs, however, is in the location of
the agreement inflection. Unlike any of the other null subject phenomena addressed
(where the null subject is related to the verbal affix), in the dialects to be considered
here the null subject appears to be related to the agreement affixation of the element in

14 MBcH point out that the synthetic forms seem to survive best in formal registers, much like how in
Hebrew a literary style allows null subjects in the 3`~ person (cf. fn. 7). It seems that languages
undergoing change tend to preserve behaviours in formal forms.
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Spec,CP - usually a complementizer. Because of this, the agreement phenomenon is
generally referred to as complementizer agreement or tensed complementizers.

The phenomenon of complementizer agreement has long been recognised and
debated (cf., e.g., Zwart 1997 and references therein), and I present my own
interpretation of the facts in Chapter 7 of this thesis. At this point I feel that a syntactic
analysis of the agreement phenomenon is unnecessary as we are more interested in the
relationship between the agreement affix and the null subject. However, I cannot
simply ask the reader to accept the phenomenon on faith, as the status of
complementizer agreement and null subjects themselves are disputed in these
languages. This is because there is a general cliticization between subjects and
complementizers (actually, again, the Spec,CP position) in many Germanic languages,
making it difficult to differentiate between agreementlnull subjects and simple clitics.
Therefore, at this point I will present arguments as to the existence of complementizer
agreement and null subjects (and relate it to the PNS behaviour) and defer until later
(Chapter 7) a syntactic analysis. I can think of no better way to do this than to
summarise the observations of Bayer (1983) on the dialects of Bavarian and Lower
Bavarian. These arguments, I feel, exhibit all of the facts I wish to highlight: that a
(second) agreement affix exists external to the verb, that this affix is related
specifically to the Spec,CP position (rather than to the complementizer per se), and
that this agreement affix can be related to a null subject (in that the afiix identifies the
null subject, just as verbal affixation does in the PNS languages). However, as we
shall see, the facts are not quite this simple when we consider other Germanic dialects.
There does seem to be some ambiguity as to the relationship between agreement
placement ancUor form in certain examples - but I feel that the general relationship
between `complementizer' agreement and null subjects is at least on the right track. I
will present the relevant data here and allow the reader to judge for themselves. Then
in Chapter 7 I will `flesh out' the arguments and propose my own syntactic analysis of
complementizer-related agreement, based on the analysis of the general PNS
behaviour developed in Chapter 6.

2.5.5.1 Bavarian

In Bavarian, as in many Germanic languages (cf. Zwart 1993, 1997), there is a
general process of pronominal cliticization to the complementizer. However, the 2nd
person forms (both singular and plural) differ from the others in particular ways. As
Bayer (1983) points out, the 2"d person forms differ from the other clitic-like
attachments in not being reducible to their full pronoun forms in any obvious way.

(61) Bavarian: Nominative
full form

lsg i
2sg du
3sgM er, der
3sgF sie, die
3sgN es, des
lpl mir
2p1 ihr, es
3pl sie, die

clitic
a, e
(s)t
a
s
s
ma
(t)s
s

Bayer (1983)
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2nd person also exhibits distinctive behaviour in wh-movement examples.

(62) i bis da13 t kumm is d'Suppn schó koid
I until that come is the soup already cold
`Until I arrive the soup will already be cold.'

du bis da13-st kummst...
der bis da13 t kummt...
mia bis da13 t kumma...
ihr bis daf3-ts kummts...
es bis daf3-ts kummts...
de bis da13 t kumma...

Bayer (1983)

If the (supposed) `trace clitic' is not present in 2nd person forms, the sentence is
ungrammatical.

(63) ~` du bis daf3 kummst...
~` ihr bis daf3 kummts...
~` es bis da13 kummts...

Bayer (1983)

It should also be noted that the 2nd person `clitic' forms are the only ones (in
Bavarian) which do not differ from the standard verbal affixes.

(64) 1 sg wenn-e kumm
2sg wenn-st kumm-st
3sgM wenn-a kumm-t
3sgF wenn-s kumm-t
3sgN wenn-s kumm-t
lpl wenn-ma kumm-a(n)
2p1 wenn-ts kumm-ts
3p1 wenn-s kumm-a(nt)

Bayer (1983)

As previously mentioned, the 2nd person form is peculiar in another respect: only
2nd person forms allow non-overt subjects. Moreover, these non-overt subjects are the
norm except in cases where the pronoun must bear stress.

(65) a. stressed: Wenn-ts-ma-n ihr~es z'ruckbring-ts...
if-2pl-me-him you back-bring-2p1

b. non-stressed: Wenn-ts-ma-n z'ruckbring-ts...
Bayer(1983)

Bayer postulates that these phenomena are the result of 2"d person forms being
agreement inflection rather than clitics. This would account for their resistance to wh-
movement, their underivability as clitic forms and the fact that they are
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indistinguishable from the standard verbal inflection afiixes. If these forms are
agreement inflection, and if such inflection somehow determines the identity of the
non-overt subject (allowing it to be null), then they would also be adhering to the
Avoid Pronoun Principle (or a general minimality constraint against unnecessary
phonological content) in the non-overt subject cases - there would be no reason for an
overt pronominal to appear since the inflection already uniquely identiiies the subject.
Bayer points out that treating 2"d person forms as verbal suffixes rather than clitics
dates back to Pfalz (1918) who grouped the 2"d person forms with a group of old
verbal sufiixes.

Bavarian also provides evidence that the agreement afiix is in fact related to the
position Spec,CP rather than to the complementizer itself. It appears that the affix will
attach to any element in Spec,CP, as the following example illustrates:

(66) wia oit-ts (ihr) seits is mir wurscht
how old you are is for-me not-important
"How old you are makes no difference to me"

Bayer (1983)

Although I will not dwell on this point here, as it is peripheral to the main argument, it
is important to correctly identify the phenomenon at this point. Chapter 7 will address
this part of the phenomenon in more detail.

2.5.5.2 Lower Bavarian

Lower Bavarian exhibits much of the same behaviour in this respect as Bavarian,
only it does so for lpl in addition to 2"d person forms.

(67) da13-ma (mir) noch Minga fahr-n
that-lpl we to Munich drive-1~3p1
"That we drive to Munich..."

Bayer (1983)

However, there are differences. The inflectional ending that attaches to the
complementizer is not of the same form as the verbal inflection (-ma versus -n). It
should be noted that the verbal inflection of lpl is ambiguous with the clitic form of
lsg - however, if one is an afiix and one a clitic, this may resolve the ambiguity (at
least on the part of the speaker). Then there is the fact that the appearance of the
agreement affix in Spec,CP appears to be optional. Also, the occurrence of a non-overt
subject is optional in Lower Bavarian, whereas using an unnecessary pronominal in
Bavarian leads to a marked (although not ungrammatical) reading.

2.5.5.3 Other Germanic Dialects

When one considers other Germanic dialects, the arguments become somewhat
less clear with respect to null subjects and agreement. There is evidence of null
subjects in languages such as Frisian, Brabantish and Zurich German and, like the
Bavarian examples, this null subject use does appear to be limited to 2"d person
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contexts.ls However, it is not clear that the existence of CP-related agreement is
necessarily a factor. In Frisian the phenomenon is quite similar to that of Bavarian,
with a 2"d person agreement affix in CP licensing a null subject (according to the
analysis of Hoekstra 8z Marácz 1989):

(68) ...datst (do) jun komst
that-2sg you tonight come
"... that you come tonight"

Zwart (1997)

Again like (Lower) Bavarian, the subject is null regardless of what element is in
Spec,CP (here it is the verb):

(69) Komst (do) jun?
come-2sg you tonight
"Do you come tonight?"

Bayer (1983)

That this phenomenon is restricted to 2"d person is shown by the following 3`d person
example:

(70) Komt ~`(er) jun?
come-3sg he tonight
"Will he come tonight?"

Bayer (1983)

However, other Germanic dialects exhibit more peculiar behaviour. Zurich
German allows null subjects with a complementizer in 2"d person contexts, but
without overt agreement marking on the element in Spec,CP:

(71) ...dass (dldu) in Zuri wohnsch
that you in Zurich live
"... that you live in Zurich"

Zwart (1997)

This is troubling given the relation I am proposing between unique agreement
affixation and null subjects. I have previously argued that in Lower Bavarian an
ambiguity between agreement and clitic forms resolves the ambiguity, but in Zurich
German the complementizer affix forms for 2"d person (i.e. null) are homophonous
with all other P~N forms.16 This would seem to indicate that the ability to license a

15 I will not be addressing the commonly referenced dialect of West Flemish in this context (i.e. null
subjects). This is because West Flemish appears to have a process of cliticization rather than null
subjects (for non-2"d person forms) - contra the analysis of Bennis 8i Haegeman (1984) - and because
many of the basic data facts (including grammaticality judgements) are contradictory within the
literature. I will, however, discuss some of the West Flemish phenomena in Chapter 7 with respect to
Spec,CP-related agreement.
16 Zwart (1997:148) states that "This dialect shows referential pro-drop, but no complementizer
agreement". As we shall see in Chapter 7, my argument will be that there is complementizer agreement,
but that it is non-overt.
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null subject in Germanic has more to do with properties of 2nd person. If the 2nd
person forms within the agreement conjugation has some privileged status (in
Germanic Vl2 languages), then it can be argued that even in Swiss German the 2nd
person forms are distinct, as they are already marked as so. This is, however, basically
a stipulation, and one that seems contrary to the position I have advocated up to now.
The full properties of null subject behaviour seem to be deeply nuanced and deserve to
be the topic of a thesis (more likely theses) on their own. That said, I will argue in
Chapter 7 that the existence of an agreement affix in the Spec,CP position is necessary
for a proper null subject licensing relationship.

These facts (null subjects with lpl in Lower Bavarian and null subjects with non-
overt agreement affixation in Zurich German) are troubling for the proposed analysis
and I cannot claim to fully account for them. I will restate my basic position that null
subjects do appear to be related to agreement and that this agreement needs to
(generally) uniquely identify the null subject. As to why in certain Germanic dialects
the identiiication criteria seems to be frozen within, and dependent upon, 2nd person
agreement (overtly marked or not) rather than a strict uniqueness criteria, this is
unknown to me and remains problematic for the analysis I have proposed. In Celtic, a
somewhat similar distinction is perhaps related to some forms being `frozen' in their
function from a previous version of the language - perhaps this is the case here as
well. However, even given this uncertainty, the phenomena look similar enough to
lead me to the conclusion that the Germanic phenomena are characteristic of the PNS
behaviour and are probably related to it in some way.

2.5.5.4 Summary of the Germanic V~2 Facts

Overall, we appear to have a system in which only certain P~1V combinations are
related to an inflectional afiix, while other P~N combinations are not. This is
reminiscent of the syntheticlanalytic distinction of the Celtic languages, but there are
some obvious differences. The first, most glaring, difference is that in Bavarian we are
discussing inflection on a complementizer (or, more precisely, an element in CP)
while in Celtic, although the split system is unusual, we are still discussing agreement
inflection on the verb. I will not address this point here, but in Chapter 7 I will present
an analysis which I feel relates `complementizer' agreement with verbal agreement
with respect to licensing a null subject.

There is also the fact that in the Germanic V~2 languages the inflectional
paradigm is regular - the same inflectional afiix always appears in the same P~N
combinations whereas in Celtic which verbal forms bear synthetic agreement varies
from verb to verb. In Chapter 6 I will argue that certain languages are differentiated
from others by whether verbal agreement afiixation is lexically stored with the verb or
as a separate paradigm. This could well provide a solution for both the
synthetic~analytic distinction in Celtic and the difference between 2nd person versus
other forms in Germanic Vl2 `complementizer agreement' - both languages having a
mixture of these two affixal representations. This lexical approach may also account
for the optionality of the lpl form in the Spec,CP position in Lower Bavarian, with
this particular form perhaps having a dual representation. However, I do not wish to
propose a specific analysis for this phenomenon - perhaps it is the result of some
`frozen' (i.e. in one representation) forms in the lexicon, perhaps something else. I
will note though that within the precepts of the MP a number of lexically-based
explanations are possible. As for the homophony between lpl (agreement affix) and
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1 sg (clitic) in Lower Bavarian, this is troubling. Even though at the lexical level there
is no ambiguity (as at the lexical level lsg does not have an inflectional form (i.e. it is
null), the overt form being a clitic), the problem is of the listener uniquely identifying
the null pronominal (as a lpl null subject rather than as a lsg clitic). I will address
lexical properties of the Germanic `complementizer agreement' forms in more detail
in Chapter 7, however this ambiguity will not, I regret to say, be resolved. Finally, we
have the problems of null subjects in Zurich German without a related overt
agreement affix which remains beyond the scope of the posited theory. This is
unfortunate, but does not shake my underlying belief that the Germanic phenomena in
general are related to the PNS behaviour and its link between the identity of the null
subject and agreement affixation.

2.6 Root Infinitives

Compared to the previous discussion of the null subject phenomenon, this
treatment of RIs will seem almost trivial in comparison. This is because very little
research has been done on RIs as an adult phenomenon (whereas much attention has
been paid to RIs in child language studies, as we shall see in the next chapter). This is
most likely because RIs are often viewed as a marginal, even ungrammatical
phenomenon. While the latter criticism is almost certainly incorrect, RIs do inhabit the
periphery of syntactic studies - mainly due to their reliance upon contextual
information to resolve their meaning. As such, authors often consign the phenomenon
to pragmatics for explanation. And indeed, the appearance of RIs (i.e. in what contexts
they may appear) is governed by pragmatic rules, restricting RIs to declarative,
interrogative and imperative function. However, within these contexts RIs are
perfectly acceptable and apparently governed by syntactic rules (as they can be judged
to be grammatically acceptable or not). In Chapter 6 I will propose a syntactic analysis
of the RI phenomenon in child grammar, and it is possible that such an analysis may
be applicable to the adult phenomenon. However, in this chapter I will limit myself to
a simple description of the phenomenon.

As described in Lasser (1997), RIs are those "main (non-dependent) clauses
which have an infinitival verb form but no finite verb form" (p. 35). RIs should not be
confused with infinitival clauses which are headed by "to" (in English) and are
dependent upon a finite main clause. RIs are also characterised in many languages
with a distinct verbal affixation called the bare infinitival form.

(72) a. John get a job? Fat chance.

b. Henry heirat-en? Wirklich nicht.
Henry marry-inf Really not
"Henry getting married? I don't think so."

RIs can be used in three specific contexts:

(73) a. declaratives:
i. I want to go to sleep
ii. Einmal richtig ausschlafen.

once really out-sleep-inf
"I just want to get enough sleep once."
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b. interrogatives:
i. But how to get there?
ii. Mal probieren?

particle try-inf
"Do you want to try this?"

c. imperatives:
i. Leave immediately!
ii. Mund weit óffnen!

mouth wide open-inf
"Open your mouth wide!"

How RIs are resolved and what pragmatic rules may govern their behaviour is
beyond the scope of this thesis. The reader is referred to Lasser (1997) and references
therein if interested. What syntactic analyses have been proposed for RIs deal with the
phenomenon in child language where such pragmatic restrictions seem not to apply.
As we shall see in the next chapter, many children initially produce RIs extensively~~
in all contexts and only give up such ungrammatical (in adult speech) behaviour
gradually over an extended period. Why this happens is one of the central questions of
this thesis. I will be reviewing a number of syntactic (and related learning) proposals
in Chapters 5 and 6, as well as presenting my own. I will conclude that the child's use
of RIs is fundamentally different in than the adult's use (in their unconstrained use),
but the syntactic procedure may be the same for both.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter I have presented a number of phenomena that have been
proposed in the literature as being related to the null subject phenomenon. I have done
this in an attempt to classify the behaviour - to define what constitutes a null subject
and what circumstances allow such an element to be used. I have proposed that a null
subject is a pro element that arises when pro can be uniquely identified by an
agreement afiix (either verbal or attached to an element in Spec,CP). In Chapters 6
and 7 I will further define this relationship to that of a pro element and an agreement-
bearing affix that enters into a checking relationship with the subject. Such a
definition is basically just a relating of the Avoid Pronoun Principle to a speciiic
structural configuration (Spec-head), which in turn I have postulated is simply an
instance of a more general minimalism constraint: Avoid Redundant Information.
Such a proposal is not very original - relating null subjects to affixal identification has
been a popular approach for many years. What I have mainly done is to review
counter-arguments to this proposal with a view to explaining them away. To counter
the criticism that a language such as Hebrew allows null subjects in future and past
tenses but not in the present tense, I simply propose that the null subject phenomenon
is based on agreement conjugations rather than on a language as a whole. This is made
possible by the MP's reliance upon lexical properties rather than language
encompassing rules. As for the `mixed' behaviour of languages like Portuguese and
Hebrew (future and past tense) - where null subjects are allowed with some P~N

~~ Specifically, children learning null subject languages go through a brief period of RI use while
children learning a non-null subject language go through a protracted period of using RIs.
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combinations but not others - I note that these languages appear to be undergoing
change from a null subject to non-null subject and this is mirrored in their usage.
Standard Finnish, which has many of the same properties of Hebrew is not, to my
knowledge, undergoing a current change, but there is a colloquial spoken form that
has ambiguous P~N agreement and does not allow null subjects (mirroring the trend I
am trying to establish).

I have further argued that the link between null subjects and agreement (P~N)
affixation is rigid and that languages like Chinese and Japanese, which also exhibit a
form of non-overt subjects, should not be considered to be examples of the
(prototypical) null subject phenomenon because they lack the identiiication
mechanism (unique afiixal forms) common to the null subject languages.
Furthermore, it is doubtful that the non-overt element in these languages is pro, with
both structural analysis and identification procedure favouring a PRO analysis. To
deal with Swedish (and other Scandinavian languages) which have traditionally been
linked to Chinese-like languages (i.e. in lacking agreement) I point out that, unlike
Chinese, Swedish does exhibit Number agreement in the past participle conjugation
and argue that this indicates a general presence of the Number feature in the
agreement system (following the residual agreement argument of Speas 1994). As my
deiinition of when null subjects are allowed in a language applies to languages which
exhibit Person andlor Number agreement, Swedish falls within the realm of relevant
languages and fails the null subject test in not having unique affixal endings for all
P~N combinations. Also, I have argued that the phenomenon of null pleonastics is not
related to the null subject phenomenon, an argument I feel to be greatly supported by
the wide cross-linguistic variation of this phenomenon and its seeming dependence
upon structural restrictions.

I then turned my attention to two rather esoteric phenomena, the syntheticlanalytic
distinction of the Celtic languages and tensed complementizers in certain Germanic
dialects, and argued that both of these behaviours engender the null subject
phenomenon. I argued that synthetic forms in Celtic are perhaps lexically frozen forms
from more general null subject languages that have been supplanted by the mixed
forms we see today. The emergence of the MP, with its lexical basis, has made this
argument rather straight-forward if one accepts the language change arguments I made
concerning Portuguese and Hebrew. The tensed complementizer phenomenon of
Germanic V~2 languages is a much more complicated argument which I have been
unable to fully present in this chapter. I have attempted to show that in some cases
(almost always confined to 2"d person) the non-overt subjects seemingly affiliated
with this phenomenon are in fact null subjects rather than clitics (following the
arguments of Bayer 1983) and that the identification criteria of unique agreement
affixation (of, in this case, the complementizer) is usually met, but a full explanation
of the phenomenon will have to wait until Chapter 7.

Finally, I presented a brief overview of RIs in adult language. I have argued,
based on the work of Lasser (1997), that RIs are a grammatical (if pragmatically
restricted) phenomenon in adult language. Again, a syntactic analysis of this
phenomenon is delayed, this time until Chapter 6.

2.8 Conclusion

This chapter has presented an overview of the null subject and RI phenomena in
an attempt to correctly classify their behaviour. This has been done simply as a means
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to an end - the end being a description of how these phenomena are acquired by the
child. Of course, in order to propose an acquisition theory, one must first agree upon
what it is that must be learned. In the end, my proposal for null subjects differs little
from the traditional link between `rich' agreement and null subjects. To counter the
traditional criticisms of this approach I have made three, relatively minor, proposals.
The first is that the link is based on conjugations within a language rather than on a
language as a whole. This is made possible by the shift in linguistic theory away from
the all-encompassing rule (i.e. parameter setting) selection of the PBzP model to the
lexically-based approach of the MP. The second proposal is that languages undergoing
change from allowing null subjects to not (due to changes in their use of overt
agreement) may exhibit mixed behaviour, a proposal made by others (e.g. Duarte
1993) and supported by the differences between European and Brazilian Portuguese.
The third proposal is to classify those languages which do not rely upon agreement to
resolve the identity of a non-overt subject as not being subject to the (prototypical)
null subject behaviour. It is my contention that in these cases another phenomenon
governs this behaviour. What it is is unknown to me, but it does not exhibit the same
properties as what I refer to as the prototypical null subject phenomenon.

This is not to contend that I have provided a definitive explanation for null
subject behaviour - I have not. The null subject phenomenon is deeply nuanced and
must deal with a number of facts which resist a general explanation (not all of which I
have discussed here). And I have not even touched upon the probable relationship
between null subjects and cliticization, an even more troubling area of inquiry.
However, this is a learnability thesis, not a syntax thesis. As such I feel that the level
of analysis of one of the phenomenon I wish to address (i.e. the acquisition of), that of
null subjects, is sufficient for this purpose.

As concerns RIs, I do not feel that I have made any arguments per se, but rather I
have merely pointed out (as have others) that RIs are not, as is commonly believed, an
ungrammatical option in adult language. Rather, RIs are a pragmatically constrained
phenomenon upon which grammatically judgements can be rendered (assuming they
occur in the proper pragmatic context). Although the pragmatic constraints governing
this phenomenon are subject to debate, the existence of the phenomenon itself is not.

One final (perhaps repetitive) note. The null subject proposal I have presented is
not without controversy - this topic has been debated over a period many years and
many proposals similar to mine have been discounted. I point out that the learning
proposals made in later chapters are quite independent of the specific null subject
analysis I propose and can stand alone if need be. I have chosen not to take a common
approach in the acquisition literature which is to simply state that something
differentiates null subject from non-null subject languages and that the LAD
(somehow) recognises this unspecified distinction and reacts to it. This not to say that
I could not have done so.
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The Child Data
Chapter 3

In this chapter I will be reviewing the acquisition data for the two related
syntactic phenomena under consideration: null subjects and RIs. I will be presenting
the data in an order roughly consistent with its appearance in the literature. I do this
for two reasons. One, presenting the data in chronological order allows the reader to
appreciate the layers of complexity that have appeared through subsequent, more
detailed analyses of the phenomena. As we shall see, early studies of the data
uncovered many interesting facts but missed an important distinction between finite
and non-iinite utterances. Subsequent studies addressed these utterance types
separately and uncovered interesting new trends. Second, the learning proposals to be
presented in later chapters progressed hand-in-hand with the data. Early proposals
attempted to explain the early data while later proposals deal with the more detailed
facts. PBrP-based proposals (i.e., parameter setting models) deal almost exclusively
with the early data, as this is the data that was available at the time. By the time the
later, more fine-grained, data was taken up learning models had already started the
transition from PBzP Theory to the MP. This is reflected in the later chapters on the
different learning paradigms.

So, what does the data presented in this chapter tell us? The most surprising fact
is that the acquisition process (at least for these phenomena) is a gradual one, with
transition from one behaviour to another taking weeks or even months. This is a
significant observation considering that acquisition has, until recently, been seen as a
discrete process, especially in the PBzP model. Another surprising observation is the
amount of variation between different elements that are generally grouped together for
the purposes of syntactic analysis. As we shall see, there are differences in behaviour
between not only major phenomena (such as finite versus non-finite utterances) but
also between verbs and modals and even different context usages (i.e. PINIT) of the
same verb. Such variation within category types appears to support the shift from a
rule-based to a lexically-based model of syntax - which is somewhat surprising as the
recent syntactic literature has chosen to concentrate primarily upon elegance of theory
motivations rather than acquisition phenomena. I generally find it pleasing when the
data turns out to support the theory, even though it did not motivate it.

3.1 Null Subjects

3.1.1 The Problem

The null subject phenomenon has been central to the theory of first language
acquisition almost from the start of this field of study. This is because the
phenomenon appears to be in a superseVsubset relationship. As discussed in Chapter
1, to say that a phenomenon is in a superseUsubset relationship is to say that the
language generated by one possibility of the phenomenon totally subsumes that of a
second possibility (for a through discussion of the subset problem, cf.Berwick 1985).
The null subject phenomenon appears to have this property: a non-null subject
language only generates sentences with an overt subject, a null subject language
generates sentences with either overt or non-overt subjects. Languages which include
the null subject phenomenon generate possible sentence sets that are supersets (with
respect to this phenomenon) of languages lacking the phenomenon: if A- sentences
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with overt subjects and B- sentences with or without overt subjects, then non-null
subject languages are represented by A while null subject languages are represented
by B(which includes A- see Figure 1). Given the absence of reliable negative
evidence (cf. Brown 8z Hanlon 1970), it is unclear how a language learner could ever
retreat from using a phenomenon which generates the superset language to a language
generated by the subset phenomenon. More specifically, if the learner were ever to
mistakenly assume that their language allowed null subjects, they would never
encounter direct evidence that this assumption is incorrect as all sentences they
encounter (with only overt subjects) will still be grammatical given their (mistaken)
conception of the grammar.

Figure 1: SupersetlSubset Relationship

This problem led researchers to search for a way to limit the language learning
process in such a way that the subset option would be chosen first by the learner. This
led to the postulation of the Subset Principle which states (informally) that a learner
must first choose the option that generates the subset language and then will only
select the option which generates the superset language if there is positive evidence to
indicate that this option is appropriate for the language of input (Angluin 1978,
Berwick 1985). As such, the Subset Principle was a general constraint on markedness
hierarchies. Markedness was a descriptive generalisation of what option of a
phenomenon was first selected by a learner (or selected by default). If (perhaps cross-
linguistically) early learners showed a preference for one option over another, then
that option was the unmarked (or default) option (cf. Davis 1987 for discussion).
However, while markedness hierarchies were based on descriptive observations of
language learning, the Subset Principle was based solely on grounds of learnability; it
was seen as a formal theoretic way of avoiding the seemingly intractable problem of
retreat from overgeneralization.

Unfortunately, the formal constraint of the Subset Principle did not seem to hold
up when applied to the actual language acquisition process. As we shall see, children
learning a non-null subject language go through a period of using null subjects (i.e.
using the superset option). This, in turn, led researchers to postulate that perhaps the
null subject phenomenon was not in fact a supersetlsubset relationship phenomenon. It
was noted that languages with null subjects do not have expletives, therefore if the
same phenomenon that is responsible for null subjects is also responsible for the (non)
appearance of expletives, the phenomenon would not be in a supersetlsubset
relationship after all. The learner would receive positive evidence as to the existence
of expletives in their language of input and would then be able to select the correct
(non-null subject) option (cf.Hyams 1986 for such a proposal). However, as was
pointed out by Valian (1991), the child production data shows that children learning a
non-null subject language exhibit a period in which they use both null subjects and
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expletives, contrary to a theory where each option produces one but not the other (but
see Chapter 4.7.3.3 for a possible explanation of this).

The above description of the progress of acquisition theory is a recounting of
what one might term the `early years' of trying to integrate learnability concerns into
linguistic theory.' Since this time we have been presented with much more detailed
descriptions of child production and comprehension data. As this data emerged the
shift of acquisition research turned from attempting to address general learnability
problems (although these remain as a basic test of any theory) to attempting to devise
theories that can explain the relevant child data while maintaining psychological
plausibility. We will first look at the data that needs to be explained and then, in
subsequent chapters, turn to the proposals made to account for such facts.

3.1.2 Valian 1991- The Data

Valian (1991) stands as a landmark in the study of acquisition of the null subject
phenomenon. Using precise and well described methodologies, Valian presents an in-
depth analysis of the child's use of null subjects over a period of approximately one
year. She then compares this data with a number of phenomena that have been
claimed to be related to the null subject phenomenon and shows that the data does not
support many of these claims. Importantly, with respect to the purposes of this thesis,
she shows that the process of retreat from null subject use in the English speaking
child happens gradually over an extended period of time. This gradualness of change
presented a major problem to the then popular model of parameter setting (and
resetting) which was viewed as a discrete process. Although these data have been
somewhat supplanted by subsequent (more detailed) studies, this work still has
implications for present day analyses (and is still widely referenced).

3.1.2.1 Percentage Use of Null Subjects

Subject usage was measured in all non-imitative, non-imperative sentences with a
verb. The percentage of null subjects was based on the number of null subjects
divided by the total number of null, pronominal and full-NP subjects. The English
speaking children were divided into four groups based on mean length of utterance
(MLU) and the Italian speaking children into two groups, the average age and MLU of
which is given below. I report percentage of null subjects rather than percentage of
overt subjects (as Valian does) simply for consistency with other studies presented.

~ Of course learnability considerations were important in shaping the development of linguistic theory
from earlier than this (see the issue of Gold's Paradox as described in Chapter 1), but this was on a
grammar formulation level. Questions of actual child production did not become relevant until later.
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Null Subiect UsaEe
lan ua e rou a e MLU verb use null sub'ects
En lish I 1;10-2;2 1.77 27oIo 31oIo

II 2;3-2;5 2.49 52oIo 11oIo
III 2;3-2;6 3.39 70qo 7ol0
IV 2;6-2;8 4.22 79~1o Solo

Italian I 1;6-1;10 27qo 70oloa
II 2;0-2;5 39~10 70oloa

a- These figures are approximate, as Valian reports that "From Time I to Time II the overall
proportion of subject use stays constant at about .30" (p. 46).

Table 1: Null Subject Use by Italian and English Children

These figures show two important facts. Firstly, English speaking children and
Italian speaking children producing the same percentage of possible null subject
contexts (percentage of subjects with a verb) differ greatly in their percentage of null
subject use. English speaking children in Group I produce null subjects in only 31 qo of
valid contexts whereas Italian speaking children in Time I produce about 69oIo null
subjects. This is unexpected if the children are making use of the same phenomenon.
Secondly, the percentage of null subject use by English speaking children decreases
gradually (with a significant decrease between Groups I and II) while the Italian
speaking children's use remains roughly constant. The decrease in null subject use by
English speaking children is expected (as they retreat from the use of an overly
general grammar), but the fact that the decrease is gradual runs counter to the idea of
traditional PB~P models; that they are simply selecting a different rule (which would
imply a discrete shift).

3.1.2.2 Null Subjects and Expletives

Having described the rate of null subject usage, Valian then turns to testing
various hypotheses concerning the relationship between null subjects and other null
elements.

Valian searched the English corpus for the expletive it as well as for likely
expletive contexts (rain, snow, hot, cold and seem). She found only 12 instances of
expletive it in the entire corpus occurring (proportionally) consistently across each
Group (approximately 12qo of all pronouns). However, all identified expletive
contexts did contain an expletive. The consistency of expletive use across the groups
calls into question the relationship between expletives and null subjects. If the same
phenomenon that allows null subjects also prohibits expletives, then one would not
expect to see them co-occurring in the data, yet they do. Furthermore, the rate of null
subject usage declines from Group I through IV, yet the use of expletives remains
constant. As Valian points out, this makes Hyams' (1986) claim that there is a
relationship between expletives and null subjects unlikely. One caveat though; any
generalisations based on such a limited number of data must be considered tentative at
best. However, one cannot have it both ways. If the small number of expletives is not
significant it indicates that expletives are not generally used in any Group. As Groups
III and IV appear to be using subjects quite consistently, one would expect to see
many more expletives at these stages than are present (at least this is what Hyams
1986 predicts). Also, if the child's recognition of expletives is the trigger for the
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elimination of inappropriate null subjects, one would expect to see an increase in
expletive use when null subject use decreases. The lack of these correlations cast
doubt upon the proposed link between expletive appearance and null subject
disappearance - i.e. it is very doubtful that expletives act as a`trigger' to signal to the
LAD that null subjects are inappropriate in the language being learned.

3.1.2.3 Null Subjects and the Existence of INFL

Under standard assumptions in Generative Grammar, nominative Case is
assigned to the subject in the INFLZ node. Under this analysis, if children reliably
assign the correct nominative Case, then this is evidence for an INFL projection. The
assignment of nominative Case is taken (in English) to determine the form of the
pronominal subject. Therefore if children were found to be assigning Case randomly
to pronominal subjects, or to pronominal objects (which receive accusative Case),
there would be evidence that the INFL node does not exist in early child grammar (as
proposed by e.g. Guilfoyle 1984, Kazman 1988).

Valian searched the English corpus for all occurrences of nominative pronouns.
She found that the children overwhelmingly used nominative pronouns in subject
position (the worst case was a 2qo incorrect use in Group II). Furthermore, there were
no instances (or possibly one instance, which was probably a false start) of nominative
pronouns being used as an object. This would seem to indicate that children have an
INFL node in their grammars from early on. There was a discrepancy between Groups
as to the number of pronouns used; an average of 34 per child in Group I as opposed
to well over 100 per child in Groups II-IV. However, as the children used the
nominative form correctly when they did produce a pronominal subject, this appears
to be a case of a delay in learning the (lexical) form of the appropriate pronouns rather
than evidence for lack of an INFL node. Another discrepancy was that children in
Groups I and II used very few object pronominals, although always correctly. This
could indicate that children use nominative Case as a default, assigning it to any
pronominal regardless of where it is assigned. This is a plausible explanation given
the facts presented, although it should be noted that English speaking children are still
using null subjects in Groups III and IV. If the lack of an INFL node determines the
availability of null subjects, then the option to use a null subject should have
disappeared by Group III, when the child is displaying iirm knowledge of the
difference between nominative and accusative Case - cf. Chapter 5 for further
discussion of missing FP proposals.

3.1.2.4 Null Subjects and Modals

The co-occurrence at the same stage of development of modals (and semi-
auxiliaries) and null subjects has been ruled out by various proposals (e.g. Hyams
1986, Guilfoyle 8z Noonan 1992). The reasons for this are not entirely clear. Although
modals are inserted into INFL in the adult grammar, Lebeaux (1987) argues
convincingly that modals could easily be treated by the child as defective verbs (which

Z Valian uses the term INFL to refer to the functional projection occurring between VP and CP. Other
authors have used the terms IP, AGRP and TP (the term I use in my own proposals) to refer to
(roughly) the same position in the derivational tree. Although here (and elsewhere) I will use the term
the author has, it should be understood that all of these terms are roughly equivalent.
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lack Person and Number features). Given such an analysis, the appearance of modals
in child language would do little to support or negate any particular proposal.
However, as the question of modal usage will come up again in this work, I will
present Valian's analysis of modal occurrence.

Valian found evidence of (low) modal usage in all groups, although the child with
the lowest MLU did not produce any.

group qo modal and
semi-aux use

I 3 oIo
II 6ol0
III 9ol0
IV 14oIo

Table 2: Modal and Semi-Aux Use by English Children

Modals did not occur with negation until Group II. Modal usage increased
gradually and steadily with age and MLU, and Valian demonstrates that there is no
evidence of a step function (which would indicate a discrete increase). Importantly,
modal usage neither suddenly begins with the Group II decrease in null subject use or
dramatically increases when overt subject usage becomes relatively consistent. Valian
also demonstrates that modal usage has no correlation with subject usage. However,
she also points out that children use a higher percentage of overt subjects with modals
than they do with verbs.

Group ~o null subjects
with modal

I 6qo
II 5 oIo
IlI 2ol0
N 1 oIo

Table 3: Null Subject Use with Modals

3.1.2.5 Null Subjects and Agreement

The study of the relationship between null subjects and agreement is extremely
difficult in English, owing to the lack of overt agreement morphology in the language.
Only past tense ed and plural s are distinctly marked on regular verbs, with all other
forms being homophonous with the infinitival bare stem form. Therefore arguments
based on English agreement are less than convincing. However, one can `zero in' on
these distinctive forms and make general arguments about them (as opposed to
agreement in general) and Valian does so. She shows that usage of past tense ed
remains relatively constant (as a percentage of all verbs used) throughout the corpus
studied. Similar figures are given for the usage of s.
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Token Frequencv and olo Use of Past Tense
Grou re ular irre ular total ro ortion

I 2.6 4.4 7.0 9ol0
II 4.2 9.0 13.2 6ol0
III 5.3a 13.6 18.9 6ol0
N 12.7a 10.7 23.3 9ol0

a- includes irregular forms with ed incorrectly added

Table 4: Child's Use of Past Tense

Grou ~Io use of s
I 4.2
II 4.2
III 4.4
IV 9.0

Table 5: Child's Use of s Affix

There was only one instance of inappropriate application of the s affix.
What is more telling is the appearance of `overregularization errors', the

application of the past tense affix to an irregular verb. Such errors are thought to be
indicative of the onset of `productive' agreement (when the child stops treating verb f
affix as lexical exceptions and switches to an agreement paradigm). Such errors did
not occur until Group III, and then infrequently, indicating that agreement did not
become `productive' until at least this stage. Yet the use of null subjects drops
relatively dramatically between Groups I and II, when the ed affix is still being used
sparingly. This indicates that null subject usage is not determined by the onset of
`productive' agreement, if such a stage exists. Indeed, as Valian points out, the very
concept of agreement becoming `productive' at all is questionable. She points even in
Group III there were very few examples of overregularization - about 9~Io of irregular
verbs (note: below the lOqo level traditionally used for determining significance of a
phenomenon). She also points out that Marcus et al. (1990) also found very low rates
of overregularization over a wide age range and concludes by favouring their analysis
that overregularization errors are simply retrieval (i.e. production) errors. This
undermines the traditional notion of the onset of `productive' agreement.

Valian reports that her figures regarding null subjects appear to be similar to
those of O'Grady et al. (1989) who makes the opposite claim: that agreement does not
appear until subjects are being used 90oIo of the time. As Valian points out, "it is clear
how an impression of lack of tense, agreement and infinitives could be gained from
perusing young children's corpora" (Valian 1991:65). Overt (i.e. not homophonous
with the stem form) examples of these affixes are few in the low-MLU children and
much more prevalent in the higher-MLU children. But, so is verb usage - as the
number of (verb including) sentences the children produce increases, the number of
examples of agreement affixation increases. For example, Valian notes that there is no
increase in past tense use over time once such use is relativized to verb use. There is
the additional issue that children's speech tends to be rooted in the `here and now', i.e.
the present tense. As the present tense is homophonous with the stem form in English,
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it is impossible to determine (non) agreement usage. Such are the problems of
attempting to study agreement usage in English. Valian has neatly avoided these
problems by concentrating only on overt affixal forms and calculating their usage as a
percentage of total verb usage. As she shows, agreement use seems to remain
relatively constant until Group N and does not become productive (if it does at all)
until (at least) Group III, yet subject usage varies dramatically between Groups I and
II.

Valian reports that there were no instances of null subject use in subordinate
clauses. There were very few examples of subordinate clauses in Groups I(4) and II
(11). Subordinate clauses were much more common in Groups III (77) and IV (40).
Valian points out that subordinate clauses only begin to regularly appear at a stage in
the child's development when null subject use has already significantly declined.
However, the total absence of null subjects in subordinate clauses is somewhat
puzzling.

This concludes the presentation of the data in Valian (1991). The significance of
many of these data trends will not become apparent until specific proposals are
discussed in subsequent chapters (especially the P8zP proposals of Chapter 4 which
were largely based upon this level of the data analysis). However, before we can do
that, we must take a`deeper' look into the data; specifically, the relation between null
subjects and Tense and agreement. In order to do this, we will have to examine
languages which have a much richer agreement paradigm than English. It is to such
studies that, after a brief interlude, we will next turn.

3.1.3 Knowledge of Agreement

Before we can discuss the data from more `richly' inflecting languages than
English and, in particular, the relationship between null subjects and agreement, we
must first determine when the child can be said to be displaying knowledge of
agreement. At first glance this would appear to be obvious; the child has knowledge of
agreement when they begin to correctly display agreement affixes on their verbs.
However, arguments have been made against this position. Clahsen 8z Penke (1992)
argue that knowledge of agreement is not demonstrated until the child makes
significant (i.e. ~ 90oIo) use of agreement in a particular (appropriate) agreement
context. For example, given a particular agreement context (e.g. 3sg), if the child does
not attach the appropriate affix at least 90qo of the time, then the child does not fully
understand the relationship between the agreement affix and the context. The figure of
90~Io is used (I assume) because, according to the criteria of Brown (1973), a
phenomenon can be said to be fully acquired (productive) if used properly at least
90qo of the time. Until then (in this particular context) it could be that the child is
using the affix randomly (as a featureless form), in some underspecified form (e.g. as
an aspectual marker) or as a lexical exceptional form (i.e. the stem and affix treated as
an unanalysed word) without recognising its Tense and agreement properties.

First, we must examine the claim that a phenomenon is not acquired until used
correctly in most (i.e. ~ 90oIo) contexts. This criteria is generally accepted as an
indicator of when a child has productive use of a phenomenon; but is this the same as
saying that this is when the child has knowledge of the phenomenon? The answer is, I
feel, no. A phenomenon can be recognised early on by the child, but the actual
mechanism for producing the phenomenon may be delayed by, for example, a lack of
knowledge of how to map the phenomenon onto syntax. In other words, the child
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could recognise that the phenomenon exists (and even make use of the phenomenon)
without producing the appropriate (adult) overt marker of the phenomenon - i.e. the
child could still be expressing agreement in their syntax without knowing the
appropriate affix to attach to the verb~auxiliary. This possibility is even more relevant
in the context of a lexically-based acquisition model, where the child not only has to
learn the phenomenon but also how to express it for (possibly) each lexical item. It is
conceivable that the child could know how to properly express the phenomenon for
some lexical items and not others. Therefore the general 90qo usage criteria seems
inappropriate as a measure of this particular phenomenon. Poeppel 8i Wexler (1993)
make a similar point when addressing an argument put forward in Clahsen (1986).
Clahsen argued that children use the 3sg marker (-t) in only about ZS~Io of appropriate
contexts and therefore do not know that -t is the 3sg marker (he claims that it is
misanalysed as an (in)transitivity marker). However, as Poeppel 8z Wexler point out,
this is not the appropriate measurement. It is more appropriate to measure whether the
-t affix is used appropriately when it is used; i.e. does the child use the afiix
inappropriately? Specifically, what is the probability of the subject being 3`d person
singular given that the verb has the -t affix? Under this criteria, Poeppel 8L Wexler
calculate that the data in Clahsen (1986) show correct usage of the -t affix almost
100~Io of the time. Why would this be if the child was using the affix in random or
inappropriate way? Of course, it is possible that an underspecified usage of the afiix
just happens to be constrained in exactly the same way as it is as an agreement affix
(i.e. the underspeciiied affix has exactly the same distribution as the fully realised
agreement affix), but such a claim is untestable. It seems more reasonable to assume
that when an agreement afiix is present and being used appropriately, it really is an
agreement affix.

A similar argument holds for the hypothesis that seemingly inflected verbs are in
fact being used as exceptional irregular forms which lack Tense~agreement features.
One would expect inappropriate forms to be generated (e.g. a 2p1 form in a 3sg
context). Although such errors do exist (e.g. Kuczaj 1981), they tend to be rare and
sporadic rather than general as one would expect if the verbs were considered to lack
affixation. Indeed, Valian found no such examples in her corpus of English child
utterances. Because of this, she adopts Marcus et al.'s (1990) analysis of these
inappropriate forms as retrieval errors.

So, why should children fail to use agreement affixation in some cases when they
use it in others? After all, afiixes are the same for all regular verb forms. However, the
affixes are not appropriate for all verbal forms, as a number of irregular forms exist.
Furthermore, these irregular forms are often acquired very early and have
subregularities between various irregular forms (McClelland 8i Rummelhart 1986).
This fact, among others, has led many researchers to propose that children acquire
agreement inflection conservatively (i.e. lexically) until they have acquired enough
information to distinguish the regular and irregular forms and to generate a productive
rule-based behaviour for generating the regular inflection (cf. Marcus et al. 1990 for
discussion). This lexically-based initial acquisition would need to relate the agreement
affix to the stem form for each (regular) verb, leading to a situation in which some
verbs bear agreement affixes while others do not. Only when agreement becomes
productive (if it does so) would we expect to see a general behaviour of agreement
affixes (and therefore features) on all regular verbs. For further discussion, as well as a
discussion of whether agreement features can be marked without an overt affix, see
Chapters 6 and 7(and, particularly, fn. 22, Chapter 6).
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3.1.4 More on Null Subjects and Agreement

We now turn to the distribution of null subjects in child language of those non-
null subject languages which mark agreement in a less ambiguous way than English;
German, which has no bare stem verbal forms, and Dutch, which has only one. The
study of child null subject behaviour in these languages is complicated, however, by
the existence of another null subject behaviour in these languages, topic drop. Topic
drop allows a nominal element (subject or object) to be `dropped' if the element
occurs in topic position (Spec,CP). This phenomenon is further complicated by the
regrettable fact that the process of topicalization is not fully understood; i.e. why the
verb and topicalized element move to CP in the first place. The appearance of overt
agreement affixes also highlights another phenomenon not really observable in
English, a distinction between the behaviours of clauses marked for finiteness and
non-finiteness. As we shall see, these phenomena can provide us with valuable
insights into the underlying make-up of the child's grammar.

3.1.4.1 Null Subject versus Topic Drop

Given that German and Dutch have an additional process which allows subjects
to be null, topic drop, it is difficult to say precisely which phenomenon generates a
particular null subject. This is further complicated by the fact that the observed word
order of null subject sentences with either behaviour are often the same (pro V...).
However, other word orders are possible in the case of a non-topic drop null subject,
namely (O V pro ... ). It is also possible to study the general trends of non-overt
element appearance and to compare them. If topic drop is the only behaviour available
to the child, we would expect the general behaviour of subject drop to mirror that of,
say, object drop (as both would be the result of the same phenomenon). If null
subjects were to appear in positions (word orders) not compatible with a topic drop
analysis, or exhibited a different behaviour of usage than null objects, then it is likely
that topic drop is not the only phenomenon being utilised.

Hamann (1996) investigates these questions by examining the behaviour of two
German children, Christian (age 3;3:28 - 3;7:6) and Elena (age 3;1:5 - 3;4:13).
Although these children are older than those normally studied, they still exhibit use of
null subjects (and anyway, age is not a good indicator of language proficiency).
Hamann has studied their corpora for the placement of the null subject; if the null
subject is generated by topic drop then it should always be preverbal, if another
mechanism is involved then the null subject could be preverbal or postverbal. Her
findings are presented in Table 6.

null sub'ect osition Elena Christina
reverbal 58.Oqo 82.9qo
ostverbal 17.OoIo 11.4qo

es-no uestion 17.Sqo 5.7qo
subordinate clause 5.3qo Oqo

wh- uestion 1.4qo Oqo

Table 6: Use of Null Subject and Position
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We iind that, although to a lower percentage than preverbal position, null subjects
do appear in postverbal position to a significant degree. Hamann points out that these
iigures are supported by the findings of Duffield (1993) who found between 15qo and
23qo postverbal null subjects in the corpus of Matthais (2;9 - 3;5) and Verrips 8z
Weissenborn (1992) who found null subjects in 14 of 53 (26~10) contexts in which
adults do not allow null subjects. Therefore we may conclude that topic drop is not the
only mechanism available to the child. However, there is a caveat to be made with
respect to this data. As Duffield points out, these postverbal null subjects do not
appear until well into the period in which German children are using null subjects. In
fact, it appears that the appearance of postverbal null subjects coincides with the onset
of `productive' agreement. This fact will be discussed in Chapter 6. It is still
significant that children use postverbal null subjects at all and, even more importantly,
that null subjects continue to exist after `productive' agreement.

Hamann also studied the trends of null subject and null object usage, reasoning
that if topic drop was the only mechanism being used, then the trends of null subject
and null object use should be the same. To do this she measured all null subjects
versus null objects in sentence initial position (sentence initial position being the
canonical position for topic drop).

Elena Christian
Period age preverbal

null sub'ect
preverbal

null ob'ect
age preverbal

null sub'ect
preverbal
null ob'ect

1 3;1:5-3;2:9 17.9oIo 28.SoIo 3;3:28-3;5:2 18.9oIo 28.SoIo
2 3;2:23-3;2:24 10.9oIo 13.OoIo 3;5:16 9.7oIo 44.4oIo
3 3;2:29-3;3:20 8.4oIo 40.2oIo 3;5:22-3;6:13 6.7oIo 31.8oIo
4 3;4:13 3.9oIo 20.OoIo 3;7:6 11.8oIo SO.OoIo

Table 7: Use of Null Subjects and Null Objects and Position

As we can see, there are marked differences between the behaviours of null
subjects and null objects in preverbal position. Firstly, null objects occur at a much
higher percentage than null subjects but, as Hamann points out, this could be related
to the fact that all preverbal objects are topics but not all preverbal subjects
necessarily are (expletives and atonic non-human pronouns occur in preverbal
position but cannot be topics - Hamann 1996, fn. 10). What is more telling is the
developmental trends of the use of the null elements. The use of null objects remains
relatively constant over the four periods, while the use of null subjects decreases
steadily. If topic drop were the only phenomenon responsible for these null elements,
it would be expected that the patterns of null element usage would be the same for
both subjects and objects.

3.1.4.2 Null Subjects and (Overt) Agreement

The advantage of studying languages like Dutch and German (as opposed to
English) is that they have overt agreement affixes for all (German) or nearly all
(Dutch) Person, Number and Tense combinations (see the agreement paradigms in
Chapter 2). This allows for a much more accurate study of the co-occurrence of null
subjects and agreement. However, as previously discussed, there is disagreement as to
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when this agreement marking becomes significant. Clahsen 8z Smolka (1986), for
example, claim that agreement affixes do not actually express the full agreement
relationship before the finitelnon-finite distinction is established (i.e. until they are
using each appropriately - and in every appropriate context). As discussed in Section
3.1.2.5, this argument seems to be incorrect on the basis of correct placement of the
agreement afiixes in even early child language. It also appears to be incorrect in
studying late (or `post-productive') agreement usage. Hamann provides iigures on null
subject and agreement usage for the two subjects discussed above.

Elena Christian
Period null sub'ect correct a reement null sub'ect correct a reement

1 16.7oIo 86.7oIo 11.O~1o 96.9oIo
2 8.1 oIo 96oIo 12.3010 97.6oIo
3 5.3oIo 98.7oIo 4.2oIo 96.7oIo
4 3.8oIo 97.1 oIo 8.OoIo 97.3~Io

Table 8: Null Subject Use Compared with Correct Agreement Use

The appearance of null subjects with correct agreement is not surprising - null
subjects are allowed in adult German (where speakers unarguably have knowledge of
agreement) through the process of topic drop. What is surprising however is that the
null subject usage for both children is still showing a pattern of gradual reduction
(from an overly general or incorrect behaviour) of null subject usage. This is
unexpected if inappropriate null subject usage is related to a`pre-productive' stage
and therefore would not be present after agreement becomes `productive'. It appears
that the disappearance of inappropriate null subjects is not related to any onset of a
`productive' stage.

3.2 Root Infinitives (and More Null Subjects)

The study of early child usage of null subjects in German and Dutch involves a
further controversial issue, that of RIs. RIs are sentences in which the verb of the root
clause is marked as infinitival (i.e. the "en" afiix in German and Dutch - see Chapter
2 for discussion) and in which the verb does not move for the checking of Tense
features (where appropriate). Such constructions are allowed in the adult languages,
but are generally (although not always, cf. Haegeman 1995:Section 2.1.2, Lasser
1997) restricted in not allowing an overt subject.

(1) Henry heiraten? Wirklich nicht.
Henry marry-inf really not
"Henry getting married? I don't think so."

Lasser (1997)

RI constructions also do not undergo V~2 movement, leading many researchers to
speculate that it is finiteness that drives V~2 movement in order to check the tiinite
feature in CP (cf. e.g. Zwart 1997). RIs, being non-iinite, do not cause the verb to
move to TP or CP but rather allow the verb to stay in-situ in the VP in Vl2 languages.
I will not consider this issue here (see Chapter 6), but will merely accept that
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something drives Vl2 movement in iinite clauses and that this does not happen in RIs.
This will be enough to allow us to study the behaviour of RI and iinite clauses and
their relationship to null subjects.

Children learning a non-null subject language appear to make extensive use of RI
constructions. In Wexler (1994) a great number of non-null subject languages are
discussed, all of which appear to have the RI phenomenon. For simplicity's sake, I
present a cross-linguistic comparison of RI usage provided by Sano and Hyams
(1995).

lan ua e source sub'ect a e ~o RIs used
Italian Guasti 1992 Diana 2;0 O.O~o

Martina 1;11 16oIo
2;1 4ol0

Schaeffer 1990 Paola 2;0-2;5 7qo
Daniele 1;7-2;6 8qo

Massimo 1;7-2;6 6qo
Gabriele 1;7-2;6 7qo
Orietta 1;7-2;6 Sqo

Elisabet 1;7-2;5 lOqo
Frances 1;9-2;5 Sqo

S anish Grinstead 1993 Damariz 2;6-2;8 Sqo
Juan 1;7-2;0 12qo

2;1-2;4 lOolo
Catalan Torrens 1992 Guillem 1;11-2;6 3qo

Marti 2;0-2;5 3qo
En lish Sano 8z H ams Eve 1;6-1;10 78qo
Swedish Platzack Fre'a 1;11-2;0 38oIo

Tor 1;11-2;2 56oIo
Embla 1;8-1;10 61qo

German Weissenborn S 2;1 46qo
2;2 40oIo

Dutch Weverink 1989 Laura 1;8-2;1 36qo
Tobias 1;10-1;11 36qo
Fedra 1;10-2;1 26oIo

Table 9: Children's Use of RIs - A Cross-Linguistic Survey

As we can see, RIs only appear to a signiiicant degree (i.e. 1 lOolo) in those
languages I have distinguished in Chapter 2 as being non-null subject. It should be
noted that by Sano 8i Hyams' figures English appears to make use of RIs to a greater
extent than other non-null subject languages, but this is a questionable conclusion
given the difiiculty in identifying finite constructions in English (because of its
impoverished verbal inflection paradigms).
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3.2.1 RI versus Finite Usage

Given that RIs occur in child language, we now turn to the differences between
RI and finite clauses in child language. As we shall see, a number of related
phenomena (including null subjectsj are affected.

finite non-finite
lan ua e source child a e num. oIo num. qo
Dutch Haegeman

1995
Hein 2;4 296 77~Io 89 23~Io

2;5 203 67oIo 101 33oIo
2;6 608 82010 133 18oIo
2;7 283 78oIo 81 22~Io
2;8 452 85010 80 15oIo
2;9 403 86oIo 65 14oIo
2;10 461 88oIo 64 12qo
2;11 349 83a1o 69 17oIo
3;0 340 96aIo 15 4ol0
3;1 373 94010 24 6ol0

Rohrbacher
8z Vainikka

Peter 1;9-1;10 4 3ol0 137 97~Io

1;11 20 8ol0 222 92oIo
2;0-2;2 301 66oIo 155 34oIo
2;3-2;4 669 97oIo 23 3ol0

French Pierce
1989

Nathalie 1;9:3-2;0:1 70 24qo 221 76oIo

2;2:2-2;3:2 234 76oIo 74 24oIo
Phili e 2;1:3-2;2:2 365 74oIo 129 26oIo

2;3:0-2;6:0 417 87oIo 65 13oIo
Daniel 1;8:1-1;9:3 99 40010 148 ó0qo

1;10:2-
1;11:1

174 75oIo 57 25oIo

Swedish Strdmqvist
et al. 1993

Anton l;ll-2;0 0 Oqo 27 100~0

2;0-2;4 1 2ol0 57 98oIo
Markus 1;7-1;9 0 Oolo 17 100a1o

1;9-1;10 3 7~Io 41 93oIo
1;10-1;11 24 22010 83 78oIo

. - - q, . ,

Table 10: Children's Use of Finite versus RI Constructions

As can be seen in Table 10, children appear to use a large percentage of RIs early
in their development. This is to be expected as children at such a young age appear to
be just starting to acquire agreement afiixation. However, the infinitival marker (e.g.
en in German) appears in even the earliest utterances (as has been noted often, cf. e.g.
Clahsen 1986). This would seem to indicate that this afiix is acquired very early,
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perhaps because there is only one infinitival marker - whereas children learning the
finite agreement system must learn to differentiate between all finite affixes (six in
German). We also see from the data that as the child develops, their percentage of
finite clauses gradually increases as their use of RIs decreases.

The hypothesis that children acquire each agreement affix separately (rather than
in one `fell swoop' that corresponds to the appearance of `productive' agreement) is
supported by the distribution of correct versus incorrect (or inappropriately used)
agreement. Ingram 8z Thompson (1996) studied the occurrence of correct finite
agreement use in an appropriate context for each agreement affix - their results are
reproduced in Table 11.

roportion of correct use of the verbal affixes (in a given context)
affix Dorothy

a e 1;11-2;5
Nicole
a e 1;8

Katrin
a e 1;5

Andreas
a e 2;1

QS3 43oIo SOoIo 53oIo 89oIo
e 100oIo - - 96oIo
st 100oIo - 100oIo 100aIo
t 96oIo 100oIo 100oIo 96~10

Table 11: German Children's Correct Use of Affixation

As we can see, the children varied in their use of different agreement affixes,
indicating that each affix is acquired separately. Ingram 8z Thompson point out that
these forms may have been learned `holistically' (i.e. as a root f affix form, without
recognising the significance of the affix), but if this were the case the child should use
the holistic form in various agreement contexts rather than just the correct context (as
originally argued by Marcus et al. 1990). As previously discussed in Section 3.1.2.5,
this does not appear to happen, indicating that finite agreement is either used correctly
or not at all.

It is also evident that the agreement affixes are, at least initially, learned lexically
(i.e. for each verb) rather than as generally applicable affix forms. Ingram 8i
Thompson present figures on agreement affixation in the Appendix of their paper,
reproduced (for 3 of the children) in Tables 12-14. As we can see, affixes are not
generally used either correctly or not at all once they are acquired, but rather go
through a period of variable application (i.e. dependent upon the verb used).

3 Denotes a null (i.e. bare stem) form.
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Inflectional Ending
Verb [QS] [e] [st] [t] [en]

Finite only kbnnen 7
kommen 5 16
nehmen 3
pusten 4
sehen 3
trinken 3

Non-finite only geben 3
haben 24
holen 3
schreiben 7

Both uses gehen 19 19 9
gucken 3 3
machen 37 6 80

Table 12: Distribution of Affix Use by Verb: Dorothy

Inflectional Ending
Verb [~] [e] [st] [t] [en]

Finite only kommen 2 3
nehmen 2 4
pieken 2
singen 2
wollen 2

Non-iinite only aufstehen 7
haben 70
malen 6

Both uses gehen 2 2 4

Table 13: Distribution of Affix Use by Verb: Nicole
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3.2.2 RIs and Verb Movement

It has also been claimed, by Rohrbacher 8i Vainikka (1995), that child non-RI
(i.e. finite) clauses do not undergo V~2 movement to CP either, but rather move only
as far as IP. They argue that the word order subject-verb-... (with or without an overt
subject) is ambiguous as to these two structures, therefore only the appearance of non-
subjects in preverbal position are unambiguous indicators of V~2 movement to CP.S
Rohrbacher 8z Vainikka claim that such evidence is lacking in their data (based on
two children aged 1;5 and 1;8), listing three expected constructions that do not appear
(or appear less than would be expected). Firstly, there are no occurrences of embedded
clauses which, with their overt complementizer, would indicate the presence of a CP.
Secondly, there are no occurrences of wh-questions with main verbs, the wh-element
standardly assumed to occupy Spec,CP in Vl2 constructions. Thirdly, whereas object
topicalization occurs in about 40qo of adult matrix declaratives, they occur in only
about 7~Io of one child's utterances and almost never in the other. They conclude from
these facts that children have at most an IP projection (but not CP) during the period
in which they produce RIs.

This data, however, appears to be contradicted by other studies, at least for later
stages of development (when children are still using RIs extensively - cf. Hamann
(1996), as discussed in Section 3.1.4.1. The lack of embedded clauses is not
contradicted, but this is not unexpected. It has been noted by Valian (1991), among
many others, that the development of embedded clauses occurs quite late compared to,
say, null subjects (the period we are studying here). In discussing the lack of
embedded clauses in the early child data she points out that subordinate clauses
require knowledge of both individual subordinating conjunctions and embedding -
neither would be expected to be well developed at very low MLUs. At this point
Valian was talking about children of age 1;10-2;8. Given that the children in
Rohrbacher 8z Vainikka's study are ages 1;5 and 1;8, it would be surprising if the
children were fully `fleshing out' matrix clauses, much less producing embedded
clauses.

The lack of wh-movement in the RI stage is contradicted (for Dutch) by
Haegeman's (1995) study of the Hein corpus. At this stage the subject is still using
RIs and also produces wh-questions (in finite contexts). Haegeman reports 78 root
finite wh-questions (and only 2 wh-questions in infinitivals), an example of which is
given below.

(2) Welke moet je hebben?
which must you have

Hein 2;7 Haegeman (1995)

As Dutch is also a V~2 language, and the above is unquestionably an example of
V~2 movement to CP, the claim that wh-questions do not occur in finite clauses while
the child is still producing RIs does not hold. The occurrence of pre-posed wh-
elements is also found in other child corpora. Haegeman reports that Crisma (1992)
found 35 finite wh-questions in the corpus of the French child Phillipe at age 2;1:19-

5 This position becomes moot if one accepts (as I do) the position of Travis (1984) and Zwart (1997)
that subjects only ever move as far as TP (i.e. IP in Rohrbacher 8z Vainikka's model) in subject-verb
clauses.
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2;2:17, a stage at which he was still producing RIs. Finite wh-questions during the RI
stage are also reported in Roeper and Rohrbacher (1995) for an English speaking
child. Although neither of these languages exhibit Vl2 raising, wh-preposing in these
languages is generally assumed to be to CP. Again, children may lack wh-questions
early on, but this is likely because they have yet to acquire a knowledge of the wh-
phenomenon rather than because of the lack of a functional category.

The iinal point as to the impossibility of object topicalization during the RI period
also appears to be contradicted by the literature. Poeppel and Wexler (1993) list word
order occurrences for the German child Andreas (age 2;1) for both finite and non-
finite clauses, reproduced in Table 16.

finite: SVO (x) 130 non-finite: SOV 14
OVS (x) 19 S x V 4
AdvVs (x) 31 S x OV 5
proVO (x) 17 SO x V 1
OVpro (x) 0 proOV 10
AdvVpro (x) 0 pro x V 3

O (x) SV 0
Adv (x) SV 0

Table 16: Distribution of Clausal Word Order - Finite versus Non-Finite

As we can see, Andreas produced 19 instances of object topicalization out of 197
finite clauses (9.6qo). He also produced 31 (15.7~Io) topicalized adverb clauses,
although this is less convincing as some adverb constructions can be interpreted as
cases of adjunction rather than topicalization (c.f. Kr~mer 1993 and Wijnen 1995).

That children lack a CP in finite clauses is not shown by the data. However, an
interesting observation about RIs can be discerned from the data in Table 16 - children
do not topicalize objects or adverbs in RI constructions. Poeppel 8z Wexler report no
cases of such and their listed figures of subject topicalization are ambiguous with an
analysis of movement to IP rather than CP. The lack of non-ambiguous topicalization
in RIs is confirmed by e.g. Wijnen ( 1995) and Boser et al. (1992). General
topicalization is also not allowed in adult RIs.6 As we shall see in the following
sections, this is lack of movement to CP is not unique to topicalization - wh-element
movement to CP in RIs is also not exhibited in the child data. This suggests a more
general restriction against movement to CP in RIs, while such movement is allowed in
iinite utterances. This could explain the discrepancies between child and adult
topicalization behaviour noted in Rohrbacher and Vainikka's study - they have not
separated the child's utterances into finite versus RI forms. We know that children in
the early stages of their linguistic development (as the children in this study are) use a
large number of RIs and that movement to CP in RIs appears not to be possible. These
factors would reduce the overall percentage of movement to CP, as it is only possible
in finite constructions and the percentage of finite constructions is initially low.

6 Haegeman (1995) points out that adult Dutch allows infinitival and argument wh-questions, e.g.:
Waarom met de auto gaan?
why with the caz go
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3.2.3 RIs and WH-Questions

The relationship between wh-questions and RIs has been studied by a number of
researchers over the years and almost all have reached the same conclusion: there is a
general incompatibility between fronted (pre-posed) wh-questions (i.e. the wh-phrase
in CP) and RIs in child speech. In Haegeman (1995) the Dutch child Hein produced
80 wh-questions in total: 78 in finite contexts and only 2 in RIs. In Crisma (1992) the
French child Philippe produced 63 wh-questions in finite contexts and none in RIs.
The French data is further supported by Lightbrown (1977) and Phillips (1995),
although these children produced only small numbers of wh-questions in general. In a
study of a German speaking child by Kursawe (1994) even more dramatic numbers
were reported: 306 wh-questions in finite contexts versus 1 wh-question in an RI. I
know of only one study that argues against a general incompatibility between wh-
preposing and RIs - that of Roeper 8i Rohrbacher (1995). I will discuss this study in
detail in Section 3.2.6.2, and present numerous arguments against their analysis. I feel
confident in stating that, at the present time, it appears that the general prohibition
against wh-fronting to CP in RIs is correct.

3.2.4 RIs and Negation

A similar incompatibility seems to hold between the use of negation and RIs.
Friedemann (1992) reported that in the study of a French child, of the 126 uses of
negation only 6 (4~10) were RIs. In Haegeman's (1995) study of the Dutch child Hein,
only 38 (ó~lo) of the child's 630 negations were in RIs (while, overall, the child used
RIs 18~0 of the time). In her study of two German children Hamann (1996) found that
one (Kathrin) used 167 RIs, none of them containing negation, while the other
(Andreas) used 218 RIs, only 14 (6qo) of them containing negation. Although these
numbers are higher than those found between wh-fronting and RIs, they are still
within the bounds of production error and none approach the general cut-off of lO~Io
usually used to measure the significance of a phenomenon in child language.
Therefore I again feel confident in following the above authors in stating a general
prohibition against negation in child RIs. This prohibition is expressed slightly
differently in adult RIs. As Haegeman ( 1995) points out, in French infinitives do not
move past negation. Although this differs from the child behaviour, it maintains the
symmetry of restricting movement of the verbal element. I will have more to say on
this in Chapter 6.

3.2.5 Null Subjects in RIs

We now turn to the occurrence of null subjects in RI constructions in a non-null
subject language. As previously discussed, the advantage of studying a language such
as German or Dutch is that in these languages agreement affixation is much more
overt than in a language such as English, where many finite agreement affixes are
homophonous with the infinitival form. Therefore, in these languages we can gain a
far greater insight into the relationship between agreement marking and null subjects.
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finite non-finite
sub'ect a e ~ utterances null sub'ects ~ utterances null sub'ects

Hein 2;4 170 43oIo 20 78oIo
2;5 132 35010 17 83oIo
2;6 411 32oIo 25 81oIo
2;7 201 29oIo 12 85oIo
2;8 292 35oIo 10 88oIo
2;9 269 33oIo 8 88qo

2;10 321 30oIo 5 92oIo
2;11 259 26oIo 1 99oIo
3;0 246 28qo 3 80oIo
3;1 268 28010 5 79oIo

Maarten 1;11:4 27 30oIo 31 90qo
1;11:8 34 26oIo 41 93oIo

1;11:15 31 19~Io 28 82oIo
Thomas 2;3:22-4:16 124 35oïo 173 93oIo

2;5:17-27 104 30~10 36 94oIo
2;7:1-9 263 26010 40 87oIo
2;8:2-8 105 22010 18 89oIo

Hein: Haegeman (1995)
Maarten, Thomas: Kr~mer (1993)

Table 17: Null Subjects TJsed in Finite and Non-Finite Clauses

In Table 17 we see developmental daia for various children. The first thing we
notice is that children use null subjects in iniinitival clauses to a far greater extent than
in finite clauses. This observation is confirmed by a number of other studies (e.g.
Haegeman 1995, Poeppel 8z Wexler 1993, Boser et al. 1992, Rohrbacher ói Vainikka
1995, Wijnen 1995, etc.). There also appears to be another difference in null subject
distribution between iniinitival and finite forms: the general trend of null subject
usage over time. In the finite clauses, we see a general trend of decreasing null subject
usage as the child develops. This has nothing to do with the acquisition of agreement,
as, by definition, we are considering only those clauses with agreement. The trend in
the infinitival clauses, however, does not seem to mirror this decrease. The children
Maarten and Thomas do seem to have a slight decrease in null subject use in
infinitivals as they grow older (although not as great a difference as in finite clauses),
however the number of tokens these percentages are calculated on is quite small. The
development of Hein provides evidence of a different trend. As Hein grows older his
use of null subjects in infinitival clauses actually increases, in contrast to the gradual
decrease in null subject use in finite clauses. So, it seems that there are two patterns to
be accounted for. One, children use null subjects to a far greater extent in RIs than in
finite clauses, and two, null subject use in finite clauses decreases over time while in
RIs it stays approximately constant. This is a surprising result and would appear to
indicate different underlying developmental processes.
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3.2.6 Null Subjects in Finite Utterances?

3.2.6.1 Sano 8z Hyams (1995) - The Data

It has been proposed by Sano 8z Hyams (1995) and Roeper 8i Rohrbacher (1995)
that null subjects, in fact, only appear in RIs and not in finite clauses. Given the data
just discussed, how could such a position be tenable? Firstly, it should be noted that
both of these studies are based on English data and, as previously discussed, most
finite forms in English are homophonous with the infinitival form (bare stem).
However, even in this impoverished agreement affix paradigm, there are non-
homophonous affixes that indicate finiteness (ed, s and irregular verbs) and, as
discussed in Section 3.1.2.5, null subjects do co-occur with these forms. Sano 8z
Hyams recognise this fact, even providing tables of null subject usage in these
contexts (reproduced in Tables 18-20) - however, they argue that these forms are
misanalysed by the child. In the case of ed, they argue that, at this stage, the child
misanalyses this affix as a Perfective Aspect marker rather than as an indicator of
Tense. Although such a marker would normally be associated with the use of an
(overt) auxiliary element, Sano 8z Hyams point out that the progressive participle ing
is also used without an auxiliary at this stage, and therefore their proposal is consistent
with the child's observed behaviour. Such an analysis is very hard to argue against for
English, given that English has no verb movement associated with the presence or
lack of Tense - the verb stays in-situ in either case. It would imply, however, that once
auxiliaries appeared (and therefore would appear with the participle markers), the
occurrence of null subjects with the ed affix would no longer be permitted. As we saw
in Section 3.1.2.5, Valian (1991) demonstrates that English children are still deleting
subjects in clauses where the verb bears an ed affix after the point at which they have
started using auxiliary elements. It is also unclear why, if the child is misanalysing the
ed affixal form, such usage would be limited to those contexts in which ed is, in fact,
the correct form. As argued by Valian (among others), children use the correct affix in
the appropriate context even in the early stages of their development. This is
unexpected if the affixes are being misanalysed.

Proportion of null subjects in sentences containing uncontracted am, are, is

File ~ am are is
Eve 01-20 1;6-2;3 Ol4 O136 OI109
Adam 01-20 2;3.4-3;0.11 Oll 0~71 13I114 (11.4oIo)
Nina 01-20 1;11.16-2;4.12 OIO 0~19 2~50 (4qo)

Table 18: Null Subject Use with be

Proportion of null subjects with verbs inflected with -ed

File Ag-e oIo null subjects used
Eve 01-20 1;6-2;3 22.5 (9~40)
Adam O1-20 2;3.4-3;0.11 56.5 (13123)
Nina 13-21 2;2-2;4 18.8 (3~16)

Table 19: Null Subject Use with -ed
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Proportion of null subjects in sentences containing -s

File A~e oIo null subjects used
Eve O1-20 1;6-2;3 10 (5~50)
Adam 01-20 2;3.4-3;0.11 25.8 (16~62)

Table 20: Null Subject Use with -s

For the case of the affix s, Sano 8z Hyams "tentatively suggest that these forms
are also participles which do not raise to I[NFL] at LF and that they mark Number
agreement but not Person agreement" (p.550). However, assuming (as Sano 8z Hyams
do) that both Person and Number features are checked in INFL (either pre- or post-
Spell-Out) and this is what drives movement there, it is unclear why an affix marked
only for Number would not move to INFL while one with both Person and Number
would.~

So, what does count as a finitely marked form in Sano and Hyams' proposal?
According to them, only the verb be (which is unambiguously marked for agreement)
and modals (which are inherently finite in English). In the case of be (Table 18), they
found that children produce null subjects with uncontracted am, are and is to a much
lesser extent than with verbs in general (0-11.4~Io versus 11-44~Io - Table 18 versus
Table 21).

Overall proportion of sentences with null subjects

Child A~e Proportion
Eve 1;6-2;1 26oIo
Adam 2;5-3;0 41oIo
Nina 1;11.16 44oIo

2;2.6 11 oIo

Table 21: Overall Null Subject Use

Although the child Adam produced 11.4qo null subjects with these forms of be,g
Sano 8z Hyams consider the difference in null subject usage (with respect to verbs in
general) to be indicative of an incompatibility between null subjects and finiteness.
However, it is not clear that the comparison is a valid one. If it is the case, as the
German and Dutch data indicate, that children produce null subjects to a lesser degree
in finite clauses than in infinitival clauses, then we would expect be, a finite form, to
co-occur with null subjects to a lesser degree than with all verbs (which may be of
finite or infinitival form). There is also the question of the variability between
subjects. If Sano 8i Hyams are correct in assuming that children are having trouble
identifying the Tense feature (which would presumably account for the occurrence of
null subjects with these seemingly finite forms) and that this ability develops with age,

~ Platzack 8i Holmberg ( 1989) discuss the Norwegian dialect of Hallingdalen, which has only Number
agreement and no overt V-I movement. They propose that, in this instance, the subject-verb Number
agreement is the result of Spec-head agreement in VP. They further propose that Person agreement is
not achieved by Spec-head agreement, but rather a chain relation. This is, however, contrary to most
MP proposals.
8 Note, above the lOqo threshold normally considered to be the test for significance.
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then we would expect a younger child to make more `mistakes' than an older child.
Yet we find just the opposite: the youngest child (Eve) produces no null subjects with
be while the oldest child (Adam) produces the most.

Sano 8z Hyams present data from Valian (1991), discussed previously in Section
3.1.2.4, to support their hypothesis of an incompatibility between null subjects and
finiteness.

Proportion of overt subjects in sentences containing modals

Group I Group II Group III Group IV
Mean age~1VILU 2;0~1.77 2;5~3.39 2;S13.39 2;7~4.22
~lo overt subjects 94 95 98 99

Table 22: Null Subject Use with Modals

However, given the lack of other measurable iinite contexts, this could just as
well indicate an incompatibility between null subjects and modals rather than
finiteness in general (as pointed by Valian herself). Valian's study also included
another element which is unambiguous in being finite, semi-auxiliaries. Valian reports
that children produced null subjects with semi-auxiliaries to the following extents:
Group I- 37qo, Group II- 11~Io, Group III - 13qo and Group N- Solo. Therefore the
child produced null subjects with a iinite element to a significant degree in three of
the four groups.

So, what should we think of Sano 8i Hyams' analysis of the data? The first point
to be made is that they have left very little latitude for disagreement. Because of its
affixal ambiguity, English provides only a very few tests for determining iiniteness:
the affixes ed and s, irregular verb forms including the verb be, modals and semi-
auxiliaries. Of these, the unambiguous affixes and all irregular verb forms other than
be have been dismissed as being ambiguous, while semi-auxiliaries are not discussed.
This leaves us with be and the modals - and even then one of the children produces
11.4oIo null subjects with the be forms. In the end, the only contention that seems to
stand up is that null subjects do not appear with (inherently finite) modals, at least for
the periods studied. Given the extensive evidence of null subject use in finite clauses
presented previously (based on languages without ambiguous affixation), a general
argument for the incompatibility of null subjects and finite utterances (as opposed to
simply null subjects and modals) seems questionable.

3.2.6.2 Roeper 8z Rohrbacher (1995) - The Data

Roeper 8z Rohrbacher (1995), henceforth RBzR, also claim that null subjects only
occur in iniinitival clauses and present new data to support this claim based on the
distribution of null subjects in the English child Adam's wh-questions. They claim to
show that null subjects occur predominately in non-finite wh-questions and rarely in
finite ones. Although I will not discuss (in-depth) RBzR's acquisition proposal until
Chapter 5, I will deal with their analysis of the data at this point.

First, it should be pointed out that the claim that null subjects occur in wh-
questions at all is highly contentious. Valian (1991) iinds very few examples of this in
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her corpus ( 9 out of 552 wh-questions)9 and concludes that the phenomena do not
generally co-occur. Rizzi ( 1994a) lends partial support to this analysis, citing his own
analysis of the Adam corpus (i.e. the same corpus analysed by RBzR) in which he
found the percentage of null subjects in wh-questions to be only slightly higher than
the percentage of null objects (13~Io versus 8qo), suggesting that these null subjects be
analysed the same as occurrences of null objects; i.e. production errors. However,
RBiR point out that Radford (1994), in his analysis of the English child Claire, support
their position in his claim that Claire had 39~10 ( l 1128) null subjects in her wh-
questions. But, as becomes clear when RBzR present Radford's figures, this
percentage is calculated on a very small number of tokens; according to them, a total
of 14 wh-questions (2 finite, 0 containing null subjects; 12 infinitival, 11 containing a
null subject) in the entire corpus.~o It should also be noted that these studies are of wh-
question use in child speech in general (both finite and non-finite contexts), not just in
RIs.

The assertion that wh-fronting even occurs in RIs at all is at odds with other
studies. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, authors such as Crisma (1992) and Haegeman
(1995) looked at just this issue and concluded that it does not. Indeed, in Section 3.2.2
I raised the point that there appears to be a general constraint against movement to CP
(which wh-fronting involves) in RIs. How is it that RBzR's data could be so
contradictory?

R8zR claim to have found a significant correlation between infinitival wh-
questions and null subjects. They claim that out of 205 wh-questions which were not
marked for finiteness (in the sense of Sano 8L Hyams (1995), see above) 98 (48qo)
lacked an overt subject. On the other hand, of 113 finite wh-questions, only 6(S~Io)
contained a null subject. On the basis of these figures RBzR claim that null subjects
can only occur in infinitival wh-questions. They then widen this claim (based on the
work of Sano 8z Hyams, but providing no new arguments)11 to "Null subjects are
restricted to non-finite (non-agreeing) clauses and vanish from the latter once finite
(agreeing) clauses begin to take over" (p. 15).12 They further claim that apparent cases
of null subjects co-occurring in finite contexts in V~2 languages (see Section 3.1.4)
are, in fact, cases of Diary or topic drop, phenomena independent of the one they
propose for null subjects in infinitival clauses.

The validity of RBLR's analysis is difficult to determine given the undetermined
significance of their data. For instance, they state that the 104 examples of null
subjects in infinitival wh-questions are significant because "Taking into consideration
the fact that our corpus represents only a small fraction of Adam's utterances during
this period (maybe lqo), we can project that Adam actually produced a large number
of subjectless wh-questions (maybe 10,000)" (p.10). This may be true, but the
significance of an example phenomenon is judged on its occurrence with respect to
the total number of utterances analysed, not the potential of a phenomenon to occur in
other (unanalysed) contexts. The figure of 104 utterances may seem significant as an

9 Wh-questions in which the wh-element was the subject are excluded in all data discussed in this
section.
~o It is interesting to note that RBzR's reporting of the data does not match (on the basis of simple
counts) that of Radford. Radford reports 28 wh-questions, RBzR only 14.
~~ RBzR mention a lack of null subjects in negative declaratives, but only anecdotal examples are given
rather than specific ~iumbers.
~Z Page references to RBcR's paper are based on a widely distributed manuscript version of this paper.
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unanalysed number but, given that the Adam corpus contains 46,468 utterances,13 the
significance of a phenomenon which occurred in only .002qo of the utterances should
not be taken for granted. To further highlight the scale of the corpus we are dealing
with, there were 6,219 occurrences of wh-elements in the corpus (independent of
question marks). Given the scale of the corpus, it is not inconceivable that a
production error could occur 104 times.ta

RBzR base their finitelinfinitival distinction on the basis of null subjects occurring
only in wh-questions (S~Io null subjects in iinite, 33~o in iniinitival), but, again, these
figures are questionable. These iigures include wh-questions containing only a null
subject or an overt pronominal - wh-questions with full NP subjects are excluded from
their counts. They justify this in a footnote, "We disregard wh-questions with full NP-
subjects since here pro-drop is obviously not an option" (fn.12, p.10). However, this
implies that the pro element can only replace a pronominal (rather than a full-NP
which has already been identified in the discourse - although cf.Hyams and Wexler
1993) but also that any given full NP could not have been replaced by the child with a
pronominal and then `dropped'. This is not the position taken by authors such as e.g.
Valian (1991), Haegeman (1995) and Hamann (1996) who all include full-NP
contexts in their calculations of null subject percentages.ls To exclude these non-null
subject occurrences from the calculation of the denominator has the effect of inflating
the null subject percentages, making them appear more signiiicant (as compared to
other studies in the iield) than they may be.

There is also the question of the application of Sano 8z Hyams' iiniteness criteria.
RBzR considered a wh-question to be "finite if they contained a(flnite) auxiliary (have
or be), modal (can, must, etc.) and as non-finite if they did not contain such an
element" (fn.13, p.l l). This has the same effect as in Sano 8z Hyams - not only are all
ambiguous (stem) forms considered to be infinitival, but so are almost all cases of
seemingly finite marking. This leaves only auxiliary and modal agreement inflection
as potential counter-examples, and as evidenced in Valian (1991), these elements have
different patterns of null subject behaviour, seemingly for independent reasons.

Unlike Sano 8z Hyams however, RBzR do make reference to languages with less
ambiguous agreement inflection than English. They accept that null subjects do occur
in finite contexts in V~2 languages such as German, but claim that these are instances
of topic or Diary drop rather than the null subject phenomenon (although no specific
analyses of these data are given). As previously discussed, there is data to suggest that
null subjects in Vl2 languages are not wholly the result of topic drop (e.g. postverbal
null subjects, see Section 3.1.4.1). As discussed in this section, that null subjects
occur in non-topic drop contexts (in topic drop languages) is evident in the data. Are
these occurrences then Diary drop? Diary drop is the proposal (Haegeman 1990) that
children are misusing an adult literary style used in diary writing in which the subject
is often left null. For example, "Went to the store today." This proposal is not widely
accepted because the diary style is restricted to ls` person contexts whereas children
drop subjects in all contexts. It is also questionable how the child would acquire such
a phenomenon (given its restriction to written form), although one could conceivably

13 Thanks to data-goddess Susan Powers for running this and the subsequent count for me.
14 Please note that I am not necessarily claiming that the phenomenon noted by Roeper 8z Rohrbacher is
not significant, just that they have failed to demonstrate that it is.
15 However, Gerken (1991) also excludes utterances using full-NPs from her counts.
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specify that it is innate. RBzR provide no argumentation to support their position and,
given the contradictory evidence, I view their assertion sceptically.

In sum, the data presented in RBzR appear to be both hard to determine the
significance of and hard to disprove (on the basis of other data analyses) if one accepts
their assumptions. Again, this seems to be another example of the problems one can
incur when making proposals based only on (ambiguous) English data. It seems that if
one wishes to study the relationship between agreementl iiniteness and null subjects,
one should choose to study a language other than English (as many of the studies
reviewed previously in this chapter do).

3.3 Summary

In this chapter I have presented a review of the acquisition literature for the null
subject and RI phenomena. I will give a summary of the different facts gleaned from
this overview below, but before I do that I wish to conunent on what I consider to be
the most important observations. Firstly, there is the fact that the acquisition process
for each of these phenomena is gradual. Although first noted (for null subjects) in
Valian (1991), much of the acquisition literature has chosen not to address this issue.
In many cases this is likely the result of believing that adapting a discrete model to a
gradual transition process would be an easy task. As we shall see in the next chapter,
trying to adapt the standard discrete model of parameter setting to gradual change (in a
psychologically plausible way) is not a trivial problem by any means and generally
requires a theory which is explicitly designed for the task. Regardless of the reasoning,
the fact of gradualness in these phenomena is so well known at this point that failure
to account for it should, in my opinion, be seen as a serious detriment to any proposed
theory. This is doubly so today with the predominance of the MP and its reliance upon
the lexicon as the centre of language learning. The learning of the lexicon is itself
almost certainly a gradual process and, as such, may provide a framework for
explaining the gradual acquisition of specific phenomena.

The second major observation made was on the peculiarity of RIs themselves.
Both children's and adult's use of RIs appear to be restricted in the movements or
structures employed. We saw that children do not use wh-phrase fronting,
topicalization or negation in RIs and that the adult behaviour also generally follows
these restrictions (although not strictly in the case of negation). These facts are
important for two reasons. One, it is not obvious why such movements should be
ruled out if the infinitival agreement is a form that must be checked like any other.
Two, it is particularly important for proposals which rely upon the child having a
deficient or restricted phrase-structure. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, such
proposals attempt to account for the acquisition phenomena by positing that a child's
access to functional projections develops over time, with the syntactic derivation
expanding to include NegP, TP and CP (in that order). Assuming that RIs require
checking in TP, then the syntax must have already developed past NegP - yet children
seem unable to access NegP. These facts will be explicitly addressed in Chapters 5
and 6.

The third important observation in this chapter is that affixation appears to be
used correctly (when it is used). Again, this fact was discussed in Valian (1991) and
subsequent work has only confirmed it. Yet many proposals to this day rely upon the
child having some misunderstanding of the nature of agreement.



And finally, there is the observation that agreement affixation appears to be
learned verb by verb, even though such affixation is the same for almost all verbs (but
not, of course, for the irregulars which make up a large proportion of the child's early
vocabulary). This observation has also been known for years, with the entire concept
of affixation becoming `productive' based upon a shift from individually learned
affixes to a generally applicable paradigm. But it took the previous observation that
affixation is used properly in the `pre-productive' stage (rather than being applied
haphazardly) and detailed studies of actual affix acquisition and use to propel this fact
into current theories.

These facts are only the major observations to be found in the literature regarding
null subjects and RIs. This chapter has presented a large number of trends that may be
identified concerning the phenomena, many of which are not normally addressed. I
will list these in summary form below and then use them in subsequent chapters as a
gauge with which to measure acquisition theories. As we shall see, most acquisition
proposals made in the past few years fail to adequately account for even the major
trends in the data, much less the minor ones. Then in Chapter 6 I will present my own
theory of both null subject and RI acquisition and compare it to the facts. I will
endeavour to demonstrate that this theory accounts for almost all of the facts
summarised below.

Null Subjects16
~ Italian children produce more null subjects than English children.
~ Null subject use by English children reduces gradually, use by Italian children

remains roughly constant.
~ Null subjects co-occur with expletives.
~ Children use less null subjects with modals and semi-auxiliaries than with

verbs.
~ Children do not use null subjects in subordinate clauses.
~ Null subject use is both pre- and post-verbal.
~ Post-verbal null subjects appear later in the child's development.
~ Null subject use decreases steadily over time while null object use is constant.

RIs
~ Children acquiring a null subject language initially use a small number of RIs

and RI use disappears quickly.
~ Children learning non-null subject languages use large numbers of RIs early

in their development and then such use gradually decreases over time.
~ Children do not front wh-phrases in RIs.
~ Children do not topicalize in RIs.
~ Children do not use negation in RIs.
~ Children use finite wh-questions correctly while still using RIs and null

subjects.

16 In this and following list of facts, unless otherwise specified "children" refers to a child learning a
non-null subject language.
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Affixation
~ Children do not use affixation inappropriately.
. The infinitival affix (in languages which have one) is used correctly from the

earliest stages.
. Children use different affixes to different degrees.
. The same verb can be used in both finite and non-finite constructions but

most verbs are used only one way or another.

RIs and Null Subjects
~ Children use null subjects more in RIs than in finite utterances.
. Use of null subjects in RIs remains roughly constant over time, while use in

finite clauses gradually decreases.
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Parameter Setting Models
Chapter 4

In the preceding chapters we have seen an overview of two adult phenomena, null
subjects and RIs, and their patterns of development as they are acquired as part of a
iirst language. This has lain the foundation for the central question of this thesis, how
the phenomena are actually acquired by the LAD. The rest of the thesis will examine a
number of different proposals as to the make-up of this LAD, relating them to the
syntactic model they're integrated with and discussing the advantages and
disadvantages of each. This discussion will basically follow the development of
linguistic theory over the past few years, with the transition from the PBzP model to
that of the MP. Given that acquisition theory is (at present) deeply intertwined with
syntactic theory, it is not surprising that as one changes so does the other. In recent
yeazs it has been the syntactic theory that has been driving this change, with the
acquisition theory lagging behind. However, acquisition theory has recently been
catching up with the developments in the syntactic theory and, hopefully, will once
again start to exert influence on the direction of the field.

We have already seen a basic overview of the development of the syntactic theory
in Chapter 1- the development of acquisition theory will be mapped out in this and
the following two chapters. We will start not at the beginning (i.e. Transformational
Grammar, Chomsky 1957) but rather with the PBiP model. Up until the introduction
of this model, questions of acquisition dealt primarily with issues of what a syntax
must look like to be learnable at all rather than the actual acquisition process (as
discussed in Chapter 1). This was useful in developing a model of constrained
grammazs which, in the PBLP model, correspond to the languages generated by the
possible interactions of principles with various pazameter setting combinations (one
setting per parameter).

Under traditional PBzP models, observed linguistic phenomena are related to
underlying innate principles and parameters - rules (or constraints or axioms) which
determine said phenomena. Principles aze applicable to all languages and therefore
need not be learned (i.e. selected by the LAD). Parameters provide choices in
linguistic behaviour which correspond to observed differences (in a single
phenomenon) in different language groups. It is the job of the LAD to select the
proper behaviour (setting) within the parameter that corresponds to the language the
learner is exposed to (where input will `trigger' the selection of the proper pazameter
setting). The details of exactly how principles, parameters and the LAD interact are
usually tied to a particular pazameter setting proposal, so I will avoid a detailed
examination of the issue until I am ready to present my own model.

First, I will examine the general parameter setting model, known as the Logical
Theory, and argue that while the Logical Theory is sufficient for proposals of syntactic
theory (i.e. describe the pazameter settings, assume one is discarded on the basis of a
deiined input), it is insufiicient for any proposal which attempts to explain actual
observed child development. I will then review a number of proposals which attempt
to resolve problems with the parameter setting paradigm - both models which address
base learnability issues and models which seek to explain observed developmental
patterns. I will then present a detailed parameter setting proposal of my own which
seeks to address both learnability and developmental issues.
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4.1 The Logical Theory of Language Acquisition

4.1.1 The Model

Most work within the parameter setting paradigm is based on what is commonly
referred to as the Logical Theory of Language Acquisition (or the Logical Theory). The
Logical Theory is an attempt to extend the idealisation of an instantaneous model of
acquisition to a model which can explain the observed acquisition path. UG defines
principles, universal rulesl available to (and applicable to) all languages, and parameters,
a collection of rules grouped by the phenomenon they relate to, any one of which will
apply only to certain languages. Parameter rules are related to parameter settings which
determine if a specific rule is applicable to the language of input. Some settings may
subsume others (i.e. generate a language which is a superset of language generated by
another parameter setting for a particular phenomenon), but each is independent. The
settings are presented in a fixed hierarchy based upon a prescribed ordering (often
related to observed phenomena) andlor the Subset Principle (Angluin 1978, Berwick
1985). The child starts with the initial (most restrictive) setting in this hierarchy. The
input data is then analysed and if sentences are encountered which cannot be accounted
for by the present setting of the parameter, then the next setting in the hierarchy is
selected. Retreat 'back down' the hierarchy is impossible.

As an idealisation, the Logical Theory is very useful. It allows the researcher to
define the settings of the parameter while paying little attention to how the parameter is
actually set. It also incorporates one of the original precepts of acquisition studies; it is
impossible to retreat from an overly general setting (since the child would never receive
direct negative evidence that their setting is incorrect). As such it allows researchers to
define the initial and end states while (justifiably) allowing them to ignore the question
of the actual acquisition path as a separate problem (most likely to do with the learning
mechanism rather than the make-up of the parameter). But, the Logical Theory
encounters problems when one steps away from the idealisation and tries to apply it to
the observed course of acquisition.

4.1.2 Predictions of the Logical Theory

Before examining the problems the Logical Theory encounters when invoked to
explain observed acquisition, we must first look at the predictions the theory makes.
Firstly, it is predicted that less marked grammars will initially be hypothesised.
Regardless of how the hierarchy is stipulated, the most restrictive setting (corresponding
to the least inclusive grammar for that phenomenon) should be initially selected. This
avoids (in theory) the problem of retreat back down the hierarchy. Secondly, distinct and
observable stages of development should exist corresponding to the progression of
parameter settings. The selection of a new setting should be immediately obvious from
the child's comprehension and production. The development should be instantaneous
(the old setting is discarded) and all children should proceed through the same stages
regardless of the language being learned (although the time spent in each stage could
vary depending upon the input language). Thirdly, overgeneralization and retreat (i.e. the
rejection of a parameter setting that generates a superset language in favour of a

~ In GB Theory, an instantiation of the PBcP concepts, rules are seen as constraints on a general
movement operation (move-alpha) which allows any element to move anywhere.
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parameter setting that generates a subset language) will be impossible. The hierarchy
runs only one way and retreat back down is not permitted (or possible, given the lack of
direct negative evidence). And finally, the course of acquisition should be similar across
children learning the same language. This is actually a subcase of the second prediction,
but it is generally regarded as a separate issue in the literature and will be treated as such
here.

I list the predictions below for the sake of clarity.

(1) Predictions of the Logical Theory of Language Acquisition

a. Less marked (most restrictive) grammars will initially be hypothesised.
b. Distinct and observable stages of development should exist corresponding

to the progression of parameter settings.
c. Overgeneralization and retreat will be impossible.
d. The course of acquisition should be similar across subjects learning the

same language.

4.1.3 Problems of the Logical Theory

As we have seen in the analyses of the child data in the previous chapter, the
Logical Theory encounters a number of problems when applied to the observed actual
course of acquisition. Firstly, less inclusive parameter settings are not necessarily chosen
first. Whether the hierarchy put forward is based upon the regularity versus scarcity of
one setting versus another in the world's languages or upon the Subset Principle, there
are numerous counter examples (see preposition stranding versus pied-piping, LeBlanc
8i Davis (1991), as a counter-example to the former, null subjects as a counter example
to the latter). Indeed, it seems that the only way to achieve a workable markedness
hierarchy is to stipulate it based upon the observations of the acquisition path of the
language being studied; a stipulation with no predictive power and which often fails
when such a hierarchy is applied to another language. Secondly, acquisition is typically
uneven and variable both across and within categories. Furthermore, development is
gradual. Under the Logical Theory, shifts in parameter setting should be instantaneous
as the new setting is selected and the previous setting discarded; this is not the case.
There seem to be stages (at least with some parameters, e.g. those concerning both null
subjects and RIs) in which the child gradually shifts from one setting to another during
which both settings appear to be available to the child. Also, children learning different
languages should use the same parameter setting in a similar manner (i.e. to a similar
extent), but again this is not always the case. For example, children learning Italian use
both null subjects and RIs to different extents than children learning English.
Furthermore, all children should proceed through the same stages of acquisition (as they
traverse the markedness hierarchy) up to the point of discovering the proper parameter
setting no matter what language is being learned; again this is not necessarily true (cf.
Slobin 1985, Davis 1987). Thirdly, as we saw with null subjects, overgeneralization and
retreat is possible (see Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion) - the Logical Theory simply
cannot account for this. Finally, individual variation between learners of the same
language appears to be common, with some children simply 'skipping' steps in the
hierarchies while other children exhibit clear evidence of them (cf. Davis 1987).
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(2) Problems with the Logical Theory of Language Acquisition

a. Less marked parameter settings are not necessarily chosen iirst.
b. Acquisition is typically uneven and variable both within and across

categories. Furthermore, development can be gradual.
c. Overgeneralization and retreat is common.
d. Individual variation in acquisition is common.

We see that the list of problems has a worrying resemblance to the list of predictions.

4.1.4 Possible Modifications of the Logical Theory

As discussed above, how one views the Logical Theory is normally motivated by
the problem one is addressing. If one is concerned exclusively with a syntactic
description of a phenomenon then the Logical Theory may well suffice. It can, I feel,
be reasonably argued that the problems of the Logical Theory are learnability
problems which can be addressed separately from a syntactic speciiication. It can be
enough that a researcher present a syntactic solution and an argument as to how the
proposed phenomenon meets the general learnability restrictions specified as part of
the theory (i.e. the parameter, including initial state and final state, and a possible
trigger). How the child could actually progress from the initial state to the final state
can be seen as a separate problem - usually to be addressed by someone whose
speciality is learnability rather than syntax.

As we shall see in this chapter, another approach is to accept the basic precepts of
the Logical Theory and attempt to develop learning mechanisms which work within
its restrictions. Examples of this approach, two computational models, are presented
in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Computational approaches generally fare poorly in accounting
for the actual child production data, but this is rarely their intention. Instead, they tend
to concentrate on developing restricted, efficient and demonstrably sound methods of
achieving a goal (in this case, parameter setting) and rarely stray outside the bounds of
the theory they are attempting to model.

A third approach, and one that tends to form the core of learnability research, is to
concentrate upon the LAD itself and attempt to provide a sophisticated learning
mechanism that not only accounts for the transition from the child's initial state to the
final adult state, but which does so in a manner which can account for the actual
utterances (including seeming errors) that the child makes during this transition. This
issue is part of psychological plausibility, which will be discussed separately below.

Most of the models reviewed in this chapter, and my own proposal, take this
latter approach. Proposals for a learning system run the gamut from straight-forward
to involved. Hyams (1986) speciiies that parameter settings are related to, and selected
by the appearance of, speciiic phenomena that may be encountered in the input
(known as triggering data). Encountering such data allows the LAD to instantly select
the proper parameter setting, avoiding some of the problems associated with
progression through a hierarchy. Other, more developed, models deal with the make-
up of the LAD itself and how its functioning can affect the child's production data.
Not surprisingly, the theories developed later tend to be more complicated, owing to
additional data being uncovered as well as the natural tendency of theory expansion
which is prevalent in this field.
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4.2 Psychological Plausibility

Each of the approaches described above is an attempt (to a greater or lesser
extent) to meet some of the criteria of psychological plausibility (as discussed in
Chapter 1) - to provide a solution which could be advanced as simulating (in some
way) the actual processes the child uses to set a parameter or parameters (cf. Pinker
1979). Psychological plausibility is a somewhat fuzzy concept, drawing upon the
reader's general intuitions of what could actually be going on within the mind of the
child. As well, the concept of psychological plausibility is relative given the problem
being tackled. If one is designing a purely formal system, psychological plausibility is
a matter of computational complexity (showing that the problem can be solved in a
finite amount of time), not of data matching.

The general fuzziness of the idea of psychological plausibility, together with a
preponderance of work which addresses only certain aspects of the question, can make
the process of theory comparison difficult for even the most experienced researcher.
To deal with this problem, I suggest the following criteria in evaluating the theories
presented (including my own).

(3) Psychological Plausibility

In order for a model to be considered psychologically plausible, it must
address the following criteria:
a. The design of the model must be plausible given our understanding of the

neurological make-up and functioning of the child.
b. The operation of the model must be plausible given our understanding of

the general cognitive abilities of the child.
c. The model must guarantee a correct solution within a reasonable (and

certainly iinite) amount of time, given a reasonable amount of input.
d. The model must motivate in some way the general patterns of the child's

observed comprehension and usage of the phenomenon.

These criteria are not meant as an exhaustive list, merely a yardstick for theory
evaluation within this work. In addition to this set of criteria, we can also use the
standard scientific tools of theory comparison (Occam's Razor, elegance of the theory,
appeals to supporting works) to evaluate the many proposals put forward.

4.3 Clark (1990, 1992) - Genetic Algorithms

In Clark (1990, 1992), a model for parameter selection is presented which is
based upon genetic algorithms. A genetic algorithm is an optimising search procedure
popular in computer science (cf. e.g. Friedberg 1958, Holland 1975) for quickly
determining the best (or at least near best) path through an extremely large search
space.2 Clark relates this procedure to language acquisition by pointing out that the

z A problem which has a large number of potential solutions is said to have a large search space. The
problem arises when you have no other problem solving approach than to try each possible solution to
see if it is the correct one. This can often lead to a`computational explosion' in which no search
technique which relies upon testing every possible solution could conceivably ever complete its task, no
matter how fast the computer running the search algorithm (given our current understanding of the
theoretical upper limits of computing power).
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interaction of parameters generates an extremely large search space for matching the
language of input to the target grammar. Indeed, postulating 30 binary parameters
leads to 230(1,073,741,842) possible combinations of parameters, far too many for the
child to try and match to the input. Clark demonstrates how the paradigm of genetic
algorithms can be used to quickly search such a space.

Genetic algorithms are based on the general idea of creating a few different
hypotheses (i.e. different parameter setting combinations), iinding out which are the
better of these hypotheses, and then combining these better hypotheses to create new
hypotheses which can be further tested (using the same technique). A better
hypothesis is one that appears to be closer to the target (in this case, a grammatical
parse). As one combines the different hypotheses in different ways, the qualities that
make the hypotheses better than others will also combine, leading to even better
hypotheses. Eventually a hypothesis will be constructed that no other hypothesis does
better than; this is considered to be the target.

Clark's proposal works as follows. Binary parameters are grouped together in
strings, with each parameter represented by a 1 or 0(for the two possible values of a
binary parameter), which corresponds to its present setting. Each string represents a
possible combination of parameter settings - i.e. a possible grammar. For example:

(4) a: 01010101
b: 00001111
c: 11001100
d: 10110100

When an input is received, it is processed by the parser with each set of parameter
settings (i.e. rules provided corresponding to the parameter settings) and the output
evaluated by a iitness metric. A iitness metric is a set of quantifiable measures of the
correctness of the model. In Clark's model, the fitness metric is based on number of
rule violations generated,; elegance of the representation produced (i.e. number of
derivational nodes) and a preference for subset relations over superset relations. Each
of these metrics is weighted, e.g. violation of constraints is weighted more heavily
(i.e. is more detrimental) than elegance.

After the iitness metric has evaluated the output of each hypothesis string, e.g.

(5) a: 01010101 - .075
b: 00001 1 1 1 - .054
c: 1 1001 100 - .080
d: 10110100 - .032

their iitness ratings are compared. Those with the highest ratings are retained, the
others discarded. These `better' strings are then combined with each other andlor
possibly mutated to produce additional hypothesis strings. A simple combination
procedure is to cut and combine the strings. Here, the two strings with the greatest
fitness (4.a and 4.c) are cut and combined to form a new string, 6.e.

3 The ability of GB-based parsing models to detect and report rule violations has been demonstrated
(cf., e.g., Fong 1990) and is one of the primary reasons for preferring such a model over other, non-
Chomskian, models.
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(6) a: 0101
b: 1100
e (a ~ c): 0101

0101
1100
1100

These combined strings are then added to the list of hypotheses. The model also
mutates hypothesis strings - e.g. creates a new hypotheses string by copying an
existing string and then randomly changing one of its parameter settings. For example,
in (7) a single parameter setting in 4.a is randomly switched from 0 to 1 to produce a
new string 7.f.

(7) a: 0101 0101
f: 01~1 0101

The idea here is that if a string is doing well (in the evaluation metric), there may be
another string with almost the same parameter values that could do better. Mutated
strings are also added to the hypotheses space for the next check against the evaluation
metric. The procedure is then repeated.

As the model progresses, the hypothesis space will gradually conform to the
iitness metric (or at least get no worse than the initial combination of settings) until a
point is reached when one hypothesis is consistently found to be best. This is
considered the target state or best solution.

The proposed model works well for what it is designed to do - search a very large
parameter space for the best combination of settings it can find. Unfortunately, the
process has little relation to the actual observed acquisition process (as evidenced by
the child's acquisition path). As the combination of hypothesis strings (and therefore
parameter settings) is somewhat random, we would expect the child to produce
random acquisition patterns rather than the distinct acquisition paths noted in the
literature. Parameters generally associated with early child language may not appear
correctly set until late in development, or they may appear and disappear (as a better
overall combination is found that does not include the correct setting for that
particular phenomenon). This is assuming the process is driven by multiple inputs at
all. I see no reason why the child shouldn't take one input sentence and run the
algorithm again and again until the best solution is found. Finally, and most
importantly, the model is not guaranteed to find the best solution. Because of the
randomness of the model's operation, it is possible that a better solution may exist,
but never get tried. This is a well know property of genetic algorithms - they do not
guarantee convergence on the best (i.e. correct) solution. This is the price one pays for
a model that does not look at all possibilities. For the language acquisition process this
would mean that different learners of the same language could arrive at different
(incorrect) grammars, an idea generally considered to be counter to linguistic theory.
And such deviations (from the proper grammar) could be dramatic, as a misset
parameter setting could relate to a significant phenomenon (or phenomena) in the
surface language.

In conclusion, we should take the model for what it is: an interesting attempt to
apply a known computational method to the problem of language acquisition. The
solution returns an answer in a plausible amount of time (these types of algorithms
can run for a specified amount of time or until such time as no improvement is seen
for a specified number of iterations), but it may not be the correct answer. The model
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even explains overgeneralization and retreat (although through a stipulation that
subsets are to be preferred to supersets), but at the same time it can repeat the
overgeneralization and retreat many times with the same parameter. The model simply
does not produce output anything like what the child produces and therefore is not
psychologically plausible. But, then again, was it ever meant to be?

4.4 Gibson 8z Wexler (1994) - Hill Climbing4

In this much-discussed paper Gibson and Wexler (1994) (henceforth GBzW)
present a highly detailed discussion of error-driven learning mechanisms, pointing out
many of the faults and implied assumptions of such systems. In doing so, they present
their own version of such a model along with criticism and proposals for
improvement. I will argue that the model as specified is insufficient, and that the
proposed modifications are inadequate to produce a generally useful learning
mechanism.

4.4.1 The Proposal

The model proposed in GBzW constitutes the core of the error-driven approaches -
i.e. the minimal proposal. In this model, the LAD ( that which stands outside of the
grammar and parser and drives the learning process) consists of one simple procedure.
If the parser fails to produce a grammatical parse, randomly change the setting of one
parameter and retry the parse. If the input is now parsed grammatically, keep the new
parameter setting - if not, discard the input and retain the old parameter setting.
Implicit in this procedure are two basic constraints (G8zW:411):

(8) The Single Value Constraint

Assume that the sequence {ho,ht,...,h„} is the successive series of hypotheses
proposed by the learner, where ho is the initial hypothesis and h„ is the target
grammar. Then h; differs from h;-~ by the value of at most one parameter for i
~ 0.

4 Hill climbing is a standard approach in computer science to a class of problems know as constraint
satisfaction problems (CSPs). A CSP is a problem that can be expressed as a series of variables with
correct and incorrect settings (i.e. values) and a corresponding evaluation metric for determining when
one combination of settings is better than another. The idea is to initially assign random settings to the
variables and to calculate the metric value for that setting combination. Then change one variable
setting and calculate the metric value again. If the new combination of settings generates a better metric
value than previous combination then keep the new combination, otherwise discard it and adjust the
value of another variable. Continue this process until no single variable value change produces a better
metric value (a point called a maxima). As such, the problem is said to be `climbing a hill' towards the
best solution, one step at a time (the metaphor based upon a typological representation of the problem
space - better solutions being higher in the typology). Hill climbing has a number of known problems
(local maxima, plateaus, ridges), not all of which are addressed by Gibson 8z Wexler. Any introductory
Artificial Intelligence text (e.g. Russell 8c Norvig 1995) should provide a good description of the
technique.
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(9) The Greediness Constraint

Upon encountering an input sentence that cannot be analysed with current
parameter settings (i.e., is ungrammatical), the language learner will adopt a
new set of parameter settings only if they allow the unanalysable input to be
syntactically analysed.

In other words, the Single Value Constraint dictates that the acquirer can change
only one parameter setting at a time and the Greediness Constraint dictates that
changes to a parameter value are only retained if the change allows the learner to parse
the previously unparsable input (that originally caused the invocation of the
acquisition device). The model also assumes that an input sentence exists that can
correctly determine the proper setting of each parameter.

4.4.2 An Example - And a Problem

From this simple model, GBzW show how a simple parameter space based on
word-order parameters can be acquired. Using three parameters (position of the
speciiier [first, final], position of the complement [first, iinal], and a V~2 parameter
[f,-]), they describe the relatively complex interactions of the parameters and their
possible results. In doing so they describe a number of ambiguous cases; input
sentences which could be analysed in more than one way, therefore allowing the
acquirer to misset a parameter. But, arguments are presented showing that the learner
will eventually achieve their proper settings, assuming the model does not fall into a
local maxima. A local maxima is a combination of parameter settings from which the
learner cannot escape given the possible input available. For example:

(10) Target Grammar: SVO (Spec-first, Comp-final, -V~2)
Present State: VOSfV~2 (Spec-final, Comp-final, fVl2)

G8zW:426

The problem here is that the target grammar is two parameter setting changes
away from the present grammar. GBzW show that changing only one of the relevant
parameters (as per the Single Value Constraint) will not provide a stable (i.e. valid)
grammar, so there is no possible intermediate state for a transition from the present to
the target grammar. Therefore, there is no chance that the correct combination can be
reached.

4.4.3 Possible Solutions

4.4.3.1 Explicit Ordering

Having identified a major problem with their own model, GBzW then go on to
investigate a number of corrective proposals which could be adopted. The first is to
specify a combination of default settings and parameter ordering. In a somewhat
lengthy argument (cf. G8zW:428-435) it is shown that by adopting an initial setting of
-V~2 and (by a stipulated intrinsic ordering) not allowing the V~2 parameter to be reset
before the other two parameters are set, the local maxima can be avoided. The idea is
that since all the local maxima in the described parameter space involve trying to get
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from a misset fVl2 parameter to a correct -Vl2 parameter, the fVl2 setting should be
avoided. By having a default of -V~2 and then delaying the setting of the Vl2
parameter until after the other parameters are set, it is argued that the learner will
never choose a fV~2 setting for a non-Vl2language (since the default -V~2 setting will
handle any input). The model also predicts that children who are learning a fV~2
language will initially go through a period in which they use a-V~2 setting.

There are a number of problems with this approach, stemming primarily from the
restricted parameter space being considered. We will consider them in detail here as
this is the solution adopted by GBzW.

Firstly, GBzW assume that if -Vl2 is the correct setting, the child will never alter
this setting since all input will be handled by the correctly set parameters. But,
learning continues after the three parameters discussed have been set. As future
unparsable input is encountered (based on the other, incorrectly set, parameters), the
V~2 parameter could be reset to its incorrect fV~2 setting, initiating a slide into a local
maxima. Granted, the chance of an input being (incorrectly) analysable as fVl2 is
unknown, but with other misset parameters causing the parser to generate `strange'
parses, it seems to be at least possible. Then there is always ungrammatical input
(something GBzW assume will not happen), the results of which are unknown. GBiW
need to show that such an event cannot happen (since the result is catastrophic to the
model) rather than simply placing the troublesome parameter at the end of the
described procedure and assuming it will be set correctly (and never reset).

Secondly, there is GBzW's version of parameter ordering. This version differs
from other ideas espoused in the literature, both in form and function. The proposal is
that the child has access to a parameter for use, but cannot change its setting. Why
should this be? Ordering mechanisms (e.g. maturation - Borer and Wexler 1987)
usually posit a period in which the parameter (or principle) is unavailable, i.e. for both
use and setting. When the language faculty becomes fully aware of the parameter, it
becomes available - both for use and setting. To postulate a parameter that is being
used but cannot be set is a stipulation. As well, this solution needs to be considered in
a larger framework, i.e. with more parameters being considered. As it stands, reducing
the parameter space from three to two parameters greatly simplifies the problem
because the local maxima are, by deiinition, two parameter settings away from one
another. Reducing the parameter space to two (and leaving out the contentious
parameter) could well be the reason for the guaranteed result. The two word order
parameters cannot get into a local maxima by themselves (as all local maxima involve
fV~2) and GBzW assume that Vl2 is never incorrectly set. They have solved the
specific problem by stipulation, but present no arguments that the solution is in any
way general.

Thirdly, there is the problem of when the Vl2 parameter is to finally be set. GBiW
state that "After enough data have been processed so that values for the base word
order parameters can be set with confidence for those grammars without V~2
movement, the learner then considers the alternative values for the V~2 parameter" (p.
433). Such a definition is vague and contradictory to the model proposed. How can
the model know when it has received enough data to be confident about the parameter
settings? Indeed, given the minimal approach of the model and its stipulation of
complete ignorance of what the parameters represent, how can the model make any
comment at all on their function. One can argue that the Vl2 parameter becomes
available for setting due to a maturational schedule but this is merely a stipulation of
the behaviour, not an explanation (see Chapter 5 for further discussion). Also, the
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implication would be that a child not exposed to the language before this maturational
date is met (and thus initiates learning after the parameter becomes available) would
risk falling into a local maxima.

Finally, there is the prediction entailed by delaying the setting of the V~2
parameter: that children acquiring a fV~2 language initially go through a period of
-V12. The collected data (cf. e.g. Verrips 8z Weissenborn 1992) flatly contradicts this
prediction; children acquiring fVl2 languages show evidence for the proper setting of
the V~2 parameter from early stages of development. G8zW acknowledge this, but
state that an earlier stage of development has not yet been studied. Given that this
stage would have to occur until the child has correctly set both word order parameters,
it is hard to see how this stage could have been overlooked.

4.4.3.2 A Mistake Was Made

The second possible solution put forward by GBzW for avoiding local maxima is
very straight-forward: no local maxima exist. The fact that local maxima appear in
their analysis is because they either have described the parameters incorrectly or not
examined enough of the range of the input phenomena to identify a triggering input
which will allow the model to escape a local maxima. I think this general form of
argument can be made for any theoretical proposal: problems are a result of errors in
the theory. However, this can't really be accepted as an argument for the general
correctness of the theory.

4.4.3.3 Altering the Constraints

A third solution postulated is to alter the constraints such that the model is
allowed more freedom in changing parameter settings. This could be done in one of
three ways:

One, the Single Value Constraint could be eliminated, allowing the system to
alter more than one parameter setting at a time. Allowing massive shifts in the child's
grammar is clearly not appropriate, based on observations of actual child
development. This would predict massive swings in the child's grammar and entail a
combinatorial explosion of different parameter combinations to choose from. Taking
even a conservative estimate of the size of a parameter space - say 20 parameters -
this would still involve a potential 220 (1,048,576) possible parameter combinations
the LAD would potentially have to try. Even dictating that the child iirst try to change
only one parameter, then two, etc. until the input can be parsed would entail an
unacceptable combinatorial explosion (as one can never be sure when the relevant
combination might be encountered) - therefore GBzW discard this proposal.

Two, one could alter the Greediness Constraint, allowing the child to alter
parameter settings without such alterations entailing a grammatical parse (i.e.
randomly flip parameter settings until the correct combination is found). This proposal
is much like the first and entails the same computational explosion and wild
fluctuations in the grammar. As well, there is now no guarantee that the system will
converge on the target grammar. This proposal is quickly discarded by GBzW for a
constraint based on a new setting producing a better analysis rather than a perfect one.
This requires that a fitness metric be introduced which can distinguish and rank one
grammatical input versus another. GBiW concede that it is difficult to stipulate a
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metric which is effective, psychologically plausible and independently motivated. As
well, there is no guarantee that such a metric will avoid local maxima.

Three, GB~W propose replacing the Greediness constraint with a system in which
the triggering input are somehow related to their relevant parameters. This can be
achieved by having the learner compute the possible implications of the triggers (i.e.
try all parameter combinations with the input) by a deductive process in which the
implications of each parameter setting are computed by the child and then sought in
the input, or by innately specifying the input to be of importance to the parameter.
Having the child try every parameter combination is quickly discarded because of the
combinatorial explosion involved. Allowing the user to derive the implications of the
parameter settings involves the language faculty possessing a meta-knowledge of the
grammar, an undesirable result but conceivable. GBzW point out that this explanation
also depends upon an unspecified procedure for the deductive process. They also point
out that the Greediness Constraint works without this meta-knowledge and is
therefore preferred (although we should not forget that these changes were proposed
to correct a failing of the original model).

4.4.3.4 Innate Triggers

GBzW then turn to the innate specification of triggers. They concede that such a
proposal would solve their problems, but discard it as being unattractive because it
involves redundancy in the language faculty (i.e. specifying both a rule and a trigger
for a single phenomenon). The charge of redundancy is correct, but this is an appeal to
Occam's Razor (a model that has no redundancy is preferred to one that does) which
only applies to models of equal competence. GBzW are still seeking a way of avoiding
local maxima, a problem a model with innately speciiied triggers does not have.
GBzW write of a requirement for "a great deal of redundant knowledge of her
language to be built in" (p. 445). Granted, we are talking about at least one (meta-
knowledge) trigger for every parameter setting, which seems like a large amount
comparatively, but in terms of brain capacity, this is minute. The inclusion of 40-100
triggers in the brain (based on 20-50 binary-valued parameters) is certainly
psychologically plausible although (arguably) redundant.5 GBzW also ignore evidence
for innately specified triggers in other cognitive domains (e.g. vision - cf. Marr 1982,
Barlow 1953).

4.4.4 More Problems

The above has been a discussion of the points GBzW make in their article. We
have seen how the system can become trapped in local maxima and discussed the
solutions put forward by GBzW (and the associated problems). But, there are also a
number of other problems which have not been discussed. As a rather straight-forward
derivation from the Logical Theory, GBzW's model falls prey to many of the same
inadequacies. GBzW's model avoids in some ways the problem of unmarked settings
not being chosen first. In postulating that only some parameters have a default value,

5 Fodor (1998) also addresses GBcW's model and argues for the existence of innately specified triggers
(referred to by her as designated triggers). Her solution though, that of parallel processing of
combinations of unset parameters, is subject to the same computational explosion as GBcW's idea of
eliminating the Single Value Constraint - but here the explosion would involve the machinery, rather
than the time, required.
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they allow for random parameter settings to initially exist. But, by postulating a
random choice of initial parameter settings, they provide no explanation of a
consistent error in the observed data (i.e. why all children learning a given language
may initially start with an incorrect setting for the language of input).

The model completely fails to account for gradual parameter shift, during which
both parameter settings seem to co-exist - it postulates a system in which parameter
setting is instantaneous. Indeed, if one were to introduce co-existing parameter
settings, the model would grind to a halt, as conflicting inputs would be judged
grammatical by the model and therefore ignored by the learning mechanism. The
model also fails to account for the difference in usage of a parameter setting by
children using different languages, but this could be conceivably explained by other,
non-syntactic factors. The model does, however, account for acquisition differences
between languages. Not only does the model postulate random parameter setting
(which will certainly cause variation), there is also an implied acquisition path within
the model. The model is based somewhat on frequency; the more the learner hears an
input phenomenon, the greater the chance that its related parameter will be set
correctly. It is possible that the frequency of phenomena in languages affects the
development of that language (i.e. a more frequent phenomenon is `easier' to identify
in the input); GBzW's model is amenable to this possibility.

The model has no explanation for overgeneralization and retreat. GBzW
acknowledge this fact, simply stating that in a supersetrsubset situation, trigger input
cannot exist for the subset parameter setting. As we shall see later in this chapter,
although unique triggers cannot exist for the subset parameter setting this does not
mean that it cannot receive input (in conjunction with the superset setting). GBzW's
failure to account for such relationships must be seen as a serious flaw in their
proposal. Of course, it is possible that supersetJsubset relationships do not actually
exist (cf. Roeper 8i Weissenborn 1990), but a model which presupposes this argument
(without motivation) should be considered inferior to a model which does not. After
all, a model which can handle supersetlsubset relationships will work even if they do
not exist. GBzW's model is permanently handicapped by such a failing.

4.4.5 Evaluation

In terms of psychological plausibility, GBzW's model meets two of the four
criteria. The model is plausible given our understanding of both the child's
neurological make-up and general cognitive abilities. But, the model does not assure
convergence to the target given the possibility of local maxima. Also, the model does
not account for the patterns of actual child production, particularly gradual setting
shift and overgeneralization and retreat.

In conclusion, upon examining GBiW's model I iind it to be a derivative of the
Logical Theory (with some advantages and disadvantages) which solves few of the
fundamental problems the Logical Theory also fails to solve. By postulating a building
process with respect to the input received the model can explain some of the observed
child data patterns (i.e. a development from basic to complicated parameters) but fails
to explain many of the interesting phenomena (e.g. overgeneralization and retreat,
dual setting usage, etc.). The model even fails in its primary goal, to assure a
developmental sequence. Local maxima remain a problem, as the postulated solution
is limited to the small parameter space proposed and contradicts the known data. The
one solution which would save the model (allowing the language faculty knowledge
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of the parameters and what they entail) is rejected, as this would contradict the main
motivation of the model - to construct a system in which such knowledge is
unnecessary.

4.5 Kapur (1994) - Windowing the Data

In Kapur (1994) a model is presented that shares many characteristics with the
model I will propose. Triggers are seen as innately specified input forms (structural
relationships) that correspond to a parameter setting. All parameter settings are
initially considered valid (although not available for use) and the settings compete for
use. The model is sensitive to frequency and as such cannot be misset by one
ungrammatical, misparsed or idiomatic input. Where the model significantly differs
from my proposal is in its identification of the input and processing of it.

The model functions by looking not for occurrences of a trigger, but the lack
thereof. Using tools of Information Theory (originally, Shannon 8z Weaver 1949),
Kapur calculates the size of an input window (i.e. number of inputs to examine at one
time) in which one should expect to find an occurrence of a parameter value. The
claim made is that this makes the model sensitive to both positive evidence and
indirect negative evidence, providing the mechanism with more information than a
model attuned only to positive input. It is also claimed that this eliminates the
supersetlsubset problem in that indirect negative evidence provides evidence of a
subset relationship. The model makes no claims of psychological plausibility with
respect to the child's production data.

The process is described in the following algorithm (Kapur 1994: 498):

(11)
1. All parameters are unset initially (i.e., there are no preset values). The

parser is organised to obey only the universal principles.
2. Both values of each of the parameters are competing to make themselves

established.
3. Corresponding to a binary parameter (values f and -), the child generates

a pair of hypotheses:
a) Hypothesis Ht: Expect not to observe phenomena from a small fixed

set O- of phenomena that support the parameter value -.
b) Hypothesis H-: Expect not to observe phenomena from a small fixed

set O} of phenomena that support the parameter value f.
4. Next, these hypothesis are tested on the basis of input evidence. Let w and

k be two small numbers (for concreteness, say 10 and 100, respectively).
Testing the Hypothesis Hf involves the following procedure:
a) A window of size w sentences is constructed and the child records

whether or not a phenomenon from within the set O- occurred among
those w sentences.

b) The child repeats this construction of the window k different times and
a tally c is made of the fraction of times the phenomena occurred at
least once in the duration of the window.

c) The hypothesis Hf succeeds if and only if the ratio of c to k is less than
.5.
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5. If H- fails or Ht succeeds, the child sets the parameter's value to f.
Otherwise, he or she sets it to -.6

The model simply scans input within the window (i.e. a predetermined number of
input sentences contiguously sampled from the input stream) testing the two
hypotheses. For example, in the word order model of GBzW (Section 4.4) the
parameter that determines head-specifier order could have two hypotheses as follows:
Ot could be the patterns Adv-Adjunct SOV, Adv-Adjunct SVO and Adv-Adjunct
VSO, while O- could be the patterns Adv-Adjunct VOS and Adv-Adjunct OVS. After
the child has completed this task the required number of times (again determined by
Information Theory) they have compiled enough information to reliably set the
parameter.

Aside from its lack of psychological plausibility (with respect to the child's
production data), the model has many appealing characteristics. Initial parameter
settings are not hypothesised, therefore there is no need for markedness hierarchies.
The model, due to its reliance on frequency of input, is immune to noisy data as no
single input determines a parameter setting. Finally, the model takes into account
indirect negative evidence, a feature not often incorporated into models which use
innately specified triggers. Unfortunately, the most interesting claim of the model, that
the problem of overgeneralization and retreat is irrelevant in this model, is not valid
when it comes to the null subject parameter.

As discussed in the previous chapter, in the null subject parameter the two
possible settings are a supersetlsubset relationship - the language generated by one
setting (Italian) totally subsumes the language generated by the other setting (English)
for this phenomenon. The overt structural phenomenon that differentiates the language
types (i.e. the trigger) is the existence of null subjects for Italian (the superset) and the
lack thereof for English (the subset). As Kapur's model is based on structural
relationships, we define the triggers in this way.

(12) Italian: Ot: any sentence with an overt subject or null subject
English: O-: any sentence with an overt subject

Immediately we have a problem, as the opposite of the Italian phenomenon excludes
all possible input. However, the algorithm specified is precise and these triggers
would translate into the hypotheses:

(13) Italian: Ht: expect not to observe sentences with an overt subject
English: H-: expect not to observe sentences with an overt or non-overt

subject

Now, assuming the language of input is English (the subset), let us examine the
consequences. We will ignore the effects of ungrammatical, misparsed and idiomatic
input, as the model is claimed to filter them out. In testing hypothesis Ht we look for
occurrences of O-, i.e. any sentence with an overt subject. All grammatical input
sentences in English have an overt subject, so the tally c for H} will be the number of
input windows encountered, i.e. k. Therefore the ratio of c to k is 1. In step 5 this will

6 I am assuming that step 4 must be repeated for H., given that step 5 refers to H- failing, which implies
that it must be tested for.
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cause Ht to fail, as Ht succeeds if and only if the ratio of c to k is less than .5. We
now test Ii (see fn. 6) which looks for occurrences Ot, i.e. any sentence with an overt
or null subject. Again, this count will be the number of windows processed and the
ratio of c to k will be l, causing H. to fail also. By step 5, if H- fails then the parameter
is set to f, i.e. the Italian setting.

It is tempting to reformulate the triggers (Ot and O-) to differentiate the data, i.e.
to specify that the relevant observation for Italian (O~) is only sentences with a non-
overt subject. However, there are two problems with this line of reasoning. Firstly,
this would defeat the purpose of the argument - that the model can deal with
supersetlsubset relationships in the data. To restrict the Italian observations to only
sentences with non-overt subjects is to separate the superset from the subset at the
level of the data rather than the learning model. In other words, the model would no
longer be dealing with a supersetlsubset relation, as the data the triggers recognise no
longer reflect such a relationship. Secondly, it is questionable if even this approach
would work. As Valian (1991) points out (based on Bates 1976), the input Italian
children receive from adults contains only about SOqo null subjects. This is highly
problematic for any model which simply examines majority behaviour in the input (as
this model does). If an Italian child were in an environment where they heard slightly
less than SOqo null subjects, a model like Kapur's would take this as evidence that a
non-null subject parameter setting is appropriate. This is also a problem for the next
model to be reviewed (the scales model of Valian 1994) but, as I will show in my own
proposal, there is a way to deal with this eventuality in the input.

4.6 Valian (1994) - Balancing the Scales

Valian (1994) presents a more straight-forward frequency-based model than
Kapur's, with input being analysed for occurrences of the relevant input (rather than
for non-occurrence). Under Valian's proposal, parameter setting is viewed as a two-
pan balance or scale, with each setting of the parameter viewed as one side of the
scale. Input is evaluated as encountered and if it corresponds to a particular setting
(i.e. if the input contains the trigger phenomenon related to a setting) then the `weight'
of that side of the balance increases. When the language faculty needs to produce an
utterance that involves this parameter it simply chooses the setting that has the greater
weight. Valian's position is that early on in the acquisition procedure (for that
parameter) the two sides of the scale will be roughly balanced (they are initially
balanced) and therefore the child's early grammar would vary from one setting to
another as small input differences tip the balance first one way and then the other.
This would also allow for small variations in the input data to initially weigh down
one (possibly incorrect) side without choosing that parameter setting permanently.
Later, as the child encounters evidence as to the proper setting, that setting will weigh
far more than the other and be chosen all the time. Here is Valian's description of the
process:

With respect to whatever property of INFL licenses null subjects, for
example, the scales are perfectly balanced initially. For a few children,
some features of the input, such as the non-appearance of subjects about
Sqo to lO~Io of the time in adult speech (Valian 1991, in press), could
temporarily weight the balance in favour of INFL licensing null subjects.
Later, the uniform presence of subjects in embedded tensed clauses, the
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morphology of English verbs, the presence of expletives (Hyams, 1986),
and perhaps other properties, will weight the scale against an INFL
licenser. For some children, the initial syntactic production structure
(template) would have an incorrect property in INFL. For most children,
however, the evidence appears to weight the correct alternative from the
onset of combinatorial speech (giving rise to a correspondingly correct
template).

Valian (1994:283)

There are a number of problems with this approach. For the particular problem of
null subjects addressed in the quote above, Valian's analysis of possible triggers for
resetting the parameter to the correct value (i.e. weighing down the correct side) is
contradicted by her own studies in Valian (1991). Children's use of null subjects starts
to decrease long before they can be said to be reliably analysing embedded clauses,
and null subject use continues after the child is using expletives (see Chapter 2 for
discussion).~ However, the problems with the model extend beyond this particular
analysis. Valian is proposing this model as an alternative to the `switch model' of
parameter setting, where one parameter setting is chosen and the other becomes
inaccessible. By proposing a scale where the two sides (i.e. parameter settings) can
vary, the LAD can first `choose' an incorrect setting and then correct this choice later.
However, this is also possible in a switch model, as long as the two settings do not
generate supersetlsubset languages. As long as one setting (the incorrect one) is
determined by input that the child recognises early on and the other setting (the correct
one) is determined by input recognised only later, any straight-forward parameter
setting model will predict the same behaviour (as long as the parameter setting process
remains sensitive to the input data).

Given that the model allows the child to switch back and forth between settings,
it is tempting to speculate that it might provide an explanation for gradual change in
parameter settings. This, however, is not the case. Once the scale becomes unbalanced
only one parameter setting will chosen - therefore the model relies upon an idea of
variable input (varying in `weighing down' one parameter setting, then the other) to
keep both settings available (alternately) over time. But by definition, the input to the
child will favour one parameter setting over another - that is how we determine that a
language has a particular setting. For the settings to switch back and forth, the LAD
would have to be receiving input supporting both sides of the scale (i.e. both settings).
If the LAD can recognise both sets of weighting inputs, then the proper one will be
favoured.

As a general parameter setting proposal this model runs into all of the problems
that Kapur's model does. The model cannot deal with supersetlsubset relations - the
superset would always receive weighting when subset data was encountered, therefore
even if a subset language was being encountered the weight of the superset `pan'
would always be at least equal to that of the subset. Like Kapur's model, even if one
attempted to separate the data analysed into sentences with subjects versus sentences
without, the model would fail in those cases where Italian children were exposed to
input containing slightly less than SOqo null subjects (as would any frequency model
which tried to separate the data this way).

~ Just how the verbal morphology of English verbs would act as a trigger is unclear.
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In general, this model offers little that the straight-forward switch model does not.
Although it was formulated to allow for an incorrect setting to be initially chosen and
then corrected, this could easily be done by specifying a default setting. As Valian is
not postulating that the parameter is in a supersetlsubset relation, correcting this
incorrect setting would not be a problem in a switch model.

4.7 My Proposal - An Activation Model of Parameter Setting

4.7.1 Description of the Language Faculty

Before specifying the particular configuration of my model, we first must pause
to consider the general composition of the language faculty with respect to language
learning. It is generally assumed that UG consists of principles and parameters and
that the principles are inviolate while the parameters must be set to one or another of
its innate values dependent upon the language of input. Beyond this initial point, there
is generally either dispute andlor apathy. Of course the actual process of how the
parameter is set is hotly disputed, but there are more basic issues than this which are
rarely discussed. Does UG contain anything other than the principles and parameters -
i.e. are the learnability and parsing components part of UG? How do the different
components interact with one another? What is a trigger? How do triggers relate to
parameters?

4.7.1.1 Component Overview

The view of the language faculty (with respect to acquisition) I wish to present
consists of three innately specified components: UG, the parser and the LAD. UG
consists of all principles and parameters and forms the rule base available to the
parser. For explanatory purposes I will consider UG to be made up of two separate
rule bases: the innate rule base and the active rule base. Under this view the innate
rule base contains all principles and parameters that any non-impaired child is born
with while the active rule base contains only the principles along with any parameter
settings the LAD has determined should be available based on the language of input.
In such a model the role of the LAD is to `move' appropriate rules from the innate
rule base to the active rule base at which point the rule becomes part of the child's
language faculty. Let me stress that this is for explanatory purposes only. It is far more
likely that all rules inhabit a single rule base and the LAD determines which to make
available, while blocking access to others. My own proposal will operate along these
lines.

The parser is a computational mechanism which uses the rules of grammar to
construct structural representations of both input and output. The LAD consists of the
triggers for the parameters in UG and selects the appropriate parameter settings for
inclusion in the active grammar. Each component is independent of the others, but
they do interact with one another. UG contains all possible rules and supplies the
appropriate ones to the active rule base. The active rule base supplies the appropriate
grammar rules to the parser. The parser provides information to the triggers within the
LAD which allow them to evaluate the language of input. Finally, the LAD provides
input to UG as to which parameter settings are correct for the language of input, and
therefore which rules legitimately belong in the active grammar.
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UG

~
World ~---~

LAD ~

rule 1
rule2
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Rule
Base

Setting 1
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Figure 1: Components of the Language System

Given that all components are innately specified, their division into components
is somewhat arbitrary (and generally theory dependent). It could be postulated that UG
is actually all of these components, the grammar base being merely a part of the single
component. But I wish to retain the underlying idea that runs through much of the
literature, that UG is only the innately specified grammar rule base.

4.7.1.2 Universal Grammar (UG)

The UG component of this system consists of principles and parameters.
Principles are rules (or constraints or axioms) which apply universally to all
languages, therefore they may be provided to the parser without further processing.g
Parameters are groupings of rules, one or more (i.e. a subgroup) of which dictate the
behaviour of a phenomenon in one language or group of languages, others of which
(within the same parameter) dictate the behaviour of the same phenomenon in another
language or languages. Each division of rules within the parameter is referred to as a
setting, with each setting corresponding to a possible group of languages which
display the phenomenon related to the rule(s). Parameters are generally viewed as
initially having one of their settings preselected as an initial value (which can be
changed) or as having no setting initially selected, in which case they provide no input
to the parser.

Parameter:

rule3
rule4
rule5

Setting 2

Figure 2: A Parameter and its Settings

4.7.1.3 The Language Acquisition Device (LAD)

The LAD is the module that selects the proper settings for the parameters. This
module always has at least some mechanism for altering the setting ( i.e. the setting
presently in use) of a parameter. It also normally has some mechanism for identifying
when a parameter value must be altered, although this is sometimes postulated as
being in the parser (e.g. Gibson 8r Wexler 1994). Where theories greatly differ is
whether triggers ( i.e. a`template' of a phenomenon to be searched for) are present
and, if so, what form they take. A trigger is an innate specification of an input form

8 The question of whether all principles are available for use by the child immediately or are provided
gradually during the child's development will be considered in Section 4.7.5.2 - cf. Borer and Wexler
(1987).
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that corresponds to a parameter setting. When the input form is encountered and
identified in the input stream, the acquisition device is alerted to the fact and takes
appropriate action (traditionally, selecting for use the parameter setting corresponding
to the appropriate trigger). This differs significantly from a triggering input or
triggering sentence. This is any input which can cause (trigger) a change in the current
value of a parameter setting. A trigger sentence does not necessarily have to be
associated with a trigger to initiate a change in the parameter setting. For instance, in a
failure-driven learning mechanism (e.g. Gibson 8z Wexler's) changes in parameter
setting are driven not by the LAD identifying a particular input, but by the parser
failing to produce a grammatical representation of the input string given the current
parameter settings. Assuming that the input is grammatical, failure to produce a
grammatical parse indicates that at least one of the parameters is set incorrectly and
must be altered. For an example of this see Gibson 8z Wexler's model discussed in
Section 4.4. The important feature to note at this point is the difference between the
similar sounding trigger and trigger(ing) sentence (or trigger(ing) input). A trigger is
innately specified as corresponding to both a particular input it is attuned to and a
parameter setting it corresponds to. A trigger sentence is a sentence that just happens
to provide the information necessary to differentiate one parameter setting from
another (perhaps, for example, by causing a parsing error if the improper parameter
setting is in use). It is not innately specified and the acquisition mechanism accords it
no special attention or processing; its usefulness is simply a by-product of the
functioning of the model. Designating a particular sentence (or phenomenon) a trigger
sentence is a distinction wholly within the mind of the observer, the acquisition model
treats this sentence as any other - the effects incurred in processing such an input
sentence is the distinction.

A few further words must be presented here on the ambiguity of terms in this
field, as such ambiguity can lead to much misunderstanding. Both the aforementioned
term trigger and the term setting can lead to ambiguity, best displayed in the
following sentences:

(14) A trigger sentence triggers a trigger.
To set a parameter setting...

As discussed above, a trigger sentence (or input) differs from a trigger, mainly in
its lack of innate specification. In addition, parameter settings are triggered by input.
In this context, to trigger a parameter setting is to cause that particular setting to be
chosen (usually through the relationship between the input and the innately specified
trigger). All of these terms are normal within the literature, the ambiguity discussed
here is merely a warning to the reader. Another ambiguity is in "setting a parameter"
and a"parameter setting". A parameter setting is an innate group of rules which
dictate the functioning of the phenomenon the parameter addresses. The settings
correspond to the functioning of the phenomenon for a particular language or
languages, and therefore dictate cross-linguistic variation corresponding to different
settings of the parameter. To set a setting is to select one particular setting (to the
exclusion of all others) for use by the language faculty. Again, as these terms are
standard within the literature, I will continue to use them. I will, however, endeavour
to disambiguate their use whenever necessary.
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4.7.1.4 The Parser

Finally, we have the parser. The parser is the computational mechanism that
builds syntactic representations of word strings. There are parsers of many shapes and
sizes (cf. e.g. Cole et al. 1998 for a general discussion), but this is immaterial to the
discussion at this point. The property of the parser which is relevant to this discussion
is its general functioning. All work within the iield requires the parser to identify a
grammatical from an ungrammatical input (at the level of syntax). Some parsing
mechanisms can also provide information as to why the input is ungrammatical (given
the present state of the rule base available) - this ability will not be necessary for the
learning model to be presented. A number of learning models also require the parser
to produce partial parses. These are parses of ungrammatical (to the parser) sentences
with a partial structure constructed on the basis of the available information. These
structures will be incomplete, or violate some constraint(s) of the grammar (or both),
but are the best representation the parser can construct. Partial parses can provide
useful information to the acquisition mechanism when little definite is known about
the grammar. A partial parse should be differentiated from a parser with an
incomplete (or partial) rule base. Models which postulate that some principles and~or
parameters are absent from the active grammar in the initial stages of development
will be working from a partial rule base. As the parser is a separate component of the
system, its design is independent of the rule base (UG). In the case of a partial rule
base the set of inputs the parser can correctly interpret will be affected, but its general
function remains the same.

4.7.2 Configuration of the Activation Model

We now come to the speciiic coniiguration of my proposed model. The proposal
is based on activation models, a paradigm popular in psychology (e.g. McClelland 8z
Rummelhart 1981). An activation model works on the general principle of speciiied
input-sensitive points, called activation points, which are strengthened when they
encounter their relevant input and atrophy away if they do not. Activation points can
be related to nodes which represent some action ancUor information store. If the
activation point possesses strength, the related node is active (available for use).

Given this general model, we must now see how it can be incorporated into a
parameter setting device. The idea of an activation point being sensitive to speciiied
inputs relates quite straight-forwardly to a trigger, an innate specification of an input
form related to a parameter setting. As an activation point or trigger (I will use the
terms interchangeably) receives its relevant input from the input string (and is
therefore strengthened), its related parameter setting will be considered valid and
become part of the active rule base. All triggers related to other settings of this
parameter will receive no input (or little input, as would be the case from
ungrammatical, idiomatic and misparsed input) and will therefore atrophy away. As a
result of this atrophication, their related parameter settings will not be made available
to the active rule base, in effect disappearing.

Principles are rules which reside permanently in the active rule base, always
available for use - therefore they stand outside of the activation model paradigm, as
they are not connected to activation points. Of course, it is possible that principles are
in fact connected to a single activation point and that the input related to this
activation point is present in all languages. The principle's activation point would
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always be strengthened and therefore always be included in the active rule base. Since
the effect of principles innately in the active rule base and principles being added in
all cases is the same, we must appeal to other criteria to decide between the two
hypothesis. Relating the principles to activation points, just as parameters are, appeals
to elegance of the theory arguments: both sets of rules are configured similarly in the
system. But, principles and parameters are not the same, although they both contain
rules. Parameters contain at least two choices of rules within them, only one of which
may be in the active rule base (as the model has been described so far). Principles, by
definition, contain no alternatives, therefore they are different. Given that principles
and parameters are different, arguments based on elegance lose much of their appeal.
One could propose that principles are actually parameters which just happen to be set
similarly in all languages (the other settings never appearing and therefore never noted
in the literature). This would restore the elegance argument, but introduces the new
problem of why these additional rules never appear in the mistakes of the child (as
other, inappropriate (to the language being learned) parameter settings sometimes do).
Both arguments also run contrary to Occam's Razor which states that, given identical
empirical predictions, the minimal theory is to be preferred (a paraphrase). Principles
innately in the active rule base, principles related to a single activation point, and
principles as parameters all have the same effect on the model. Given that the
observable effect is equal, I choose the proposal with the least machinery; principles
are innately in the active rule base. There are further arguments which can be made
based on the appearance of the principles (at birth or at some point in development)
but these will be discussed in Chapter 5. For the moment, I will adopt the minimal
proposal. Thus we have an initial specification of the model:

LAD

ai Pt [ri]
az Pi [rz]
a3 Pz [ri]
aa Pz [rzl

UG

an Pm[ I~n]

Principles

a - activation point
P - parameter
r - rule

Figure 3: Relationship Between Activation Points, Rules and Parameters (initial)

This is an introductory specification - it will be further refined.
We now turn from an abstract discussion of the general paradigm to the specific

proposal. This proposal will be referred to as an activation model of parameter setting,
or the activation model (for the sake of brevity). At this point, the model will be
discussed only in the context of a single parameter (made up of two or more settings).
The relationships between parameters will be discussed in Section 4.7.5. In this
model, triggers or activation points are hypothesised as being neurological groupings
(or even single neurons) innately attuned to specific structural relationships in the
input (as resolved by the parser). The ability of minimal neurological machinery
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(down to the level of a single neuron) to respond to innately identified stimuli has
been attested to in the literature. In his ground-breaking work, Barlow (1953) showed
that a single neuron from the neurological structure of a frog responded to movement
stimuli, demonstrating an innate response mechanism. Such experiments have not, of
course, been conducted with respect to the language faculty (such experiments would
involve human subjects, as humans are the only animal to demonstrate what we refer
to as the language faculty), but the principle is the same.9

Another aspect of the neurological system that has been noted in the literature is
neural plasticity; i.e. the ability of neurons to grow (strengthen) or atrophy. As
mentioned previously, it has long been known that certain neurological machinery
may be attuned to specific phenomena (e.g. frog neurons to movement). Such innate
neurological pre-disposition is also evidenced in the visual system of cats - e.g. innate
attunement of visual ganglion to movement (Barlow et al. 64). It is also known that
the cat's visual system must be stimulated early in its development or properties of the
visual system will atrophy away. A series of experiments have been performed
showing that if a kitten is deprived of input stimuli in one or both eyes (by either
raising the kitten in a darkened room or by suturing the eyelids shut) for an extended
period of time during the kitten's development (from the 4`h week until the 14`h week),
then the kitten's visual system will fail to develop properly (a critical period for feline
vision, if you will - see, e.g., Wiesel 8z Hubel 1963). Recovery from this deprived
environment is possible, but only before the end of this 10 week period (Blakemore 8z
van Sluyters 1974). Such evidence of neurological development provides strong
evidence for the paradigm of activation models with their strengthening (or
reinforcement) and atrophy of activation points. Neural plasticity is also central to
connectionist (a.k.a. neural network) models.

As stated, the input the activation points are attuned to is specific structural
relationships.~o Furthermore, these structural relationships should be those that
identify the phenomena being dictated by the parameter setting associated with the
activation points. For example, if activation point ai is associated with parameter Pt
with setting rt, then the input at is attuned to will be the structural relationships that
identify rt. Note that this does not mean that the parser needs access to ri in order to
produce a representation including the phenomenon ri entails. An input sentence
including this phenomenon will not produce a grammatical parse (as the phenomenon
cannot be properly processed until rt is included in the active rule base), but it will
produce a partial parse with certain aspects of the parse unresolved. The unresolved
structural relationships can then act as the input to the relevant activation point, in
effect identifying when the relevant setting is required and therefore appropriate for
the language of input. In this way we avoid the combinatorial explosion associated
with trying every unresolved parameter setting in an attempt to identify the relevance
of an ungrammatical parse.

Tying the activation points to specific structural relationships that are entailed by
the related parameter setting is the strong hypothesis; it is possible that the relevant
input has little to nothing to do with the actual parameter behaviour, andlor that the
relevant input is something other than structural relationships. I will maintain the

9 I note that many connectionist (a.k.a. neural net) proposals operate on the same principle, specifying
that certain input nodes (which generally are assumed to be abstract representations of neurons) are
innately related to specific inputs.
~o Parameter settings be attuned to specific structural relationships is not a new idea (cf.Fodor 1998,
among others), but linking them to neural groupings (as far as I am aware).
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strong hypothesis in this work, but if it should turn out that this hypothesis is too
restrictive it will not affect the general operation of the model.

Having deiined the make-up of a single activation point, we must now examine
the relationship between the activation point and it's related parameter setting. The
relationship itself is quite straight-forward; if the activation point is strengthened by
encountering its relevant input in the representation provided by the parser, then the
associated par~uneter setting will be activated (become part of the active n~le base and
thus available to the parser). But, an interesting question remains: is the activation
pointJparameter setting relationship one-to-one? In other words, is there only one
activation point per parameter setting and is each activation point related to only one
parameter setting? The second of these questions is quite straight-forward given the
position taken so far. If activation points are attuned to specific structural input
entailed by the parameter setting itself then it is highly unlikely that an activation
point will act as a trigger for more than one parameter setting, at least when
considering different parameters. The question of an activation point being related to
two or more settings of the same parameter (e.g. in a supersetrsubset relationship) will
be discussed in detail in the following sections.

We now come to the question of relating more than one activation point to a
parameter setting. This is not a popular approach - traditional acquisition proposals
talk of one triggering input (or sentence) which immediately switches the parameter
setting. As previously discussed, such proposals are generally based on idealisations,
allowing the researcher to concentrate on the syntactic proposal being advocated while
offering a straight-forward answer to the question of the acquisition process. Such an
approach is legitimate, it is simply different than the one pursued in this work. I
contend that nothing in these traditional approaches actually argues for a single-trigger
approach - the question is simply not addressed because it lies outside the researcher's
area of interest. So, why should the question be interesting? Postulating multiple
triggers for a parameter setting model has the effect of making the model more robust
with respect to input analysis. Given the universality of the Principles and Parameters
approach, proposals made must account for every possible language that shares a
particular parameter setting. It is theoretically possible that certain effects of a
parameter setting may manifest themselves in different languages with different
frequencies. For example, phenomenon X of a particular setting may occur frequently
in language R and infrequently in language S, while phenomenon Y(related to the
same parameter setting) may occur frequently in S but rarely in R. For a model based
on single input triggering (i.e. one input can cause the parameter setting to be
selected), this is not a problem as long as the rare phenomenon does in fact occur in
the input (and assuming the child can identify this while ignoring possibly conflicting
ungrammatical input). But, if acquisition models must be in some way sensitive to
input frequency, the reliability of a model attempting to set a parameter on the basis of
rare input is questionable. For a model in which different parameter settings compete
against one another based on frequency of related input (e.g. those of Valian 1994 or
Kapur 1994, discussed previously), the robustness argument becomes of greater
importance - it is vital that the model identify as many occurrences of the trigger(s) as
possible. For this reason my proposal works with multiple triggers for a single
parameter setting. Of course it will work with only one trigger per setting, although
some of the interesting properties of the model would be lost (e.g. robustness).

We can now construct a preliminary representation of the model.
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LAD UG

a~
a2
a3
an

rz,J

~ rm Pr

Principles

a - activation point
P - parameter
r - rule

Figure 4: Relationship Between Activation Points, Rules and Parameters (developed)

Each activation point (or trigger), a, is associated with a parameter setting, r,
which is in turn included in a parameter, P. In the following discussion of the model
we will be considering only single parameters, therefore we will dispense with
grouping the settings under a parameter designator. In addition, since the activation
points are naturally grouped together by the parameter setting they relate to, they will
be also grouped in the diagrams used from now on. Thus the diagram above can be
redrawn for parameter P~ as follows.

Figure 5: Parameter Settings and their Activation Points

where A and B are the two parameter settings (ri and r2, respectively).
We now return to the question "can a trigger be related to more than one

parameter setting?". Recall that the activation points are innately attuned to the
phenomena the parameter entails. In the case of parameter settings which produce
disjoint phenomena in the surface language, this is straight-forward; the activation
points will be separate for each setting. But, what about parameter settings that
produce overlapping surface languages or even supersetlsubset languages (for the
phenomenon in question)? As the activation points will approximately mirror the
relationships of the surface language, it is apparent that activation points can also
occur in such relationships.

Figure 6: Overlapping Parameter Settings

This would mean that those activation points occurring in the overlap of the
settings would provide strengthening to (i.e. evidence for) both settings. Such an
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activation point would normally be discarded from a model because of its ambiguity
(by those who argue for uniquely identifying triggers; cf., e.g., Roeper 8z Weissenborn
1990), but as we shall see, such ambiguity can be incorporated into a model with
interesting effect.

So, let us now have a final description of the configuration of the proposed
model. Parameters are made up of two or more settings, each setting containing a rule
or rules whicli dictate the surfacc behaviour being described. Each parameter setting is
associated with a number of activation points (triggers). Therefore we can define a
parameter space as all activation points related to a parameter and map each parameter
setting over this space.

Each activation point is innately attuned to a speciiic structural relationship in the
input. If an activation point encounters its relevant input, it grows in strength; if it fails
to encounter its relevant input, it will atrophy away over time. As with most activation
models, each activation point has a minimum strength (zero), a maximum strength it
can attain, and an initial (non-zero) strength (all innately determined).

4.7.3 Operation of the Model

The operation of the activation model is divided into four distinct stages: inactive,
priming, flailing, and final setting selection. We shall examine the functioning of the
model and the consequences predicted with respect to the linguistic theory. Particular
attention will be given to the data patterns predicted by the model.

4.7.3.1 Inactive

In its initial state, the parameter is inactive - i.e. inaccessible for use by the child
and not receiving any comprehensible data from the parser. Given our definition of
activation points and the kind of information they are attuned to, this is not surprising.
The activation points require specific structural relationships provided by the parser,
information that the parser (with its limited, but growing, abilities during the
developmental period) may not be able to provide. For example, it is doubtful that the
activation points of a parameter dictating some aspect of the binding system could
receive relevant information when the word order parameter(s) are still unset (and
therefore not providing to the parser the basic rules necessary for elementary phrase
structure). This idea of intrinsic ordering has appeared in the literature for a number of
years, usually as a brief aside (cf., e.g., Wexler 8z Culicover 1980). It will be discussed
in more detail in Section 4.7.5.

Assuming that the above is true, and that at least some activation points of a
parameter cannot identify their relevant phenomena, isn't it possible that the input is
still being analysed by the activation points and that they simply are not receiving
input (and thus atrophying)? In other words, that the parameter is active but simply
not identifying its relevant input, thus eliminating the need for a separate initial stage.
Such an approach may seem appealing at this point but, as we shall see as we examine
the full operation of the model, the consequences would be very undesirable.
Eliminating the inactive stage would expose at least some parameters to initial periods
of no input. An active parameter that receives no input to its activation points will see
these points atrophy from their initial strength to a strength of zero. As we shall see,
the initial strengths are an integral component of the model, serving to initially sway
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the child towards an overly general grammar. Remove the initial stage and you
remove many of the interesting predictions of the model.

We are now left with the question of when does the model become active? The
parameter leaves the inactive stage when all knowledge necessary for all activation
points to recognise their relevant structures has been attained. The parameter must
wait until all activation points can identify their relevant phenomena in order to
prevent skewing the parameter to one (possibly incorrect) setting. It is not enough that
one activation point receives input - this does not necessarily indicate that it is
uniquely identified with the correct setting. For example, if an activation point occurs
in the subset setting of a parameter with a supersetlsubset configuration, it will
provide evidence for both settings. If the model was activated at this point, the other
activation points would atrophy away (from lack of input) and eventually the subset
setting would be chosen (the actual process of selection will be described below). But,
we don't know if the other activation points (especially those occurring in the superset
but not the subset) atrophied because the were not appropriate for the language of
input or because the relevant input was present but could not yet be identified.
Therefore it is imperative that all activation points remain inactive until all can be
effective. One activation point receiving input while the others are inactive is just not
a reliable indicator of a parameter setting.

4.7.3.2 Priming

During the priming stage, the parameter becomes active but unavailable for use in
comprehension or generation. At this point it is only sensitive to input." Input which
corresponds to any of the parameter's activation points will strengthen that activation
point. Input is accessible to all activation points simultaneously, therefore more than
one activation point can be strengthened for any single input. At the same time, an
atrophy process is operating; those activation points which do not receive regular
strengthening will wither (decrease in strength) from lack of use. There is evidence
that such a process can occur within the neural system (i.e. neural plasticity). Triggers
which are strengthened by ungrammatical, idiomatic, or misinterpreted input will have
this strengthening eliminated by the atrophy procedure, as they will receive too little
relevant input to compensate for atrophication. In this way the model has a built-in
filter which discards rare (i.e. ungrammatical) input.

Having an innate filter against rare input may introduce a new problem. A central
tenant of the poverty of stimulus argument is that rare linguistic phenomena exist -
how can this be maintained? There are three possible answers. One, rare linguistic
phenomena is based wholly upon principles. As principles are innately specified as
part of the iinal grammar, phenomena reliant upon them is assured to be present, no
matter how infrequent in the input. If all rare linguistic phenomena is based entirely
upon principles, then this answer is sufficient. Two, rare linguistic phenomena must
be related to, and set by, more common phenomena. Since parameter settings are
groupings of activation points and (as we shall see) the process of selecting a setting is
based on the strength of all activation points within a setting, it is possible for a trigger
related to a rare phenomenon (and which thus gets little or no input) to still be

~~ It is possible that in later stages of the priming stage the parameter becomes available for
comprehension only. This would provide a possible explanation for the well-known lag between
knowledge present in comprehension versus generation data.
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associated with a selected setting (as long as some other activation points within the
setting receive strengthening). Three, rare linguistic phenomena must have extremely
specific triggers which are not prone to mistakes in the input; plus they must have a
very slow atrophy procedure (compared to the general atrophy process). I find this last
proposal less satisfying than the others.

The priming phase ends when an arbitrary threshold is reached, most probably
when the entire parameter has gained an arbitrary amount of overall strength (sum of
all activation point strengths), signifying that the parameter has encountered enough
relevant input to indicate a preferred setting.

4.7.3.3 Flailing

Upon entering the flailing stage, the parameter becomes available for use by the
child, but no final setting has yet been determined. The parameter becomes accessible
for use with all settings available for selection. This differs significantly from the
Logical Theory in that no initial setting is stipulated and the child has access to all
settings. Of course one setting (the correct one for the language of input) will have a
privileged position in selection. Given the functioning of the activation model, the
correct setting will have a large strength (thanks to the priming stage) while other
settings will have withered (decreased in strength) significantly. The strength of a
setting is measured by the sum of all trigger strengths within the setting divided by the
sum of the maximum possible strength of all these triggers.

(15) strength (of a setting) - sum of achieved strengths of activation points
sum of maximum strengths of activation points

Whenever a parameter is accessed for use, the parser probabilistically chooses
one of the settings. The probability of any setting being selected is based on its
strength compared to the strength of the other settings.12 Therefore, with one setting
strong and the others weak, the strong setting will be chosen the vast majority of times
(if not every time). In the case of intersecting and supersetlsubset setting relationships,
the difference in strengths will be less clear (i.e. smaller), leading to incorrect choices
(and 'errors' in the child's output). The full implications of this will be discussed in
Section 4.7.4.

During this stage, the process of input analysis and strengtheninglatrophy
continues. Therefore, the strength of the correct setting will continue to grow,
incorrect settings will get weaker, and any 'errors' the child may be producing will
become less common. Parameter setting configurations which produce high error rates
will show a gradual shift towards the correct setting as the stage progresses. The
flailing stage ends when another arbitrary threshold is reached, probably one setting
achieving a strength~total strength ratio close to one.

lz It may be desirable for the comparison to be based on an exponential function, to exaggerate the
differences in parameter setting strengths.
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4.7.3.4 Final Setting Selection

At the final stage, the LAD selects one setting corresponding to the language of
input. As all activation points attuned to phenomena not in the input (and thus most
likely associated with incorrect settings) will have atrophied away by this stage, the
LAD simply selects the most restrictive setting which contains all triggers possessing
a non-trivial strength.l;

4.7.4 Consequences

The functioning of the activation model predicts that different parameter setting
configurations will produce differing observed behaviour (output). To explain this
fully, we must examine the three possible configurations: disjoint, intersecting and
supersetlsubset.

Disjoint Intersecting SupersetlSubset

Figure 7: Possible Parameter Setting Coniigurations

A disjoint parameter setting configuration is the simplest case; the settings share
no triggers. Therefore one setting will quickly grow in strength while the others will
quickly atrophy away. Once the flailing stage is entered there will be a large difference
in the strengths of the correct setting and all incorrect settings. This will lead to the
correct (strong) setting being chosen for use every (or almost every) time - a disjoint
parameter setting configuration will produce little to no 'errors' in observed output.

We will next examine the supersetlsubset configuration; it is the most interesting
(i.e. problematic) of the configurations and will help to explain the result of an
intersecting configuration. In a supersetlsubset configuration, one setting (B) will
contain all of the triggers of another setting (A) in addition to a number of triggers
particular only to it (occurring in B-A). The result of the model is straight-forward if
the superset (B) is the correct setting for the language of input. All (or most) triggers
in B(and therefore all or most triggers in A) will receive strengthening. When the
flailing stage is entered, the child is likely to frequently choose A rather than B as the
setting to use - but as A is a subset of B, and therefore will produce a grammatical
result, this is not recognised as an error. For example, for the child learning the Italian
setting of the null subject parameter (where the English setting is a subset), if they
select the English setting and produce a sentence with a subject, it is perfectly
grammatical. t4

The interesting case in the supersetlsubset coniiguration is when the subset is the
correct setting for the language of input. In such a case, the triggers within the subset

13 Note that this would account for a possible problem raised in the analysis of Kapur's model - what
happens if an Italian speaking child encounters input with less than SOolo null subjects. Under my model
the superset setting would still be receiving strengthening ( although less than if the input contained a
larger (~SOoIo) amount of null subjects) and therefore would have a non-trivial strength.
14 I delay discussion of why Italian children do not produce a great number of sentences with overt
subjects until Section 4.9.
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(A) will increase in strength while those triggers in the superset (B) which occur
outside of the subset (i.e. which occur in B-A) will atrophy. But, since the superset
setting also contains all of the triggers of the subset, it will also grow in strength (or
roughly maintain its strength as some activation points strengthen while others
atrophy). Therefore we have the following situation. The strength of the subset will
grow quickly, as all (or most) of its triggers increase in strength. The strength of the
superset will also grow (or remain roughly the same), but not as quickly as that of the
subset since the superset also contains triggers which are decreasing in strength
('pulling down' the sum of strengths~total strengths ratio). This difference in strengths
will be apparent when the flailing stage begins for the parameter in question and will
continue to grow as the input analysis process continues. This situation predicts the
following error pattern. At the start of the flailing stage, the difference in strengths is
biased in favour of the (correct) subset setting, but the superset also has a reasonable
strength ratio, ensuring that it will also be chosen regularly. This corresponds to what
is commonly referred to as overgeneralization. Since evidence of the superset setting
is apparent, and evidence of the subset setting is consistent with the superset being
chosen, it has been assumed that only the superset setting is active. I propose that, in
fact, both settings are being selected. As the flailing process continues, the subset
setting will get closer and closer to a strength ratio of one, while the superset will
continue to lag behind, 'weighed down' by its atrophying triggers (causing the
difference in strengths to grow). Therefore the model predicts that, as the flailing stage
advances, the correct (subset) setting will be selected more often, providing evidence
in the observed output of a gradual shift toward the correct setting. This is the gradual
shift away from overgeneralization noted in the literature. Eventually the flailing stage
ends and the model enters the final setting selection stage. By this time all triggers in
B-A will have atrophied away. The model simply selects the most restrictive setting
that contains all non-atrophied triggers; the subset setting (A).

The case of intersecting setting configurations lies between the two extremes of
disjoint and supersetlsubset configurations. Some activation points in the incorrect
setting will be strengthened (those shared by A and B), but many will atrophy away
(those of the incorrect setting which are not shared). The more overlap of setting
mappings (i.e., the more triggers the settings share), the more errors in the child's
production. Therefore we predict a continuum of error patterns; minimal errors at the
disjoint coniiguration end through to relatively common error production in the case
of supersetlsubset configurations.

4.7.5 On Interactions Between Parameters

It has been noted in the literature (e.g., Slobin 1985, Davis 1987) that there
appears to be an`acquisition path', with certain parameters consistently being set
before others. This question is separate from that of individual parameter setting, but
not necessarily totally disconnected. I see three basic proposals being advanced to
answer this question: frequency, maturation and connectedness.

4.7.5.1 Frequency

The frequency proposal advances the idea that parameters only appear when they
have encountered enough relevant (to setting them) data in the input. Those
parameters which are based on (or apply to) frequently occurring in the input data
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phenomenon appear early on, those based on infrequent data appear later. This
corresponds roughly to arguments based on the saliency of the data, although I know
of no specific proposal that actually advances this position with respect to parameter
setting. This position is generally dismissed as having no supporting empirical
evidence.

4.7.5.2 Maturation

The maturation proposal (Borer 8i Wexler 1987) states that certain principles are
genetically determined not to appear until a certain period in the child's life. It is easy
to extend such a proposal to parameters as well. Those parameters which do not
appear until later in the acquisition path do so simply because that's when the child's
genetic make-up determines that they do (much like the appearance of body hair).
Although this proposal is difficult to falsify empirically (indeed, is it possible to
disprove at all?), I find it unsatisfactory for conceptual reasons. To say that something
happens in a particular way simply because it happens in that particular way (and
given our present (non)understanding of the functioning of the brain, this is what
maturation theory appeals to) may be correct, but it should be the last option put
forward after all others have failed. For further discussion of maturation theory, see
Chapter 5.

4.7.5.3 Connectedness

The connectedness of parameters is an idea that has been (usually informally)
discussed for years, often under the name of intrinsic ordering (cf. Wexler 8L
Culicover 1980, Borer 8i Wexler 1987, Clark 1989 and Roeper 8z de Villiers 1992).
The proposal is that some parameters, though set independently of other parameters,
depend upon other parameters for the information they need in order to be set. Thus
we have a proposal akin to building blocks: each block (parameter) is a self-contained
unit, but some blocks rest upon others to form a structure. The connectedness proposal
has remained quite underspecified as to the speciiic relationships between parameters,
mainly because of the general underspecification of parameters and triggers in general.
But, with the activation model we now have an explicit description of parameters and
triggers. Triggers are input analysis devices, scanning the input for specific structural
relationships. Triggers are grouped into settings which correspond to possible rule
groups (parameters) in UG. To learn a certain parameter Y, one might need structural
information provided by parameter X, therefore X must be acquired before Y. In other
words, one must know something of the grammar to learn more about it (the basic
underlying concept of the connectedness proposal).

The theory of parameters being connected to one another in an event chain raises
intriguing possibilities. Of course not all parameters would be ordered one after
another - not every parameter depends upon all others to be set. I hypothesise a lattice-
like structure with (mutually independent) groupings of parameters which are all
generally dependent on previous group(ing)s. To grow somewhat bold in my
hypothesising, it may be that such a lattice lays out the general universal path of
acquisition. And it may be that there is more than one path through the lattice; perhaps
languages based heavily on morphology forge temporarily ahead down one path in the
lattice while more structure dependent languages initially surge down a second path
(although both would eventually include all parameters being set). Such a structure-
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based~morphology-based split has been commented upon in the literature (Slobin
1985).

4.8 Summary

In this chapter we have seen an overview of what I consider to be some of the
more interesting proposals for rule-based models of parameter setting. These models
fall into two basic categories: those which attempt to explain parameter setting using
minimal LAD models and those which attempt to explain the actual child production
data by postulating a more complex LAD. I have chosen to investigate these two
approaches primarily because they tend to be the main areas outside of traditional (i.e.
Logical Theory-based) approaches. One point that has, I think, been stressed by these
studies is that in order to address the issue of psychological plausibility (specifically,
explaining the child's behaviour) it appears that minimal learning models are
insufficient. It seems, at least given the models proposed so far, that one must posit a
more complicated innate LAD in order to account for the complex data facts observed
in child speech. This, of course, generally brings one into conflict with another point
of psychological plausibility - that the model must be plausible given our
understanding of the neurological makeup of the child. This is a much more difficult
question to address given the general distinction in linguistic theory between the
theory itself and its implementation - the general approach being that linguistic theory
is a symbolic model independent of any particular implementation scheme.

In my own proposal, an activation model of parameter setting, I have attempted to
bridge the gap between accounting for the data and doing it in a psychologically
plausible way. Starting from the (common to all PBLP models) assumption that the
parameter rules are innately encoded within the brain, I further propose that each such
rule is related (connected) to an innate trigger (called an activation point in my model)
which corresponds to structurally determined input (a position common to only some
PBiP models). I then appeal to the idea of neural plasticity, the widely accepted belief
that the brain can react to repetitively encountered input by strengthening the neural
machinery related to said input (or atrophying it if no such input is encountered).
Under the model, input related to an innate activation point will strengthen the
(connection to the) underlying parameter setting it is related to. Overall strength is
determined by the sum of the strength of all relevant activation points divided by their
maximum potential strength. When the child's language faculty then tries to make use
of a parameter, a probabilistically-based choice of which particular setting to use is
made - the greater the strength of the setting (as compared to other settings), the
greater the chance of the setting being chosen.

I have argued that the predicted progression of this learning model can explain the
developmental patterns evidenced in the child production data and, by example, relate
it to the patterns of children learning the correct setting for the null subject parameter.
Initially, the model is simply reacting to the relevant input (but is inaccessible for use),
strengthening the relevant activation pointlsetting connections while atrophying those
which receive little to no input. This will have the effect of strengthening both the
subset (sentences with overt subjects) and the superset-subset (sentences with null
subjects) activation points in the child learning a null subject language (where both
sentences are grammatical), but only the subset activation points in the child learning
a non-null subject language (where only sentences with overt subjects are
grammatical) while the superset-subset activation points will atrophy. At some point
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the parameter becomes available to the language faculty with all settings available for
use. Already we will observe a difference between a child learning a null subject
versus non-null subject language. For the child learning a null subject language, the
two settings will have roughly equal strengths. For the child learning a non-null
subject language, the strength of the subset (non-null subject) will be greater than the
strength of the superset (null subject) as the subset setting will have received
strengthening while the activation points of the superset-subset configuration will
have atrophied (reducing their contribution to the overall strength). Therefore, when
the language faculty chooses a parameter setting to use in a given utterance, it is more
likely to choose a null subject setting when the child has been exposed to a null
subject language as opposed to a non-null subject language. This explains the
observation that children learning Italian initially use null subjects more than children
learning English (and, of course, the difference only grows over time).

The learning process (i.e. strengthening and atrophication) continues during this
phase, accentuating the difference between settings in the child learning a non-null
subject language (while the settings maintain equal strengths in the child learning a
null subject language). Therefore, over time we expect to see a gradual decrease in
null subject use in the child learning a non-null subject language - explaining the
gradual decrease observed in the child production data. Finally, the LAD settles on a
single parameter setting by choosing the most restrictive setting which includes all
activation points possessing a non-trivial strength. For the child learning a null subject
language, this is the superset setting, as all activation points have been strengthened.
For the child learning a non-null subject language, this will be the subset setting, as all
activation pointlsetting connections in the supersetlsubset will have atrophied. Thus
the model is left with the correct parameter setting for the language of input and we
expect no further errors in the child's use of the phenomenon.

4.9 Conclusion

In this chapter I have tried to reconcile the traditional notion of a parameter
setting model (as exemplified by the Logical Theory) with the child data facts
presented in Chapter 3(or, at least, those facts known when parameter setting models
were popular). I have argued that while the Logical Theory may be a useful tool for
developing syntactically-based proposals, it is insufficient to explain even the most
rudimentary of the child production data evidenced in the literature. I have then
reviewed a number of proposals in the literature and, finding them wanting, have
proposed my own model of parameter setting which I feel addresses most of the data
issues. I have also argued that my model meets the test of psychological plausibility.
In closing, let us review the relevant issues and see how my proposal deals with them.

Problems with the Lo~ical TheorY of Lan~iage Acquisition

l. Less marked parameter settings are not necessarily chosen first.
2. Acquisition is typically uneven and variable both within and across categories.

Furthermore, development can be gradual.
3. Overgeneralization and retreat is common.
4. Individual variation in acquisition is common.
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Proposed solutions provided by the activation model

1. The activation model proposes a stage in which all parameter settings are available
for use by the child, although some will be preferred by way of the
strengthening~atrophy procedure.

2. Children learning different languages receive different input and therefore different
strengthenings. Although all settings are made available to the child, it is expected
that their usage will differ given the different strengths of the settings. It is also
possible that, given the theory of connectedness of parameters, dramatically different
languages may proceed along slightly different paths of acquisition (although in the
end all parameters will be set). The apparent gradual shift from one parameter
setting (i.e. one dominant setting) to another is predicted by the model in certain
parameter coniigurations (i.e. supersetrsubset and highly intersecting
configurations).

3. Overgeneralization and retreat is expected in supersetlsubset and highly intersecting
parameter setting configurations.

4. Individual variation within learners of the same language is not well explained by
the activation model. It is possible that since the emergence of particular settings is
based on strengthening through input, the input to the child determines these
variations. However, I present no evidence to support such a claim.

Data facts (as per Valian 1991)

l. Italian children produce more null subjects than English children.
2. Null subject use by English children reduces gradually, use by Italian children

remain roughly constant.
3. Null subjects co-occur with expletives.
4. Children use less null subjects with modals and semi-auxiliaries than with verbs.
5. Children do not use null subjects in subordinate clauses.
6. Null subject use is both pre- and post-verbal.
7. Post-verbal null subjects appear later in the child's development.
8. Null subject use decreases steadily over time while null object use is constant.

Explanations within the activation model

1. Italian children will encounter null subjects in their input data, therefore those
activation points exclusive to the superset setting will receive strengthening. This
will have the effect of increasing the strength to potential strength ratio of the
superset setting as compared to a child learning English. This would, in turn, lead
to the superset (null subject) setting being chosen more often by the child learning
Italian, leading to a greater use of null subjects.

2. For the child learning English, the strength of the superset setting will decrease
gradually over time, leading to a gradual decrease in null subject use. For the child
learning Italian, the strength of the superset setting will remain roughly constant
(or increase) over time, leading to a generally constant use of null subjects.

3. This simply points out that the disappearance of null subjects is not related to the
appearance of expletives.
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4. This fact is not well explained by the activation model. If anything, the low
frequency of these elements (as compared to verbs) should lead to a slower
acquisition process rather than an accelerated one.

5. This is also not explained by the model. It could well be that subordinate clauses
do not become generally available to the child until they have ceased (or almost
ceased) to use null subjects (as postulated by Valian 1991, among others) but there
is not concise evidence supporting such a position.

6. This simply points out that null subjects in child language are an example of the
prototypical Romance language behaviour rather than topic-drop.

7. This is most likely related to the preponderance of RI constructions in early child
utterances. As discussed in Chapter 3, movement of the verb to CP (required for
post-verbal null subjects) is not allowed in RIs, therefore reducing the contexts in
which post-verbal null subjects could occur. This will be discussed in more detail
in Chapter 6.

8. This again shows that child null subjects are not topic-drop.

So, we must ask ourselves: if the parameter setting model was progressing
towards solving some of its basic problems, why has it fallen out of favour in recent
years? The most obvious answer is the dramatic shift that has taken place in the
syntactic theory itself. The introduction of the MP has done more than simply
reorganise the location of various theory-internal components (e.g. pushing
acquisition into the lexicon) - the MP has totally reshaped the structure of the
underlying language model. In the MP the syntax is invariant (or near invariant),
meaning that the (active) rule base is invariant. This undermines the traditional notion
of a parameter - a rule (group) that is either in the active rule base or not depending
upon the language being used. In the MP language variation is dependent upon
somewhat unclear differences between lexical items. Whatever these differences may
be, it was readily apparent that they could not be related to the standard notion of
parameters and parameter setting. Given acquisition theory's deep reliance upon
parameter setting as the tool of language development, it is not surprising that
learnability theory has been floundering in recent years. It is perhaps equally
unsurprising that acquisition theory has clung to the notion of parameter setting, even
if parameters themselves have disappeared. As we shall see in the next chapter, the
notion of language development being linked to the addition of new rules to the rule
base has not died at all. Rather, researchers have capitalised on the notion that the MP
(and its invariant syntax, i.e. rule base) are conceptions of the adult grammar and may
not necessarily fully represent the child's grammar. By speculating that certain
principles (which are invariant in the adult's grammar) may initially be missing from
the child's grammar and only appear over time, the notion of parameter setting is
revitalised. But, this is a discussion for the next chapter.

The above is not to imply that everything was iine in the parameter setting world
until the syntactic theory suddenly changed. Parameter setting was always, I feel, a
proposal that was unsatisfactory, if not flawed. The reason for this is the amount of
innate knowledge that had to be specified. Since Borer (1984) the idea of lexically-
based acquisition has been assumed. In the rule-based PBzP model this essentially
amounts to each lexical item being associated with its own copy of the parameters. I
do not iind this to be a particularly plausible model. This may seem a strange criticism
coming from someone who has defended the idea of innate triggers as not being
psychologically implausible (i.e. Section 4.4.3.4), but this argument was based on the
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presupposition of parameters themselves. If we are willing to assume the existence of
innate rules corresponding to language behaviour - some used only in certain
languages, other rules in other languages - then the additional existence of innate
triggers does not seem unreasonable. But what if the syntax is invariant? What if the
rules of grammar are not related to the specific language being used at all? Then the
notion of innately deiined triggers attuned to the input language becomes quite
implausible. The MP, with its invariant syntax and lexically-based (rather than rule-
based) variation, is clearly the preferred theory on acquisition (and theoretical)
grounds. The lexicon is one part of the language faculty that we know must vary and
must acquire knowledge. It is natural to base the locus of variation here rather than in
the syntax, where we have no direct evidence of acquisition processes. We know that
lexicons vary from language to language; we know that information must be acquired
by the lexicon - therefore it is natural to desire that language variation be based in the
lexicon and that the problems of acquisition be solved by the acquisition of lexical
items.

It seems clear (at least to me) that the MP is to be preferred on elegance of theory
grounds. The question rather seems to be whether the MP works or not. Elegance of
theory arguments apply only to theories of roughly equal explanatory power. The MP,
technically not even a theory yet due to it underspecification, lacks the explanatory
power of the PBzP model - it simply does not explain the same breadth of phenomena.
How the MP develops syntactically will, of course, determine its fate - but acquisition
theory certainly seems to favour at least its basic precepts.
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Principle-Based Acquisition
Chapter 5

With the introduction of the MP, and its invariant syntax, acquisition research
was thrown into confusion. Under this new theory there were no longer rule-based
parameters which applied to some languages and not others. Although parameters
were conceived as an explanation for cross-linguistic differences in adult languages
(and viewed so by acquisition researchers), they were also adopted by acquisition
researchers as a possible explanation to linguistic variation between child and adult
speakers of the same language. One could explain seemingly incorrect language usage
by children by stipulating that the child was using a parameter setting appropriate to
another language. At some point the child's LAD would recognise the mismatch
between the parameter setting and the language of input and correct the parameter
setting by `choosing' the correct setting. Thus language acquisition took the approach
of trying to match a child's aberrant behaviour (from the adult speaker) to behaviour
found in another language. One then simply claimed that the child had this parameter
setting from another language and set about explaining why this was so (usually by
stipulation that this setting was the default) and what input trigger (i.e. data) would
cause the LAD to recognise this inappropriate selection and correct it. Crucially,
acquisition research became dependent upon the idea that child variation from the
adult was the result of grammar (syntax) variation. The child's grammar (i.e. rule
base) varied from the adult's by the exclusion of necessary (for the adult grammar)
rules and the inclusion of inappropriate ones - an exclusion corrected over time by the
inclusion of the appropriate rules (and the exclusion of the inappropriate ones).

With the introduction of the MP this now standard approach to acquisition was
thrown into turmoil. The grammar (rule base) was now seen as invariant between
languages, eliminating the idea of parametric variation. Cross-linguistic variation was
now viewed to be the result of largely undescribed lexical variation, including the
little understood Weak~Strong distinction. Completely eliminated was the idea of
grammar (rule base) variation, the very core of acquisition research. If the syntactic
component of languages did not vary then one could no longer claim that child
language variation from the adult was the result of using a rule from another language
- all languages now used the same rules. In one fell swoop acquisition research had its
primary tool removed from its arsenal.

5.1 Missing Principles, Deficient Phrase-Structure and Maturation

One would think that the elimination of (rule-based) parametric variation would
have been a death-blow to the idea of child language variation being the result of rule-
based variation from the adult. However, acquisition research had one last technique
hidden up its sleeve: principle-based variation. Even before the introduction of the
MP, researchers had started exploring the possibility of principle-based variation in
the form of maturation theory (Borer 8z Wexler 1987). Under PBzP theory, principles
were seen as invariant language universals - rules that applied to all languages. So, if
one found a child's behaviour that differed from the adult's, and this behaviour was
governed by a principle rather than a parameter, one was seemingly stuck as there
were no alternate behaviours (i.e. parameter settings) to appeal to. However, this
problem could be avoided if one created an alternative to the principled behaviour by
stating that the alternative behaviour was the result of the principle not yet being in
force. Under a parameter-setting approach, one explained aberrant behaviour by
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appealing to a second possible behaviour - that of another parameter setting. Under a
principle-based approach, one also appealed to a second possible behaviour - this time
the language system without the principle (unfortunately, as will be discussed below,
this alternate behaviour was rarely motivated or even described). This was exactly
what maturation theory did - it postulated that the child went through an initial stage
with a grammar that lacked a certain principle and then, after a certain period of time,
that principle would suddenly be added to the child's grammar by a process akin to
biological maturation. Just as the development of certain (physical) characteristics are
delayed in humans and only appear later according to a maturational schedule, so the
child's grammar `grows' over time (or so the theory goes). Using maturation theory,
acquisition researchers could maintain the PBzP idea of variation being the result of
differing grammars. After all, the MP stipulated an invariant grammar between adults
speaking different languages but it was silent on the issue of differences between
children and adults.

The concept of maturation was enthusiastically adopted by one group of
researchers in particular - those advocating a diminished phrase-structure in children.
Under this approach, much child variation from the adult was seen to be the result of
the child having a lesser (or truncated) phrase-structure (derivational) tree as
compared to the adult. This usually took the shape of the child lacking one or both of
the Functional Projections (FPs) CP and TP~ (although I believe every proposed major
FP has been addressed in this way). Without these FPs the child's language would
lack certain movements and behaviours which are associated with these FPs (leading
to a restricted language, which is often the way child language is viewed). These
approaches had been around before the advent of maturation theory (cf., e.g.,
Guilfoyle 1984), but had always been open to criticism that there was no reason for
the child to adopt these delayed FPs when their languages seemed to be progressing
fine without them (the child seemed to be able to comprehend phenomena that should
require these FPs), much less how the LAD would recognise the existence of, and
need for, the FPs. Maturation theory provided an easy answer to these criticisms: the
FPs were added over time according to a maturational schedule. Gone was the need to
explain why the child first lacked the FPs, how the LAD recognised this lack, and
how the FPs were then added to the child's grammar. All of these questions were
explained (actually, stipulated) away by maturation theory.

In this chapter I will be discussing a few models which rely upon maturation
theory, and the concept of principle-based variation, to explain child acquisition
phenomena. However, unlike the previous chapter on parameter setting, and the next
chapter on lexically-based variation, I will not be proposing my own model. This is
because I find the principle-based models, and maturation theory in general, to be
seriously flawed. By seriously flawed I do not mean that they are necessarily incorrect
for, or that they lack an explanation of, certain phenomena, but rather that the
theoretical underpinnings of the entire proposal are on questionable ground.

One of my central criticisms of this approach is maturation theory itself. To me
maturation theory is deeply flawed not in that it's wrong, but rather that it is
uninteresting (from a scientific point of view). A central tenet of scientiiic research is
that all theories must be testable and have criteria for proving them incorrect.
Maturation theory lacks both of these criteria. Maturation theory stipulates a genetic
process occurring within the brain of the child. Given our lack of understanding of

1 I am adopting the phrase-structure of Chomsky (1996), Chapter 4.10 in which VP is dominated by TP
which is dominated by CP. Some of the proposals to be discussed refer to IP, INF'L and AGR(S) - all
roughly equivalent to TP.
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how the brain works (much less grows in ability) and the fact that this is unlikely to
change in the near future,z such a stipulation is untestable and will remain so in the
near or even mid future. Considering how fast and dramatically linguistic theory
changes, a theory that cannot be realistically tested for (probably) decades seems to
me unhelpful. I find this particularly true when there are other possible explanations
for linguistic development other than maturation (see, for example, the idea of
intrinsic ordering discussed in the previous chapter). As general approaches go,
maturation theory (because of its lack of test criteria) should be the last option rather
than the first. One should first be working with theories that give a principled
explanation for why certain elements or phenomena seem to be absent in child
language rather than simply stipulating that they're absent for an untestable reason. In
the next chapter I will be discussing proposals that attempt to do just this, linking the
child's seemingly restricted grammar to the child's lack of lexical knowledge rather
than to missing grammatical components. To me this general approach is preferable to
an untestable stipulation with no explanatory power.

A second reason that I dislike the principle-basedlmaturation approach is the fact
that often no explanation is given for the functioning of the grammar in its initial (pre-
principle-included) state. One is often presented with a description of the adult
phenomenon, an identification of the principle involved, a description of the child
phenomenon (and how it differs from the adult) and then a proposal stipulating that
the child's behaviour differs from the adult's because they lack the relevant principle.
What is often crucially missing is a description of how the child's restricted grammar
actually produces the observed child behaviour. Under parameter-based approaches,
one had to describe the child's behaviour in light of an incorrect parameter setting, in
effect describing how the phenomenon was produced (the way it is produced in
another language). In principle-based approaches, one is often left to guess how the
phenomenon is produced, having been given a description of the missing principle
and little else (in way of a description of the remaining grammar). This criticism is
certainly not applicable to all principle-based proposals, but I find that many of the
more recent and popular models do just this (e.g. Rizzi 1994a and 1994b, as discussed
in Section 5.6).

The final reason that I dislike the principle-basedlmaturation approaches is
because many of them (especially recent models) rely upon a concept of optional
principle application. Such models usually postulate an initial period in which the
principle is absent, then an intermediate period when the principle sometimes applies
and sometimes not, and then a iinal state where the principle always applies. It is this
middle state, where the principle optionally applies, that I find problematic. Principles
were originally postulated to be linguistic universals, present at birth and applicable to
even the earliest stages of acquisition.~ Then principles became, in a way, binary -
they were either present or not dependent upon maturation theory. As discussed
above, although this modification was questionable, given maturation theory's status
as an untestable stipulation and its appeal to an existing (although not obviously
related) physical process, there was no real way to argue that it was wrong. But now
we have a further modification to the idea of a principle - that it can be, at least for a
time, optionally applicable. How the concept of a principle, an invariant language

Z Even more troubling is the fact that linguistic theory is often viewed as a theory of how the mind
(rather than the brain) works - and we understand even less about the functioning of the mind than we
do about the functioning of the brain.
3 Indeed, many of the more minimal LAD approaches such as (e.g.) Gibson 8c Wexler (1994) rely upon
the principles to produce partial parses before any parametric information is present.
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universal, changed to that of an optionally applicable rule is unclear to me. I have
examined the literature and nowhere can I iind an explanation or defence of this idea
- yet optional principle behaviour forms the core of many of today's most popular
acquisition models.4 I iind it troubling that a modification of such a basic idea as a
principle could happen without a specific proposal or debate.

In the remainder of this chapter I will be reviewing the general issue of full
competence versus deficient phrase-structure models and then looking at two popular
examples of the latter. I will first review the idea of the Full Competence Hypothesis
- that the child's grammar has access to the full range of phrase structure (i.e. FPs)
that adults do. I will then examine the claim that the child's grammar in fact initially
lacks some of these FPs and show that the data does not support such a claim. Then I
will turn my attention to two acquisition proposals based on the idea that although the
child's grammar has access to all FPs (if not initially, at least during the relevant
period of their linguistic development), this access is sometimes hindered - the effect
being that the FPs are only available sometimes. I will argue that such approaches are
based upon questionable theoretical argumentation and essentially constitute an
attempt to salvage a position contradicted by the data facts.

5.2 The Full Competence Hypothesis

The Full Competence Hypothesis (FCH) - Poeppel 8i Wexler (1993) -(roughly)
states that the child has the full grammar of an adult with respect to phrase-structure;
i.e. they have both CP and TP (or CP, TP and AgrP in the Split-INFL Hypothesis of
Pollock 1989) in their grammars. As such, it posits that at least the constituents (if not
form) of phrase-structure are universally available to all humans and therefore may
and should be used in appropriate contexts. As such it is be in keeping with the idea of
the MP in which phrase-structure is seen as universal. However, it is arguable that
although phrase-structure may be universal across adults, the child does not have
access to the full range of phrase-structure and may only add (or make use of) the FPs
when they have recognised evidence of their existence in the language of input (or
they become available through maturation) - a position which may be technically in
keeping with the MP (which says little about language development) but which runs
counter to the FCH. The discussion is further complicated by an apparent split
between researchers as to what is the most intuitive starting state for the child. In my
reading of the literature it seems that some researchers believe that a more reasonable
assumption is that children start off with a restricted grammar and only add to it as
needed (as evidenced by the input data). Such a system would give the child a
somehow `easier' grammar to work with and would explain the restricted nature of
early child speech. It would not, however, imply less innate knowledge of language -
in fact, it implies the opposite. Assuming that knowledge of phrase-structure is
universal in UG, to start off with a restricted conception of it means that the child not
only has to acquire the adult conception of the grammar, but also must recognise the
existence of the `missing' FPs and then add them - both of these procedures would
require innate knowledge outside of the adult conception of UG. Even a maturation

4 Hyams (2001) addresses the issue of optionality head-on (although in an empirical, rather than
theoretical, way) and concludes that "there are no truly optional processes in early grammar, at least not
in the specific domain of functional categories" (p. 34). In this paper she attributes seemingly optional
behaviour to unresolved (by the LAD) issues of semantic opposition and their mapping into
morphology. This is much in the spirit of Lasser (1997) who attributes such behaviour to pragmatic
considerations.
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approach would require the extra machinery of maturing that particular component of
phrase-structure initially missing. On the other hand, if one posits a universal phrase-
structure (or universal existence and availability of FPs) as innate, the learner need not
appeal to `extra' procedures in order to account for child language development. On
this view the FCH is to be preferred as it posits less learning by the child. However,
intuitive preferences do not constitute definitive arguments. For this we should look to
the evidence for a FP or the lack thereof. It is to such evidence that we now turn.

5.3 Arguments for a Deficient Phrase-Structure

The debate over the early availability of FPs in child grammar is extensive and
long-running. Here I will present merely a brief summary of the central arguments for
and against each of the major FPs (CP and TP). For a particularly good and concise
summary of the arguments (upon which the following discussion is based) the reader
is referred to Poeppel 8z Wexler (1993) and references within. In the following I will
adhere to Poeppel and Wexler's argumentation that on the basis of the data alone the
FCH is to be preferred as there is evidence pointing to the child's usage of all
functional categories from an early age. I also find this position to be preferred on the
basis of learnability: all else being equal, a theory which posits all FPs present from
birth is to be preferred over one in which FPs are introduced gradually. This is
because both theories must postulate all FPs being innate, but the non-FCH theories
must also introduce a mechanism to account for the delayed appearance of some (or
all) FPs. By Occam's Razor, when all else is equal, the simpler theory (in this case,
one with less machinery) is to be preferred.

5.3.1 No Functional Categories

The argument has been put forward (by e.g. Guilfoyle 8i Noonan 1992, Lebeaux
1988, Platzack 1990, Radford 1990) that the child's early grammar lacks any FPs -
i.e. the child initially has only NP and a second, higher projection, usually VP. Then,
as the child develops, the FPs become gradually available (usually one, TP, and then
another, CP) providing a developmental correlation to the child's increasing language
abilities. It should be noted that this position must extend beyond the trivial proposal
that the child has no FPs when there is no evidence one way or another - e.g. the zero
and one word stage (not to imply that any of the previously mentioned proposals
confine themselves to such). To have any import at all, a no-FPs proposal must apply
to a stage when the child could conceivably make use of an FP but doesn't. And
indeed, there does initially seem to be such an instance in the German child's initial
non-use of the Vl2 phenomenon. Adult German requires that the verb in matrix (root)
clauses be in second position - importantly, the verb may appear after an object but
before the subject, indicating a movement of the verb to an FP above the subject.
Very young children often have verb final sentences, indicating a lack of verb
movement to an FP. However, children almost always also lack an agreement marker
on the verb in these constructions (i.e. they are RI constructions). As verb movement
is standardly associated with the need to check the Tense ancUor Finiteness marker
associated with this agreement affix, the lack of verb movement in these cases is
almost certainly a result of the lack of this affix rather than a lack of an FP. Again, to
have any import the no-FP proposal must apply to a situation in which the child has
the option of moving to an FP, i.e. when the verb has an agreement affix. As Poeppel
8z Wexler show, when the verb shows agreement there is Vl2 movement (including
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object-verb-subject orders, which are unambiguously V~2), indicating that even young
children have FPs at the point when they become relevant. Before this point (for this
phenomenon), one cannot say one way or the other.

5.3.2 TP-Only

Given that a verb may move above the subject, and therefore to an FP, (in
German) even in very early speech, the argument has shifted to what FPs are initially
present rather than if FPs are present at all. In this vein we have the argument that
there is only one FP present (TP) and that the topmost FP (CP) is missing (e.g.
Clahsen 1990, Gawlitzek-Maiwald et al. 1992, Meisel 8i Muller 1992). The main
basis of this argumentation has been that very young children lack overt
complementizers as well as wh-preposing and subject-aux inversion (both of which
depend upon the existence of a CP projection). The iirst of these assertions is not
entirely unexpected as children rarely use complementizers other than to introduce
subordinate clauses. Also, as shown by Poeppel 8z Wexler, the data pertaining to this
claim are debatable as to whether a subordinate clause is really being employed
(without the required complementizer) in those cases which are argued to be so. In
addition, it is always possible that the lack of overt complementizers is merely a lack
of lexical acquisition on the part of the child and that they have other strategies that
allow them to cope with this deficiency. As for the claim that young children lack wh-
preposing and subject-aux inversion, Poeppel áz Wexler point to Stromswold (1990)
and Hyams (1992) as providing evidence that children do make use of these
phenomena.

Even more compelling is the evidence of object and adverb preposing in root
clauses, especially with negation (from Poeppel 8z Wexler 1993). Such constructions
require a CP, as CP is the target of object and adverb fronting. One cannot make the
argument that such preposing could potentially be to TP (with the subject staying in-
situ in VP), as such movement lies outside the bounds of any proposed UG. To do so
one would have to argue that UG contains an option available only to young children
and that this option disappears exactly when CP appears (for who knows what
reason). Such a stipulation violates the very idea of UG - principles that remain
constant.

This proposal is further discouraged by the existence of object-fronting in
combination with negation. In such situations children show the order object-verb-
subject-negation~adverb, i.e. with the subject to the left of the negationladverb. As the
subject is generated to the right of this element, such constructions show clear
evidence for movement of the subject out of VP (to TP5), therefore the object and
verb must be in CP. Note that this argumentation holds even if one accepts the Split-
INF'L Hypothesis of Pollock (1989) in which TP is postulated to be two separate FPs,
AgrP which is then dominated by TP. In such a situation NegP occurs above AgrP
and below TP, therefore in order to generate object-verb-subject-negation orders we
still must have two FPs above NegP (i.e. TP and CP).

The important point made in the above argumentation is that if one is to advocate
a restricted FP approach, the FP postulated as missing must be missing in all
constructions which employ it. For example, it is not enough to argue that the lack of
complementizers in embedded clauses is indicative of no CP if evidence for a CP
projection is evident in any other construction. There could be many reasons why a

5 Poeppel 8c Wexler use the term IP to refer to this FP.
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particular phenomenon is missing in the child's grammar, but if there is even one
phenomenon that makes use of a particular FP then that FP can be said to be generally
available. The available evidence appears to point solidly in this direction, with the
apparent use by some phenomena of all FPs, even in young children.

5.4 Speas (1994) - Economy of Projection

In her 1994 paper Speas proposes a theory of the (adult) null subject phenomenon
based on a(new) minimality principle: Economy of Projection. She also presents a
somewhat preliminary learning proposal based on this model of syntax. Because the
model I will be presenting in the next chapter is related to Speas' syntactic proposal
(as is the learning model of Roeper 8z Rohrbacher 1995 presented later in this
chapter), I will present her adult proposal in some detail here. Her central argument,
detailed below, is that null subject languages and non-null subject languages construct
the derivational tree in slightly different ways depending upon their use of, and
storage within the lexicon of, agreement affixation. Null subject languages with
agreement place agreement directly into the complementizer of the AGR node (under
a model employing the Split-INFL Hypothesis), non-null subject languages affix
agreement directly onto the verb, and null subject languages without agreement (e.g.
Chinese, Japanese) project a structure which lacks the AGR node entirely. Using these
three underlying syntactic structures she posits that the differences in null subject and
non-null subject languages can be explained.

Speas' proposal is based upon the seeming correlation between morphologically
rich languages and null subjects (first formalised in Taraldsen 1978). As is well
known, languages with a rich agreement morphology often have null subjects while
languages with weak (or non-rich) agreement morphology lack null subjects (see
Chapter 2 for an in-depth discussion of these issues). Further complicating matters is
the observation that languages with no (verbal) agreement morphology also have null
subjects (although the identity of the null subject is resolved in a different manner).
This led Jaeggli 8z Safir (1989) to postulate a theory of null subjects based on
morphology:

(1) The Null Subject Parameter

Null subjects are permitted in all and only languages with morphologically
uniform inflectional paradigms.

(2) Morphological Uniformity

An inflectional Paradigm P in a language L is morphologically uniform iff P
has either only underived inflectional forms or only derived inflectional
forms.

Jaeggli 8z Saiir (1989:29-30)

As Speas points out, this definition of morphological uniformity is untenable as
there are languages such as Swedish which lack (P~N) agreement in their (verbal)
inflectional paradigms but still do not allow null subjects. Speas instead defines
morphological uniformity only for those languages having a uniform paradigm which
expresses agreement:
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(3) Morphological Uniformity (revised)

An inflectional Paradigm P in a language L is morphologically uniform for
Feature F iff P has only derived inflectional forms expressing F.

Speas (1994:197)

In other words, only languages without bare stems (with respect to agreement) are
morphologically uniform. She then makes the following descriptive generalisation:

(4) Null subjects are permitted in languages which lack agreement entirely or in
languages with morphologically uniform agreement.

Speas(1994:197)

She points out that Swedish has residual agreement (Number agreement in the past
participle) and therefore is not a null subject language by the above definition.

If all Speas were doing was making a descriptive generalisation based on a
slightly different version of morphological uniformity then this work would not be
overly interesting, but she then goes on to show how this generalisation is motivated
by a principle of Economy of Projection. Firstly, we can differentiate between
languages which have agreement and those that do not: languages with agreement
features will project an AGR node, languages without agreement will not, as
Economy of Derivation forbids projection of a node without a feature to force the
projection. This gives us the distinction below:

AGRP TP
~ ~

DP AGR' DP T'
~~ i `

AGR ~` ~ T
~ ~~
VP VP

languages with languages without
overt agreement overt agreement

Speas (1994:189)

Figure 1: Languages With and Without Agreement

Then we can differentiate between languages which have strong agreement
morphology (i.e. are morphologically uniform) versus those with weak agreement
morphology. This classification is based on Rohrbacher's Generalisation (from
Rohrbacher 1992):

(5) Rohrbacher's Generalisation

Strong morphemes have individual lexical entries.
Weak morphemes do not have individual lexical entries.
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Speas proposes that if a morpheme has its own lexical entry then that morpheme
is available to the computational component of the grammar and hence may head a
projection. If a morpheme does not have its own lexical entry then it must be
generated from a paradigm by special rules of morphology. Since such morphemes
are embodied in general paradigms in the lexicon, they are unavailable to the
computational component of the grammar and are therefore inserted into D-structure
attached to the verb which generated them. This leads to the following further
distinction in D-Structure forms:

AGRP AGRP
~ ~

DP AGR' DP AGR'
~~ ~~

AGR ~` AGR ~`
-af ~~ ~~

verbfaf

agreement afiix with agreement affix generated
individual lexical entry by agreement paradigm

Speas (1994:186)

Figure 2: Languages With Individual versus Paradigm-Generated Affixation

Given the distinctions above, we can now differentiate between languages with
rich agreement and null subjects, weak agreement and no null subjects, and no
agreement and null subjects. Under Speas' proposal, in languages with an AGR node
projection principles of economy prohibit the projection of a node without content
(where content is defined by Speas as either the Spec or head of the node having a
distinct phonological or semantic matrix). Therefore Spec,AGRP may remain empty
when the morphological affix is generated in the head of AGR (i.e. languages with
strong agreement) but must be filled (with an overt subject) when the head of AGR is
empty (i.e. languages with weak agreement). This leads to the conclusion that in
languages with strong agreement the Spec,AGRP may remain empty (or be occupied
by an element without content) while in a language with weak agreement the
Spec,AGRP must be filled by an overt element (either an overt subject or an
expletive). In a language with no AGR projection there is no need to have an overt
element in Spec,AGRP (as there is no AGR node), therefore the subject may remain
empty (i.e. pro). This gives us the three possible structures below:6

VP VP

6 T'here is a fourth possibility, weak agreement and V movement, but I will not discuss this situation as
it is peripheral to the issues to be raised.
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AGRP AGRP TP
~ ~ ~

DP AGR' DP AGR' DP T'
~~ ~~

AGR ~~ AGR ~`
-af ~~ ~~

VP VP

V DP

weak agreement

(pro)

V

strong agreement

DP

VP

pro

DP V

no agreement

Speas (1994:189)

Figure 3: Possible Trees - Weak, Strong and No Agreement

There is one final distinction, concerning the licensing of pro. In this proposal
German is considered to be a null subject language (due to its lack of bare stem verbal
forms) yet it allows only null expletives in Spec,AGRP (and then only in specific
cases) - i.e. Spec,AGRP may be null only for non-thematic subjects. To account for
this distinction Speas stipulates that although the agreement affixes in German have
independent lexical entries, they are not sufficiently rich to assign phi-features (~-
features) to a thematic subject. This is an arbitrary distinction, but one that maintains
the integrity of the proposal.

Although Speas' proposal is a straight-forward syntactic proposal (i.e. dealing
with cross-linguistic differences between adult use of language) she does make note
of an interesting possible application to acquisition theory. She notes that a proposal
in which all children initially start out with a Japanese-type language (i.e. a language
lacking verbal agreement and, therefore, an AGRP node) would correspond to the
deficient phrase-structure approaches detailed earlier in this chapter. When the child
(or, more precisely, the LAD) then learns that their language has agreement (and
therefore an AGRP node), the child must then determine whether agreement is strong
(rich) or weak (non-rich). This conforms very closely to the `standard' restricted
phrase-structure approaches and is a proposal adopted by Roeper 8z Rohrbacher
(1995), investigated immediately below.

5.5 Roeper 8z Rohrbacher (1995) - Speas Revisited

In Roeper 8i Rohrbacher (1995) the authors take up the proposal of Speas (1994)
that null subject languages are determined by Economy of Projection and that children
initially do not project up to an AGRP node because of their lack of knowledge of
agreement. Unlike Speas's work however, this proposal is centred specifically on
questions of acquisition rather than syntax and is claimed to be based on acquisition
data. In this section I will examine these claims and argue that their proposal is flawed
both theoretically and empirically.

In this proposal Roeper 8z Rohrbacher (henceforth RBzR) first set about showing
that the child's null subject use in non-null subject languages is largely restricted to
non-finite contexts. They do this by examining null-subject usage in English child
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wh-questions. Unlike most authors on this question (e.g. Valian 1991, Rizzi 1994a),
RBzR contend that null subject usage in wh-questions is a significant phenomenon in
child English. Examining the Adam corpus (CHILDES, Brown 1973 and
MacWhinney 1991) they calculate that overall 33qo of all wh-questions which could
possibly contain a null subject~ actually do leave the subject null. Furthermore, the
subject was found to be missing in 48010 of non-finite wh-questions versus only Sqo of
finite wh-questions. From this they conclude that "subject drop is thus generally
available only in non-finite sentences, but not in finite sentences" (p. 11). They then
seek to explain these facts by taking up the null subject proposal of Speas discussed
above.

RBzR adopt Speas' Economy of Projection arguments rather straight-forwardly,
but propose a slightly different deiinition of what differentiates strong and weak
agreement:

(6) AgrS is a referential category with lexically listed afiixes in exactly those
languages where regular subject-verb agreement minimally distinctively
marks all referential AgrS-features such that in at least one number of one
tense, the person features [ls`] and [2"d] are marked.

RBzR (1995:26)

This differs from Speas' definition in that an agreement paradigm can now
include bare stem forms as well as ambiguous endings while still allowing null
subjects.g Other than this difference the proposals are essentially the same.

RBLR then take up the acquisition proposal made by Speas - that all languages
initially operate as Japanese (i.e. with no agreement morphology and no AGRP
projection) and then switch to their proper coniiguration with the acquisition of
agreement morphology. RB~R straight-forwardly relate their analysis of the child null
subject data (discussed in Chapter 3), pointing out that (under their analysis) null
subjects occur with non-finite clauses and non-iinite clauses lack agreement.9 They
further argue that the gradual nature of the English child's decrease in null subject use
is due to the gradual nature of the acquisition of agreement.

More precisely, RBzR posit three distinct stages of development. They note that in
files 1-11 of the child Adam's corpus, 95oIo of wh-questions are non-iinite and 83qo of
these non-iinite wh-questions do not have an overt subject. They propose that at this
stage Adam exhibits a Japanese-type structure, lacking in AGRP. In files 12-15,
immediately after the first occurrences of be and do forms, the rate of non-iinite wh-
questions drops to 42qo and the null subject rate drops to 51 qo. At this point RBLR
postulate that Adam's non-iinite wh-questions may have either a Japanese-like
structure or the correct adult form (which includes AGRP). Importantly, they
postulate that AGRP is optional at this point. After file 15, they claim that agreement

~ RBzR posit that only sentences with am overt pronominal or actual null subject are possible null
subject locations - i.e. they do not consider those utterances with an overt non-pronominal subject in
their calculations. As discussed in Chapter 3, this is not the standard approach for calculating null
subject percentages ( which traditionally include all utterances - cf., e.g., Valian 1991, Haegeman 1995,
Hamann 1996) and has the effect of inflating their null subject percentages. For a full (highly critical)
discussion of RáR's analysis of the child data, see Chapter 3.2.6.2.
g This definition of strong versus weak agreement corresponds to that of Rohrbacher (1994), which is
based on Rohrbacher ( 1993) and originally conceived to differentiate languages which allow overt V-I
movement from those which do not.
9 Actually this distinction is never formally stated. RBzR seem to feel that non-finite - lack of
agreement, although AGRP is related to Person and Number features rather than Tense.
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becomes `productive' and Adam loses his ability to generate an AGRP-less structure.
In files 16-18 the rate of null subjects in non-finite wh-clauses drops to 16qo.
Therefore, under RBzR's proposal the gradual nature of the correction of inappropriate
null subject use in child English is related to agreement being first recognised, then
used optionally, and then used `productively'.

Although I find Speas' original syntactic proposal concerning null subjects
interesting (although flawed - see Chapter 6), I cannot say the same of RBzR's
acquisition proposal - even if one were to agree with Speas. First of all, as RBiR point
out in fn. 39, non-finite wh-clauses continue to persist after file 15 - i.e. after
agreement supposedly becomes `productive'. However, upon closer examination of
the data we see that non-finite wh-questions not only persist, but that the percentage
of non-finite questions actually jumps to 61 oIo (91 of 150) at this point (files 16-18),
up from 42oIo (35 of 84) in the previous stage (files 12-15). This is in a period when
non-finite wh-questions are no longer allowed in their proposal. If non-finite wh-
questions are determined by the lack of AGRP, and AGRP is now mandatory (unlike
the previous stage, when it was optional), then this phenomenon should be
impossible, not increasing.

Secondly, this model is based on the principle of AGRP projection being
optional. RBzR rely upon this optionality to explain the decrease in null subject use in
non-finite wh-questions. Their argument is that when the child enters the optional
AGRP node stage, some non-finite wh-questions will have an AGRP node, some will
not. In those derivations with an AGRP node, a null subject is no longer an option -
therefore the reduction in null subject use is directly related to the appearance of this
node. However, RBcR never explain how a non-finite clause can have an AGRP node
- as this node is explicitly related to agreement (under Speas' Economy of Projection
model, AGRP projects in direct response to the appearance of agreement features in a
sentence). Furthermore, RBzR never explain what it means for a principle to be
optional - but I will forgo this discussion until I address another optional principle
model, that of Rizzi (1994a, 1994b). Also, the existence of a decrease in null subject
use in RIs is contradicted by other studies - see Chapter 3.

Then there is the question of RBzR's analysis of the child data in general. As
discussed extensively in Chapter 3, basing an analysis of child production in finite
versus non-finite clauses on English is highly questionable. English is a highly
unmarked language with respect to verbal agreement, with only a small number of
overt agreement markers (ed, s, ing). RBzR (following Sano 8z Hyams 1995) treat any
English verbal form lacking an overt agreement affix as non-finite, although it is
impossible to determine this unambiguously for most forms. Indeed, only those
utterances containing a finite auxiliary, model, dummy do or ed affix were counted as
finite - all other utterances being considered non-finite. Furthermore, as discussed in
Chapter 3, the significance of RBzR's data is difficult to determine and appears to be
contradicted by other studies.

There are, I feel, a number of other problems with the data analysis of RBiR's
proposal which I have outlined in Chapter 3. The reader is referred to these arguments
if they are unconvinced by the above. The sum of these arguments is that I cannot
accept RBiR's position that null subjects occur only in non-finite child utterances.
RBzR have chosen a highly disputed sub-phenomenon (null subjects in wh-questions)
to base their argumentation upon and then presented data from a language where the
distinction between finite and non-finite forms is almost impossible to identify for any
particular utterance. RBzR do address the question of less ambiguous languages
(where the agreement systems are richly overt), but dismiss the co-occurrence of null
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subjects with finite forms as misanalysed occurrences of Diary or Topic Drop. As
discussed in Hamann (1996), this analysis is highly questionable given the occurrence
of post-verbal null subjects in finite utterances (see Chapter 3 for discussion) - and
the issue certainly deserves more discussion than RBzR devote to it. As I concluded in
Chapter 3, the data seems to overwhelmingly support the existence of null subjects in
finite clauses and the analyses of RBiR and Sano 8z Hyams do little to challenge this
position.

5.6 Rizzi (1994a,b) - Optional Projection

Starting with Rizzi (1994a), and continuing with Rizzi (1994b), Rizzi presents a
model of child language development in which both null subject and RI use by the
child is ascribed to a deficient tree structure. Under these proposals, RIs are the result
of projection only to the level of TP whereas null subjects (in finite clauses) are the
result of projection to AGRSP (assuming an adult structure of CP-AGRSP-TP...).'o
The idea is that a new empty category, a null constant (introduced in 1994a), exists
which allows an element to remain null in the Root of a syntactic structure (i.e. the
head of the highest projection).tt If the structure projects only to TP, then the null
constant represents a null subject in an RI. If the structure projects to an AGRSP, then
the null constant represents a null subject in a finite clause.

Rizzi then proposes that children initially lack a principle that dictates Root - CP,
the principle that causes (under a den Besten 1989-1ike approach - contra Travis 1984
and Zwart 1997) all derivations project to CP in adult language (therefore ruling out,
in Rizzi's proposal, null constant-type RIs and null subjects in adult languages).
Without this principle, the grammar is free to project only as far as TP or AGRSP
(although how and why is unclear - see below), thus accounting for the child's usage
of the inappropriate phenomena. Later, through maturation, the Root - CP principle
becomes effective and this usage disappears.

It is important to note that Rizzi's claim of the child lacking the Root - CP
principle does not restrict the child from projecting all the way up to CP (assuming a
hierarchy of projections, i.e. AGRSP cannot project without TP, CP without AGRSP).

Suppose that this principle is not operative initially, i.e., the encircled part
[the CP] can be omitted... - note it does not have to be omitted: in fact,
much recent work on the early manifestation of V~2, e.g., Boser, et al.
(1991), Poeppel8z Wexler (1991) strongly suggests that the possibility of
starting from CP is available from very early on - if the CP layer is
omitted, then the Spec,IP [this would be Spec,AGRSP in the Split-INFL
Hypothesis of 1994b)], an A-specifier of the root, becomes a suitable host
for the null constant, and the root null subject is allowed.

Rizzi (1994a:164)

~o I note that Rizzi adopts a phrase-structure in which AGRP dominates TP. Although he refers to the
Split-INFL Hypothesis of Pollock (1989), this ordering is the opposite of that proposed by Pollock (and
adopted by others in this chapter). However, this distinction is unimportant for my analysis of Rizzi's
proposal.
~~ I should point out that the crucial grammatical distinction upon which Rizzi bases the null constant,
the weak crossover distinction between:
a) ~`Who; did you get his; mother to talk to t;?
b) John; is easy for us OP; to get his; mother to talk to t;.
dces not, in my opinion as a native English speaker, exist. I find a) to be as grammatical as b).
However, I am informed that this is a matter of debate (Craig Theirsch, p.c.).
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Here Rizzi has taken into account the convincing evidence for the appearance of
CP at the early stages of child linguistic development. Other accounts of null subject
and RI use by children which rely upon a deficient phrase-structure (e.g. Radford
1990) have been criticised given the appearance of phenomena which indicate the
presence of a CP projection at a time when these theories say no CP projection exists.
Indeed, this is one of the central arguments put forward by those in favour of the
FCH. Rizzi has attempted to side-step this issue by presenting a theory which
incorporates both full competence and deficient phrase-structure hypotheses. The
child's grammar sometimes projects to CP, thereby explaining those structures which
exhibit evidence of a CP projection, and sometimes only projects to a TP or AGRSP,
thereby explaining RIs and null subjects. The unfortunate thing is, Rizzi never
explains how these projections (to a node less than CP) would ever occur.

Let us look again at the crux of Rizzi's proposal: the principle Root - CP is
initially absent and it is only when this principle becomes apparent, through
maturation, that the CP projection becomes mandatory. Stated as such, Rizzi's
proposal differs little from other proposals that posit an initial lack of a CP projection
(e.g. Radford 1990). Where Rizzi claims his proposal differs from other projection-
deficient proposals is in the optional projection by the grammar to either TP, AGRSP
or CP, thus accounting for the `mixed' behaviour seen in the child production data.
However, Rizzi never explains how this option could occur. Note that simply stating
that there is a principle that Root - CP and that this is initially absent in no way
explains how phrase-structure is constructed in the absence of this principle and
certainly not how it could build different phrase-structures optionally. What form of
grammar (UG) optionally projects phrase-structure? Certainly none that I have ever
encountered. Rizzi seems to be implying that UG consists of a number of optional
principles of phrase-structure projection (project to TP, project to AGRSP, project to
CP) plus another principle (Root - CP) that overrides this optionality in adults. Such a
proposal seems to break the relationship between projection of an FP and the
traditional motivation for such projection (i.e. lexical items) and replaces it with an
arbitrary (and unmotivated, except for the learning process itself) series of optional
principles.

There are numerous problems with such a proposal. The most obvious is the
undermining of the very notion of "principle" - an invariant rule of grammar. Rizzi
has eliminated the invariant component of this definition and replaced it with an
optional one, all without presenting argumentation or justification. It is also unclear
what optional entails: is the optionality random or is it constrained in some way? Do
certain constructions favour one optional rule over another (e.g. Rizzi 1994a seems to
attribute the near total lack of wh-preposing in early child language to the lack of a CP
projection, although CP can supposedly optionally project), or is it simply a matter of
chance what the child can and cannot express with any given utterance? Another
problem is the overriding of this optionality by a later appearing rule. The appearance
of the rule (Root - CP) has the effect of eliminating the optionality from adult
language. In other words, the redefining of UG to include optional behaviour has
effects only in the child's grammar and then a principle appears which makes this
child-specific behaviour disappear. Proposing any child-specific behaviour to explain
childhood patterns of development has always been susceptible to criticism of circular
argumentation and begging the question - to propose a major redefinition of a central
feature of syntactic theory (i.e. making principles optional) based on argumentation
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that applies only to a transient stage of childhood development must be treated with
great scepticism.

To summarise, we appear to have a proposal that claims to explain the `mixed'
behaviour of child production (evidence suggesting both a lack of, and the existence
of, FPs) but in the end merely stipulates the important elements of the proposal.
Children initially do not have mandatory projection to CP, by stipulation. Children
then use an optional system of functional category projection which is never
explained. Then a new principle appears (through maturation, which I have argued in
Section 5.1 amounts to stipulation), overriding (or supplanting) the optional principles
initially postulated. As such we simply have a description of an initial state (child
lacks projection to CP) put forward by many other researchers, an undefined middle
state of optional projection, and then a final state which corresponds to the standardly
postulated adult model of grammar.

5.7 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter I have reviewed the idea of principle-based acquisition - i.e.
acquisition models based on a principle initially being absent from the child's
grammar and then appearing later via maturation. Such models function much like the
traditional parameter setting models in that there is a transition from one rule-based
behaviour to another (most parameter setting proposals are based on binary
parameters). However, principle-based models do have significant differences,
usually to their detriment. Whereas a parameter setting model has two (or more)
settings which relate to how a phenomenon is instantiated in different languages,
principle-based models generally have only one possibility that relates to grammatical
language use. The second possibility, the pre-principle appearance behaviour, need
not correspond to any grammatical phenomenon at all and is, in fact, often not
described. This is particularly evident in models which posit a reduced (truncated)
tree structure, where one or more FPs are missing. I have argued that such models are
incorrect as well as inelegant, as there is evidence for the existence of such FPs in
even early child speech. I have also criticised the general idea of delayed principle
introduction, as it is reliant upon maturation theory (which I consider to be a
stipulation rather than a theory) and contrary to the traditional notion of what a
principle is. And finally, I have attacked the notion of optional principle application
as, again, being contrary to the definition of a principle and for being introduced into
the literature without any supporting argumentation orjustification.

My conclusion for this chapter differs little from the issues I raised in the
introduction. The principle-based approaches to acquisition reviewed in this chapter
are all susceptible to the same general criticisms. The evidence is persuasive that
children initially have access to the full range of FPs, yet these principle-based
accounts are based on the (initial) lack of some principle whose effect is to
(consistently) include one or more FPs in the child's grammar. To overcome this
seeming contradiction, the models posit a period of optional access to the FP. In this
way a model that relies upon the lack of an FP can supposedly account for the
evidence (i.e. of that FP) that contradicts the proposal. Never mind that the idea of
optional principles has never been justified or applied for any other purpose. Also
never mind that this supposed optionality seems to apply only in specific cases (e.g.
the FP always absent in wh-questions but only sometimes absent in declarative
sentences). And finally, never mind that optionality is present only in children and
exists only to explain transitory phenomena. It seems that to save the idea that
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children have a deficient phrase-structure we should accept any stipulation, no matter
that it may be unjustified or untestable.

I contend that the argument of a deficient phrase-structure in children has had its
day and, having been shown to be incorrect, it is time to move on to other approaches.
What these other approaches may be is, of course, subject to debate. In the next
chapter I will put forward a position which is, I feel, in keeping with the spirit of the
MP - that child (linguistic) variation from the adult is the result of lexical differences,
just as variation between adult languages is postulated to be. It seems to me that as
lexical variation is the basis of the syntactic theory then it should hold great potential
for acquisition research as well. After all, syntactic and acquisition theory are, and
have always been, intimately bound to one another.
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Lexically-Based Acquisition
Chapter 6

Up to this point in the thesis we have been addressing acquisition models based
upon rules. In parameter setting approaches one rule per parameter is chosen for
inclusion in the learner's active rule base to the exclusion of a second (or more) rule
also contained within that parameter. In principle-based approaches a rule (the
principle) is postulated as being initially absent from the active grammar and then, at
a later point, enters the rule base and becomes a part of the learner's grammar. We
will now turn to a third approach which does not rely upon differing grammars (i.e.
rule bases) at all - the lexically-based approaches. Under these proposals, the child's
syntax dces not vary at all from that of the adult - rather the grammar is seen as being
innately determined and invariant over the life of the subject (regardless of what
language is being learned). This differs substantially from parameter setting
approaches, where the child's active grammar is seen to vary from both the adult and
from other children learning other languages (from the point at which some parameter
settings are chosen over others), and principle-based approaches, where the child's
active grammar is seen to vary from the adult's. In lexically-based approaches the
grammar does not change over time, just information about words and features in the
language being learned (as stored in the lexicon). As such this approach follows the
dictate of the MP that all variation is enshrined within the lexicon. However, how this
variation is accounted for is still a matter of debate. In this chapter we will be looking
at four basic approaches. In Wexler (1994) it is postulated that the child's variation
from the adult is the result of the child lacking an adult understanding of finiteness
and that this deiiciency leads the child to use overt feature marking (i.e. agreement) in
an incorrect or incomplete way. Secondly, in Phillips (1995) it is postulated that the
child has a full understanding of finiteness, but that production deficiencies in the
child restrict their access to this knowledge, forcing them to adopt a default
behaviour. Thirdly, we have the proposal of Boser et al. (1992) in which the child's
initial misclassiiication of the language being learned (as null subject) allows them
access to a behaviour not available to adult speakers of the same language (although
why this behaviour is not available to adult speakers of null subject languages is never
explained). Although this proposal is generally made in the spirit of an invariant
grammar (a licensing condition that applies in all languages differentiates the
behaviour), its reliance upon an unexplained difference between child and adult
speakers who supposedly are making use of the same operation makes one wonder if
this proposal should have been covered in a previous chapter. However, as the
proposal makes use of a default behaviour based on lexical properties, I have included
it in this chapter. Finally, in my own proposal I speculate that the child has both a full
understanding of finiteness (and other agreement features) and a fully functioning
system of accessing this lexical information, but that the child sometimes lacks (i.e.
has not yet acquired) the proper affixal morpheme for expressing this feature
information (each affix having to be learned separately for each verb) and therefore
falls back upon a default behaviour (also rooted in the lexicon). Although each of
these approaches differs in why lexical information is missing or inaccessible, they all
have in common a reliance upon the adult grammatical system - i.e. those rules and
operations the adult uses to construct derivational representations of the syntax. As
such they are all in keeping with the Strong Continuity Hypothesis (see Section 6.4
for discussion) and, in my opinion, truly in keeping with the spirit of the MP.
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6.1 Wexler (1994) - Optional Infinitives

In his oft-discussed work on RIs, Wexler (1994) introduces one of the first
lexically-based approaches to language acquisition that eschews the idea of rule-based
variation - be it parameter setting or delayed principle inclusion. In this model all
child variation from the adult language is explained in terms of lexical properties of
the verbal agreement features. There are actually two separate proposals presented in
this paper and I will discuss each below.

The first proposal made by Wexler is dependent upon the idea of V raising to I
(i.e. INFL - a.k.a. TP, AGRSP in other proposals) versus I lowering to V, as proposed
by Pollock (1989). Under this proposal there are two possible ways for the verb to
check its features (in a Spec-head relationship) with those in I: the verb can (overtly)
move to I and check there or I can lower to V, check there, and then raise up to I again
(covertly) after Spell-Out (to ensure that the tensed verb has scope over VP at LF).

Under this proposal languages differ in their ability to raise to I, accounting for
differences in observed word order (with respect to V-to-I movement). Pollock points
out that in French the verb être may either proceed or follow negation, indicating that
V-to-I movement in this particular case seems optional.

(1) a. Ne pas être heurex est une condition pour écrire des romans
b. N'être pas heurex est une condition pour écrire des romans

In ( l.a) the verb follows negation, indicating a lack of movement to INFL, while in
( l.b) the verb appears to the left of the negation element pas, indicating movement to
INFL. This would seem puzzling, as an analysis lacking V-to-I movement involves
two separate steps (lowering and then raising) versus only one step (raising) under a
V-to-I analysis. Under general minimality conditions the procedure that involves only
one step should always be preferred (when possible) - therefore (l.a) should be
impossible. Pollock explains the optionality of être's behaviour by pointing out that
être is infinitival and then proposing that infinitivals play no role at LF. If infinitivals
do not play a role at LF, the verb need not have scope over VP at LF, therefore I need
not raise again at LF. So, for infinitivals we have two possibilities: either the verb
raises to I or the I lowers to V(and stays there). This gives two possibilities of equal
cost (one step each). Since each procedure has equal cost, neither is preferred -
therefore either may apply optionally.

Given that Pollock's analysis provides an explanation of optionality and,
furthermore, that this explanation is based on finiteness, it is not surprising that
Wexler tries to adopt this analysis to the seemingly optional behaviour of RIs. Wexler
does so by attempting to turn Pollock's analysis on its head. Wexler proposes that
agreement is in fact dependent upon V-to-I versus I-to-V movement. If the verb
overtly moves to I then there is agreement, if I lowers to V then there is no agreement
(or agreement --finite). As each process involves the same number of steps, both are
available to the child and they `choose' optionally. This is a rather unusual
interpretation of Pollock. Under Pollock's system (and the MP in general) V-to-I
movement is done because the verb bears Tense (or perhaps some other feature
associated with agreement) - the movement itself does not generate Tense.

Wexler then claims that the child does not actually have a conception of Tense at
their early stages of development. In other words, to the child all verbs are infinitival.
Since all of the child's verbs are infinitival, they are relieved of the need to raise I to
V at LF (if I were to lower to V) in all cases. Therefore all of the child's utterances
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containing a verb may optionally raise V to I or lower I to V, since they consist of an
equal number of steps or operations. Under Wexler's proposal an overt agreement
affix (displaying Tense) is only generated as a by-product of movement to I. Of
course, if no movement to I occurs then there is no need to generate an afiix that bears
agreement and the (default) iniinitival affix is generated.

This proposal has many problems, some specific to the proposal itself and some
tied up with the syntactic theory it is based upon. The most obvious problem is its
reliance upon a syntactic theory that has long since been discarded. Pollock's idea of I
to V lowering followed by raising back to I(so-called yo-yo movement) was
discarded in Chomsky (1992) and has never been seriously considered since.
However, even if this syntactic theory had held up over time there are other serious
problems with Wexler's proposal. The iirst is the idea of agreement being a reflex of
movement (or the lack thereof). This is backwards - agreement drives movement
(although not necessarily the interpretable features like Tense), not the other way
azound. In the MP, affixes (and the features they encode, both interpretable and non-
interpretable) are listed within the lexicon and entered into the Numeration, then into
the syntactic derivation. Therefore `agreement' is generated long before the syntactic
derivation is constructed.

Another problem with this proposal is the generation of an agreement affix at a
point when the child supposedly has no clear conception of agreement (Tense). If the
child has no clear conception of agreement, how and why would they then generate an
agreement afiix when the verb moves to I(but not when the verb remains in V)?
Moreover, it has long been known that children almost always use the correct
agreement affix when they use agreement (see Chapters 3 and 5 for discussion). If the
child has no conception of Tense (and therefore agreement), how could it be that they
always choose the correct agreement afiix for the context that they're describing. One
could perhaps argue that they're simply matching observed word orders to affixes -
i.e. that they recognise that verbs undergoing movement to I need to bear an
agreement affix and then acquire the verbfaf as a whole word (i.e. without analysing
the functional importance of the affix). Besides postulating a new and otherwise
unmotivated acquisition procedure, this still does not explain how the child produces
the correct affix (as many different verbfaf combinations appear in the same
position). Finally, it is unclear from this proposal why the child would ever stop using
this procedure. If the child can generate seemingly correct utterances (i.e. matching
the adult utterances) without having to untangle the complexities of Tense, why
would they ever bother to? ~

Wexler then presents a second proposal based on a Chomsky (1992) conception
of the MP. Under this version of syntactic theory (as described in Chapter 1) there is
no I lowering to V- movement to I takes place or not depending upon the value
(Strong or Weak) of an abstract feature. In languages where this abstract feature is
Strong, movement takes place overtly (pre-Spell-Out); while in languages where this

~ I take this criticism to be representative of a problem with a number of like proposals (e.g. Sano 8z
Hyams 1995, Hoekstra 8c Hyams 1996) in which seeming evidence of correct agreement usage (and the
syntactic phenomena it motivates) is claimed to actually be incorrect or incomplete. Such positions are
usually put forward to explain why the child is exhibiting a mixed use of agreement (sometimes using
it appropriately, sometimes not at all) - the argument being that if the child actually had a fully formed
(i.e. correct) conception of agreement then they would use it all of the time - therefore they do not have
a fully formed conception of agreement. I find such proposals to be merely shifting the acquisition
problem onto another (underspecified) part of the grammaz and to be quite unnecessary given the
lexical nature of the MP (see Section 6.4 for discussion). Because of this, I will not be discussing such
proposals in this work.
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feature is Weak, movement takes place covertly (post-Spell-Out, i.e. at LF). Using
this conception of the MP, Wexler makes the following proposal. Suppose the finite
lexical forms have the feature Strong while non-finite agreement have the feature
Weak. Therefore finite forms must move to I(or AGR) overtly while RIs would have
covert verb movement. This would explain the differing overt word order patterns of
finite versus non-finite clauses, but it does not explain the seemingly optional RI
usage by children. To do this Wexler once again relies upon the child having no real
conception of Tense - to the child both finite and infinitival forms are infinite. Under
this proposal the agreement affix is again a reflex of movement rather than the cause
of it, with the child choosing to move the verb to AGRS simply because they observe
adults doing so.

This proposal falls foul of most of the criticisms of Wexler's previous proposal.
Movement does not generate affixation, affixation is decided long before the syntactic
representation is constructed.Z Also, there is again a lack of explanation as to how the
child generates the correct (to the context) affix if they are blind to Tense. Of course,
this proposal avoids the previous criticisms aimed at the syntactic model being
employed, but even here there are problems. Wexler's proposal of finite versus non-
finite forms bearing Strong and Weak features (respectively) does not conform to
Chomsky's (1992) proposal. In the MP it is not the values of verbal agreement that
are Strong or Weak, but rather the value of an abstract feature in the FP (AGRS in the
version of the MP we are considering) itself. If AGRS's feature is Strong, it draws the
verb up to AGRS overtly; if AGRS's feature is weak, the verb is drawn up covertly.
As such the MP has no explanation for RIs even in adults (as was pointed out in
Chapter 2).

As is evident from the criticisms above, I am not in agreement with either of
Wexler's proposals. However, I am in agreement with one of the general ideas being
put forward in this paper - that RIs are the result of how agreement is presented to the
syntactic component. As we shall see in the next paper reviewed this idea can be
adopted in a different way that is not only more consistent with modern linguistic
theory, but also shows promise as a more general solution.

6.2 Phillips (1995) - A Mixed Competence~Performance Model

In Phillips (1995) we are presented with another model based on the lexical
properties of verbal agreement. However, unlike Wexler (1994), in this model it is
assumed that the child always has a correct conception of agreement - i.e. the
(abstract) agreement features. Where Phillips feels that children differ from adults is
in their ability to access the morphological affix appropriate to these agreement
features. In this much I agree with Phillips' proposal, but I do not agree with his
implementation of this idea.

Under Phillips' proposal, agreement features are inserted separately from the
verbal stem and directly into the functional head, i.e. AGRS. The verb is then driven
to Merge with these features, although the reason for this is unclear. Phillips states
that "overt V-I facilitates either more complete or more economical Spell-Out of the
grammatical features in a sentence" (p. 359), but what this precisely means is unclear

z Even if one were to adopt a postlexicalist view of affixation where the form of the stemtaffix is a
reaction to the position of the FormaULexical-Categorial features at Spell-Out (a la Zwart 1997 - see
Chapter 7), this would still not save Wexler's proposaL In the postlexicalist proposal the appropriate F-
~L,C-features must be known at the level of the syntactic derivation - and it is these features (which
drive movement) that Wexler would say is missing.
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to me. However, if one assumes this to be true one can then postulate that RIs are
simply clauses in which the verb is not driven to Merge with the features in AGRS. In
this case the agreement features are inserted as a feature bundle having no
morphological properties. Therefore we have lack of overt movement to AGRS and,
because the verb does not Merge with its agreement features, a default affix on the
verb that does not encode agreement (i.e. the default infinitival form). So an RI will
have the structure as below:

~ ~ ~
Syntax: the cat 3sg like `the fish3
Spell Out: le chat Q~ aimer(infin.) le poisson

Phillips (1995:347)

Figure 1: RI Clause Structure - Phillips

Given this syntactic analysis of RIs, it is quite straight-forward to postulate an
explanation for child's RI behaviour. Children initially have problems accessing the
"morphological Spell-Out of the inflection features" (p. 360), i.e. the affix. This
difficulty translates into a high cost being associated with accessing this affix. Not
Merging features in AGRS also has a cost, but (by stipulation) a lower cost than the
child's initial attempts to access the affix, therefore the child initially relies heavily on
the RI form. Over time, as the child accesses morphological information more and
more, the cost of morphological access declines and the child relies on RIs less. For
the adult, the process of morphological access is heavily overlearned and as such
implies little to no cost, therefore the cost of not Merging at AGRS is more costly and
is avoided. Phillips also claims that this procedure explains the differences in RI use
between languages with rich inflection versus poor. He claims that RI use in
languages with rich inflection disappears quickly because

...the child speaking a more highly inflected language simply gets more
practice at accessing non-null affixes. Or it could be because there is an
increased difficulty in accessing the less specific inflectional paradigms of
less richly inflected languages.

Phillips (1995:360)

There are a number of problems with this proposal, having to do both with the
syntactic proposal and the learnability proposal. Firstly, there is Phillips' conception
of affix and feature insertion. Phillips postulates that verbal affixes and their related
features are inserted directly into the FP at which they are relevant, i.e. AGRS.
Although somewhat non-standard, this is a position that has been proposed and

3 English is used here for explanatory purposes only. One should not assume that English is somehow
the default language of syntactic derivation.
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defended before (e.g. Speas 1994). Where Phillips' syntactic analysis (i.e. of the adult
phenomenon) seems questionable is in the effects on the syntax when the verb fails to
Merge with AGRS. In this case the verb is claimed to receive the default iniinitival
affix because it now lacks features. However, the clause itself does not lack features -
rather, they are now expressed as non-overt affix. So, the question is why does the
verb still require an affix? Under this proposal it seems clear that the verbal affix is
generated to bear agreement features. If these features are now expressed by another
element, why would the verb require an afiix at all? Also, this afiix would be inserted
into the derivation with the verb, yet the failure to Merge would only occur later. How
would the derivational system know to generate the afiix in advance (assuming this is,
as it appears, a derivational theory)?

The learnability problems with this proposal are much clearer. The most obvious
problem is with the child's continued accessing of the morphological affix system. If
the child found that RI use was (initially) less costly than producing an afiix, and the
RI form has all of the information content of a finite clause, why would the child ever
give up using the RI form? In other words, why would the child put the effort into
learning to access the morphological system of a language (which Phillips postulates
as being costly) when they have another, less costly, system which works just as well?
There seems to me to be no reason what-so-ever for the child making this (additional)
effort. And even if one were to grant that this developmental process occurs, there are
other problems with this proposal.

As Phillips points out himself (fn. 38), we would expect RI use to go from 100qo
to Oolo in one step as soon as the cost of accessing the correct morphological form
becomes less than that of not Merging. As discussed in Chapter 3, and as Phillips
points out himself, RI use by children gradually decreases over time. Phillips
concedes this point and states that the process must be dependent upon the cost of
morphological access being variable around a gradually decreasing mean - i.e. the
cost of morphological access varies at any given time, and overall the average cost
decreases over time. However, he can provide no explanation for why this might be.

Finally, there is the problem of the differences in use between languages with
rich inflectional paradigms (which use RIs only briefly) and those with poor
inflectional paradigms (where RI use is drawn out). Phillips claims that this is the
result of either richly inflected languages accessing morphology more often (therefore
driving down the cost of morphological access more quickly) or because there is
inherently increased difficulty accessing less specific inflectional systems. For
starters, Phillips' characterisation of the differences between languages is incorrect.
Languages which allow adult use of null subjects have a shortened period of RI use as
compared to languages which do not allow null subjects - rather than languages with
rich (i.e. few bare stem forms) agreement versus non-rich agreement. As discussed in
Chapter 2, null subject languages all have rich inflectional systems, but so do many
non-null subject languages. For example, German has no non-overt agreement affixes
(i.e. bare stem forms) and therefore the child would have to access German afiixation
as often as an Italian child, yet German children show an extended period of RI use
while Italian children use RIs only briefly. In fact, the argument is even further flawed
in that any language that encodes agreement as part of its verbal afiixation would
access its morphological component as often as Italian, regardless of its inflectional
paradigm. This is because under Phillips' proposal a non-overt affix (as opposed to a
non-overt feature bundle) must have the same characteristics (including the need for
morphological access) as an overt affix. Non-overt afiixes must also cause the verb to
move to AGRS in order to Merge, otherwise languages with inflectional paradigms
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having a mixture of overt and non-overt affixes would have differing movement
patterns for each. Movement to AGRS is for morphological reasons (under this
proposal), therefore the non-overt affix must have morphological properties, therefore
it must be accessed from the morphological component. In the proposal, a non-overt
feature bundle, by contrast, is inserted only when an overt afiix cannot be accessed,
therefore it need not have these properties. How these differing non-overt forms
actually differ from one another (as they must) is not clear.

6.3 Boser et al. (1992) - Null Auxiliaries

Finally, we turn to the Null Aux Hypothesis of Boser et al. (1992) and Whitman
(1994). This model of development is relatively straight-forward, which is somewhat
surprising given its frequent misinterpretation in the literature. Like all proposals in
this chapter, Boser et al. assume the Full Competence Hypothesis (discussed in
Chapter 5) - i.e. that the child's grammar includes all the FPs of the adult's. For Boser
et al. this means the existence of both IP and CP, and mandatory verb (and auxiliary)
movement through both (i.e. all verb movement to CP, contra Travis 1984 and Zwart
1997). From this starting point they then propose a simple solution for the child's RI
utterances: that they are the result of the child inserting a null auxiliary element into
IP. This aux element, which would bear the verbal agreement features, then moves to
Spec,CP - just as verbal elements in adult languages do. Note that this proposal says
nothing about null modals, although (for some reason) this is how it often seems to be
interpreted. So, we have the following structure for (V~2) RIs:4

CP
~

C'
~

Co IP

Boser et al. (1992:62)

Figure 2: RI Clause Structure (V~2) - Boser et al.

The insertion of the null aux blocks movement of the verb to IP and, because the null
aux bears the agreement features, the verb appears in its default form, the infinitival.

Boser at al. also seek to explain the lack of non-subject movement to Spec,CP in
RI clauses. As discussed in Chapter 3, it appears that there is an incompatibility
between (non-subject) movement to CP and RIs. In other words, there are no (or very
few) examples of topicalization or wh-movement to CP in RIs. Boser at al. seek to
explain this observation by the introduction of a licensing requirement on the null aux
element. They propose that:

4 Boser et al. are assuming a right-headed IP.
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(2) a. pro must be in a Spec-head coniiguration with an overt Xo that shares its
grammatical feature specification.

b. A pronominal (non-trace) empty Xo must be in a Spec-head configuration
with an overt XP that shares its grammatical feature specifications.

Whitman (1994) p. 2855

This proposal basically states that licensing of a null element occurs in a Spec-
head configuration and that either the head (verbal element) or the Spec (nominal
element) may be null iff it shares feature speciiications with the other element. Given
that Boser et al. and Whitman assume universal movement to CP, the implications are
as follows. An overt subject in Spec,CP will license a null aux in head,CP because the
subject and the verb have the same features. A non-subject in Spec,CP will not license
a null aux because this non-subject element and the null aux have different features.
This effectively eliminates the possibility of a null aux and non-subject element
occurring together in CP, thus explaining the lack of topicalizations and (non-subject)
wh-questions in RIs.

In my opinion, most criticism of the Null Aux Hypothesis seems to be based
upon a misreading of the proposal to imply that the null aux element need have the
properties of a modal element.ó As many RIs occur in which the null element could
not have a modal reading, then the hypothesis must be incorrect - or so the argument
goes (for discussion, see, e.g., Beherns 1993, Kr~tner 1993, Poeppel 8z Wexler 1993,
Phillips 1995). As I have already stated, this seems to me to be a misinterpretation of
the proposal, therefore I will not address this point further. However, there is another
feature of this proposal that does bear criticism - the licensing proposal.

Under the Null Aux Hypothesis, the aux is claimed to be a pronominal element
and therefore can be null when it is in a Spec-head relation with an element that
shares the same features with it, i.e. the subject. This is basically introducing
symmetry to the idea that a null subject is identified by features on the verb - i.e. that
the verb can, conversely, be identiiied by features on the subject. Assuming that only
a subject in Spec,CP (and not, for example, an object) shares features with the (null)
aux, then we also have an explanation for the lack of topicalization and non-subject
wh-questions with the null aux element - they don't license the null aux. This
proposal seems to introduce many more questions than it answers.

The most obvious problem with this licensing proposal is the predicted lack of
null subjects in RIs. In Boser et al. we see this stated explicitly: "instances where both
the head and speciiier are null are not licensed" (p. 61). However, as we have seen in
Chapter 3, cases where both the subject and `aux' are null are both common and
consistent within child speech. This data stands in sharp contrast to the predictions of
the proposal.

A second issue that seems problematic for this proposal is its stipulation of the
licensing condition as a condition of final (i.e. Spell-Out) representations of the
derivation. In other words, this licensing condition applies only to the Spell-Out of the
derivation and not to intermediate steps. If this were not the case then the verbal
element (e.g. aux) and the subject could render each other null in the INFL node and

5 I include this definition from Whitman as it is equivalent to the proposal in Boser et al. and is phrased
more succinctly.
6 I assume this is because it is felt that a null aux must actually be substituting for an overt auxiliazy. I
see no reason for this, as a null aux element could simply be the default the language production system
depends upon when the adult agreement system has not been fully acquired. A similar point is made in
van Riemsdijk's (2001 - to appear) criticism of Babiers' (1995) arguments against empty verbs.
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then the null aux could move up to head,CP while the object moved to Spec,CP.
Stipulating a condition which must apply at Spell-Out (i.e. surface structure) may be
permissible in the PBzP approach, but seems counter to the underlying philosophy of
the MP. Under the MP, operations are supposed to be generally applicable to all
stages of the derivation. To say that a condition applies only to the Spell-Out form is
to either stipulate a new condition on derivation or to claim that this condition occurs
post-Spell-Out, i.e. as a condition on Phonetic Form. This latter claim (not that Boser
et al. makes it) may not be unreasonable given that null elements seem to be a
response to a desire by the grammar to minimise phonetic content, but to postulate a
PF-specific operation seems to run counter to current thinking within MP research.~

Another issue is that this proposal assumes that the verb and the object do not
check at any point in the derivation. If they did then the (null) aux and the object
would share features and therefore the object would be allowed to move into CP with
the null aux (even assuming the restriction applies at Spell-Out). Note that positing
that the aux and object eliminate their features when they check in AGROP (or
wherever they initially check) would not rectify this problem, as the same would
occur between the subject and null aux in INFL.

A fourth problem with this licensing proposal is why the behaviour is abandoned
(or largely abandoned) by the child. In other words, why would the child's grammar
ever stop using RIs? This is particularly relevant for a language like English, where a
dummy auxiliary-like element (do) is used in adult language without being rendered
null. Why does this licensing condition no longer apply? Whitman relates the
deacquisition of RI behaviour to the deacquisition of pro-drop (null subjects).

Presumably deacquisition of pro-drop results from learning that the
inventory of ~-features in German is not sufficiently rich to identify pro.
[The specification of the licensing condition] makes possible the
prediction that this lexical learning process is also involved in the
deacquisition of the null aux pattern, because the same set of features
inadequate for the identification of pro ought to be inadequate for the
identification of null l~.

Whitman (1994:285)

This explanation is problematic for three reasons. The first is that Whitman is
appealing to a separate acquisition process (null subjects) that he (and Boser et al.)
have not dealt with. As discussed extensively in this thesis, the problems of null
subjects and how they are licensedlidentified and how and why they are used by
children are persistent and explanations for this behaviour have been, to date,
unsatisfactory. Whitman has simply passed off the significant deacquisition problem
of RI use onto another even more problematic issue. If he wishes to claim that RIs are
`delearned' the same way as null subjects are, then he should at least discuss how
such a null subject proposal might work. Secondly, and even more troubling, is that
linking the disappearance of RIs to the disappearance of null subjects would imply
that languages which do not eliminate null subject use would continue to use RIs. As
we have seen in Chapter 3, languages for which null subjects are a valid adult option
in fact use RIs to a far lesser extent in childhood than languages without null subjects
and this RI use disappears significantly earlier than in non-null subject languages.
How and why a null subject language would recognise the inappropriateness of the

~ This view may now be outdated given the proposals of Chomsky (1998).
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null aux and cease using it is a separate question (and would most likely require a
separate deacquisition procedure), not addressed by Boser et al. or Whitman. Thirdly,
it is not clear that RI use ever entirely disappears in languages. As argued by Lasser
(1997), adults use RIs in pragmatically restricted ways. On the other hand, null
subject use of the kind exhibited by children learning non-null subject languages
disappears totally as the child's language develops. It is not clear how, if the
deacquisition of RIs is related to the disappearance of null subjects, RIs could persist
in restricted forms.g Finally, there is the point of differing null subject usage in finite
versus non-iinite child utterances. As we saw in Chapter 3, use of null subjects in
finite clauses decreases gradually over time while null subject use in RIs stays
roughly consistent. Although not explicitly addressed by this proposal, it seems clear
that overt (finite) verbs and auxiliaries could license a null subject in exactly the same
way as a null aux (and vice-versa - see the above point). If this were the case, then
they should have the same patterns of deacquisition, producing the same overt
patterns of use in the child's utterances. As they do not, it would appear that there is
(at least) an additional factor affecting one of the processes.

6.4 My Proposal - Default Feature Insertion

Having reviewed a number of models which employ in some way the idea of
lexically-based acquisition, I will now present my own model. As was the case with
all of the previous models, my model will be based on the idea of the Strong
Continuity Hypothesis (Pinker 1979). Under this hypothesis, the syntactic component
of the child's language system is postulated to be exactly the same as that of the
adult's, the child (`s language faculty) having at its disposal all of the FPs and
operations that the adult has. In fact, the model I will present could be considered to
be even more rigid (allowing less variation) than the Strong Continuity Hypothesis
originally entailed, as this hypothesis was originally made within the PBzP framework.
Within this framework the Strong Continuity Hypothesis meant that the child had
access to all principles and parameters of UG as well as the derivational tree-building
processes. In other words, the entire UG was available to the child rather than some of
it becoming available later through (say) maturation. However, the child's grammar
could still differ from the adult's through inappropriate settings for specific
parameters (the learning process being the process of correcting these inappropriate
settings).

Under the MP, the possibility of child variation from the adult grammar because
of parameter missetting is eliminated. The MP states that (at least adult) syntax is
invariant. As I have discussed earlier, this leaves only the delayed introduction of
portions of the syntactic component (through, e.g., maturation theory) as an
explanation for differences between the child's and the adult's syntax - a possibility
not explicitly ruled out by Chomsky. If one were to eliminate the possibility of
syntactic components maturing, as I wish to do, then one is left with no differences
between the child's grammar and the adult's grammar - they are exactly the same. I
shall call this the Developmental Invariant Syntax Hypothesis (to differentiate it from
the standard idea of an invariant syntax in adult grammar):

g Note that in Whitman's proposal this problem is not solved by considering a lexically-based (or
microparametric) parametric model, as he has explicitly linked (deacquisition of) the RI phenomenon
to the null subject phenomenon. Therefore the behaviour of one must follow the behaviour of the other.
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(3) The Developmental Invariant Syntax Hypothesis (the DISH)
The child's syntax is exactly the same as the adult's, with access to
exactly the same functional projections and operations.

This is simply an expansion of the idea of an invariant (adult) syntax to the child and
seems to me to be a somewhat logical adaptation of the Strong Continuity Hypothesis
to the MP.

If one is to eliminate the possibility of syntactic variation between the adult and
the child as being the explanation for differing language use between them then how
are we to explain this variation at all? The answer lies, I feel, within the basic
postulation of the MP: all language variation lies within the lexicon. The (somewhat
vague) idea is that these differences interact with the invariant syntax to produce
differing surface phenomena. As a general idea this proposal sounds logical and
appealing - lexical differences are readily apparent between languages and the
lexicon must be acquired (whereas it is not obvious that syntax must be).
Unfortunately, this idea has not been `fleshed out', with only vague and limited
proposals being offered. Until recently, the only (adult) proposal being offered was
the Wealc~Strong distinction of Chomsky (1992) which was introduced as a stop-gap
measure for theory development purposes (to distinguish differing movement
patterns). Under this proposal, the attraction properties of a FP were either Weak or
Strong, with Weak attraction resulting in covert (post-Spell-Out) movement and
Strong attraction causing overt (pre-Spell-Out) movement (see Chapter 1 for a more
detailed explanation). As such the Weak~Strong distinction was a direct descendant of
parameter setting, but with the `parameter' residing in the lexicon (although it had no
real effect or status outside of the syntax). On the acquisition side of things the
Weak~Strong distinction was particularly problematic, as it was unclear what the
distinction corresponded to and how such a distinction could be acquired.9 Given its
problematic status, it is not surprising that the Weak~Strong distinction was widely
ignored in the acquisition literature, resulting in the continuation of the traditional
idea of syntactic variation between child and adult (under the guise of maturation
theory).

So, if one cannot rely upon the traditional notion of syntactic variation to explain
differing language usage between adult and child, and the only speciiied source of
language variation is unappealing, how does one explain such differences? The
answer, it seems to me, has already been partially explored in the previously reviewed
works of Wexler (1994) and Phillips (1995) - language variation lies in what
knowledge the child has acquired at their stage of development and in how that
knowledge is stored within the lexicon. This is the position I will be exploring in the
remainder of this chapter. I will be positing that what linguistic knowledge the child
has (and has not) acquired and how that knowledge is represented within the lexicon
can have major implications on the child's language use, including producing a
number of non-obvious effects relating to their use of null subjects and RIs. It will be
my position that a wide range of facts associated with the development of null
subjects and RIs (including their gradual development) can be attributed to these two
distinctions, while the syntactic component of the child's grammar remains invariant
and completely equivalent to that of the adult.

9 This has been resolved in later versions of the MP (e.g. Chomsky 1998), with the Weak~Strong
distinction corresponding to EPP properties of heads.
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6.4.1 The Starting Point

6.4.1.1 Economy of Projection

As the starting point of this proposal I will be adopting the idea of two possible
coniigurations of the lexicon as originally postulated by Rohrbacher (1993), for verb
movement, and adapted to an analysis of null subjects by Speas (1994, 1995). The
proposal is that verbal afiixes, which encode the (abstract) agreement of a language,
are stored in the lexicon as either a lexical representation (i.e. each affix having a
lexical entry) or encoded in a rule-based paradigm (which generates the afiixes)'o - cf.
the previous references for discussion.

Speas (1994) takes up this distinction as a possible explanation for the difference
between languages which allow null subjects and those that do not. Although I have
presented this theory previously (in Chapter 5), I will provide a short summary here as
it is relevant to the theory I propose. Under her proposal, languages which store
affixation in the lexical representation will allow null subjects while those in which
affixation is generated by the rule base will not. The reasoning for this is as follows. If
the affix is stored as a part of the lexical representation then that afiix is available to
the computational component and therefore may be separated from the verbal stem
when the verb and affix are selected for insertion into the syntactic derivation. On the
other hand, affixes generated by the rule-based paradigm are not available to the
computational component (as affixes generated by the rule-based paradigm have no
lexical properties until they are generated) and therefore must be inserted into the
syntactic derivation attached to the verb stem for which they were generated. This
gives us a proposal in which null subject languages (those with a lexical
representation of affixation) may separate the affix from the verbal stem and non-null
subject languages (those with a rule-based paradigm which generates the afiix) may
not.

To explain how this difference in afiixal representation can explain the
differences in null subject behaviour Speas introduces a new principle of economy:
Economy of Projection. This principle states that an XP may only project if either the
head or Spec of that XP has independent phonological or semantic content. In other
words, an XP must have one or the other of its headlSpec (or both) filled in order to
project. The important entailment of this principle is that an XP need have only one of
its head or Spec iilled. Therefore, if one can show that, say, the head of AGRP is
iilled in a language, then the Spec of AGRP (i.e. the subject) could be filled by an
element with no independent phonological or semantic content (i.e. a null subject).

Given these two presuppositions, Speas makes the following proposal. A
language which stores its (verbal) affixation in the lexical representation can separate
an affix from its verbal stem. Under the principle of Procrastination, the separate affix
will not be inserted into the syntactic derivation until it is required, i.e. in the head of
AGRP where it is required for feature checking. If the afiix is inserted directly into
head,AGRP then AGRP now has an element with independent phonological or
semantic content in one of its headlSpec nodes and therefore the other node (the Spec)
need not contain an element with independent content - therefore it may contain a null
element (subject). This gives us the distinctions below:

~o I will be avoiding the terms "weak agreement" and "strong agreement" (used by Rohrbacher and
Speas) as these terms are easily confused with the WeaklStrong distinction of abstract features within
the MP.
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Speas (1994:189)

Figure 3: Null Subject versus Non-Null Subject Clauses - Speas

Under Speas, in Italian (a null subject language) the affix is stored in the lexical
representation and therefore may be separated from the verb for insertion into the
syntactic derivation. Under the process described above, procrastination determines
that this separate affix is inserted directly into the head,AGRP. Given that AGRP now
has an element with independent phonological or semantic content in one of its
headlSpec nodes, the other node (Spec,AGRP) may be filled (at some level of
derivation) by an element without independent content. Therefore a null subject may
be generated in Spec,VP which will later move to Spec,AGRP (in Speas' account,
post-Spell-Out). The verb will then move to join with the affix in head,AGRP for
independent reasons.

In English (non-null subject), the affix is stored in a rule-based paradigm and
therefore cannot be separated from the verbal stem; it must `follow' the stem element
which generated it into the syntactic derivation (i.e. into VP). Under this model of
insertion, the head of AGRP no longer has independent phonological or semantic
content, therefore the Spec of AGRP must be non-null or the Economy of Projection
principle would prohibit the projection of AGRP. Because of this, the subject must be
overt in such languages.

So, under Speas' proposal the difference between null subject and non-null
subject languages `falls out' from the difference in how affixes are stored in the
lexicon (and one new principle of economy) - in my opinion, a highly desirable result.
There is the question of what differentiates a null subject from a non-null subject
language (which I addressed in detail in Chapter 2): Speas (1995) adopts a distinction
made in Rohrbacher (1993):

(4)
INFL is a referential category with lexically listed affixes in exactly
those languages where regular subject-verb agreement minimally
distinctively marks all referential INFL-features such that a. and b.:
a. In at least one number and one tense, the person features [ 1 st]
and [2nd] are distinctively marked.
b. In at least one person of one tense, the number feature [singular]
is distinctively marked.

(Rohrbacher 1993:118)

~~ I will not be discussing Speas' proposals for Chinese-type and Yiddish-type languages.
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However, this distinction was originally made by Rohrbacher to distinguish
languages which undergo V-I movement from those that do not rather than a
distinction between null and non-null subject languages. Speas recognises that this is
an overly general distinction, predicting that all languages with V-I movement will
encode affixes lexically and therefore license a null subject. This is not the case for
(e.g.) the V-I languages French and German. In the end she recognises that this
morphological condition is at best incomplete and may require additional mechanisms
to accurately capture the distinction.

6.4.1.2 Problems with the Economy of Projection Proposal

I see two main problems with Speas' syntactic proposal:12 one, it is not clear why
verb movement of the verbfaffix to head,AGRP in, say, German does not license a
null subject and two, why it is that an overt subject in a null subject language does not
license a null affix? The first of these problems is the most troubling and Speas
herself recognises this inconsistency. She states:

Interestingly, verb movement by itself does not license the projection
of AGRP. Such languages must have a filled specifier of AGRP. This
may be because the AGR projection cannot be licensed by a head of a
category other than AGR. The projection of AGRP would hence have
to be licensed independently as an AGRP, before it could become the
landing site of verb movement.

(Speas 1994:190)

However, given the derivational nature of her proposal (and developments in the field
in general) it is unclear why this should be so. Given that AGRP does not project until
something motivates it (by insertion into, or movement to, head,AGRP) there should
be no difference between insertion and movement. Also, it is not clear how this would
apply to other projections (e.g. CP).

The problem of why an overt subject does not license a non-overt (separate) affix
could be solved by simply stating that null affixes are not a permissible option. Such a
stipulation is perfectly acceptable and is consistent with current linguistic theory in
which null affixes are rarely proposed. Therefore this `problem' is less compelling
than the first.

6.4.2 The Adult Proposal for Null Subjects

As stated previously, I will be adopting the idea of Rohrbacher (1993), also
adopted by Speas (1994, 1995), of two possible configurations of affixes in the
lexicon: a lexical representation and a rule-based paradigm. However, I will make
major modifications to their proposals. Firstly, contra Speas, I propose that in null
subject languages the affixes are generated by the rule-based paradigm, while in non-
null subject languages the affixes are stored directly attached to each verb. This seems
more intuitive to me, as it groups the affixal systems with the least inter-paradigm
ambiguity with the rule-based paradigm, and rule-bases are most easily adapted to

~z For a discussion of learnability problems associated with this approach, see Chapter 5.
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regular, unambiguous systems.13 Also, a rule-based paradigm, with its generally
applicable rules, would seem to correspond to an earlier acquired system of
`productive' agreement (including Tense) compared to a lexically determined system
of agreement (with affixation for each verb acquired for each individual verbal stem).
Productive rules would apply to novel verb stems; lexically-based agreement would
need to be acquired for each novel verb, drawing out the acquisition process. As we
saw in Chapter 3, children learning null subject languages have a much shorter period
of RI use (with their apparent lack of agreement) compared to children learning a non-
null subject language. This would appear to indicate that the null subject languages
achieve `productive' agreement quicker, which in turn indicates reliance upon a rule-
based paradigm. This is the position I will be advancing for the acquisition processes
described in Section 6.4.3.

non-null subject:

verb[af l,af2,...,af6]
verb[af l,af2,...,af6]

null subject:

verb
verb

rule-base: rulel
rule2

rule61

Figure 4: Lexical versus Rule-Based Paradigm Affix Representations

Secondly, I propose that the syntactic differences which the two representations
engender is in their representation within the Numeration rather than their availability
to the computational component. I propose, following an option presented in
Chomsky (1996), that the verbfaffix in the lexical representation is stored as a local
tree in which the attributes of the verb dominate15 and are inserted into the
Numeration as such.

(5) verb
~

verb affix

On the other hand, affixes generated by the rule-based paradigm are inserted into the
Numeration as separate lexical items.

After the Numeration is filled with all relevant lexical items, the syntactic
derivation process commences. Under the principle of Procrastination, elements are
inserted into the derivation only when required (as in Speas' proposal). In both null
subject and non-null subject languages, the verb is required to be inserted into the VP.
In the case of a non-null subject language, this means that the affix will also be
inserted at this point, as the verb and affix are already in a local tree relationship.
However, in a null subject language the verb and affix are stored separately and may

130ne could adhere to Speas' original distinction of null subject languages being the lexical
representation and non-null subject languages being the rule-based paradigm by arguing that in the
lexical representation the affixes are stored separately from the verb (and therefore inserted into the
Numeration separately) and that the rule-based paradigm requires a merger procedure between the verb
and the generated affix (creating a local tree).
la The number of rules within the rule base will depend upon the number of agreement affixes encoded
within the paradigm. This example assumes six affixes.
15 Chomsky takes no position as to which attributes dominate.
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therefore be inserted separately. As the features of the affix are not required until the
checking operation within TP, the afiix is not inserted until this point. Upon the
affix's insertion into TP to fuliil the checking operation the verb will move up to
adjoin to the afiix in order to meet the phonological constraint that a verb must be
attached to its overt affix (if it has one) before articulation. Therefore the verb always
appears in (at least) head,TP position (although it may move on to CP if required).t6

TP TP
~ ~

T T
~ ~

VP af VP
~ ~

subj V subj V

I I
verbtaf verb

non-null subject null subject

Figure 5: Affix Insertion into the Derivational Tree

So far we have a proposal that still closely resembles Speas' Economy of
Projection model. Null subject languages insert their verbal affixes directly into TP
(AGRP in Speas' model), non-null subject languages insert the affix attached to the
verb in VP. If I were to maintain an Economy of Projection model at this point I
would still have the problems described in Section 6.4.1.2, mainly the problem of why
verb movement to TP wouldn't license a null subject even in non-null subject
languages. There would also be the `problem' of limiting myself to one particular
version of the MP. Speas' proposal relies upon full XP insertion (i.e. Kayne 1994);
the properties of the entire XP must be considered. This is incompatible with the
local-tree Merger model of Chomsky (1996), as Speas points out (Speas 1994, p.17).
This is not to imply that this is necessarily incorrect, but I prefer a model which is
compatible with both proposals.

To avoid the problems of the Economy of Projection model, I will abandon it. I
propose instead that null subjects are licensed by a syntactic process within a Spec-
head relation.t~ If the features (perhaps only Person and Number) of the affix are
available to this syntactic process then the subject may be left null (as the affixal
features identify it). However, the features of the affix are only available to the
syntactic process in null subject languages (for adults, anyway). To see why this is we
must examine the property of Lexical Integrity.~g

(6) Lexicallntegrity

No syntactic process can affect a or b in [~a...[b...]] if c is a word.

16 I am ignoring the `null subject' languages with no agreement affixation at all, e.g. Chinese, Japanese.
As discussed in Chapter 2, I feel that these are not examples of the prototypical null subject behaviour
and must be addressed separately.
17 In keeping with the precepts of the MP, a null subject is created by an overt subject being deleted.
Therefore, to say a null subject is licensed is to say that the subject will remain identified (i.e. to
another speaker of the language) even if the Delete operation is applied.
~g I thank Hans Broekhuis (p.c.) for suggesting Lexical Integrity as a solution to this problem.
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Lexical Integrity basically states that no syntactic process may violate word
boundaries.19 In the case of a non-null subject language, where the verbfaffix are
inserted into the derivation as a local tree in which the attributes of the verb dominate,
the features of the affix are `stranded' within the local tree and unavailable to the
syntactic process of licensing a null subject. In a null subject language, the affix is
inserted directly into head,TP and then the verb moves up to adjoin to it. In the
process of adjunction the features of the element being adjoined to (i.e. the affix)
always dominate, therefore the features of the affix are available to the licensing
process.

non-null subject: TP null subject: TP

subject `T' (pro) ` T'

verb, `. affix ` .
" . ~ .

verb affix verb affix

Figure 6: Null Subject versus Non-Null Subject Clause Structures

So, under this model null subjects are licensed by a syntactic process mediated by
Lexical Integrity rather than a(new) principle of economy. The distinction between
null subject and non-null subject languages is still in their representation within the
lexicon, however the motivation for the licensing of a null subject differs. Rather than
introduce a new principle of economy which seems specific to one particular syntactic
phenomenon,20 I simply posit that null subjects are `licensed' in a Spec-head
relationship whenever the relevant agreement features are available to the Spec node
(i.e. the identity of the subject can be established within the Spec).

6.4.3 The Acquisition Proposal

We now turn to the acquisition phenomena related to the child's use of null
subjects and RIs. In recent years it has been realised that these phenomena are more
complex than the traditional notion of children learning a non-null subject language
initially using null subjects and then abandoning this option. In-depth analysis of the
child data (cf. e.g. Haegeman 1995) have shown that there are sub-patterns of null
subject use by children learning a non-null subject language, related to the child's use
(or not) of finite constructions. As discussed in Chapter 3, such studies have shown
that the child's use of null subjects within finite and non-finite (RI) constructions
differs in both frequency and development. Null subject use (by children learning a
non-null subject language) is initially greater in RI constructions than in finite
constructions. In addition, over time the percentage of null subject use in finite
constructions gradually declines while it remains roughly constant in RI
constructions. The use of RI constructions also varies cross-linguistically with respect
to whether the child is acquiring a null-subject or non-null subject language. Children

~9 Under this definition, feature checking would not be considered a purely syntactic operation. This
may be the result of the fact that checking applies to abstract features while `syntactic' operations such
as licensing a null subject apply to non-abstract features - see Chapter 7 for discussion.
zo It is unclear how the Economy of Projection principle could account for (e.g.) null objects in CP in
Vl2 languages.
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acquiring a null subject language initially use a small percentage of RIs and this use
quickly disappears (e.g. Guasti 1994, Phillips 1995, Sano 8z Hyams 1995) while
children acquiring a non-null subject language initially use a large percentage of RIs
and this use declines gradually over an extended period of time. For a summary of all
the relevant facts see the conclusion to Chapter 3.

With this model I will be proposing an integrated solution of these phenomena. In
keeping with the stated purpose of this work I will propose that all of these
phenomena stem from developments within the lexicon. The acquisition model relies
upon the model of adult null subject use presented in the previous section, in keeping
with the DISH. However, whereas in this proposal the distinction between adult null
subject and non-null subject grammars is proposed to be a result of the configuration
of the lexicon, the child phenomena are proposed to be a result (primarily) of what
knowledge has been acquired by the child and stored in the lexicon at any point in
their linguistic development.

For ease of discussion, I will be examining the child phenomena in three separate
sections: use and development of null subjects in finite constructions, the use and
development of RI constructions, and the use and (non) development of null subjects
in RI constructions. I will endeavour to demonstrate that if one views the development
of the lexicon as a lexically-based (i.e. individual words and afiixes) process then the
child phenomena can be explained with a minimum of additional assumptions.

6.4.3.1 Null Subjects in Finite Constructions

The Data

This section will be concerned with the use of null subjects in finite constructions
by a child acquiring a non-null subject language. The use of null subjects in finite
constructions by a child acquiring a null subject language is considered to be
adherence to the proper adult grammar and is therefore uninteresting with respect to
this proposa1.21

In Chapter 3 I discussed and then summarised the interesting child data facts
concerning null subjects in finite clauses (I will discuss null subjects in RIs later). I
repeat the relevant facts below.

(~)
. The percentage of null subject use in finite constructions is lower than the

use of null subjects in RI constructions.
. Null subject use by English children reduces gradually, use by Italian

children remain roughly constant.
. Children use less null subjects with modals and semi-auxiliaries than with

verbs.
~ Italian children produce more null subjects than English children.
~ Children do not use null subjects in subordinate clauses.

The last of these points will not be discussed in this work. Embedded clauses
begin to appear only in the dying stages of null subject use (i.e. when null subject use

2~ Valian (1991) notes that children acquiring a null subject language ( Italian) initially use more null
subjects (-70qo) than do adult speakers of that language (-SO~Io). However this is likely due to the
discourselpragmatic factors which determine when a null subject should be used andlor the child's
propensity to root their speech in the `here and now' (where subjects are more obvious).
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has almost stopped). For this reason Valian (1991) has speculated that null subjects
may not be a permissible option by the time embedded clauses become generally
available to the child. However, there are example utterances with both null subjects
(in the root clause) and embedded clauses. This is further complicated by the fact that
the data (with respect to this phenomenon) has not taken into account possible
finite~RI differences and by the fact that other researchers have reported small
numbers of null subjects in embedded clauses in other studies (cf. e.g. Hamann 1996).
I will not be addressing this issue in this work, other than to say that if there is in fact
an incompatibility between null subjects and embedded clauses, the following
proposal cannot account for it. However, I will be seeking to explain the other child
phenomena.

The Proposal

Let us begin by again considering the distinction in lexical configuration between
null subject and non-null subject languages. Under the proposal in Section 6.4.2, null
subject languages generate verbal affixation from a general rule-based paradigm while
non-null subject languages store each affix for each verb individually (i.e. the lexical
representation). In a theory of language based upon general theories of economy (as
the MP is), the rule-based paradigm configuration would be highly preferred (as a
simple paradigm is much more economical to store than a separate affix for every
verb). In other words, given the choice of the two possible coniigurations, the LAD
would prefer to adopt the rule-based paradigm configuration (if it can). By this
reasoning I propose that the LAD will initially attempt to store the verbal affixation of
a newly acquired language as a rule-based paradigm.22 It is only after receiving
overwhelming (because of the strong bias towards a more economical system)
evidence that the language cannot conform to the rule-based paradigm configuration
(by violation of the agreement-based criteria differentiating null subject from non-null
subject languages) that the LAD abandons attempts to create a generally applicable
rule-based paradigm and instead relies upon the lexical representation of affixation.2~

The above argumentation relies upon the idea that the lexicon is built up
gradually, i.e. lexically (one verb at a time, each affix for each verb acquired
separately). There is strong evidence to suggest that this is so. Studies into the No-
Overlap Hypothesis, trying to relate iinite~RI usage to particular semantic properties
of a verb, have consistently shown that most verbs are used either finitely or non-
finitely, with only a few verbs being used both ways (Poeppel 8i Wexler 1993,
Kr~mer 1993, Ingram 8z Thompson 1996). Wijnen (1995, p.112) addresses this

22 This is not to imply that the generally applicable (to an entire category) affix rules (which constitute
the pazadigm in the adult language) would be immediately acquired. In paradigm-based leazning
models there must be an initial period of individual verb t affix rule acquisition (i.e. all verbs are
initially acquired as`irregulaz' verbs). Only after a number of these verb-specific rules have been
acquired can the acquisition device `collapse' the specific rules into a generally applicable rule (cf.
Ling 8z Mazinov 1993 for discussion). The process of rule-based paradigm building is described in the
following paragraphs.
23 It could be that some languages actually end up with a mixture of these two systems. As discussed in
Chapter 2, there aze a number of languages which exhibit a mixture of null and non-null subject
behaviours, dependent upon the particular PINIT for being used. For example, we have the mixed
verbal conjugations of Portuguese, Hebrew and Finnish, the synthetic~analytic distinction of Celtic, and
the mixed `complementizer agreement' forms of Germanic Vl2 languages. Although the proposal here
does not address all of the questions concerning these phenomena, it does provide a possible
explanation for the co-existing behaviours. Also, the lexical basis of the MP provides a compatible base
for such lexical distinctions.
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question directly and concludes that the distinction is lexical rather than syntactic (see
Section 6.4.3.2 below and Chapter 3).

So, we have a model where the LAD is initially attempting to construct a rule-
based paradigm (i.e. a null subject language configuration) and starts to acquire verbs
and their affixes individually. What behaviour is then predicted for finite (i.e. where
the affix has been acquired) constructions in a null subject language? Initially, newly
acquired verbs and their affixation will be stored in the rule-based paradigm, with
each verb having separate rules for generating each affix. Although positing a
separate rule for each affix of each verb may seem uneconomical (and it is), the LAD
is `hoping' that over time these rules will `collapse' into a general rule base applicable
to all regular verbs24 (a very economical configuration). A rule base `collapses' when
enough rule information has been acquired for enough lexical entries for the LAD to
determine the existence and identity of the generally applicable rules (i.e. an
overwhelming adherence to a single rule - as compared to a number of conflicting
rules for irregular forms). At this point the redundant individual rules (for each affix
type) are replaced by simple rules applicable to all elements that share an affix.

However, for a non-null subject language the rule-based paradigm is not the
proper configuration. Assuming the criteria for distinguishing a null subject from a
non-null subject language presented in Chapter 2(or some such criteria related to
verbal agreement), at some point in acquiring the affixation for a particular verb the
LAD will realise that the verb does not meet the null subject criteria. At this point the
verb and its acquired afiixation will be copied to the lexical representation. I say
copied rather than moved because even in a null subject language there are some
(irregular) verbs that will not meet the (morphology-based) criteria. To move rather
than copy such verbs would strand them in the lexical representation when the general
rule-based paradigm `collapses' to generally applicable rules (for the null subject
language), meaning that these verbs would not allow null subjects in the adult
language (which is not the case). At this point in their development the child learning
a non-null subject language now has two representations of the verbal affixation; the
rule based paradigm, corresponding to a null subject language, and the lexical
representation, corresponding to a non-null subject language. When the child seeks to
produce an utterance containing a verbfaffix stored in both configurations, their
language faculty has a choice of what configuration to choose from. I posit that the
choice of which representation is chosen is probabilistic, based on the relative
strengths of the two configurations.25 Here "strength" corresponds to the amount of
information stored in the two representations (with the strength of the rule-based
paradigm decreasing when information is copied out of it). Initially, given its status as
the preferred option and the fact that all verbsfaffixes are initially stored in it, the
rule-based paradigm is strong compared to the lexical representation. As individual
verbs (and their affixation) are determined to be in violation of the null subject
criteria, they are copied to the lexical representation thereby increasing its strength
and decreasing the strength of the rule-based paradigm. However, the child is
constantly acquiring new verbs which are initially stored in the rule-based paradigm
(until their affixation is acquired and their violation of the null subject criteria
recognised), increasing its strength. So, we have a process in which the lexical

24 The affixation for exceptional (irregular) verbs would also be stored in the rule-based paradigm. cf.,
e.g., Ling 8z Marinov (1993) for a proposal as to how irregular rules can be dealt with by a rule-based
learning mechanism.
ZS This choice would be based on the probability of one or the other representation being chosen, rather
than the stronger always being chosen.
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representation is constantly growing in strength (with corresponding reductions in the
strength of the rule-based paradigm) but the rule-based paradigm, while losing
strength as verbs are copied to the lexical representation, is also receiving fresh
strengthening by the acquisition of new verbs. This will lead to an overall pattern of
the strength of the lexical representation growing over time in relation to the strength
of the rule-based paradigm. Given that the choice of which representation the
language faculty chooses is based upon these strengths, this would predict that
verbsfaffixes would initially be selected overwhelmingly from the rule-based
paradigm, but that over time the choice would be made more and more from the
lexical representation. As selection from the rule based paradigm provides the
possibility of a null subject in the child's utterance and selection from the lexical
representation prohibits the use of a null subject, this model would predict that the use
of null subjects (in finite constructions) would gradually decline over time (as the
lexical representation is selected more often) - which is the pattern we observe in the
child data.

We are now left with the question of the low null subject use with auxiliaries by
children acquiring a non-null subject language. I propose that this follows from the
above model if we accept that auxiliaries are not grouped together with verbs in the
lexicon but are rather stored as a separate (closed) class. As discussed above, the
strengthening of the lexical representation (and subsequent weakening of the rule-
based paradigm) by the copying of individual verbsfaffixes to the lexical
representation is somewhat off-set by the constant strengthening of the rule-based
paradigm by the addition of new verbs (for which affixation has not yet been
acquired). Therefore the delay in final selection of the lexical representation, and
gradual drop in null subject use, is largely a result of the number of verbs to be
acquired; i.e. the status of verbs as an open-class category. Auxiliaries, on the other
hand, are a closed-class category, i.e. there are a small number of them (among other
properties). If auxiliaries are treated as a separate class of elements by the LAD, then
there will not be the constant addition of new elements to this class (as there is with
verbs) and therefore nothing to mediate against the quick dominance in strength of the
lexical representation.26 Because of this, we would not expect to see the numbers or
patterns of null subject use associated with verbs, but rather a quick adoption of the
lexical representation and, correspondingly, a lack of null subjects with auxiliaries.

6.4.3.2 RIs versus Finite Constructions in Child Language

We next turn to the phenomenon of RI use by children acquiring languages in
which RIs are not a generally applicable option.27 It appears that all children initially
go through a period of RI use, although the frequency and duration of use is
dependent upon whether the language being acquired allows null subjects or not. For
the child learning a null subject language, RI use is infrequent and disappears quickly

26 It dces, however, seem unreasonable to assume that the lexicon could maintain two different
representations of affixal forms (e.g. lexical for auxiliaries and rule-based paradigm for verbs). One
would assume that an overall representation would have to be determined for the lexicon as a whole
and that the verbs, with their overwhelming numbers, would determine the final form. It is therefore
conceivable that al[hough a representation for auxiliaries could be determined early on, this
representation could later be `overruled' by the represetation chosen for the verbs (in, say, a language
with irregular (and ambiguous) inflectional morphology with the auxiliaries but unambiguous forms
with the verbs.
Z~ As Lasser (1997) demonstrates, RIs are a pragmatically restricted grammatical option in adult
language.
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(cf. Schaeffer 1990, Guasti 1994, Phillips 1995). On the other hand, if the child is
acquiring a non-null subject language, RI use is initially high and decreases gradually
over an extended period of time (cf. Wexler 1994, Haegeman 1995). I will be
proposing that these facts fall out from the previously described model if one views
RI constructions as finite constructions with a non-overt feature marker (i.e. a non-
overt feature bundle - NOFB) rather than as constructions lacking Tenseliiniteness
(cf. Boser et al. 1992, Whitman 1994 and Phillips 1995, previously discussed). This
explanation will again be related to the two possible configurations of the lexicon, the
initial competition for ascendancy between them and the individual nature of affix
acquisition. In keeping with the stated goal of this paper, this RI proposal avoids
variation in the child's syntactic component (with respect to the adult), including the
need to introduce maturation or optionality into the development of the grammar.

The Data

I again present a summary of the relevant facts (i.e. of RI use by children) from
Chapter 3.

(8)
. Children learning non-null subject languages use large numbers of RIs

early in their development and then such use gradually decreases over
time.

. Children do not front wh-phrases in RIs.

. Children do not topicalize in RIs.
~ Children do not use negation in RIs.
. Children acquiring a null subject language initially use a small number of

RIs and RI use disappears quickly.

The Proposal

Before we can turn to the explanation of these data patterns we must again briefly
examine the process of affix acquisition by the child. It is important for this proposal
that the reader be convinced of the individual nature of this acquisition procedure (i.e.
each affix for each verb is (initially) acquired separately). Although such a procedure
may initially seem redundant and therefore counter-intuitive, it is not. Irregular verbs
make up a large percentage of the first verbs used by the child (at least in English)
which would mediate against a generally applicable affixation procedure. The notion
of individual affixation agreement has also been implicit in the literature for years,
with discussion of a point in the child's development at which agreement becomes
`productive' (Clahsen 8L Smolka 1986, Rummelhart 8z McClelland 1986). Although
there has been much debate over the relationship between `productive' agreement and
null subject use (in this model the relationship would be indirect at best), the idea that
affixation, at least initially, is acquired individually has not been hotly disputed. To
further this position I ask the reader to consider the facts presented below, taken from
the summary in Chapter 3.
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(9)
~ Children do not use affixation inappropriately.
~ Children use different affixes to different degrees.
. The same verb can be used in both finite and non-finite constructions but

most verbs are used only one way or another.

The fact that children do not use affixation inappropriately indicates that
affixation, when used, is correctly understood and used by the child. This is counter-
evidence to the claim of (e.g.) Clahsen 8z Penke (1992) that one cannot consider the
child to be using affixation correctly until they use it in 90~Io of appropriate contexts
(a similar argument is presented in Poeppel 8z Wexler 1993). The fact that children
use different affixes to different degrees indicates that the separate affixes are being
learned, at the least, independently of one another.28 The fact that the same verb can
be used in both finite and RI constructions could be interpreted in one of two ways. It
could be that the child is using the same verb in one agreement (affixal) context
finitely and in another non-finitely, or that the child is using the same verb both
finitely and non-finitely in the same context. Unfortunately, to my knowledge the data
has not yet been analysed at this level of detail, so this must remain an open question
at this point. If the child is using the verb finitely in one context and non-finitely in
another, this would be compelling evidence for a model of individual affix
acquisition. Even if the second interpretation turns out to be correct, this would not be
compelling counter-evidence to such a model. As the second part of this data fact
points out, most verbs are used only one way or another. This indicates that any
ambiguity in verb usage is quickly eliminated. If the child is in fact using the same
verb in the same context both finitely and non-finitely, then this behaviour disappears
quickly. Therefore it may be that the child is having slight performance difficulties in
using a newly acquired affix (and such difficulties disappear quickly). Of course, if
the child is using the verbfaffix correctly in all appropriate contexts (and RIs only in
contexts not corresponding to that affix), it follows that once all affixation is learned
for that verb then it will no longer be used in RIs. Taken together, these facts cause
me to conclude that affixation is acquired lexically (i.e. each affix for each verb,
rather than each affix for all verbs).

In the above I have been implicitly assuming that when the child `knows' the
appropriate affix for a verb they use it and produce a finite construction, and when
they do not know the appropriate affix for a verb they produce an RI. However, this
does not explain how an RI is produced or represented by the grammar. To explain
this, I propose the following:

(10) The No-Affix Hypothesis

If the child has not yet acquired the appropriate (to the context) agreement
affix for a particular verb then they use a non-overt feature bundle (NOFB)
to express the feature information.

28 I am ignoring for now the possibility that the process of acquiring agreement is a pragmatic one
based upon context, leading to the child producing agreement in one context but not another. Cf.Lasser
(1997) for a discussion of this interesting possibility. Hyams (2001) makes a similar proposal based on
semantic opposition.
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In other words, if the child hasn't acquired the appropriate affix, they simply express
the feature information through the use of a NOFB - a free-form instantiation of the
feature information.29

The above hypothesis states that a default NOFB is used when the appropriate
affix is not known, i.e. in RIs. What is the effect of this on the syntactic derivation?
Note that this default element is not necessarily encoded in either of the affixal
configurations proposed in Section 6.4.2, as they encode overt affixation. I propose
that the NOFB is in fact a separate lexical item and is stored as such in the general
lexicon. As a separate lexical item it will be inserted into the Numeration as such, i.e.
independently from the verb. And as proposed in Section 6.4.2, feature-bearing
elements inserted into the Numeration separately from the verb are not inserted into
the derivation until head,TP (by the principle of Procrastination) where they then
license a null subject (as is the case for overt affixes inserted so - i.e. in null subject
languages). Therefore the NOFB always licenses a null subject.3o

In Italian (and null subject languages in general), child RI constructions differ
little from finite constructions (other than the form of the feature-bearing element). In
both cases the feature-bearing element is a separate item in the Numeration, is
inserted into head,TP and licenses a null subject. Where they would differ (other than
the overtness of the affix) is in overt verb movement to TP. In an RI there is no
obvious reason for the verb to move to head,TP,31 as the NOFB has no phonological
properties (assuming that this movement is based upon a phonological constraint -
overt affixes must attach to a lexical stem - and that the feature that drives verb
movement to TP is encoded on the affix rather than the verb). Unfortunately, I know
of no study which has examined this question for Italian RIs. However, this question
has been addressed in Weissenborn et al. (1989) and Pierce (1989, 1992) for RIs in
another V-TP language: French. These studies show that in French child speech finite
verbs precede negation while non-finite verbs follow negation (indicating a lack of
verb movement to TP). Of course, it could be that these two languages behave
separately (as one is a null subject language and one not), but I can make no firm
statement at this time. I will be proceeding under the assumption that both lack verb
movement to TP in child RIs. If the facts turn out to be different than this assumption,
it will not be devastating to the general proposals being made but would require a
further examination of only verb-TP movement.

In the case of English, which has no overt verb movement to TP, the only
relevant point is the ability of the NOFB to license a null subject, given its insertion
into head,TP.

On the other hand, the facts available for German present a very interesting case.
German is a Vl2 language, meaning it not only has overt verb movement to TP (in
finite root clauses) but may also have overt movement to CP (i.e. under a Travis
(1984)lZwart (1997) analysis - inversion and wh-phrase fronting). Yet in RIs, the
verb is always in final position, indicating a lack of both movements. In addition, the
verb actually bears an overt affix (`en'). I propose the following analysis of child
German RI constructions.32 When the child wishes to express a verb in a context

29 At this initial point, the theory is similar to Phillips' (1995) proposal, discussed in Section 6.2.
"' Note that this implies that the null subject in RI constructions is pro, just as in finite constructions.
This is not surprising, as under this proposal RIs are finite constructions.
31 Whereas with an overt affix the verb must move to head,TP to adjoin to the affix. This provides an
alternative explanation for V-I movement in Italian.
3z This analysis could also hold for adult German RI constructions, but the process being restricted to
pragmatically determined contexts.
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where they have not yet acquired the appropriate afiix, they instead express the
features (appropriate to the context) by the use of the NOFB. Just as expressing these
features on an auxiliary rather than a verb (in iinite constructions) leaves the verb with
a default "en" affix,33 expressing the features in the NOFB also leaves this default
affix on the verb.34 The NOFB is inserted into the Numeration as a separate (from the
verb) element and is therefore inserted into head,TP, where it licenses a null subject.
The verb is inserted into its `base' position in VP. At this point there is no reason for
the verb to move to head,TP, as checking has occurred and the NOFB has no need to
adjoin to a stem element.

TP
~

, `
V

verbfen

Figure 7: RI Clause Structure (Vl2)

As stipulated previously, I am assuming that the feature driving movement to CP
is encoded within the verbal afiix (in iinite clauses) - in the case of RIs, the NOFB.
On the assumption that this NOFB cannot move (as it is simply a free-form realisation
of features) movement to CP is therefore blocked. As this movement cannot take
place in RIs, no feature which drives movement to CP can be inserted into the
Numeration (otherwise a crash would occur). Under a Travis~Zwart analysis, CP
cannot project35 in RIs.

Having discussed the proposal for RI use by children, we now return to the child
data facts presented at the beginning of this section. The fact that children never
topicalize in RIs, even in topic-oriented languages (e.g. German), has been explained
immediately above - the same explanation holding true for the lack of wh-element
fronting. The lack of negation in RIs can be explained in a similar manner. As the
NOFB cannot move once inserted, if it was to be inserted into a NegP node than it

33 For further discussion of the process which may be behind this `default' affix, see Chapter 7.
34 Henk van Riemsdijk (p.c.) points out an interesting phenomenon in Dutch in which an infinitival
affix appears to be generated independently. Verb Raising clusters (in many languages) are subject of
the IPP effect in which a participle is replaced by an infinitive:

(i) ...that I Mary an aria have hear(~`d) sing
In Dutch, when the suppletive verb to be is subject to this phenomenon, rather than an infinitive
replacing the participle, the participle appears with an infinitival ending:

(ii) ...dat Jan is ~`geweest ~ wezen ~~`zijn kiken (that Jan has been (to) watch)
So it appears that with this (highly irregular) verb, the infinitival is expressed simply as an (I would say
default) affix which (for some reason) is able to attach to the participle rather than replacing it (with a
stemtaffix form). Why this is exactly, and why it is restricted to this particulaz verb, is an intriguing
question - one that, unfortunately, is beyond the scope of this work. However, it does seem to support
the generation of an independent default affixal form for the infinitival.
35 It should be noted that although this provides an analysis consistent with that proposed by the
truncation analysis of Rizzi (1994a,b) and Haegeman (1995), it has little to do with such proposals. The
basis of the truncation analysis is that the lack of CP (by some optional procedure) is responsible for RI
constructions. Under my analysis, the lack of CP is the result of the RI phenomenon, not the cause.
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could not move to check with the subject in TP - therefore negation in an RI would
cause a derivational crash. This leaves us with the distinctions in RI use in the
development of null subject versus non-null subject languages. In non-null subject
languages, the child initially uses a large number of RIs and this RI use decreases
gradually over time. I propose that these facts are the result of the individual nature of
the acquisition of verbal affixation. Under the proposed model, the verb and its affixes
are acquired separately. Also under the proposed model, an RI is produced by the
child when they have not acquired the appropriate (to the context) affix for the verb,
causing them to rely upon the (default) NOFB (which results in the RI construction).
So, under this model we would expect the production of RIs to continue until the child
stops acquiring affixation individually, i.e. until affixation becomes `productive'. And
under this proposal, affixation becomes `productive' when the LAD opts for one
affixal configuration (in the lexicon) over another.36 Therefore we would expect RI
usage to continue until this choice is made.37

Specifically, the model predicts the following pattern of behaviour for a child
acquiring a non-null subject language. When the child acquires a new (to them) verb,
it is initially acquired with little or none of its affixation. Therefore when the child
uses this verb, they will have to resort to the default NOFB (as the appropriate affix is
unknown), producing an RI construction. As the child acquires the affixation for this
verb (presumably a rather quick operation, given the child now has the stem form of
the verb to compare to the verbfaffix input) this will reduce the use of RIs with this
verb, as they now know at least some of the appropriate affixation. Because of this,
individual verbs will initially be used in RI constructions, go through a brief period of
use in both RI and finite constructions (as only some of the affixation is acquired),
and then be used only in finite constructions once all of the affixation is acquired.
This is an on-going process, as many new verbs are acquired by the child, requiring
them to learn the affixation for each. As we saw in Section 6.4.3.1, in a non-null
subject language the individual verb and affix acquisition continues for an extended
period of time as the two affix configurations compete for ascendancy. Therefore we
would expect the use of RI constructions to similarly continue for an extended period
of time. In the early stages of RI use, the number of verbs lacking an affix for a
particular context will be large (compared to the total number of verbs known),
resulting in a large percentage of RI constructions. Over time, the LAD will acquire
the affixation for these verbs (eliminating them from potential RI use) but new verbs
(initially lacking affixation) are constantly being acquired, creating new possibilities
for RI use. However, over time the number of verbs with acquired affixation will
come to outnumber those without, leading to a gradual decline in RI use. Finally, at

36 In a non-null subject language, the LAD will opt for the lexical representation. Even under this
configuration there must be general rules of affixation for novel verbs (i.e. after affixation becomes
`productive'). This may be the result of the rule-based paradigm becoming secondary to the lexical
representation (rather than discarded) and used to generate lexical affixation for novel verbs, or simply
an example of the `gross' non-innate generalizations we can make about our language once we have
innately acquired a grammatical option.
37 We can expect null subject use to continue slightly past this point however (as pointed out by the
data studies in Valian 1991) as it may take some time for the rule-based paradigm to diminish in
strength enough to disappear as a valid choice. Therefore the option of appealing to the rule-based form
would still exist for already acquired verbs (newly acquired verbs being placed directly into the lexical
form). However, at this point affixation is generally available, so we would not expect the language
production device to appeal to the null affix (and produce an RI) when the proper overt affix is
available.
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some point the LAD opts for the lexical configuration, afiixation becomes
`productive' and general RI use disappears.

For the child acquiring a null subject language, the data facts are very different.
Such children initially use a small percentage of RI constructions and this use quickly
disappears. Under the proposal being made this would imply that children learning a
null subject language acquire affixation more quickly than children learning a non-
null subject language and that their affixation becomes `productive' at an earlier
stage.~g That children learning a null subject language are more attuned to affixation
(and thus acquire it more quickly) is not surprising. After all, such a child must
resolve the afiixation paradigm in order to extract vital content from the adult input,
namely the identity of null subjects. For a child learning a non-null subject language,
lack of affixal knowledge does not have serious results. They would be left lacking
some feature information, but all major constituents and grammatical relations could
be resolved. On the other hand, for the child acquiring a null subject language, the
identification of afiixation is crucial in determining a major constituent (the subject).
Therefore it is logical that the LAD would expend more of its resources in the early
determination of affixation. That having been said, I readily acknowledge that this is
an intuitive argument and in no way follows from the model being proposed.

On the other hand, the quick disappearance of RI constructions in null subject
languages does follow from the proposed model. As discussed above, RI use persists
until the LAD opts for one afiixal configuration over another. In the case of a non-null
subject language, there is a lengthy period of competition for ascendancy between the
rule based paradigm and lexical representation, resulting in an extended period of RI
use. In the case of a null subject language, this competition is nearly absent. Almost
all verbal affixation (with the exception of some irregular verbs) meets the criteria for
a null subject language, therefore very few verbs and their afiixation are copied from
the rule-based paradigm to the lexical representation. This, in turn, means that the
strength of the rule-based paradigm will remain consistently high and the strength of
the lexical representation consistently low. Therefore the LAD will have evidence
from early on that the rule-based paradigm is the proper configuration for the
language being acquired and will quickly adopt this as the proper coniiguration. Once
the rule-based paradigm is chosen by the LAD, individual rules `collapse' into
generally applicable (to all verbs, cf. fns. 22 and 24) rules, thus eliminating the need
for the NOFB (and the RIs it generates).

6.4.3.3 Null Subjects in RIs

We now turn to the question of null subject use in child RI constructions. This
use differs in both frequency and development from null subject use in iinite
constructions. I will be discussing such use in non-null subject languages only, given
the lack of data concerning RI null subject use in null subject languages.~9 As I have
already discussed the RI model in detail (and some of its implications within this
area), this will be a short discussion.

38 Note that here I am claiming a rule-based paradigm that generates affixation - exactly what those
backing the concept of `productive' agreement have claimed. However, I claim this only happens in
null subject languages (whereas the `productive' agreement arguments have traditionally been based in
languages such as English and German - cf. Marcus et aL (1990) for discussion).
39 Given the infrequent use of RIs in null subject languages, and the overwhelming use of null subjects
in finite constructions, I doubt that such da[a would lead to any significant issues.
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The Data

I again present a summary of the relevant facts, taken from Chapter 3.

(11)
~ Children use null subjects more in RIs than in finite utterances.
~ Use of null subjects in RIs remains roughly constant over time, while use

in finite clauses gradually decreases.

The Proposal

The null subject facts relating to RI constructions derive from the status within
the lexicon of the NOFB. As previously discussed, the NOFB is the default option
when an overt affix for the required verb is not known by the child. Because of its
special status, the NOFB sits outside of both afiixal configurations; i.e. it is an
independent element in the lexicon. Because it is an independent element, it is
inserted into the Numeration separately from the verb. Feature bundles (affix or
NOFB) which are independent elements in the Numeration are inserted directly into
head,TP and therefore license a null subject. As the process of RI creation and null
subject licensing remains consistent over time, a NOFB will always license a null
subject. Because of this, the percentage of null subjects in RI constructions should
remain roughly consistent over time.

On the other hand, the rate of null subjects in finite constructions (in non-null
subject languages) does not remain constant over time, but rather gradually decreases.
As discussed in Section 6.4.3.1, this is the result of the child having two possible
representations of the verbfafiix. If the verbfaffix is selected from the rule-based
paradigm, a null subject is licensed; if selected from the lexical representation, no null
subject is possible. Given that a particular verbfaffix may co-exist in both
configurations even in the early stages of the child's development, it is not surprising
that even early on the child is using more null subjects in RI constructions (where a
null subject is always licensed) than in finite constructions (where a null subject may
or may not be licensed). Over time the language faculty will choose more and more
verbfaffixes from the lexical representation resulting in less and less opportunities for
null subject use (and a gradual decrease in observed null subject use in iinite
constructions). As an RI construction always licenses a null subject, this
developmental trend will not be mirrored in RIs.

6.4.3.4 Post-Verbal Null Subjects

I have delayed discussing the peculiar properties of post-verbal null subjects until
this point as I believe the explanation of these properties involve a number of issues
related to both finite and RI clauses. As we saw in Chapter 3, postverbal null subjects
exist in child language, indicating the existence of null subjects in constructions
where the verb has moved to CP (i.e. above the subject in Spec,TP). This was
convincing evidence that the null subject phenomenon existed separately from null
topics. This is not surprising in the proposed (or most) model(s), but I note that (under
the proposed model) the verb remains in-situ in VP in RI constructions and hence
cannot move to CP - therefore these post-verbal null subjects must be occurring in
iinite clauses. We also saw that data studies indicate that post-verbal null subjects
appear later in the child's linguistic development (around the time affixation becomes
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`productive'). This, I contend, may be the result of the child's heavy reliance upon RI
constructions in their early developmental stages. As verbal movement to CP is not an
option in RIs, we would not expect to see a lot of post-verbal null subjects when the
child was predominately relying upon RI use. As the child used more and more finite
clauses (and therefore provided more and more evidence for `productive' agreement),
we would expect to see increased evidence of post-verbal null subjects. Therefore I
propose that the late appearance of post-verbal null subjects is merely a by-product of
the initial low use of finite constructions by the child (due, in turn, to the time needed
to acquire affixation for each verb learned) and not an independent phenomenon.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter I have examined the idea that child variation from the adult
grammar is the result of lexical variation rather than differences in the syntactic rule-
base. After reviewing a number of proposals which I deemed to be unsatisfactory, I
have presented a lexically-based model which I feel accounts for the complex null
subject and RI acquisition facts (as discussed in Chapter 3). The model assumes that
the child's syntactic component (of the grammar) is exactly that of the adult's - i.e.
the child's syntax has exactly the same syntactic rules (i.e. operations) and tree-
structure (including FPs) as the adult. I have called this position the DISH, to
differentiate it from the Strong Continuity Hypothesis which posits the full range of
FPs being available to the child, but different possible rules (as the Strong Continuity
Hypothesis is related to parameter setting models, which allow different adult rule
bases). I argue that the child's variation from the adult is in their lexical knowledge -
specifically, in which verbal agreement affixes have been acquired for which verbs
(each affix for each verb being acquired separately) and how such affixation is stored
within the lexicon (attached to the verb or as a separate rule-based paradigm).

Given this lexically based distinction, I argue that in languages where verbal
affixes are generated by a rule-based paradigm, the affix is inserted into the
Numeration separately from the verb and therefore may be inserted into the derivation
separately. Under the principle of Procrastination, the affix is not inserted until
needed, which is head,TP where it is required for checking. The (bare) verb will then
move up to adjoin to the affix in order to prevent a crash at PF (caused by an
unattached overt affix). Because the verb adjoins to the afiix, the features of the affix
will dominate the verbfaf local tree and therefore be available to identify a null
subject. In languages where the affix is stored attached to the verb in the lexicon, the
verbtaf are already in a local tree in which the features of the verb dominate. The
local tree is inserted into the Numeration as such and then into the derivation (at VP,
where the verb is required). The verbfaf will then move to head,TP to check, but by
Lexical Integrity the features of the afiix are unavailable to identify a null subject -
therefore null subjects are not an option in such languages.

I then argue that children learning a non-null subject language initially go
through a period of null subject use in (overtly) finite utterances because their
language faculty is initially attempting to store affixation as a rule-based paradigm (as
this representation is more economical). As evidence that this is the incorrect
representation is encountered (by violation of a null subject criteria based on the
uniqueness of agreement forms), individual verbs (which appear to violate the
criteria) are copied over to the verbfaf configuration. This process continues for a
period of time (as new verbs are learned and their affixes must be acquired) and
during this period the configurations compete for ascendancy. I argue that this period
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of competing representations can account for the gradual nature of the extinction of
inappropriate null subject use in (overtly) finite utterances. As more elements are
copied to the verbfaf representation, it `grows stronger' and is more likely to be
chosen for use in any given utterance. As this representation does not allow for null
subjects, the number of null subjects in the child's speech will decrease.

The problem of inappropriate RI use by the child is explained straight-forwardly
as a lack of knowledge of agreement (for a particular verb). I argue that each
agreement affix for each verb is acquired separately - therefore there will be many
instances when the child wishes to express a verb for a certain (P~IVff) context but
lacks the appropriate affixal form. In such cases I posit that the appropriate features
are inserted into the Numeration (separately from the verb) as a NOFB (the verb being
left with a default form, just as it is when an auxiliary ( `s affix) bears the features).
Because this NOFB is separate from the verb in the Numeration, it is inserted directly
into head,TP - just as an affix in a null subject language is. And just like an overt
affix in a null subject language, the NOFB identifies a null subject. The difference
here though is that the NOFB has no overt phonological properties, therefore there is
nothing to draw the verb up to TP, leaving the verb in-situ in VP. Also, because the
NOFB is a free-form realisation of features, it cannot move to CP,ao restricting the
forms an RI can take. Unlike the null subjectl non-null subject distinction discussed
above, the NOFB is not in competition with another representation of the features,
therefore it will always be used when necessary. Because of this we do not expect to
see a decrease in the percentage of null subjects used in RIs (as the NOFB always
identifies a null subject), only a decrease in RI use itself as the proper affixation for
each verb is acquired.

Null Subjects in Finite Contextsat
~ Italian children produce more null subjects than English children.

Italian children do not have a competing affixal configuration that does not
allow null subjects - therefore every verbfaf potentially identifies a null
subject.

. Null subject use by English children reduces gradually, use by Italian children
remain roughly constant.
The English child is gradually switching from a configuration that allows null
subjects to one that does not. The Italian child is not undergoing such a
change.

. Children use less null subjects with modals and semi-auxiliaries than with
verbs.
Modals and semi-auxiliaries are a closed class (with few entries to acquire)
and are acquired separately from the verbs (and open class of elements).
Therefore the transition from the inappropriate configuration (which allows
null subjects) to the proper one (which does not) is much faster than for the
verbs.

~ Children do not use null subjects in subordinate clauses.
This fact is not explicitly addressed by the model.

~ I assume that CP projects only when required, a la Travis ( 1984) and Zwart (1997).
41 In this and following list of facts, unless otherwise specified "children" refers to a child learning a
non-null subject language.
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~ Post-verbal null subjects appear later in the child's development.
As pointed out above, this data `fact' is based on an analysis of data that did
not differentiate between finite and non-finite utterances. As postverbal null
subjects are not possible in RIs, and children depend heavily upon RIs in their
early speech, this may simply be a by-product of the developmental path

RIs
. Children acquiring a null subject language initially use a small number of RIs

and RI use disappears quickly.
RIs are the result of the child not knowing the proper affixal form for a
particular verb and context. Null subject languages will rely upon a rule-based
paradigm which will take form very early and apply to all verbs (even those
newly acquired). Therefore the potential for RIs is eliminated.

~ Children learning non-null subject languages use large numbers of RIs early in
their development and then such use gradually decreases over time.
Non-null subject languages will rely upon a configuration in which affixation
must be acquired and stored for each verb separately. As such, the process of
correct affix acquisition is drawn out, corresponding to an extended period of
RI use. However, over time the child will learn the proper affixation, gradually
reducing the gaps in their knowledge (and corresponding RI usage).

~ Children do not front wh-phrases in RIs.
~ Children do not topicalize in RIs.
~ Children do not use negation in RIs.

All three of these points are related to the fact that a NOFB cannot move from
its point of insertion (head,TP).

. Children use finite wh-questions correctly while still using RIs and null
subjects.
In the proposed model, these phenomena are unrelated and therefore will not
interfere with one another.

Null Subjects in RIs
. Children use null subjects more in RIs than in finite utterances.

Every RI construction identifies a null subject. In finite utterances a null
subject may or may not be identified depending upon how the affix was
accessed - as part of a verbfaf local tree (no null subject) or generated by a
rule-based paradigm (potential null subject).

~ Use of null subjects in RIs remains roughly constant over time, while use in
finite clauses gradually decreases.
Again, every RI identifies a null subject - no matter at what stage of
development. In finite constructions, the correct verbfaf configuration will
gradually take over from the rule-based paradigm, leading to a gradual
decrease in null subject possibilities.

6.6 Conclusion

The purpose of this model has been to explain the observed development of null
subject and RI use in first language acquisition and to do so in a way consistent with
the precepts of the MP. From a simple lexical variation in the configuration of affixal
storage we get (by the pre-existing principle of Procrastination) the difference
between adult null subject and non-null subject languages. From the commonly held
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assumption that verbal affixation is (initially) acquired individually (i.e. for each verb
separately) and a new assumption that an affix not yet acquired by the child is
represented as a NOFB, we get all of the important patterns of child null subject and
RI development. Thus all variation (both cross linguistic and between adult and child)
is concentrated within the lexicon, in keeping with the precepts of the MP. The model
also avoids the use of maturation andlor optionality of principles in explaining child
linguistic development, making it a rare addition to the list of models which adhere to
the Strong Continuity Hypothesis (and to an even stronger continuity principle, the
DISH). Although adherence to the Strong Continuity Hypothesis is not strictly
required under the MP, it is very much in the same spirit.

6.6.1 On the Gradual Nature of Acquisition

A secondary goal of this work has been to explicitly address the gradual
acquisition processes evident in the null subject and RI phenomena. Here there are
basically two separate phenomena: the gradual disappearance of null subjects in finite
contexts from non-null subject languages, and the gradual disappearance of
inappropriate RI use and their related null subjects. In this chapter I have dealt with
the two phenomena in tandem, but this is basically the result of the child data being
intertwined. If one examines my proposal, one sees that there are essentially two
separate proposals - one for each phenomenon.

Inappropriate null subject use in finite clauses is the result of their being two
possible representations of affixation within the lexicon - the rule-based paradigm
and the lexical (local tree) representation. Inappropriate null subject use is the result
of the child's LAD initially adopting the paradigm representation for affixation. It
does so because the paradigm affixation is much more compact (i.e. minimal) and
therefore more efficient - because of this, it is the default behaviour. It is only after
the child receives evidence that this is the incorrect representation (in the form of
ambiguous affixation), on a verb by verb basis, that the LAD starts to shift the
representation over to the local tree representation. This shift away from the default is
gradual, as the data is muddled by the presence of irregular (sometimes ambiguous)
forms which could be evidence for either representation,42 but over time the transition
is completed and the inappropriate behaviour disappears.

The second inappropriate behaviour, general RI use, is also the result of
inappropriate reliance on a default procedure. I have proposed that the when the
child's LAD does not know (i.e. has not yet acquired) the appropriate to a context
agreement affix, it `falls back' on a default NOFB which allows the features of the
context to be expressed without the appropriate overt affix. As the child acquires more
and more of the proper affixation (on a verb by verb basis), their use of the
inappropriate behaviour (and the null subjects it engenders) will gradually decline.
Again, we have a gradual change from one behaviour to another, based on
inappropriate initial reliance on a default behaviour, corrected over time by an
acquisition process based upon individual verbs (and the affixes).

42 It is a common trait of many learning mechanisms that must deal with `noisy' data (e.g.
connectionism and simulated annealing - cf.Russell á Norvig 1995 for an introduction) that the
acquisition process is gradual, in order to prevent the model from zeroing in too quickly on a behaviour
that turns out to be wrong - but is (falsely) indicated by a subset of the data. Indeed, many such models
have a moderating device called a temperature built into them to slow the learning process and prevent
premature conclusions.
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Both of these phenomena show gradual acquisition processes, i.e. gradual shifts
from one behaviour to another, and both rely on basically the same type of acquisition
processes - transition from one behaviour to another mediated by individual element
and feature acquisition. Because acquisition of individual verbs and individual affixes
is gradual, the shift from the inappropriate to the appropriate behaviour is also
gradual. I also note that the two phenomena, although distinct, share non-behavioural
properties - i.e. they rely upon the same input data and produce similar output
phenomena (null subjects - although in different contexts, finite versus non-finite).
Therefore it is not surprising that they are entwined within the literature - and this
chapter. In the end though, we see that for both phenomena it is not the phenomena
themselves that are optional, nor the acquisition procedure - the seemingly optional
behaviour is actually a by-product of the competition between two possible
behaviours mediated by a process of gradual (i.e. individual) element acquisition.

6.6.2 On the Lexical Nature of Acquisition

A small conunent before we leave this chapter on the lexical nature of the
acquisition process and its impact on modern acquisition and syntactic theory. It has
long been recognised that the acquisition procedure, whether parameter setting or
something else, must be able to discriminate at lexical level. Syntax-based behaviours
are not necessarily grouped nicely along categorial divisions. For example, the classic
example of Icelandic anaphors, where the anaphor sjáflan sig appears to be governed
by Principle A of the Binding Theory, while the anaphor sig appears to be governed
by Principle B(Sigurjóndóttir 8z Hyams 1992). Here it seems obvious that a syntactic
behaviour is different for two members of the same class of elements (anaphors).
Acquisition processes must be able to penetrate class boundaries, bringing
(parametric) choice to individual lexical entries. Indeed, a popular approach in the
current literature speaks of microparametric variation (e.g. Kayne 2000), where
speakers of the same language may have slightly different conceptions of what (at a
grosser level) would normally be considered the same language. As discussed in
Chapter 4, traditional rule-based PBzP models have been reluctant to explicitly address
this topic, perhaps based on the belief that scaling a parameter setting model down to
the level of lexical entries is a trivial procedure. This may, perhaps, be true. In
Chapter 4 I attacked the traditional parameter setting models as being inadequate with
respect to gradual change, but they are not necessarily incompatible with lexically-
based variation. That is not to say that they are the ideal model for such a task. Rule-
based parameter setting approaches come with a large amount of `overhead'
computational machinery - either in the form of triggers (extra-linguistic knowledge
concerning phenomena) or in a computational explosion of possible parameter
interactions that must be (somehow) processed and discriminated by the acquisition
mechanism. At a gross level, where there are a limited number of parameters, this
additional machinery can be kept within reasonable limits, but at a lexical level,
where each lexical item of an open class potentially has its own parameter setting, this
additional machinery almost certainly rules out most proposals as psychologically
implausible.

The MP, on the other hand, is explicitly based at the lexical level. Indeed, since
its inception the claim has been that all variation is based within the lexicon. This
should give the model an explicit advantage in dealing with the lexically-based nature
of acquisition - the tools for cutting through categorial boundaries are explicit in the
model. Unfortunately, all too often when a syntactic proposal is put forward in this
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framework this claim is unsubstantiated or even not addressed, an unfortunate result
of the lack of acquisition work that adheres to the principles of this framework.
During the heyday of GB Theory it was unusual to see a syntactic proposal that did
not at least pay lip service to acquisition. This was mainly the result of there being a
similar explanation in the theory for cross-linguistic and intra-language (between
child and adult) variation (i.e. parameters), but it was also the result of acquisition
work driving the formulation of the theory. Coupling a syntactic theory to an
acquisition theory benefits both. Acquisition theory is an excellent sieve for syntactic
theory (which seems to sometimes get lost in its own complexity) - when one has to
explain how a child can acquire a proposal, it tends to keep the proposals more
concise. The loss of this link is doubly unfortunate, as acquisition theory has also
suffered by the lack of the model's focus on questions of acquisition. Here we have a
model that seems to be geared directly to the question of lexically-based acquisition,
yet beyond this claim seems to have no interest in acquisition issues. When
syntacticians ignore questions of acquisition, the theories they propose become harder
for the acquisition researchers to explain (i.e. to explain how a child could reasonably
come to acquire such phenomena). This is perhaps why there has been a marked
decrease in the number of proposals in the field of learnability in recent years. The
blame for this does not lie solely with the syntacticians though. In my opinion,
acquisition researchers have been timid in their approaches to the MP, failing to seek
new and unconventional acquisition mechanisms for this new model. Indeed, many
have refused to look outside of the traditional parameter-setting model at all - either
by trying to graft parameter setting onto a principle-only model of grammar (the
principle-based models of Chapter 5) or by falling silent on the matter all together. I
do not understand this reluctance. The MP is a relatively new proposal and as such
provides uncharted possibilities for new explorations and proposals. Work on
lexically-based acquisition proposals (such as described in this chapter) is in its
infancy - the lexicon contains many complicated phenomena, all of which could
potentially be tapped for acquisition proposals. To ignore such potential seems to me
to be missing the point of what it is that we (acquisition researchers) do. Hopefully, as
the MP becomes more of a concise theory rather than a program, this situation will
reverse itself and acquisition and syntactic theory will once again closely interact - to
the benefit of both.
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Lexically-Based Parameter Map~ng
Chapter 7

In this work I have been seeking to provide an alternative to the proposition of
delayed rule addition to the grammar, be they principles or parameters. I have taken
the strong position of the MP in postulating that language variation is the result of
lexical rather than syntactic (i.e. rule) variation. I have proposed that differences in
lexical coniiguration and lexical knowledge can have profound effects upon surface
languages that share a common syntax. I have also argued that the individual nature of
the acquisition of the lexical items (as opposed to the all-encompassing addition of a
rule) is responsible for explaining the gradual patterns of child language development
towards the adult usage. The model proposed in the previous chapter postulates no
changes at all to the syntactic rule base, marking a shift away from the traditional
parameter-setting paradigm and the sudden shifts in behaviour such a model predicts.

However, the proposed model deals only with two phenomena: null subjects and
RIs. Both of these phenomena exhibit traits which do not lend themselves to a discrete
rule-based approach in the iirst place, i.e. the gradual nature of their disappearance
from inappropriate contexts. On the other hand, there are behaviours that naturally
lend themselves to a discrete process like parameter setting or principle inclusion -
verb movement comes immediately to mind. This phenomenon varies cross-
linguistically, yet children seem to have immediate access to the correct `setting' in
that they do not make mistakes with respect to this phenomenonl (cf. e.g. Verrips 8z
Weissenborn 1992).

Early MP proposals (i.e. Chomsky 19962 and those related to it) reinforce the
idea of a parametric choice being made, with their reliance upon the Wealc~Strong
distinction to explain verb movement. Under this proposal, movement is covert or
overt depending upon the value (Weak or Strong) of the FP node that the verb (and
associated element) move to. This distinction has traditionally been viewed as being
for explanatory purposes and most likely does not correspond to anything in the real
world. As such, how it is to be acquired has always been a troublesome issue in
acquisition. Recent versions of the MP (e.g. Chomsky 1998, 2001) have resolved this
issue somewhat, with the covertlovert movement distinction being related to the EPP-
properties of heads, but it remains unclear if such a property could be acquired
without the specification of a trigger - something I have been arguing is contrary to
the spirit of the MP.

In this chapter of the thesis I will attempt to develop some ideas as to how these
remaining types of parametric variation can be explained without referring to the
inclusion (or not) of a rule or the specification of a trigger. This is not to say that I will
be seeking to eliminate variation; it is obvious that languages differ. Nor will I be
trying to break the link between the language of input and the language acquired; it

~ It is more correct to say that children exhibit few to no errors once they exhibit proper comprehension
of the features involved (although the point that word order acquisition is largely error-free is generally
correct). This may appear to be begging the question (as in the MP, features determine behaviour), but
in this instance (word order) I will be arguing that the overt (agreement) properties of the features do
not determine behaviour - i.e. movement for checking purposes is not driven by overt agreement
properties. Under the proposal I will make, the mere existence of abstract, movement-related features
seems to trigger an acquisition process which must `choose' between a number of possible word orders.
In other words, the existence of features drives movement, but which language-specific movement
~attern is selected appears to be independent of the actual overt feature properties.

I will confine myself, as I have throughout this thesis, to Chomsky 1996. I have no wish to involve
myself in the syntactic fray surrounding competing modern versions of the MP.
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seems obvious that at some level a LAD makes some form of `decisions' based upon
the input. What I will be seeking to do is to try and base this LAD upon generally
needed lexical knowledge rather than phenomena-specific (i.e. differing rules)
machinery. I will be doing so in an admittedly superficial way - I will not be
exploring either the developmental data or the syntactic phenomena in detail. This
chapter is meant as the future research component of the thesis - in effect, a
learnability idea that may be interesting.

Speciiically, I will be endeavouring to replace the Wealc~Strong distinction with a
process of information mapping within the lexicon. I will be arguing that the abstract
features which drive the checking procedure (which, in turn, drives verb movement)
may be mapped to different elements in different languages (or even to different
elements within the same language given different contexts). Using data originally
introduced in Chapter 2 concerning `complementizer agreement' (or, as I describe it,
CP-agreement), I will argue that more than one agreement affix can exist within a
single clause. Furthermore, it seems that this (or these) additional affix(es) may be
present but non-overt - not a surprising proposal if one considers the vastly differing
overt agreement patterns in languages which exhibit similar patterns of movement (if
one accepts that features somehow drive movement). I will then propose that
movement for checking purposes is not driven by overt agreement features, but rather
by non-overt abstract features (which may or may not be reflected in the features a
language `chooses' to make overt). These abstract features are the features that must
be checked in the FPs and it is therefore these abstract features which cause elements
to move within the clause for checking purposes.

Given the above tools - that more than one agreement-bearing afiix can exist in a
clause and that movement is driven by non-overt abstract features (only), combined
with some of the theoretical tools introduced in the previous chapter - I then present a
theory based upon which affix(es) the abstract features are attached to for any given
clause. I will propose that in one language the feature that drives movement to (say)
CP (e.g. in a question) may be attached to the verbal affix (causing the verb to move
to CP) while in another language it may be attached to another element (causing this
element to move to CP). I will argue that such differences in which affixes bear which
abstract features can explain a number of the basic word order facts in Germanic
languages.

Finally, I will postulate that it is the role of the LAD to recognise the existence of
these abstract features in a given input clause (as the features correspond to FPs, this
would not be difficult) and then to map these features to the correct affix within the
lexicon (i.e. verbal afiix, auxiliary affix, etc.). As each affix type is related to a
category rather than an individual lexical item, this mapping need only be done once
per category (or perhaps once or twice more if an initial mistake must be corrected)
rather than for each lexical item within a category. As such, the mapping would have
discrete and wide-ranging effects, essentially `setting' the behaviour for that category
(for an utterance type). This, I will argue, is a lexically-based alternative to rule-based
parameter setting - one that shares the properties of parameter setting but which, as
per the precepts of the MP, does not alter the (invariant) syntax.

7.1 Movement in the Minimalist Program

I will start by reviewing the process of movement for checking purposes
(resulting in differing word orders) within the MP, as previously described in Chapter
l. In the traditional approach of the MP, all languages undergo the same movements
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for checking purposes - however, languages vary as to whether particular movements
are overt (pre-Spell-Out and therefore evident in the utterances of the language
speaker) or covert (post-Spell-Out). This variation is encoded within the abstract
properties of features, with certain features (those that drive movement) being said to
be either Weak (movements delayed until after Spell-Out) or Strong (causing overt
movement).3 This Weak~Strong distinction is a property of an FP (which carries a
copy of the abstract feature), a strong feature in the FP causing the corresponding
feature attached to a lexical item to move to that FP overtly (to check said feature).

Below, I will be proposing an alternative to the Wealc~Strong distinction (and
then discussing how this alternative might be acquired). I will be maintaining the
central precepts of the MP, that the syntactic component of grammar is invariant and
that variation is lexical in nature, while striving to explain varying word orders. To do
so I will break the already tenuous link between abstract feature properties and overtly
marked features, claiming that overt features do not drive movement for checking
purposes - abstract features do. I will also be introducing the idea that a clause can
have more than one feature-bearing element (i.e. agreement affix) and that the abstract
features can map to different affixes in different languages - causing different
elements to move to meet the checking requirements. It is this multiple agreement-
bearing afiix argument to which I will first turn, showing that the idea of multiple
afiixes in a single clause is neither overly radical nor original.

7.2 Multiple Agreement

7.2.1 Complementizer Agreement

It has long been recognised that complementizers in a variety of Germanic
dialects can bear an agreement affix separate from that of the verb within a single
clause (cf.Zwart 1997: 137, fn. 34 for an extensive list of references). To me, a
convincing example of this phenomenon is from West Flemish, where the
complementizer varies in form dependent upon whether the (non-pronominal) subject
is singular or plural:

(1) a. ... da Pol zat is
... that Pol drunk is

b. ... dan Pol en Valère zat zijn
... that Pol and Valère drunk are

Bennis 8z Haegeman (1984)

Here it seems evident that the complementizer bears (at least) the Number
feature, expressed as a non-overt affix in the singular form and as the affix "n" in the
plural form. West Flemish also displays `rich' feature marking when the subject is
pronominal:

3 A Weak feature can exist at PF (i.e. not cause a crash) while a Strong feature cannot and therefore
must be eliminated before Spell-Out.
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(2) dank (ik) komen 1 sg
daj (gie) komt 2sg
datj (ij) komt 3sgM
dase (zij) komt 3sgF
dame (wunder) komen 1 pl
daj (gunder) komt 2p1
danze (zunder) komen 3p1

Zwart (1997)

However, the West Flemish facts are complicated by the existence of a general
cliticization phenomenon (of the pronominal subject to the complementizer) in the
Germanic languages under consideration (i.e. not just West Flemish). Zwart (1997)
describes the West Flemish paradigm as such:

(3) da-n-k lsg
da-Q~j 2sg
da-t-j 3sgM
da-Q~-se 3sgF
da-QS-me 1 pl
da-fój 2p1
da-n-ze 3p1

with the general form complementizer - agreement aj~x - clitic. Zwart argues for the
existence of at least some agreement (rather than clitic) forms by pointing out that if
there was only a process of cliticization with phonological reduction then the 2sg and
3sgM forms should be the same. This much appears to be true, but it is not clear the
agreement paradigm put forward by Zwart (i.e. in 3) necessarily follows from this
argument. All we can say based upon his point is that at least one of 2sg and 3sgM
must be agreement. Zwart's specification of lsg, 3sgM and 3p1 as agreement (i.e. not
clitic) and 2sg as cliticization seems arbitrary and, as described below, contrary to a
general trend in other Germanic dialects where the 2"d person forms appear to be the
ones that bear agreement.

Complementizer agreement is not limited to West Flemish - indeed, a large
number of Germanic dialects exhibit some form of agreement on the complementizer.

(4)4 a. ... of ik kom
... ofs toe koms
... whether Uyou come Groningen

b. ... dat (er) jun komt
... datst (do) jun komst
... that he~you tonight comes Frisians

c. ... ob ech wëll
... obs du wëlls
... whether Uyou want Luxemburgish

Zwart (1997)

4 Note that every contrast here involves 2"d person.
5 I note that Zwart lists a null subject possibility with a 3sg person form in Frisian. However, he does
not provide evidence that this form is a null subject rather than clitic form. As such, I am unable to
comment on this classification which seems to run counter to the facts in other Germanic dialects.
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In Chapter 2.5.5.1 I presented the arguments of Bayer (1983) concerning the specific
properties of apparent agreement marking on the complementizer in Bavarian. He
noted that 2"d person forms in such constructions have a number of properties that
differentiate them from seeming `agreement' marking in other Person contexts.
Bavarian 2"d person forms are resistant to wh-movement, have no obvious derivation
(as a clitic form) from their related pronouns and do not differ from the agreement
affixal forms of verbs; properties not shared by the agreement markings on
complementizer forms related to non-2"d person forms. Because of this, Bayer
classifies only 2"d person complementizer forms as bearing an agreement affix; the
other complementizer forms being classiiied as clitics. He also points out that there is
a long history in the literature of treating only 2"d person complementizer forms as
agreement, dating back to Pfalz (1918) who grouped the these forms with old verbal
sufiixes. Although I do not have similar arguments for all of the languages discussed
by Zwart (1997), or indeed knowledge of the full facts concerning them, I tentatively
conclude based upon the facts above that only 2"d person complementizer forms in
these dialects actually display overt agreement marking and license null subjects.6

The reader should not mistake the above argumentation as stating that I think that
complementizers bear an agreement afiix only in 2"d person forms - this is not my
position. I believe that complementizers bear a(second within the clause) agreement
affix in all of the Germanic Vl2 languages under discussion, but that only some of
these languages have an overt agreement form, and then only in 2"d person forms. In
other words, it appears that only 2"d person forms in (some of) these languages mark
agreement overtly on the complementizer, but I propose that this behaviour is
indicative of a more general agreement complementizer affixation phenomenon - one
that involves non-overt affixes in all of the languages and overt affixes in only a few
(and then restricted to 2"d person forms). In turn, only those languages with overt,
distinct 2"d person agreement afiixes on their complementizers license a null subject,
and only with this privileged form.~

7.2.2 But Not Complementizer Agreement

Although it seems evident that this second agreement afiix exists, it is somewhat
misleading to refer to it as complementizer agreement. This is because this agreement
affix is related more to the position the complementizer occupies (head,CP) than to
the complementizer itself. This becomes evident when an element other than the
complementizer is found in head,CP. For example, when the verb occupies head,CP it
bears the `complementizer agreement' form rather than its own as seen in (5) and (6).

6 But see Chapter 2.5.5.2 for the exceptional (both to this generalisation and in its general behaviour)
case of lpl in Lower Bavarian.
~ Note that this is almost certainly a simplification. As pointed out in Chapter 2.5.5.3, Zurich German
allows null subjects with complementizers in 2"d person contexts even though there is no overt
agreement mazking on the complementizer. Therefore it seems that the distinction is based more on the
special status of the 2~ person forms. If one considers the 2"d person forms to be somehow privileged
(i.e. separate from the other conjugation forms - in the null subject proposal of Chapter 6, having a
paradigm form) then the argumentation could hold, as then the 2"d person forms aze distinct simply
because they are 2~ person and the identity of the null subject could be determined (as only 2"d person
forms are paradigm-based). However, this does not adequately explain how such a paradigm-
basedllexically-based distinction could arise in the first place. Null subject behaviour is deeply nuanced
and I cannot claim to have fully captured its properties. See also the previous fn.
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(5) a. Gie kom-tl~`-QS
you come

b. Kom-Q~j~~-tj gie?
come you?

(6) a. Gullie kom-tl~`-de
you come

b. Wanneer kom-de~~`-t gullie?
when come you?

West Flemish

Brabantish
Zwart (1997)

Although there is only one agreement form present in (S.b) and (6.b), it is telling
that this form is the one normally exhibited by the complementizer rather than the
usual verbal agreement. We also see the `complementizer' form present even when
the complementizer is not present, as in the following examples from Bavarian (Bayer
1983) and Luxemburgish (Bruch 1973):

(7) a. wia oit-ts (ihr) seits is mir wurscht
how old you are is for-me not-important

Bavarian

b. mat wiem (datt)-s de spazéiere gaang bas
with whom that 2sg you walk gone are

Luxemburgish

This leads me (again, along with others) to conclude that the agreement form here
is related to the position head,CP rather than to the complementizer itself. Therefore I
will refer to it as CP-agreement from this point forward.

The distinction in (5) and (6) - or, rather, the analysis thereof - is dependent upon
accepting that the verb occupies different positions in the (a) and (b) examples. In
(S.b) and (6.b) the verb is said to occupy head,CP while in (S.a) and (6.a) the verb is
(arguably) in head,TP. Under the analysis of Travis (1984), adapted to the MP by
Zwart (1997) - and henceforth referred to as the Travis~Zwart hypothesis - CP projects
only if unambiguously required. In other words, unless there is unambiguous evidence
for a CP (i.e. the presence of a complementizer or obvious topicalizationlquestion
movement), there isn't one. Therefore in (S.a) and (6.a) we say that the subject
occupies Spec,TP and the verb occupies head,TP - there is no CP.

7.3 Accounting for Multiple Agreement Affixes

So far I have adopted the ideas that CP projects only when required to (a la
TravislZwart) and that there may be a second agreement affix associated with the CP-
projection (as evidenced by the Germanic dialects presented). What are we to make of
these observations?

7.3.1 Zwart (1997) - Postlexicalist Forms

I will start be reviewing the proposal of Zwart (1997) for dealing with these facts,
a proposal I wish to follow in spirit if not in technical details. Zwart starts with the
idea that lexical items in the syntax are combinations of Formal F-features (abstract
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features that drive movement for checking features) and Lexical-Categorial LC-
features (which embody lexical content). Under this proposal, the LC-features
(essentially, the lexical stem) are inserted into the derivation separately from the F-
features, while F-features are generated in the FPs. For example, a verb consists of
LC-features which determine the content of the verb and these LC-features will be
inserted into the derivation in the VP. The F-features which determine the feature
content of the clause are generated separately within the AgrSg node of the clause.
These F-features cannot exist independently - they must become associated with LC-
features - so the verb will raise to join with the F-features (as a Last Resort
movement). In the case of there being a CP projection, the F-features must move to
CP to check (as the F-features embody all of the clause's checking-related features,
including those that drive movement to CP). If the head of the CP is empty (e.g.
inversion in V~2) then the F-features will move to CP to check and then draw the verb
(i.e. LC-features) up. However, if there is a complementizer in head,CP then the F-
features will join with the LC-features of the complementizer, leaving the verb in-situ
(as it now has no reason to move). Thus Zwart explains the rootlnon-root asymmetry
in Vl2 languages.

(8) a. Jan kust Marie.
John kisses Mary

b. ...dat Jan Marie kust
that John Mary kisses

Zwart (1997)

So, how does Zwart account for the multiple afiixation (i.e. CP-affixation) of the
previous section? Zwart adopts the idea of Hoekstra 8z Marácz (1989) that agreement
is a morphological reaction to position within the derivational structure. Indeed, he
claims that "the syntactic position determines the form of the verb" (Zwart 1997:259)
- although I take this to mean that agreement is a morphological reaction to the
underlying F-features that drive movement to a position in the derivation. And not just
the verb - in clauses with a complementizer, the form of the complementizer can also
be affected. For example, in a simple (non-CP) subject-verb clause, the LC-features of
the verb will move to the AgrS node to join with the F-features. At Morphology, a
component of PF, this F-ILC-feature combination will be assigned a phonological
form (sound features) corresponding to the features present (producing what is
traditionally referred to as the verb f agreement afiix). In a CP-projected clause with
a complementizer, the verb will not be associated with F-features and will be assigned
a form corresponding to the LC-features it embodies (this could well be the same
form as if it actually was combined with the F-features) while the complementizer
will be associated with F-features which could affect its phonological form (i.e. in
languages with what I have termed overt CP-agreement). In a CP-projected clause
without an overt complementizer, the verbal LC-features will move to CP to join with
the F-features, presenting the possibility for a different phonetic form (as there are
different F-features in this combination). This is just a possibility however - in many
languages, e.g. Dutch, the forms will be the same

8 Zwart assumes a CP-AgrS-VP structure while in my proposal I will be adopting the CP-TP-VP
structure of Chomsky (1996), Chapter 4.10.
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(9) a. Jan kust Marie
John kisses Mary

b. Waarom kust Jan Marie.
Why kisses John Mary

Zwart (1997)

while in other languages, such as East Netherlandic, the forms will be different.9

(10) a. Wy speul-tl~`-e
we play-1 pl

b. Woar speul-el~`-t wy?
where play-lpl we Zwart (1997)

Zwart notes that in most Germanic languages the overt form of the verbal F-~L,C-
feature combination will differ either not at all or only in forms where the verb has
moved to CP or not. He designates languages of the latter type as having a parametric
fC or -C opposition, which we can think of as corresponding to overt forms -
however, these forms are `applied' only at Morphology, i.e. post-Spell-Out.

(11) East Netherlandic: fC speule
-C speult

Zwart (1997)

Of course, not all Germanic Vl2 languages have this distinction - German, for
example, has no distinction between the verbal F-II,C-feature combination occurring
at VP, AgrS or CP. Another Germanic V~2 language, Lower Bavarian, has a different
distinction - that between verbs that move out of VP (i.e. to AgrS or CP) compared to
those that do not.

(12) a. ...da13-ma (mir) noch Minga fahr-n
that-1 pl we to Munich drive-1pl

b. Fahr-ma (mir) noch Minga?
drive-lpl we to Munich?

c. Warum daf3-ma (mir) noch Minga fahr-n
why that-lpl we to Munich drive-lpl

d. Mir fahr-ma noch Minga
we drive-lpl to Munich

Bayer (1983)

Zwart designates this language as having a parametric fAgr opposition (rather than a
fC opposition), and corresponding different overt forms at PF.~o

(13) Lower Bavarian: fAgr fahrma
-Agr fahrn

Zwart (1997)

9 See also examples (5) and (6).
~o Zwart notes that he knows of no languages that have all three possibilities, i.e. different forms for a
verbal F-ILC-feature combination at CP, AgrS and CP.
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7.3.2 My Proposal - Multiple Affixes

For my analysis of the Germanic V~2 phenomena I wish to adopt many of the
ideas of Zwart's approach, but change the machinery involved. Zwart's proposal
relies upon a split between F-features, which abstractly represent the features that
drive movement for checking purposes, and LC-features, which basically represent
lexical stems (this is a simpliiication). I wish to adopt this idea, but is a slightly
different way: I will refer to features that drive movement for checking purposes as
abstract features while I will refer to a lexical stem as ~ust that (i.e. I will consider
stem elements to be lexical rather than feature bundles). ~ This proposal will allow me
to better integrate this chapter's ideas with the proposals of the previous chapter.
Another reason to abandon Zwart's idea of feature representation is that his proposal
relates these F-~L,C-features to the eventual overt form by a parametric choice which
must be associated with each verb. In other words, a stem element must be associated
with all of its relevant features (F and LC) and also with different possible overt
phonological forms, each corresponding to the differently defined phonological output
of the feature combinations. This information must be separate from the actual feature
information, as it is not applied until Morphology, long after the underlying features
enter into the derivation. As discussed at the end of the previous chapter, relating a
parameter to each lexical entry introduces a great deal of `overhead' computational
machinery and complexity into the acquisition process. I will be attempting to avoid
this complexity by presenting an acquisition proposal in which the abstract features
are `set' (actually, mapped) once per categorial class of elements and then overt
affixal forms are acquired lexically (the latter process being essentially identical to
that of the procedure described in Chapter 6). In this way I will avoid the need to
specify lexical parameters (i.e. one parameter per verb) and the corresponding
machinery associated with them.

Zwart also proposes a single, and general (i.e. always to the same location),
insertion of agreement features into the derivation (at AgrS). Such an approach is
incompatible with my proposals of Chapter 6, where I postulated (following
Rohrbacher 1993 and Speas 1994) that where agreement affixation is inserted into the
derivation can have dramatic effects upon the derivational process. What's more, I
postulate that the overt form of the agreement affix can also have a dramatic impact
on the derivation, allowing for (e.g.) null subjects under certain conditions (although
this may not actually be incompatible with Zwart's proposal, as I discuss in the
following section). Because of this, and for additional reasons that will become
apparent when I introduce this chapter's acquisition proposal, I postulate that abstract
features are inserted into the derivation attached to an affix.12 This would appear to
correspond to the traditional notion of an agreement affix, but it is not. When I say
abstract features I mean non-overt features which do not necessarily have overt
counterparts (not a controversial opinion) - and, more crucially, completely separate
from overt features13 which, I propose, have no role in movement for checking
purposes. Note that this is not entirely unlike Zwart's proposal. He proposes that only
F-features move for checking purposes and that LC-features do not check - however,

" See the end of Section 7.3.2.1 for a discussion as to whether this distinction is of any consequence.
'Z This affix may be overt, non-overt or a free-form realisation of the abstract features (the NOFB of
Chapter 6, although this time bearing abstract rather than overt features). This will become cleazer as
we go along.
13 Overt features may reflect the content of underlying abstract features, but abstract features operate
independently overt features.
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in this model there are no overt features until Morphology so there is no real comment
on their status in syntax. In my proposal, overt features are inserted into the syntax
with their full morphological properties, at which point I think they immediately
check (i.e. at their point of insertion), if they need to check at all. All movement for
checking purposes in this model is to be driven by non-overt abstract features. That
non-overt (agreement) features can drive movement is not a new or radical idea,
indeed it follows in any model in which agreement affixation is thought to play a role
in movement. How else could a Vl2 language like Afrikaans, which has no overt
verbal agreement, pattern so closely with the related V~2 language Dutch, which has
an abundance of overt verbal agreement forms? But the idea that overt agreement
itself plays no part in movement for checking is, I think, new and will play a useful
role in my proposal. Note that this is not to imply that overt agreement never moves -
that it does seems self-evident (in a model with overt agreement in syntax). Overt
agreement can attach to the same affix as the abstract features (and even be affected
by them, as I will explain), but it merely `goes along for the ride' as far as checking is
concerned. Nor are overt features useless - for example, in Chapter 6 I proposed that
they are essential for identifying the subject in a null-subject utterance.

A second proposal I wish to put forward for this model is that a single clause can
have multiple agreement affixes. I have defended this position previously (Section
7.2) for what I termed CP-agreement, now I wish to generalise the argument. In
Section 7.2 I linked the appearance of a second affix to the CP projection - I propose
that there can, in fact, be (up to) one affix per FP in the derivation. This is not to say
that there must be - I feel that this is a matter of cross-linguistic variation, the root of
which will be discussed in this chapter's acquisition proposal (Section 7.5).

7.3.2.1 Germanic V~2

So, we have abstract features that drive movement for checking, overt features
that do not (but can play other roles in the syntax) and the possibility of multiple
affixes which can bear both the abstract and overt features. What does this get us?
Well, much like Zwart's proposal, we get an explanation of Vl2 clausal word order
variation (depending upon the presence or not of a CP). In the case of clauses without
a CP, I propose that the abstract feature(s) that drive movement to TP (this would be
AgrS in Zwart's proposal) are inserted attached to the affix that is attached to the
verb. The verbtaffix is then inserted into VP and must move up to TP to check the
affix's abstract features. In the case of a CP with an overt complementizer, we have
another FP, the possibility of another affix (potentially one per FP) and another
possible movement pattern. Here the abstract feature(s) that drive movement to CP
cannot reside on the verb, as the verb is blocked from moving to CP (by the
complementizer). I propose that in this case there is a second affix14 that bears both
the TP- and CP-related abstract features. As described in Chapter 6, such an affix
(separate from the verb) will be inserted directly into the TP, check its (TP) features
and then move up to adjoin to the complementizer (fulfilling the phonological
requirement that affixes need attach to a stem element) where it will check the CP
features. This is much like the feature-bearing affixes in null subject languages (as
described in Chapter 6) - they are (initially) independent of the verb and are inserted
directly into TP. However, the null subject language affixes attach to the verb (i.e. the
verb raises to attach to them) rather than to a complementizer (assuming a

14 The verb still has its affix, potentially bearing overt features - but as this affix lacks abstract features,
it need not (and will not) move to check.
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complementizer is present). I propose that this is because they do not bear the CP-
related abstract feature - another (usually non-overt) affix does that is inserted
directly into CP (this will become clearer as we go along).

So, if the V~2 TP- and CP-related affix is inserted much like a null subject
language affix ( i.e. directly into TP), then why doesn't it also license a null subject?
Actually, it does. As we saw in 2.5.5 (and briefly in 7.2) null subjects do occur with
CP-related affixes, although only in limited cases - 2"d person forms in Germanic
V~2 (although see fn. 6). And it is just these (CP-) forms that I(following Bayer 1983,
among others) have proposed bear overt agreement. Non-2"d person forms bear only
abstract features, but by the proposals of Chapter 6 it takes (accessible, as determined
by Lexical Integrity) overt agreement features to license a null subject. So we have
the following (relevant) cases: Verbs which bear overt agreement affixation will
license a null subject only if their affix is inserted independently into the derivation
(i.e. at TP), making these overt features available to license a null subject. By the
proposal of Chapter 6, only those languages with a paradigm-based affixal system
(determined by the uniqueness of each P~N affixal form in a conjugation) do so -
corresponding to the prototypical null subject languages. CP-related affixes are
always inserted independently into the derivation, but only license a null subject if
they bear overt agreement (i.e. 2"d person forms in some Germanic V~2 languages).15
As CP-related overt affixes always have a unique form from the other CP-related
affixes (which do not bear overt agreement - although see fn. 7), they also act to
unambiguously identify the subject of the clause - just as the unambiguous affixation
of a null subject language does.

We have one final possible syntactic configuration to consider, a CP-dominated
clause without an overt complementizer, i.e. an inversion. In the Germanic V~2
constructions, such clauses involve the verb moving up to CP (perhaps through TP,
depending upon the theory16). In my proposal, this is straightforward - both the TP-
and CP-related abstract features are attached to the verbal affix and the verb then
moves through TP and CP, checking the features. There is, however, a possible
complication in this situation. Zwart uses inversion to point out that the overt form of
the affix in these constructions (i.e. where the verb moves to CP) can, in some
dialects, be different from the form of the affix in derivations in which the verb does
not move to CP.

(14) a. Wy speul-U~`-e
we play-1 pl

b. Woar speul-e~~`-t wy?
where play-1 pl we (previously as 10)

Zwart (1997)

There are also the examples of (12). (which I will not repeat again) that show that this
variation is not limited to differences between movement to TP versus CP (Zwart's
fC opposition) but also, in Lower Bavarian, possible differences in verbfaffix form
between movement to TP (or CP) versus staying in VP (}Agr). Zwart cites such

15 Actually, as we shall see in Section 7.5, it is possible that a CP-related affix could be inserted directly
into CP (i.e. if it bore only the abstract CP feature, but not the TP feature). Of course, in such a case the
CP-related affix would not license a null subject no matter what its overt form, as licensing a null
subject is a TP-related phenomenon.
16 For example, in Zwart's proposal the verbal LC-features move directly from VP to CP.
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examples as evidence for the overt (i.e. phonological) form of the verbfaffix being
dependant upon the feature content (or, as he would say, the position of the F-~I.C-
feature bundle).

Given my arguments as to the necessity of overt features in syntax for null
subject identification, one would think I would be loath to accept such an explanation.
But, surprisingly, such an explanation is not incompatible with my proposal. Overt
features are necessary only for the identification of the null subject; licensing of the
null subject is the result of syntactic position within the derivation and the availability
of features in general - also, identification of a null subject need not be a syntactic
operation, it could be a pragmaticldiscourse one. It is conceivable that licensing of the
null subject occurs in the syntax pre-Spell-Out, but that identification (and possibly
subject deletion) occurs post-Spell-Out (and post-Morphology), in PF.~~ This is not to
say I prefer such an explanation though. It is much more consistent with my model to
simply say that the form of overt features are sensitive to the context in which they are
used - i.e. to what FPs (and therefore abstract features) and stem elements are present
- and that the appropriate overt features are already part of the affix when it is
inserted into the derivation (either independently or as part of a verbfaffix local tree).
This will be explained in the acquisition proposal of Section 7.5. However, both of
these explanations are possible, so I will remain agnostic on this point.

7.3.2.2 English

In the above I have proposed that more than one potential feature-bearing affix
can exist in a clause and that this presents opportunities for syntactic variation in the
form of abstract features being mapped to these affixes in different ways (and
therefore causing different elements to move for checking purposes). I will now
examine some of the basic patterns of word order in English to explore how such
varying mappings can be used to explain seemingly different movement patterns. I
will start with the proposal that English undergoes exactly the same (overt) checking
of features that German does - i.e. all movement for checking purposes is done
overtly (pre-Spell-Out). ~ 8 This may seem an unusual position given English's vastly
different overt word order, but this would only be problematic if the same elements
engaged in checking in English and German (i.e. primarily the verb and appropriate
nominals). My position is that in English the verb never engages in checking - the
abstract features are always mapped to another element, usually an auxiliary. This
other element then undergoes all of the required movements for checking purposes
while the verb stays in-situ at its position of insertion.

When there is a verbal auxiliary this proposal seems quite straight-forward:

(15) a. John could kiss Mary.
b. John could not kiss Mary.
c. Why could John not kiss Mary?

17 Interestingly enough, Zwart claims that "The syntactic theory... is not necessarily affected by the
choice between lexicalism and postlexicalism" (Zwart 1997:161). In this case the statement appears to
be borne out.
~g I mention again that this chapter is only a bare-bones proposal and as such I will be considering only
a small subset of the English movement patterns.
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Here, in (15.a) and (15.b) the auxiliary could is in head,TP, the subject in Spec,TP. In
(15.c) the auxiliary is in CP (CP required because of the question), as is the wh-
element.

In the case of there not being a verbal auxiliary, a dummy auxiliary do is inserted
to bear the agreement affix:

(16) a. John did not kiss Mary.
b. Why did John not kiss Mary?

However, in the case of there only being a single FP (TP), this dummy auxiliary
appears to be absent:

(17) a. John kissed Mary.

There are two possible explanations here. One is that in the case of there being
only one abstract feature (TP), this feature maps to the verb and the verb moves to TP
to check. When a second (or more) abstract feature is added (NegP andlor CP), this
feature maps to another element (this being how languages differ)19 and the abstract
TP feature `follows' this mapping. This position seems to be supported by the fact
that the verb bears overt agreement in TP-only clauses, but the dummy auxiliary bears
the agreement in non-TP-only clauses.

(18) a. John kissed Mary.
b. John did not kiss Mary.

A second possibility, and the one that I prefer, is that in TP-only clauses the
abstract feature is inserted directly into TP and checks without moving. In Chapter 6 I
presented a similar proposal with respect to child RIs, with a NOFB being inserted to
bear agreement features when the appropriate overt affix is not known by the child. In
such a case, I proposed that the child still uses the root verb (with a default, possibly
overt, affix corresponding to the infinitival form) but that the relevant agreement
features are inserted as a NOFB which is inserted directly into head,TP.20 As
discussed in Chapter 6, this NOFB was restricted from moving because of its status as
a free-form realisation of features. The situation here is similar, but rather than
bearing overt agreement features (as it was not generated to do so), the NOFB bears
only the abstract TP feature (this is evident from the fact that the verb still bears the
agreement features).Z~ The abstract-feature-bearing NOFB does not license a null
subject (as the agreement-bearing NOFB of Chapter 6 does) because it is the
availability of overt agreement features (in a TP Spec-head configuration) that
licenses a null subject.

As a free-form realisation of features, the NOFB is prevented from moving (just
as in Chapter 6). Therefore, if an abstract-feature-bearing NOFB need move, it must
take on default phonological properties - that of the durnmy do auxiliary. As with

19 Each context (i.e. unique combination of abstract features) having its own mapping. This accounts
for both intra- (i.e. from context to context) and inter-language variation of movement patterns.
Zo Actually, as this procedure leaves the verb in-situ at its point of insertion, it is evident that the NOFB
of Chapter 6 also bears the abstract TP feature.
Z~ The idea of a non-overt verbal element being inserted to bear syntactic function is not original. For
example, Kayne (2000) and van Riemsdijk (2001 - to appear) have made similar proposals (but, of
course, for different purposes).
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normal auxiliaries, the dummy auxiliary will now `strip' the verb of its overt
agreement features, leaving it with a default affixal form (in English, a non-overt
affix). Note, however, that this does not mean that the dummy auxiliary will now
license a null subject, even thought it now bears the agreement features. Unlike the
NOFB of Chapter 6, where the agreement features were available for the syntactic
operation of licensing a null subject,

(19) NOFB

[features]

the dummy auxiliary has the structure of a normal English auxiliary, i.e. auxiliary and
affix as a local tree dominated by the properties of the auxiliary.

(20) aux
~

aux af

[features]

As such, the features of the dummy auxiliary are unavailable for licensing a null
subject because of Lexical Integrity.

7.4 The Proposal in a Nutshell

~ Under this proposal, only abstract features are involved in checking within
the FPs. Overt features may be involved in other syntactic and
pragmatic~discourse-related operations, but checking involves only the non-
overt abstract features.

. Abstract features are inserted directly into the derivation as a free-form
realisation of features (i.e. a NOFB) or are attached to affixes. These affixes
may, in turn, be attached to verbs, auxiliaries and complementizers.

. NOFBs may not move because of their status as free-form realisations of
features. Therefore, if such features need move in the derivation, then they
will take on the form of a dummy do auxiliary. As with the case of a normal
auxiliary, the dummy auxiliary `strips' the verb of its overt agreement
features, leaving it with a default infinitival form.

. There may be more than one affix~NOFB (and therefore potential carrier of
abstract features) per clause. Under the proposal there is potentially one
affix~NOFB per FP (in addition to the verb), although not all languages will
use all of the possibilities available.

. Each abstract feature will map (within the lexicon) to an affix~NOFB; more
than one abstract feature can map to a single affix but, because of its inability
to move, only a single abstract feature may be mapped to a NOFB.

~ FPs project only when required, therefore different utterance types (e.g.
utterances employing a TP only, utterances employing a TP and CP, etc.)
present different feature-to-affix~IVOFB mapping possibilities. It is the job of
the LAD to recognise each unique configuration of FPs and conectly map the
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abstract features to the correct afiixes~NOFBs (more on this immediately
below).

Given these basic proposals, the model presents us with a number of possibilities
for characterising the varying overt word order patterns while maintaining an
invariant pre-Spell-Out checking procedure (i.e. no covertlovert movement distinction
- i.e. no WeaklStrong distinction).

7.5 The Acquisition Proposal - Feature Mapping

If we accept that the preceding proposal is correct, we still have the problem of
how the child acquires abstract feature knowledge and maps such features to the
elements in the lexicon. To explain such a process, I will start by making the
following observation: there is a direct correlation between FPs and their related
abstract features. In other words, if there is a TP, there is an abstract TP feature - if
there is a CP, there is an abstract CP feature - NegP, an abstract NegP feature.
Therefore the LAD need not recognise a(non-overt) abstract feature, rather it need
merely recognise the existence of an FP in the input utterance. Under the Travis~Zwart
proposal (where CP projects only when unambiguously required) this is relatively
straight-forward as FPs other than TP are identified by context: the existence of a
negation element for NegP, the existence of an overt complementizer, topicalization
or a question (marked by an overt element or voiced inflection) for CP. Therefore a
simple analysis of the input utterance will provide the LAD with a knowledge of the
abstract features present. Now the only problem is to map the abstract features to the
relevant lexical items (i.e. afiixes) for each unique combination of FPs (roughly, each
context).

The mapping procedure could also be a relatively straight-forward procedure. For
each FP present (plus the verbal affix) there is one potential affixlNOFB to be mapped
to (although often more than one abstract feature will map to a single affix, reducing
the number of affixes~NOFBs `in play' to less than the number of FPs). Each of these
affixes (but not, of course, NOFBs) must, in turn, be associated with a lexical item
(e.g. verb, auxiliary, complementizer).22 This leaves us with the following
possibilities that the LAD must choose from:

(21) abstract features:
feature bearer:
stem:

TP, CP, NegP
afiix, NOFB
verb, complementizer, auxiliary

Each of the abstract features can map to the affix~lVOFB that is (potentially)
inserted into its corresponding FP or to an affix (but not a NOFB) inserted into an FP
lower in the tree structure - e.g. the TP feature can map to the affix inserted into TP or
NegP (in which case there would not be a separate affix~NOFB for, and inserted into,
TP) but not an affix inserted into CP.23 Exactly how this mapping is done is open to
debate. The most straight-forward proposal would be that the LAD simply `tries'
various mappings (without vocalising them) until one is found which generates (as

22 Although the overt form (or not) of each affix for each stem will have to be acquired separately, the
mapping of the affix to a class of stem elements is done only once - e.g. the affix may be mapped
(once) to the verb class in a particular context, but the overt form of the stem for each affix (for each
verb and for each P~NI'I' combination) must be acquired separately (as per arguments in Chapter 6).
23 There is no requirement that the abstract TP and CP features be mapped to the same affix~NOFB.
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driven by the syntax) the correct word order (as observed in the input).24 This
mapping is then used until another input utterance indicates against the chosen
mapping (which could happen in the case of ambiguous mappings - i.e. ones that
produce the same overt word order for a subset of utterances), in which case the
present mapping would be discarded and a new one (which accounts for the new
facts) chosen. However, as each different combination of FPs can have different
mappings, such a re-alignment of mappings would be rare. Given that children make
few to no errors in this domain, and acquisition errors being our main insight into the
possible (mis-) functioning of the underlying acquisition mechanisms, it is arguable
that there is no basis for postulating for a more complex acquisition mechanism.

There is then the question of acquiring the relevant overt features for the afiixes
(if they have any). This would be a straight-forward lexically-based (i.e. for each
lexical stem) procedure, as described in Chapter 6. The only `complication' is that this
acquisition procedure would not be just for differing P~IVIT combinations, but would
also vary by context - as this is the framework provided by the mapping procedure.
As we saw in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2.1, this is exactly what the data requires - there
are different affixal forms for different contexts (e.g. if a verbfaf in East Netherlandic
moves only to TP or continues on to CP). Zwart (1997) explains this behaviour by
introducing a lexically-based parameter (and all of the overhead machinery associated
with it) that determines overt form at Morphology - the fC and -~-Agr oppositions. My
proposal need not do this - each differing mapping of abstract features to (individual)
afiixal forms providing a framework upon which to base a lexical mapping of overt
features. Again, a lexically-based acquisition procedure providing for lexically-based
variation (as in Chapter 6), without the necessity to specify lexically-based
parameters.

7.6 Summary

In this chapter I have proposed both a new model of movement for checking
purposes and how an acquisition procedure based on such a model could allow a child
to learn the proper word order for a particular language. In the model all movement
for checking purposes is overt (i.e. pre-Spell-Out) - word order variation is the result
of which elements move to check rather than when they check. Abstract features
which drive movement may be mapped to different elements (actually, to afiixes
which attach to them or to NOFBs which remain independent) within a clause in one
language versus another, causing different elements to move to check which, in turn,
leads to differing word orders in different languages (and even different word orders
within a single language depending upon context - i.e. if the clause has a CP and~or
NegP). Under such a model it becomes the job of the LAD to identify the relevant
context and abstract features (i.e. the existence of particular FPs) and to map the
abstract features to the appropriate feature bearers (NOFBs or afiixes, the latter of
which are then related to lexical stems).

7.7 Conclusion

This proposal seeks to combine properties of two, seemingly contradictory,
acquisition approaches: the rule-based parameter setting model and lexically-based

za Given the very limited number of elements that the procedure has to deal with, the combinatorics of
such an operation would be very limited.
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models. The rule-based parameter setting model is characterised by a learning process
in which one syntactic rule is chosen to the exclusion of all other possible rules which
could determine the phenomenon under consideration. This process is both discrete,
the choice of one rule instantly ruling out other possible behaviours, and wide-
ranging, applying to the phenomenon itself rather than the particular elements
participating in the behaviour. On the other hand we have lexically-based proposals,
which have at their root a learning procedure more amenable to gradual and varied
behaviours. These models rely upon the properties of particular lexical elements being
acquired; these properties then affecting the syntactic derivation as the values of the
properties interact with the rules of syntax. Such acquisition models generally predict
more varied child behaviour with respect to the acquisition of a particular
phenomenon - lexical element-based acquisition allowing lexical element-based
variation. The goal of this chapter has been to apply a lexically-based acquisition
model to a phenomenon that exhibits the observed acquisition path characteristic of
the rule-based parameter setting model.

7.7.1 On the Discrete Nature of Acquisition

The problem addressed in this chapter is to explain a seemingly discretely learned
behaviour (word order) with a lexically-based acquisition model. I seek to do this in
order to explain the general acquisition pattern of word order while meeting one of the
basic precepts of the MP; that variation should be captured within the lexicon,
allowing for a universal syntax (i.e. rule-base). I have done so by basing the
acquisition procedure not on the properties of particular lexical elements themselves,
but rather on the mapping of a lexical feature to a group (or class) of lexical items. In
my proposal word order variation is based upon which elements move within a
particular clause (configuration of FPs) which is, in turn, determined by which class
of lexical items (verb, auxiliary, complementizer or none) a particular abstract feature
is mapped to (by way of an affix or NOFB). By basing the acquisition procedure on
mapping to a class of elements, I maintain the discrete nature of the acquisition
process: an abstract feature is mapped to a class of items, therefore all items in that
class will immediately exhibit the same behaviour (while all items in other classes
will be unaffected).25 This mirrors the discrete nature of the parameter-setting model.
At the same time I have presented a model which allows for the syntactic component
of the language model (i.e. the rule base) to remain universal and invariant across all
languages. The `movement rule', i.e. the checking procedure, simply states that
certain abstract features must move to check within a universal tree structure.
Language variation results from the mapping of the relevant abstract features to
different elements in different languages. We thus have a model in which variation is
based within the lexicon but which predicts a discrete learning behaviour, combining
properties of the two major acquisition approaches. In this way I feel I have addressed
one of the central precepts of the MP (lexically-based variation) in a model which

25 I note that the proposal I have put forward is most likely not amenable to application at an individual
lexical element level. Mappings for a particular context may involve more than one affix (e.g. a
mapping of a TP abstract feature to a verbal affix and a CP abstract feature to a complementizer affix).
If such mappings were done on a lexical element basis, i.e. allowing for lexical variation, it is hard to
see how this linkage could be maintained. For example, how do you determine that (say) one verb has
one behaviour and another verb a different behaviour (i.e. movement pattern) when both must interact
with a complementizer that gets only one feature mapping. One would have to explicitly link all
individual verbs with all complementizers to account for individual verbfcomplementizer pair
behaviours.
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predicts the seemingly discrete behaviour of the acquisition process (for this
phenomenon).

This is in stark contrast to the proposals of the previous chapter for the
acquisition of null subject and RI phenomena (i.e. for the LAD determining the
correct null subject and RI behaviour of a language). Here the acquisition procedures
predict slow shifts in child behaviour from an inappropriate behaviour to the correct
adult behaviour, mirroring the observed child data for these phenomena. This
difference (from the model of this chapter) is the result of two factors: a default
behaviour being available and the nature of acquisition process for overt agreement.
Both phenomena of Chapter 6 initially rely upon a default behaviour that is
inappropriate for the adult. For null subject use, the child's LAD initially relies upon a
paradigm representation of affixation that is appropriate for null subject languages. It
is only after receiving a significant amount of contrary evidence (in the form of
ambiguous agreement affixation) that the LAD comes to rely upon the correct (for
non-null subject languages) lexical (local-tree, verbfaffix) representations of
affixation. This is a drawn-out process, during which time the child may use the
incorrect affixal forms, generating inappropriate null subjects. In the case of
inappropriate RI use, the child is also making use of a default behaviour, a NOFB
which is employed when the child does not have access to the appropriate (to the
context) affix for a particular verb (affixation being acquired verb by verb). Over
time, the child acquires the proper affixation for a given verb (and uses it), but new
verbs are constantly being acquired for which new (to the verb) affixation must be
acquired. Thus we have another drawn out procedure (for the class of verbs as a
whole).

In the phenomenon of this chapter (word order - or, more specifically, movement
for checking purposes) we do not have these complicating factors. There is no default
behaviour for the LAD to fall back on - a choice (i.e. a mapping of abstract features
to an affix~NOFB26) must be made immediately and the implications of it considered.
More importantly, there is not the complication of individual affixal forms to
consider. This acquisition process deals with abstract features (as signalled by the
appearance of FPs in the input), not overt features (which vary according to P~NIT
context). Basically the difference between the procedures of Chapters 6 and 7 is one
of quantity and specificity of the input. In this chapter the data is limited and `clean' -
there is only one abstract feature per FP and no varying overt forms to deal with. For
the acquisition procedures of Chapter 6, the LAD must deal with many possible P~NIT
combinations and relate them to overt forms (which may be irregular). Therefore it is
not surprising that these processes are more drawn-out than the one of this chapter.

7.7.2 On the Categorial Nature of Acquisition

At the end of Chapter 6 I briefly discussed the lexical nature of language - how
linguistic phenomena can penetrate class boundaries and produce differing behaviour
for two elements of the same class. This is most certainly true and has been the basis
of acquisition work since Borer (1984). This observation initially led to the proposal

26 Note that here the NOFB is not part of a default behaviour - mapping to a NOFB will 'hold'
throughout the life of the subject. This should clarify (for readers who may doubt the status of RIs in
adult language) the fact that the NOFB is not proposed simply as a`crutch' for the acquisition proposal
- i.e. something that disappears after the child's inappropriate use of RIs does. The proposals put
forward in this thesis adhere to the Strong Continuity Hypothesis (and to the stronger DISH of Chapter
6).
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that parameter setting was lexical in nature and then, with the change in syntactic
framework, to the claim that all language variation is lexically based (which is
essentially the same claim). However, just because some linguistic phenomena can
break the class barrier does not mean that all linguistic variation must be based at the
individual element level in the lexicon. Some (perhaps even most) linguistic
phenomena do adhere to categorial boundaries, movement for checking purposes
appears to be such a phenomenon. I know of no language in which some elements of
a class undergo one series of checking movements and other elements of the same
class undergo other movements. Some phenomena does seem to be determined at the
categorial level and the proposal of this chapter reflects this. Under the model I have
proposed, abstract features are mapped to affixes~NOFBs at a categorial level (e.g. to
verbal affixes rather than to a particular affix for a particular verb) rather than at an
element level.'~ This has two principle effects: One, the proper mappings of
affixes~NOFBs are determined quickly and efficiently, making the proper use of the
phenomenon available to the child from very early in their development (leading to
the observation that children very rarely make errors in word order).2g Two, this
proper behaviour then supplies a reliable (i.e. unchanging) framework upon which to
base the acquisition of less straight-forward phenomena (e.g. the acquisition of overt
features and their effect upon affixal representation). Class-based, or categorial,
acquisition is `clean' and quick - providing the child's LAD with a reliable structure
for future, more challenging acquisition tasks. It may also help to explain some of the
observations that have led people to question the purely lexical basis of linguistic
phenomena. Linguistic phenomena do not vary wildly within classes - inter-class
variation is the exception rather than the rule. It is the generalities of behaviour that
have led to the formulation of linguistic theory in the iirst place. If not all linguistic
phenomena are determined at the individual lexical element level, then we have a base
for category generalisation. And if phenomena that can discriminate at the individual
lexical element level are based upon more general class-based phenomena, we then
have an argument for general adherence to categorial distinction - but with the ability
to deviate at the individual level. Languages have a mixture of gross adherence to
general behaviour and individual variation - perhaps acquisition theory should as well.

27 Note that overt features are acquired at an element level (i.e. verb affix by verb affix - see Chapter
6), but, under this proposal, overt features play no role in movement for checking purposes.
Zg As we saw in the previous chapter, it is highly debatable whether children actually make errors at the
syntactic level (i.e. use incorrect syntactic options). Indeed, under the view of the MP where there is
only one, invariant, syntax it is hard to see how they could do so. Much of what is traditionally viewed
as `errors' by the child is the result of the child making use of what impoverished language information
they have available at the time.
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Conclusion
Chapter 8

In this thesis I have presented a wide range of acquisition proposals, from the
traditional (and somewhat dated) parameter setting models, to principle-based
acquisition, to lexically-based acquisition and even a model of feature mapping that
looks suspiciously like parameter setting (although within the lexicon rather than the
syntax). One reason I have done this is, of course, to present an overview of the field,
which is a general requirement for any thesis. There is, however, a more important
reason for the level of detail presented: I wish to convince the reader of the superiority
of lexically-based models over the rule-based approaches. When the MP was first
introduced, the reaction of many acquisition researchers was tepid at best. The early
importance (as an issue for debate) of the Wealc~Strong distinction presented a
conundrum for acquisition - an arbitrary distinction which corresponded to nothing in
the real world other than its result. How could such a distinction be learned? Even at
this early point mutterings were heard that the MP was too rigid, too constrained and
just couldn't be acquired. The fact that research into the MP focused on highly
technical issues of theory integrity rather than explaining cross-linguistic variation did
not help matters. Inter-language variation was the backbone of parameter-based
acquisition, inappropriate child phenomena being explained as using a syntactic
option from another language. Without explicit explanations of such variation (other
than the previously mentioned Weak~Strong distinction governing verb movement), or
any clear idea of how such variation might be explained, acquisition theory lost its
primary tool.

The response of acquisition theory in general was to turn in upon itself. Rather
than try to explain how children learning different languages could reach their
disparate goals, researchers narrowed their focus to differences between child and
adult speakers of the same language. In doing so acquisition research abandoned the
search for explanations of inter-language variation to the syntacticians. This is both
puzzling and disappointing. Acquisition research has traditionally shaped linguistic
theory, not the other way around. And this is, I feel, the way it should be. Syntactic
theorising can lead to elegant and wondrous proposals, but all too often it leads to
highly complex, detail-bound and downright `nit-picky' theories only the author could
love. Acquisition theory is the sieve that regulates such theories to the dust bin. When
one must explain how a theory can be acquired by a 2-3 year old, one tends to shy
away from complexity.

As acquisition researchers tried to cope with the loss of parameters as an
acquisition tool, two camps formed (ignoring, of course, those who clung to the PBzP
model). One position was to recreate parameters in the guise of principles (andlor
phrase structure) delayed by maturation. In this way the basic operation of a
parameter (one initial behaviour then replaced by another) could be maintained while
still espousing the new party line of an invariant (adult) syntax. As I argued in
Chapter 5, this approach seems not only flawed but uninteresting as well - a rear-
guard action to save a dying theoretical proposal. The second camp that formed turned
to the basic tenant of the MP - that all variation is to be found within the lexicon.
Although this proposal originally referred to inter-language variation (between adult
speakers of different languages), this new camp applied it (in keeping with the
popular data issues of the day) to intra-language variation (between child and adult
speakers of the same language). Such proposals concentrated on what lexical
knowledge the child possessed (at a given stage of their development) and how a lack
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or confusion of such knowledge could interact with the (invariant) syntax to produce
behaviour divergent from that of the adult.

My work in this thesis definitely follows that of the second camp, but I have
striven to expand my theorising to encompass both inter- and intra-language variation.
In Chapter 6 I have presented a model which claims to explain both child variation
from the adult and how speakers of different languages can arrive at their (differing)
adult grammars. In my theory of null subject behaviour I proposed (following
Rohrbacher 1993 and Speas 1994) that differences in the lexical configuration of affix
storage can have the effect of differing null subject use in adult speakers (of different
languages), even though speakers of null subject and non-null subject languages share
a common syntax. In Chapter 7 I argue that the concept of parameter setting, a
`choice' made by the LAD based on meta-knowledge of the grammar, can also be
implemented within the lexicon - in effect pushing parameter setting out of the syntax.
Here a choice of feature mapping (which features to which affixes that attach to which
lexical stems) within the lexicon accounts for cross-linguistic differences in overt
word order (i.e. verb movement). And I have not chosen to ignore intra-language
variation. In Chapter 6 I present a theory of child RI use which seeks to explain why
children use RIs in contexts not allowed by adults. The theory even seeks to explain
inter-language variation between children, providing reasoning for why children
learning null subject languages exhibit vastly different patterns of RI use compared to
children learning non-null subject languages.

It has been my goal in this work to directly challenge those who say that the MP
is an inferior model with respect to questions of acquisition. In fact, it is my position
that the MP is a great improvement over the PBzP model in this respect. As argued in
Chapter 4(and throughout the entire thesis) the reliance of the P8zP model on
syntactic rules made the theory an overly blunt tool for dealing with the fine-grained
acquisition phenomena. The gradualness of (some) behavioural change exhibited in
the acquisition data, the differing usages of elements within the same category, the
sub-patterns within subpatterns of behaviour - all of these argue against a single rule
alone deternuning a behaviour. For a researcher seeking to truly explain the child
production data, the MP seems to me to be the natural starting point. Even at a more
meta-theoretical level the MP appears to triumph - after all, the speculation that
certain rules are learned (or recognised) is theory internal whereas we know that
learning occurs within the lexicon.

In my mind the introduction of the MP has liberated acquisition theory, not
constrained it. Where previously we had only very limited possibilities to explain
variation (one rule versus another), we now have the entire lexicon to play with. In
this one work I have proposed three different lexically-based properties that can be
integrated into acquisition models. From a difference in affix storage we get null
subject versus non-null subject languages. From a default lexical behaviour (insert the
features directly when the proper affix is unknown) we get overly general child RI
use. And from a difference in feature mapping within the lexicon we get differing
patterns of `verb' movement and therefore differing overt word orders. What other
variations are possible within the lexicon and how these interact with an invariant
syntax to provide explanations of inter- and intra-language variation? To me, this is
the future of language acquisition studies - until, of course, the syntactic theory
changes again.
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Summary in English

In this work I trace the development of first language acquisition theory from the
rule-based parameter-setting models most closely associated with Government and
Binding Theory to post-parameter-setting models which attempt to deal with the new
paradigm of the Minimalist Program. With the introduction of the Minimalist
Program, and its supplantation of Government and Binding Theory as the dominant
Generativist theory, acquisition theory was forced to re-evaluate its standard approach
to explaining both inter-language (i.e. between speakers of different languages) and
intra-language (i.e. between child and adult speakers of the same language) variation.
This has led, at least within the field of learnability, to an abandonment of the
traditional rule-based principles and parameters model. Under this model, both inter-
and intra-language variation was seen as the result of the different speakers having
different underlying syntactic rule bases, as determined by what parameter settings
(i.e. rules) were included in the speaker's grammar (and, conversely, what parameter
settings were excluded). With the introduction of the Minimalist Program, and its
invariant syntax, this approach was called into question, as the rule base for all
languages is postulated to be the same. How acquisition theory can be adjusted to
account for this theoretical shift is the topic of the thesis.

I start by detailing the (adult) phenomena to be discussed, null subjects (the
ability of certain languages to leave the subject of a sentence non-overtj and RIs (Root
Infinitives - non-finite clauses). In the case of null subjects, I delineate what I
consider to be `prototypical' null subjects (null subjects in which the agreement
affixation of the verbal element identifies the subject) from other phenomena with
non-overt subjects (e.g. non-overt subjects in languages such as Chinese) and propose
that only those (conjugations within) languages with unambiguous agreement
marking for Person and Number allow these prototypical null subjects. In the case of
RIs, a phenomenon generally considered to be of questionable grammaticality, I
simply point out that the evidence indicates that this phenomenon is grammatical,
although highly (pragmatically) restricted. After defining the phenomena I will be
addressing, I then present the facts of child usage of these phenomena based on data
obtained from the literature. I show that both null subjects and RIs are commonly
used by children learning non-null subject languages, even though this use is
inappropriate. I also show that the child `gives up' this use gradually, with use of both
phenomena declining over time until the appropriate adult (non) use is achieved.

Having discussed the relevant acquisition patterns observed in the child, I then
turn to explaining these patterns by means of the properties of a postulated acquisition
device. I examine the rule-based parameter-model, discussing a number of proposals
that have been made, including one of my own. I conclude that although the common
criticism of this model - that it is inapplicable to gradual change from one behaviour
to another - is not valid, the model, with its reliance upon all-encompassing rules, is
too blunt a tool to explain the complicated data we observe in the child's acquisition
of null subjects and RIs.

I then turn my attention to proposals made in the spirit of the Minimalist
Program. First I discuss what I term principle-based models, models in which
parameter setting is replaced by the (maturationally) delayed introduction of a
principle. These approaches propose that the child's knowledge of the syntax
(specifically, their phrase-structure) differs from the adult's but that this difference is
corrected over time by the introduction of a principle that was initially missing from
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the child's grammar. I argue that this approach is both contradicted by the data and
generally uninteresting (as it relies upon an arbitrary and untestable procedure).

I then turn my attention to what I term lexically-based models, those in which the
child's syntax is postulated to be exactly the same as that of the adult, but that the
child lacks or misinterprets feature information which interacts with the syntax
(therefore generating deviant behaviour in the child). I discuss a number of such
proposals found in the literature and then present my own. In this proposal, I postulate
that the child's (inappropriate) use of null subjects is the result of the way feature
agreement is stored within the lexicon. I argue that null subject and non-null subject
languages store feature information differently within the lexicon (this difference
resulting in the differing ability to use null subjects) and that all children initially start
with the storage paradigm related to null subject languages (this representation being
preferred as it is more minimal, in the sense of space required). Over time, the
language acquisition device of children acquiring a non-null subject language will
realise that this representation is the incorrect one (based on ambiguity of
Person~Number marking) and gradually shift to the correct representation, producing
a gradual shift in the observed child behaviour, i.e. the gradual elimination of null
subject use. In the case of RIs, I postulate that children produce RIs when they lack
the appropriate agreement affix for a particular verb they wish to use in a particular
context. In this case, I propose the child inserts the appropriate features directly into
the syntax as a non-overt feature bundle which both saves the syntactic derivation and
produces the seeming deviant (from the adult) observed behaviour. As the child
acquires more of the proper afiixation for the verbs (on an affix-by-affix, verb-by-
verb basis), their use of RIs will decline, producing the observed gradual decline of RI
use.

Finally, I briefly turn my attention to the phenomenon of word order variation -
in the Minimalist Program, the phenomenon of movement for checking purposes. I
note that this behaviour lacks the gradual acquisition patterns observed for null
subjects and RIs - correct word order being acquired quickly and without
inappropriate use. I then ask how such a discrete acquisition process could be
explained by the lexically-based models proposed previously. I argue that this
difference can be explained if word order is based upon mapping of features to entire
categories of elements rather than to individual verbs (as proposed for the null subject
and RI explanations). I present a model in which movement for checking purposes
(and the word orders it engenders) is reliant upon non-overt abstract features and
these abstract features map to different (classes of) elements in different languages.
As this mapping is to an entire categorial class of elements, the resulting behaviour
applies to the entire class - producing discrete observed acquisition behaviour.
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Sammenvatting

In dit boek schets ik de ontwikkeling van eerste-taalverwervingstheorie, van rule-
based parameter setting models, die het nauwst verwant zijn aan de Government and
Binding theorie, tot de post-parameter setting models, die trachten een oplossing te
bieden voor het nieuwe paradigma van het Minimalist Program. Met de introductie van
het Minimalist Program, die de Government and Binding theorie verdrong als de
belangrijkste generatieve theorie, werd men gedwongen om de standaardbenadering van
de taalverwervingstheorie zodanig te herzien dat zij zowel inter-talige (d.w.z. tussen
sprekers van verschillende talen) als intra-talige (d.w.z. tussen kinderen en volwassen
sprekers van dezelfde taal) variatie kon verklaren. Dit heeft ertoe geleid, althans, binnen
het gebied van leerbaarheid, dat het traditionele op regels gebaseerde principes- en
parametersmodel (rule-based principles and parameters model) werd verlaten. In dit
model werd zowel inter- als intratalige variatie gezien als een effect van het feit dat bij
de verschillende sprekers sprake is van verschillen in de onderliggende syntactische
regels, zoals bepaald door de parameter settings (d.w.z. regels) die de grammatica van de
spreker wel of juist niet bevat. Als gevolg van de opkomst van het Minimalist Program,
en de bijbehorende invariante syntaxis, werd deze benadering in twijfel getrokken
aangezien de theorie stelt dat de basisregels voor alle talen gelijk zijn. Het onderwerp van
dit proefschrift is dan ook: Hoe kan de taalverwervingstheorie worden aangepast zodat
zij deze theoretische verschuiving kan verklaren?

Ik begin met een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de verschijnselen (van volwassen
taalgedrag) die aan de orde zullen komen, lege onderwerpen (null subjects, het vermogen
van sommige talen om het onderwerp van een zin niet uit te drukken) en RI's (Root
Infinitives, d.w.z. infiniete hoofdzinnen). Wat betreft de lege onderwerpen licht ik toe wat
ik beschouw als `prototypische' lege onderwerpen (lege onderwerpen waarin het
verbuigingsaffix van het werkwoordelijke element het onderwerp identificeert) van
andere verschijnselen met niet-uitgedrukte onderwerpen (bijv. niet-uitgedrukte
onderwerpen in talen zoals het Chinees). Ik stel voor dat alleen deze (verbuigingen
binnen) talen met niet-ambigue verbuigingsmarkers voor persoon en getal dergelijke
prototypische lege onderwerpen tcestaan. In het geval van RI's, een verschijnsel waarvan
de grammaticaliteit over het algemeen als bedenkelijk wordt beschouwd, geef ik slechts
aan dat de gegevens erop wijzen dat dit verschijnsel grammaticaal is, hoewel
(pragmatisch) zeer beperkt. Na het definiëren van de verschijnselen die ik zal behandelen,
bespreek ik voorbeelden van hoe kinderen deze constructies gebruiken, gebaseerd op
gegevens verkregen uit de literatuur. Ik laat zien dat zowel lege onderwerpen als RI's
vaak worden gebruikt door kinderen die een taal zonder lege onderwerpen (non-null
subject language) leren, ook al is dit gebruik onjuist. Ik toon eveneens aan dat het kind
dit gebruik geleidelijk `opgeeft', waarbij het gebruik van beide constructies gaandeweg
vermindert totdat het juiste volwassen (niet-)gebruik is bereikt.

Na de bespreking van de relevante verwervingspatronen die waargenomen zijn bij
het kind, ga ik over tot het verklaren van deze patronen met behulp van de eigenschappen
van een gepostuleerd verwervingsmechanisme. Ik onderzoek het rule-basedparameter
model waarbij ik een aantal bestaande voorstellen behandel, inclusief een door mijzelf
bedachte theorie. Mijn conclusie is dat, hoewel de gebruikelijke kritiek op dit model --
nl. dat het niet toegepast kan worden op geleidelijke verandering van de ene type
taalgedrag naar het andere -- ongegrond is, het model, omdat het steunt ap
allesomvattende regels, een te grof instrument is om de gecompliceerde gegevens te
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verklaren die we waarnemen bij de manier waarop het kind lege onderwerpen en RI's
verwerft.

Hierna richt ik mijn aandacht op voorstellen die gedaan zijn in de geest van het
Minimalist Program. Om te beginnen bespreek ik wat ik principle-based models noem:
modellen waarin parameter setting wordt vervangen door de (in de ontwikkeling)
vertraagde introductie van een principe. Deze benaderingen stellen dat de kennis die het
kind heeft van de syntaxis (met name de constituentenstructuur) verschilt van die van de
volwassene maar dat dit verschil gaandeweg wordt gecorrigeerd door de introductie van
een principe dat aanvankelijk ontbrak aan de grammatica van het kind. Ik tracht te
bewijzen dat deze benadering wordt tegengesproken door de feiten en bovendien
oninteressant is aangezien zij gebaseerd is op een willekeurige en niet-testbare procedure.

Vervolgens wijd ik aandacht aan wat ik lexically-based models noem: modellen
waarin gesteld wordt dat de syntaxis van het kind exact dezelfde is als die van de
volwassene, maar dat het kind kenmerkinformatie die inwerkt op de syntaxis mist of
verkeerd interpreteert, hetgeen afwijkend taalgedrag in het kind tot gevolg heeft. Ik
bespreek een aantal van dergelijke voorstellen uit de literatuur en presenteer er één van
mijzelf. In dit laatstgenoemde voorstel poneer ik dat het (onjuiste) gebruik van lege
onderwerpen door het kind het resultaat is van de manier waarop kenmerkcongruentie
wordt opgeslagen in het lexicon. Mijn argument is dat talen met en talen zonder lege
onderwerpen (null subject and non-null subject languages) kenmerkinformatie
verschillend opslaan in het lexicon (waarbij deze discrepantie het resultaat is van het
verschil in de mogelijkheid om lege onderwerpen te gebruiken) en dat elk kind
aanvankelijk uitgaat van het opslagparadigma dat bij talen met lege onderwerpen hoort
(waarbij deze representatie de voorkeur geniet omdat het minimaler is, in de zin van
benodigde ruimte). Het taalverwervingsmechanisme van kinderen die een taal zonder
lege onderwerpen leren zal zich gaandeweg realiseren dat deze representatie de verkeerde
is (gebaseerd op de ambiguïteit van de persoon~getalmarkering) en er zal een geleidelijke
verschuiving plaatsvinden naar de correcte representatie. Dit proces wordt gekenmerkt
door een gestage verandering in het waargenomen taalgedrag van kinderen, nl. de
geleidelijke verdwijning van het gebruik van lege onderwerpen. Wat RI's betreft is mijn
argument dat kinderen deze produceren als zij het juiste congruentieaffix missen voor een
bepaald werkwoord dat ze willen gebruiken in de bepaalde context. In dat geval stel ik
dat het kind de juiste kenmerken direct in de syntaxis invoegt als een niet-uitgedrukte
kenmerkbundel (non-overtfeature bundle) die de syntactische afleiding redt en zodoende
het waargenomen (van het volwassen gebruik) afwijkende taalgedrag produceert.
Naarmate kinderen meer informatie over de juiste affixatie voor werkwoorden verwerven
(affix voor affix, werkwoord voor werkwoord), zal hun gebruik van RI's verminderen,
hetgeen resulteert in de waargenomen geleidelijke afname van RI gebruik.

Ten slotte besteed ik kort aandacht aan het verschijnsel van variatie in
woordvolgorde, in het Minimalist Program het verschijnsel van verplaatsing voor
verificatiedoeleinden (checking). Ik merk op dat dit taalgedrag niet dezelfde geleidelijke
verwervingspatronen vertoont als bij lege onderwerpen en RI's, aangezien
woordvolgorde snel en zonder onjuist gebruik verworven wordt. Voorts stel ik de vraag
hoe een discreet verwervingsproces verklaard kan worden door de eerder voorgestelde
lexically-based models. Ik redeneer dat dit verschil kan worden verklaard als de
woordvolgorde wordt gebaseerd op het afbeelden van kenmerken op hele categorieën van
elementen, en niet zozeer op individuele werkwoorden zoals voorgesteld in de verklaring
voor lege onderwerpen en RI's. Ik presenteer een model waarin verplaatsing m.b.t.
checking (en de woordvolgordes die daaruit voortvloeien) berust op niet-uitgedrukte
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abstracte kenmerken en waarin deze abstracte kenmerken worden afgebeeld op
verschillende (klassen van) elementen in verschillende talen. Aangezien er wordt
afgebeeld op een hele categoriale klasse van elementen geldt het resulterende gedrag voor
de gehele klasse, hetgeen het waargenomen discrete verwervingsgedrag tot gevolg heeft.
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so long, and thanks for all the fish
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